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Speaker Mcpike: OThe House will come to order. The Chaplain for

today is Reverend Lynn Hudson, of the General Baptist

Church in Moweaqua, Illinois. Reverend Hudson is the guest

of Representative Duane Noland.?

Reverend Hudson: ''Father, this morning we're grateful for the

beautiful day that You have blessed us with. Father, we're

also grateful that You allow us the privilege of democracy

that we might govern ourselves as we see fit, and I pray

Your blessings upon each one who is involved in the

decision-making process here in the House of

Representatives. Father, today we ask that You would grant

us the wisdom of Solomon, that we miqht rightly govern the

people. Father give us the courage of Moses, that we might

stand up for what is right, even in the face of great

opposition, and Father give us the mind of Christ, who was

willing to give His very life to serve those for whom He

was sent. This is our prayer Father in His name. Amenol

Speaker Mcpike: ?Mr. Balanoff, for the Pledge of Allegiance./

Balanoff et al: *1 pledge allegiance to the flag of the United

States of America, and to the Republic for which 'it stands,

one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice

for a11.''

Speaker Mcpike: >Roll Call for Attendance. Kubik.''

Kubik: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Let the record reilect that

Representative Bernie Pedersen is excused today./

Speaker Mcpike: lRepresentattve Ronen, excused absences. Oh,

Currie's here. A11 riqht.'

Currie: ''Representative LeFlore is the only excused absence.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Thank you. One hundred and sixteen Members

answering the roll call, a quorum is present. Agreed

Resolutions.''

Clerk Rossi: WHouse Resolution 512, offered by Representative
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Frederick; House Resolution 513, offered by Representative

Frederick; House Resolution 514, offered by Representative

Frederick; House Resolution 515, offered by Representative

Roskam; House Resolution 516, offered by Representative

Delaeqher; House Resolution 517, offered by Representative

Delaegher; House Resolution 518, offered by Representative

Delaegher; House Resolution 519, offered by Representative

Prussing; House Resolution 520, offered by Representative

Ostenburg; House Resolution 521, offered by Representative

Frederick; House Resolution 523, offered by Representative

Hoffman; House Resolution 524, offered by Representative

Levin; House Resolution 526, offered by Representative

Steczo; House Resolution 527, offered by Representative

Steczo; House Resolution 528, offered by Representative

Saviano; House Resolution 529, offered by Representative

Bugielski; House Resolution 530, offered by Representative

McAfee; House Resolution 532, offered by Representative

Hoeft; House Resolution 533, offered by Representative

Hoeft; House Resolution 534, offered by Representative

Weller; House Resolution 535, offered by Representative Lou

Jones; House Resolution 536, offered by Representative

Mulligan; House Joint Resolution 22, offered by Speaker

Madigan; House Joint Resolution 24, offered by

Representative Rutherford; House Resolution 537, offered by

Representative Lawfer; House Resolution 539, offered by

Representative Ostenburq; House Resolution 540, offered by

Representative Ostenburg; House Resolution 541, offered by

Representative Ostenburg; House Resolution 542, offered by

Representative Ostenburg; House Resolution 544, ofiered by

Representative Delaegher; House Resolution 545, offered by

Representative Delaegher; House Resolution 546, offered by

Representative Weller; House Resolution 547, offered by
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Representative von Bergen-Wessels; House Resolution 548,

offered by Representative von Bergen-Wessels; House

Resolution 549, offered by Representative Weaver; House

Joint Resolution 25, offered by Representative Wojcik.
House Joint Resolution 26, offered by Representattve

Brady.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, fshall the Agreedf...

Representative Granberg moves the adoption of the Agreed

Resolutions. A1l in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Agreed Resolutions are adopted.

Congratulations, Representative Granberg. Death

Resolutions.n

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Resolution 543, offered by Representative

Morrow, with respect to the memory of Lottie V. Norman.l

Speaker Mcpike: 'RepresentaEive Dart, moves for the adoption of

the Death Resolutions. The question is, 'Shall the Death

Resolutions be adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed,

'no'. The fayes' have it, and the Death Resolutions are

adopted. Congratulations, Mr. Dart. Mr. Granberg.W

Granberg: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. just want to take this
opportunity to congratulate Representative Hartke over the

national recognition he received this morning by Charles

Osqood on his bull sperm Bill.'

Speaker Mcpike: HRepresentative Hartke, the question is, 'Why was

Charles Osgood interested in your sperm Bill?'

Representative Hartke.?

Hartke: ''They were just good legislation for the people.?
Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. My understanding is in the

response to a question, Mr. Hartke told Mr. Osgood the

following: He said, 'If you're not gonna use it for

agricultural purposes, what do you need it for?'/
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Speaker Mcpike: lGeneral Resolutions.o

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Resolution 531, offered by Representative

Santiago. House Joint Resolution 23, offered by

Representative Granberg.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Committee on Assignment. Introduction and'First

Readin: of House Bills and Senate Bills.>

Clerk Rossi: nsenate Bill 1, offered by Representative Daniels, a

Bill for an Act in relation to property tax extension

limitations. First Readinq of the Bill. Senate Bill

offered by Representative Parke, a Bill for an Act to

repeal the Structural Work Act. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 3, offered by Representative Krause, a Bill for

an Act concerning civil liabilities. First Reading oi the

Bill. Senate Bill 5l# offered by Representative Maureen

Murphy, a Bill for an Act to amend the School Code. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 100, offered by

Representative Kubik, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Municipal Code. First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Bill 127, offered by Representative Lanq, a Bill for an Act

to amend the School Code. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 131: offered by Representative Curran, a Bill

for an Act in relation to elections. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 135, offerqd by Representative Burke, a

Bill for an Act the School Code. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 139, offered by Representative Pankau: a

Bill for an Act to amend the Job Referral and Job Listing

Services Consumer Protection Act. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 157. offered by Representative Curran, a

Bili for an Act to amend the Illinois Vehicle Code. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 159, offered by

Representative Brunsvold, a Bill for an Act to amend the

School Code. First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 177:
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offered by Representative Hartke, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Illinois Diseased Animals Act. First Reading of

the Bill. Senate Bill 252, offered by Representative

Steczo, a Bill for an Act to create the Private Detective,

Private Alarm, and Private Security Act of 1993. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 258, offered by

Representative Krause, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Parentage Act of 1984. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 262, oifered by Representative Ryder, a Bill

for an Act concerning entities subject to regulation byvthe

Department of Insurance, amending named Acts. First

Readinq of the Bill. Senate Bill 310, offered by

Representative Kaszak, a Bill for an Act to amend the Code

of Criminal Procedure of 1963. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 344, offered by Representative Zickus, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Code of Civil Procedure. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 357, offered by

Representative Santiago, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Municipal Code. First Readinq of the Bill. Senate

Bill 382, offered by Representative Novak, a Bill for an

Act relating to bonds for school construction. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 383, offered by

Representative Lang, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Security Deposit Interest Act. First Reading of the Bill.

Senàte Bill 398, offered by Representative Granberg, a Bill

for an Act concerning sexually transmitted disease. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 133, offered by

Representative zickus, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Human Rights Act. First Readin: of the Bill.

Senate Bill 436, offered by Representative Stephens, a Bill

for an Act to Amend the lllinois Insurance Code. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 442, offered by
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Representative Levin, a Bill for an Act concerning

condominiums. First Readin: of the Bill. Senate Bill 453,

offered by Representative Biggert, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Uniform Commercial Code. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 485, offered by Representative Granberg,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Banking Act. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 592, offered by

Representative Bugielski, a Bill for an Act authorizing the

establishment and operation of scholarship schools on a

pi lot basi s . F i rst Reading of the Bi 11 . Senate Bi 11 6l0 ,

f f ered by Repre sentat i ve Nova k a B i l l f or an Ac t to' amendo ,

the Envi ronmental Protect ion Act . Fi rst Readin: of the

B i l l . Senate B i l l 6l7 , of f ered by Representat ive Maureen

Murphy , a Bi 11 f or an Act to amend the I llinoi s

Admini strat ive Procedure Act . Fi rst Reading of the Bi 11 .

Senate Bi 11 622 , of f ered by Representat ive Ryder , a Bi 11

f or an Act to amend the Of f ic ial Court Reporters Act .

F i rst Reading of the Bi 11 . Senate Bi 11 626 , of f ered by

Representat ive Tom Johnson , a Bi 11 f or an Ac t to amend the

Envi ronmental Protect ion Act . Fi rst Reading of the Bi 11 .

Senate Bi l l 650 # of f ered by Representat ive Maureen Murphy ,

a Bi 11 f or an Act to amend the Code of Civi 1 Procedure .

Fi rst Reading of the Bi 11 . Senate Bi 11 65l , of f ered by

Representat ive Blac k : a B i l l f or an Act to rev i se the 1aw

by combi n i ng mult iple enac tment s and mak i ng techn ica l

correct ions . Fi rst Reading of thv Bi 11 . Senate Bi 11 652 ,

of f ered by Representat ive Blac k , a B i l l f or an Ac t to

reviqe the 1aw by combining multiple enactments and making

technical corrections. First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Blll 714, offered by Representative McAuliffe, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Illinois Police Training Act. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 739, offered by
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Representative McAuliffe, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Code of Civil Procedure. First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Bill 756, offered by Representative Olson: a Bill for an

Act to amend the Illinois Insurance Code. First Readinq of

the Bill. Senate Bill 759, offered by Representative Cross,

a Bill for an Act in relation to sentencing hearinqs.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 773, offered by

Representative Maureen Murphy, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Unified Code of Corrections. First Readinq of the

Bill. Senate 5ill 846, offered by Representative Balanoff.R

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Doorkeeper. Continue.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 893, offered by Representative Biggert,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Local Governmental and

Governmental Smployees Tort Immunity Act. First Reading of

the Bill. Senate Bill 991, offered by Representative

Giglio, a Bill for an Act to amend the School Code. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 1021, offered by

Representative Capparelli, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Housing Development Authority Act. First Reading

of the Bill. Senate 3ill 1085, offered by Representative

Giorgi, a Bill for an Act concerning sanitary districts.

First Reading of these Senate Bills''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Black, are you feeling better? Mr. 'Clem'#

Children and Family Law. Call the Bills, and we're not

getting back to this order. Got anything on corporal

punishment? A11 right. Mr. Stephens. Mr. Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Was that the Navy hymn?''

Gppnker Mcpike: ''Yes, that was one of your heroes, Ollie North,

another one of those Annapolis graduates that was

convicted. Constitutional Officers, Third Reading. Mr.

Phelan has a Bill, 537. Read the Bi11.O

Clerk Rossi: lHouse Bill 537, a Bill for an Act amending the
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Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Granberg will handle the Bill for

Mr. Phelan. Is this a technical... Is this a vehicle Bill

only? Mr. Black.o

Black: ''Yes. would just rise to ask the Sponsor what he intends
to do with this vehicle Bill?''

Speaker Mcpike: HRepresentative Granberg, indicates that it's

simply a vehicle to send to Senate in case it's neededo''

Black: ''I checked with Senator Philip's staff last night, and he

doesn't think a lot of these Bills are needed, so not

sure we can vote for this Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Phelan, Representative Phelan. Mr. Phelan,

here? The question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?' All in

favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have a1l voted? Have

al1 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a11

voted who wish? Have al1...Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there are 68 'ayes' and 48 fnoes'. This Bill,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Representative Woolard, on House Bill

913. Woolard, Woolard, where is Mr. Woolard? guess some

people thought we were going in at 10:00. Mr. Homer, Mr.

Homer. He's not here either. Mr. Kubik. lt seems like if

you can hear the Chair everybody ought to hear the Chair.

right?e

Kubik: ''I was just gonna say that maybe Representative Preston
has started a breakfast club or something.n

Speaker Mcpike: R1 think that's why he lost the Primary, because

he would never call those Bills on Children and Family Law.

Consumer Protection, Representative Schakowsky, 1017.

Representative Currie, do you want to handle this Bill for

Representative Schakowsky? Representative Ronen, do you

,
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want to handle the Bill for Representative Schakowsky?

Representative Ronen, could you handle the Bill?

Representative Currie refuses to do it. Representative

Currie, you gonna handle this Bill? Oh, Representative

Schakowsky is here. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: ffHouse Bill 1017, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act. Third

Reading of the Bil1.>

Speaker Mcpike: rRepresentative Schakowsky./

Schakowsky: PThank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. The aim of this Bill is to prevent attorneys from

routinely and purposely filing consumer collection actions

against debtors in counties where the lawyer knows the

defendant does not live. In other words, makinq often poor

people travel a long distance in order to appear in court,

making it literally impossible for them Eo defend

themselves. It is amended to recognize that any

unintentional filing of such actions will not be punished.

So we made every effort to protect attorneys who

inadvertently file these actions in an improper venuer but

it also is intended to protect people so that they can be

tried in the community where the problem occurred, where

they purchased the item, and so this, believe, will solve

that problem, and urge your 'aye' vote.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall this 3ill pass?' A11 in

favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Mr. Wennluqd did not

have his light on when I called the record.f'

Wennlund: ''Yes, I did.''

Speaker Mcpike: f'You did??

Wennlund: OYes, Sir. Yes, Sir.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''It was awful close.W

Wennlund: *1 don't lie; dido/
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Speaker Mcpike: ?It was awful close.e

Wennlund: >No, 1 did.?

Speaker Mcpike: RYour microphones on, but it think it was

questionable; it was very close. Your microphone's on.''

Wennlund: plt's too early in the morning to argue about it.n

Speaker Mcpike: lHave a1l voted? Have a1l voted who wish?W

Wennlund: ''I intend to seek a verification. Mr. Speaker, I'm

gonna request a verification of this roll call.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Are you really?p

Wennlund: 'Yes Sir.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Maybe you can talk to Senator Philip about this

Bill instead of doing a verification.p

Wennlund: ''No, 1 tell you what.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''I mean, Representative Parcells is voting for

it, Representative Black is voting for it, yes.

Representative Hoeft is voting for it. Representative

Lawfer is voting for it. Representative Moffitt is voting

for Representative Weaver is voting for There's a

1ot of people on your side who think this is a good Bi11.G

Wennlund: ''Wel1 you know...'f

Speaker Mcpike: ''And they're all hereeo

Wennlund: ''The uninformed.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''They're all here./

Wennlund: ''The uninformed.l

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Mulligan's voting for itop

Wennlund: NThat's because they don't know what itfs about.p

Speaker Mcpike: nRepresentative Hughes is voting for

Wennlund: ''That's because they don't know what it's about.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''It got 74 votes, think it's dilatory.

Dilatoryon

Wennlund: >Well, 1 don't think there's 74 votes here.e

Speaker Mcpike: don't think there's seven votes here.?
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Wennlund: ''I don't think there's seven people here. No, youpre

right. But you know, here's what it does. It's because

they don't know what it does. You know..o'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Wennlund, your minute's up. This was

explanation of vote here. It's an explanation of vote./

Wennlund: ''But? Well, my request for a verification still

stands.''

Speaker Mcpike: ?Well it's unbelievable. Al1 the Members of your

side of the aisle are voting for this.p

Wennlund: >Well if You know, if went to Mr. Black's

hardware store and...and I charged a new stereo system or a

set of tools, what he would...he would have toa..he

couldn't sue me where he resides and where his business

was... Yeah, I mean, you better stop and think about this.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Continue, Mr. Wennlund, maybe you could... You

got Mr. Black to switch to 'present'.''

Wennlund: ''Yeah. Well let's take a look at this. Now it makes

it an unlawful practice to sue to collect a consumer debt

in a county other than the county in which the consumer

resides at the time the action is brought. The county

whtch the consumer executed the contract or sued upon, or

the county in which the real estate securing the debt,

that's currently the law, if it's..oif it's with regard to

real estate. But...it's gonna make it tougher for

businesses in this state to collect the debts that are due

them, and it's really not just a merely Bill, so...maybe if
we verify this, I'lï get to know the Members...the new

Members' names better: won't know...won't be able to know

their faces because they're not here. And, maybe it will

get 'em over from the Stratton Building or from their

apartments.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Schakowsky.'
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Schakowsky: 'Representative, think itrs important that you

understand that this would not apply... It says here,

where the...that the venue has to be where the defendant

resides or the county in which some or all of the

transaction occurred. So, if someone purchased something

Representative Blacks' store, that would be an

appropriate venue for that trial. This is not an effort to

try and sidestep any kind of appropriate action; it's only

if they're being dragged to some place that doesn't relate

at a11 to the transaction. So, this is not an effort to...

This would take into account those kinds of transactions.p

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Wennlund, to...r

Wennlund: f'Well, the bottom line is that I may want...l may want

to file suit in Madison County because know the jury's in
Madison County...''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Now, Mr. Wennlund, you should not pick on

Madison County. Mr. Stephens iso..lives in Madison

County.n

Wennlund: HThey give higher awards thereee

Speaker Mcpike: /No, it's not true. It's certainly not true.N

Wennlund: ''Oh, it isn't? Al1 right./

Speaker Mcpike: ''Not true. Proceed, Mr. Wennlund. But, pick

another county.''

Wennlund: *St. Clair. How about St. Clair?f'

Speaker Mcpike: Pokay. All right, thanks. Jurys give higher

awards in St. Clair County, so I might want to file suit in

St. Clair County and still wanna...ought to have the right

to do that.?

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Schakowsky. Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''I just urge all those people who were voting 'aye'
to continue to do so and to come back on the board. This

t
is simply to protect people from frivolously being asked to
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qo long distances. The suit must be brought where they

live or if they travel and purchase something, then they're

gonna have to travel and go to court again. This is a

responsible Bill that protects attorneys, it protects

vendors, and it protects the defendants as we11.*

Wennlund: WRepresentative what was the genesis of this

legislation?

Speaker Mcpike: OMr...*

Wennlund: ''Where'd this come from?''

Speaker Mcpike: 'Q 'm sorry, Mr. Wennlund, we weren't able to hear

that last comment. You were about a foot from your

microphone.''

Wennlund: 'Where did this legislation come from; who proposed

this?n

Speaker Mcpike: ''Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: 'fThis... The Leqal Assistance Foundation, the State

Bar Association says it's unethical to file in a venue that

is inappropriate. This is a Bill to protect poor people.e

Wennlund: ''That's what we have courts for.W

Speaker Mcpike: ''Have a1l voted? All right. Mr. Wennlund has

asked for a verification on this, Miss Schakowsky. Okay?

You know, l've asked him to withdraw it. I've asked him

four times to withdraw it, five times. 1911 ask him again,

but it doesn't look like he's gonna do it. 1 have no

choice. Have a11 voted? Have al1 voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk

will take the record. On this Motion, there are 64 fayes'

and 41 'noes'. Mr. Clerk, read the affirmative.R

Clerk Rossi: ''Those voting in the affirmative. Balanoff.

Blagojevich. Brunsvold. Burke. Capparelli. Curran.
Currie. Dart. Davis. Delaegher. Dunn. Edley. Erwin.

Flinn. Flowers. Frias. Gash. Giglio. Giolitto.
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Giorgi. Granberg. Hannig, Hartke. Hawkins. Hicks.

Hoffman. Homer. Jones, Lou. Jones, Shirley. Kaszak.

Kotlarz. Laurino. Levin. Lopez. Martinez. Mautino.

McAfee. McGuire. Mcpike. Moore, Eugene. Morrow.

Moseley. Mulligan. Murphy, H. Ostenburg. Pardells.

Phelan. Phelps. Prussing. Pugh. Ronen. Rotello.

Saltsman. Santiago. Schakowsky. Schoenberg. Sheehy.

Steczo. Stroger. Turner. von Bergen-Wessels. Woolard.

Younge. and Mr. Speaker.e

Speaker Mcpike: *Al1 right, Mr. Wennlund, on a verification. Mr.

Wennlund has not voted on this Bi1l.>

Wennlund: ''Could be recorded as a fnoî? I've got egg on my

microphone, and I couldn't see my button.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes. Mr. Wennlund disliked this Bill so much he

wouldn't even vote on it. Mr. Wennlund votes 'nop. On the

Verification of the Affirmative, Mr. Wennlundon

Wennlund: ''Thank you. Representative Hannig?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Hannig is here.''

Wennlund: ''Gee, I was picking a name out of air.p

Speaker Mcpike: NI knowoo

Wennlund: ''Gee, how'd I get so lucky./

Speaker Mcpike: /1 don't know.n

Wennlund: ''Oh Representative Martinez?o

Speaker Mcpike: ''Martinez is not here, remove him from the roll.''

Wennlund: ''Representative Shirley Jones?e

Speaker Mcpike: ''Shirley Jones is not here. Remove her from the

roll.''

Wennlund: ''Representative Hoffman?e

Speaker Mcpike: ''Who?''

Wennlund: 'Hoffman.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Hoffman.?

Wennlund: ''J. Hoffman./
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Speaker Mcpike: ''Hoffman; he's not here.''

Wennlund: PRepresentative Dart.''

Speaker Mcpike: 119:41, Mr. Hoffman here? No. Remove him from

the roll.n

Wennlund: nRepresentative Dart??

Speaker Mcpike: PRemove Mr. Hoffman from the roll.?

Wennlund: ''Representative Dart?'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Dart. He was here.'

Wennlund: PRepresentative Flowers?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''We11# just a minute. Mr. Dart? No, he's mot
here. Remove him from the roll.n

Wennlund: PRepresentative Flowers?l

Speaker Mcpike: HRepresentative Saviano just walked on the House

floor. Good morning, Mr. Saviano. He'd like to vote

1 n o 1 O

Wennlund: ''At 9:42./

Speaker Mcpike: nAt 9:42. He was up with his child a1l night.

guess it's really tough to be with a four-day-old baby al1

night, isn't it Mr. Saviano? Mr. Lopez, did you...were you

seeking recognition? Yes, he's here. Al1 right. Who was

the last one that you asked?e

Wennlund: PRepresentative Flowers?/

Speaker Mcpike: RRepresentative Flowers is not here. Remove her

from the roll.?

Wennlund: ''Representative Davis? Monique Davis?/

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Monique Davis is not here.

Remove her from the roll. Representative Jones would like

to be verified right here.''

Wennlund: ''Sure.?

Speaker Mcpike: nokay.''

Wennlund: NRepresentative Morrow?/

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Morrow's not here. Remove him
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from the roll.n

Wennlund: ''Representative Stroger?n

Speaker Mcpike: OOh, wait a minute, wait a minute, just a minute,

Representative Morrow's here. I thought you were Balanoff.

Representative Morrow is here. Return him to the roll.'

Wennlund: >Representative Stroger?/

Speaker Mcpike: Pstroger?'

Wennlund: Noh, there he is. Representative Hicks?o

Speaker Mcpike: plust a minute. Werre looking for Stroger. Is

he here? Mr. Stroger here? The Gentleman is not here.

Remove him from the roll, but Mr. Dart has returned.

knew Mr. Dart was here. Put Mr. Dart back on the roll.

Okay he's back.''

Wennlund: ''Representative Hicks?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Hicks is not here. Remove him from the

roll.''

Wennlund: ''Representative Dunn?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Dunn is not herey remove him from the roll.l

Wennlund: ''Representative Levin?'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Oh, Mr. Dunn is here. Put him back on the roll.

Put him back on.the rolloN

Wennlund: HRepresentative.../

Speaker Mcpike: NMr. Stroger has returned; put him on the roll.

Mr. Flinn is here.n

Wennlund: ''Representative Levin? Ellis Levin?o

Speaker Mcpike: OHe's here.H

Wennlund: ''Representative Laurino?l

Speaker Mcpike: >He's here./

Wennlund: ''Representative Frias?p

Speaker Mcpike: 'fRepresentative Frias is not here. Remove him

from the rollol

Wennlund: ''Representative Lopez?l
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Speaker Mcpike: pHe's here.?

Wennlund: ''Santiago?''

Speaker Mcpike: Nsantiago is not here. Remove him from the

roll./

Wennlund: Pcapparelli?n

Speaker Mcpike: WMr. Capparelli is not here. Remove him from the

roll./

Wennlund: 'Representative Rotello?p

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Rotello's not here. Remove him from the

roll./

Wennlunbd: ''Representative Burke?n

Speaker Mcpike: ''He's here.''

Wennlund: OBlaqojevich?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Blagojevich is not here. Remove him from
the rollp''

Wennlund: ''J have no further questions.l'

Speaker Mcpike: 1'All right. The Lady asked for Postpone

Consideration. The Bill will be put on Postpone

Consideration. Representative Turner, do you want to call

that Bill, 16457 Read the Bill, Mr. ClerkpW

Clerk Rossi: RHouse Bill 1645, a Bill for an Act in relation to

hot water heaters. Third Reading of the Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. Turner.''

Turner: rThank you Mr. Speaker. This Bill creates the Hot Water

Safety Act, and what does is this leqislation that

requires that new hot water heaters that are installed in a

single family residence must be set at a minimum

temperature qetting, unless the owner or occupant asks that

the dealer set that temperature at a higher temperature,

and 1 move for the favorable adoption of Senate Bi1l...I

mean House Bill 1645.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''This Bill's been agreed to now by everybody,
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right? Yes. The question is# 'Shall this Bill pass?' All

in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all voted?

Have a11 voted who wish? Schoenberg, 'aye'. Have all

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will

take the record. On this Motion, l08 'ayes', 4 'noes'.

House Bill 1645, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Representative
Currie, 1928. Education, Third Reading, House Bill 658,

comparable worth, on postponed consideration.

Representative Currie, do you want to call this Bill? Well

it's the last time we're coming to this Bill. We have

pretty good attendance, Representative Curriey if you'd

like to call this Bill. We've got pretty good attendance.

Representative Steczo, 730. Churchill: 1089. Johp Dunn,

1195. John Dunn, wanna call your Bill? Mr. Morrow, 1237.

Charles Morrow. Representative Phelan, 19327 Phelan.

Mr. Turner. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk, 2027. Mr. Phelan:

did you want to call your Bill? Mr. Phelan, did you want

to call your Bill? Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 2027, a Bill for an Act to amend the

School Code. Third Reading of the Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Turner.''

Turner: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. This is a Bill on behalf of the

Chicago Board of Ed, and what simply does, is allows

the textbook tax that's collected to be...the money that's

collected from that tax also be used to purchase school

supplies, and I move for the favorable adoption of House

B5;1 2027.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''Thq question is, 'Shall House Bill 2027 pass?'

A1l in favor vote faye') opposed vote 'nor. Have a1l

voted? Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there is
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'ayes' and l 'no'. Mr. Wennlund, to

explain his votep''

Wennlund: *1 donft know how I could

l13 people here.P

Speaker Mcpike: NYes there iso?

Wennlund: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Mcpike: 'A lot of people took a walk on that last Bill.

On this Motion, 113 'ayes', l 'no'. House Bill 2027,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby

declared passed. House Bill 2198: Representative Hawkins.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk. Hawkins.l

Clerk Rossi: NHouse Bill 2198, a Bill for an Act concerninq the

formation of corporations by public universities. Third

Reading of the Bill./

ike: èRepresentative Hawkins.eSpeaker McP

Hawkins: 'Mr. Chairman and Members of this committee. This Bill

have been so wrong. There's

simply allows universities to set up a non-profit

corporations to be able to market inventions and various

book royalties and so forth. Currently, they have to hire

outside firms to do that, and those firms, it's my

understanding, get 50% of the profits from that. This Bill

would eliminate that and allow the universities and

faculties to ....get the money. This would be an increased

amount of money to the universities and faculties.?

Speaker Mcpike: NThe question is, Shall House Bill 2198 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this Motion, there's ll3 'ayes' and l fno'.

House Bill 2198, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 2249,

Representative Flowers. Representative Brunsvold, 2274?

Brady?n
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Brady: ''Mr. Speaker, I'd like to reflect that I misvoted in the

last; I intended to vote 'aye'./

Speaker Mcpike: NThe record will so reflect. State Government,

House Bill 712, Mr. Saltsman. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: OHouse Bill 712, a Bill for an Act concerning

membership of the stàte treasurer on authorities issuing

bonds. Third Reading of the Bi1l.*

Speaker Mcpike: OMr. Saltsman.p

Saltsman: RYes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is.a similar Bill

that passed out of here last year and what it does, it

allows the state Treasurer or his designèe, an ex-official

member of the Illinois Development and Finance Authority of

the Illinois Housing Development Authority: Illinois State

Toll Highway Authority. The Bill also changes the numbers

needed for a quorum at each...at each m+eting of the

authorities. Beings that the Treasurer is the proctor of

al1 of these funds through his office: where we think that

it is appropriate that he be a member of these

authorities.'

Speaker Mcpike: /Mr. Wennlund./

Wennlund: NThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I think we now found someone who has more Bills

filed than both Representative Lan: and Representative Dart

put together; the State Treasurer, Pat Quinn. Now at the

cost of $5,000 a Bill, this guy's got to have a half a

million dollars worth of Bills floating around this

Capitol. There is no reason in the world that the State

Treasurer should be a voting Member of the Illinois Finance

Authority, but even less of the Toll Highway Authority.

Now, he may think he knows, thinks he knows more about the

tollway system and how it ought to be operated, and how its

funds ought to be invested, buf that's the only authority
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in the entire State of Illinois that's fiscally sound and

has any money. If for no other reason than that, he ouqht

to stay out of it, period, and thato..we're gonna vote

'no'; and maybe we ought to verify this one too. Maybe

wefll get some more Members over here; maybe the Treasurer

can round some up to bring them to the House floor.o

Speaker Mcpike: PMr...anyone else? The question is# lshall House

3ill 7l2 pass?' All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote

'no'. Have all voted? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will

take the record. On this Motion, there are 65 'ayes', 48

'noes'. House Bill 712, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Parke, for what

reason do you rise?'

Parke: ''I would like to have a verification of roll callo'

Speaker Mcpike: HWell, that's not timely. Sorry, it's already

been declared passed.n

Parke: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker./

Speaker Mcpike: rMr. Edley, on 791. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 791, a Bill for an Act requiring

preparation of dedicated fund notes for certain

legislation. Third Reading of the Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Edley.P

Edley: ''Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

General Assembly. This is a Bill that we passed out last

Session. would have a more reporting in accounting of

the.o.hundreds of funds that we currently have in the State

of Illinois. I know we talk about GRF funding and that's

the one that...that has certainly the largest fund, but the

state has literally hundreds of other dedicated funds and

what we need...would...would have is the Economic and

Fiscal Comyission to prepare a dedicated fupd note for any
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dedication. We wouldor expand a

also have the Comptroller prepare an annual review of these

funds and make recommendations to the General Assembly

about...about these funds; about the restrictions, the

statutory authority, the revenue source, the amounts

received and the beneficiaries of these funds. Almost:

almost 50% of the state budqet is locked up in these

dedicated funds and I think that we could improve our cash

flow and improve our budgeting processes by having a closer

i f these dedicated funds, and I'd ask for your 'scrut ny o

'aye' vote./

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 791 pass?'

All in favor vote fayef; opposed vote 'no'. Mr. Ryder to

explain his vote.''

Ryder: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. rise in opposition to this

although itfs well-intended as far as gaining information

for the General Assembly. I do have a considerable amount

of problem as to what this would do to folks such as the

road fund, the Illinois Department of Transportation. All

of us would like to see better roads in Illinois, and

the...this kind of process may not be helpful to the

Department of Transportation and others on those funds.

Ultimately the responsibility's with the Legislature and 1

don't believe that the kind of extra...bureaucratic levels

that the Sponsor is creating by this is particularly

helpful to that process.l

Speaker Mcpike: NHave a1l voted? Have al1 voted who wish? The

Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there are 70

'ayes', 44 'noes'. House Bill 791: havinq received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Ronen, 1108. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 1108, a Bill for én Act amending the
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Illinois Purchasing Act. Third Reading of the Bill.ff

Speaker Mcpikel f'Representative Ronen.R

Ronen: *1s there? I move to...I move to leave to go back to

Second Reading for an Amendment.'

Speaker Mcpike: NYeah. The Lady asks leave to return the Bill to

Second Reading. Leave is granted. The Bill's on Second

Reading. Any Amendments, Mr. Clerk?n

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Ronen.'

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Ronen.n

Ronen: 'Yes, thank you, Speaker. Amendment 43 sets forth

provisions for out-of-state vendors. It provides that

out-of-state vendors have to adhere ' to the applicable

provisions of the insurance laws of the state in which they

are located in order to be eligible for state contracts.

move 'do passb.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment 43 be

adopted?' Mr. Wennlund, on that Motion.R

Wennlund: nWill the Sponsor yield? Can you tell us one more time

what this Amendment does??

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.ff

Ronen: ''I guess, Representative. This Amendment provides that

out-of-state vendors have to adhere to the applicable

provisions of the insurance clause...l

Wennlund: ''Did the electrician turn her microphone on?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes, please...l mean...we could have a little

more quiet than whoever is doing all their...oh, it's

Representative Wojcikop
Ronen: f'Yes, Representative, Amendment 3 provides that

out-of-state vendors have to adhere to the applicable

provisions oj the insurance laws of the state in which they

are located in order to be eligible for contracts. We
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added this Amendment at the request of CMS. Previously we

were askinq that companies adhere to Illinois standards.

If they are an out-of-state company, we are asking that

they adhere to the standards of the state in which they are

located.p

Wennlund: ?...How does this chanqe the original Bill? Does it...

With this Amendment, does the original Bill still require

anybody who bids on a state contract to have employee

health insurance?/

Ronen: 'If...if they need to...if they have more than 50

employees and they are..othey must supply, yeso'

Wennlund: ''So that...'#

Ronen: NAnd this is... I might add, this Amendment, think,

that CMS is now neutral, or not opposing this Bill anymore

based on tùe Amendmpnt.H

Wennlund: ''I understand that. That's not the question. That's

not the question. The question is, 'Is that what is this

going to do that we require any...any contractor...'/

Speaker Mcpike: PNo, justo..just the Amendment. Just the

Amendment. Wefre on the Amendment, not the Bill. To the

Amendment./

Wennlund: ''To the Amendment. The Amendment doesn't make a bad

Bill better.?

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is, 'Shall Amendment #3 be adopted?

All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have

and the Amendment is adopted.' Further Amendments?o

Clerk Rossi: *No further Amendments.''

Speaker Mcpike: OThird Reading. Representative Currie, 1202.

Mr. Edley, 1460. Mr. Edley? Edley, Edley, where did he

go? Oh, news conference, press conference. Must be down

with Representative Levin. Mr. Edley? Mr. Hicks? Mr.

Hicks, 1704. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.l
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Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1704, a Blll for an Act concerning

Public Aid. Third Reading of the Bil1.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Hicks.''

Hicks: 'fThank you, Mr. Speaker. ...Wou1d you please take 1704

out of the record? We still have a small snag. Thank

XOU*O

Speaker Mcpike: ''All right. Representative Prussing, 1705. Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.l

Clersk Rossi: PHouse Bill 1705, a Bill for an Act amending the

State Prompt Payment Act. Third Reading of the Bi1l.R

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Prussing.p

Prussing: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

House Bill 1705, tries to emulate the situation we have

with vendors who are owed large amounts of money and

sometimes are forced into bankruptcy. This kould allow the

state to provide a notification of approval of payment to

vendors who have $5,000 or more in unpaid bills at their

request.?

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Prussing, she moved fdo pass'

on... Mr. Wennlund, on a 'do pass' Motion.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will tbe Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.''

Wennlund: ''What...what does the Bill do thatv..can't be done

already?''

Prussinq: HWel1, this is officially allowing us to send a letter.

It's like collateral. The Bill is endorsed by the Chamber

of Commerce and the Retail Merchants Association, so

apparently the businesses feel that it's a qood idea.''

Wennlund: ''But...what is it do that we can't do already? I guess

you're not going to answer my question.''

Prussing: *1...1 guess the answer to that is that the people who

want this passed feel it's a good business Bill and the
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state agrees.'

Wennlund: >...That's not the question. The question is, 'What

does the Bill do that they can't do already?'R

Prussing: Pprovides a formal mechanism for these letters to be

issued and sets a dollar amount, so it's not we owe

$50.00, it's if we owe $5,000./

Wennlund: >So, what we're going to do, we're going to tell the

vendors who are owed money by the state that...if they

owe...the state owes them $50.00, they can't send a

letter.o

Prussing: pThat's right. This is for the serious situations./

Wennlund: ''We1l, some people $50.00 is pretty serious.''

Prussing: HWe1l, this is..ofor collateral for loans. don't

know if anybody would go get a loan if $50.00 was owed to

them, from a bank.o

Wennlund: ''How about $500.00? How much is it...?''

Prussing: lThis is drawn up for $5,000.1

Wennlund: RWhatfs the administrative costs of.o.to the state of

doing this?'f

Prussing: HNo one requested a fiscal analysis on this. It's my

understanding that it would be minimalo?

Wennlund: 'Minimal??

Prussing: PYes./

Speaker Mcpike: ''To the Bill...to the Bill, Mr. Wennlund. Let's

go.n

Wennlund: ''It's $42,009? To the Bill. The cost is not minimal;

there is a fiscal note filed. Annual costs impact the

State of Illinois $42,900. It cost $5.72 per claim with

the average claims of $7500, what we're talking about is

$42,900 a year. Just another state expense; another press

release that we just don't need./
Speaker Mcpike: f'The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1705 pass?'
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All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Mr. Balthis,

how do you want to vote? Mr. Balthis votes 'aye'. 'Aye#,

Mr., Balthis votes 'aye'. Have a1l voted? Have a11 voted

who wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take

the record. On this Motion, there are 81 'ayes' and 31

'noes'. House Bill 1705, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Balthis, in the Chair.?

Speaker Balthis: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. I appreciate you

taking the time. I have with me today a group of'

youngsters and the Administrative Assistant of the

Vocational Tndustrial Club of America and I'd like to

introduce Mr. Bob Graham who is the Administrative

Assistant.''

Graham, Bob: nGood morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. My name is Bob

Graham, I'm the Administrative Assistant to the Vocational

Industrial Clubs of America and I'd like to introduce Chris

Sessa, who is our National Parliamentarian and he's gonna

tell you what we're doing here Springfield this

weekend.''

Sessa, Chris: ''Good afternoon. It's indeed an honor to speak to

the House of Representatives. These people you see before

you, here are the state officers of the Illinois

Association of VCCA, as we call it. We're here April 22,

23 and 24th at the Prairie Capital Convention Center for

our annual State Skill Olympics. VCCA is a student

organization for students enrolled in trade: technical,

industrial and health occuoations. Through this leadership

and skilled competition, they'll be demonstrating their

skills to compete for number one title in their state and

to qo on to national. I'd like to extend an invitation ior

everyone to come see our opening ceremonies tonight at 7
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p.m. at the Prairie Capital Convention Center and again

tomorrow to witness the skilled competition at the Prairie

Capital Convention Center starting at 10 a.m. tomorrow

morning. Thank you.l'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Mcpike, in the Chair. Mr. Dart,

2004. Dart? Dart? Mr. Granberg, do you want to handle

this for Mr. Dart? Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.o

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 2004: a Bill for an Act to amend the

Home Rule Note Act. Third Reading of the Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 2004 is a shell Bill. There are no

Amendments to the Bill. Theybre using it in discussions on

the Home Rule Note Act, and I would move for its papsage./

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Wennlundr on the shell Bill.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield? What's...what's

the purpose of it? missed that, Kurt.''

Granberg: ,1 think Representative Dart: they're...theyVre baving

negotiations with the Comptroller on the whole...Home Rule

Note Act.''

Wennlund: ''The what?''

Granberq: ''The Home...the Home Rule Note Act.?

Wennlund: ''Wouldn't that Bill that passed out of here yesterday

do away with all of this? Why do we need it?e

Granberg: ROh, I'm sorry, Reprpsentativeo..takeo..take out of

the record.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''No, we're going to pass the Bill. We're going

to pass the Bill.f'

Granberg: ''Okay, we're gonnao..this is at Senator Philip's

request.''

Wennlund: ''At Senator Philiprs request? Yeah, thanks, Kurt.''

Speaker Mcpike: NThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 2004 pass?'
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A11 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there are

65 'ayes', 47 'noes'. House Bill 2004, havinq received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. 'House

Bill 20...House Bill 2416, Mr. Edley. Mr. Edley.

Mr....Mr. Edley is still at the press conference, so Mr.

Ryder would like to handle the Bill. Mr. Tenhouse,

what..ewhat...why are you seeking recognition? We haven't

heard from you all year. Energy and Environment, Mr.

Rotello. Mr. Giorgi, would you like to handle this for Mr.

Rotello? Al1 riqht, read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: OHouse Bill 332, a Bill for an Act in relation to

Illinois Recyclable Markets Development Advisory Council.

Third Reading of the. Bill..W

Speaker Mcpike: ''Al1 rlght, Representative Gash, you can handle

this Bill. You're the Co-sponsor. Representative Gash.

Mr. Giorgi, do you want to handle the Bill? Go ahead

Mr....give it to Miss...Miss Gash, she'll handle it.

Representative Persico, for what reason do you rise?/

Persico: Nlust to question the Sponsor.p

Speaker Mcpike: Oouestion the Sponsor. Al1 right.W

Gash: ''Okay. This is a Bill that would create the Illinois

Recyclable Markets Development Act. It would provide for

the creation of an advisory council. It also amends the

Illinois Development Finance Authority Act. The purpose of

the Bill is to make low-interest loans available to the

recyclable markets businesses. Right now, we're trying to

recycling. Well, thatfs really a problem w' hereencourage

there's nowhere for the recycling to go. This is a very

common sense thing that really needs to be done.?

Speaker Mcpike: >All right, Representative...persico.e
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Persico: 'You had it right the first time, Mr. Speaker.f

Speaker Mcpike: NI...I thought...you know, I'd try two or three

different ways.n

Persico: ''Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Mcpike: RMr. Persico. Yes, she will yield.R

Persico: WRepresentative, I'd like to ask you a few questions on

this particular Bill. According to my analysis, this Bill

is already duplicative of what the NR and DCCA already

do...why do we...why does the State Treasurer need to

guarantee loans made by the IFDA?R

Gash: lokay, they only do direct loans. That's not the same

thing.''

Persico: OIs this a Bill that will guarantee that the state will

be held liable up to $l8 million if these loans default?/

Gash: ''This is a loan quarantee program. There's àomething that

we need to take responsibility about and it's something we

need to do. That's what we're here for.R

Persico: *Well, I understand that in some regards, but...well, to

the Bill. This is one of three Pat Quinn Bills that have

passed out of Energy and Environment. You also have heard

of a couple of Bills on other committees that I have been,

and according to my estimates of just the Bills that I have
heard in committee, Pat Quinn has made the state liable up

to $100 million if these loans default and ii the state is

alrëady had its bond rating lowered twice in the last two

years by Moodys and Standards and Poor. These bond houses

consider these bonds...loans, guarantees, collateral debts

and 1 don't think the state should be in the business of

doing this and 1 urge my colleagues on my side to vote 'no'

on this particular Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: PThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 332 pass?'

Al1 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote fno'. Representative
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Granberg, you've not voted yet. Have all voted? Have all

voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? The Clerk will

take the record. On this Motion, there are 70 'ayes' and

46 'noes'. House Bill 332, having received the

constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Shirley Jones, 544. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: OHouse Bill 544, a Bill for an Act amending the

Energy Assistance Act of 1989. Third Reading of the Bi1l.*

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Jones./

Jones, S.: ''House Bill 544, changed the eligibility level for

energy assistance for a state rather than from 110% of the

federal non-farm property level to 125% of the property

level. ask for your favorable vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill *544 pass?'

Mr. Wennlund.''

Wennlundl >Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.''

Wennlund: ''I couldn't hear a word that you said. I'm sorry. The

noise level on the House floor, even though there's not

that many people here, is unbearable. Can you tell us what

this does again?f

Speaker Mcpike: Olt's unbearable.n

Wennlund: PYeah: it is. Representative, can you tell us what

this Bill does??

Jones, S.: llncreases the income eliqibility for enerqy

assistance.p

Speaker Mcpike: WThis came out of the Public Utilities Committee

with bipartisan support.n

Wennlund: NHow did that happen? ...What's...what's the fiscal

impact?o

Jones, S.: 'There's no fiscal impact./
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Wennlund: 'There's no fiscal impact?/

Speaker Mcpike: PNone.H

Jones, S.:. ?No.>

Wennlund: nWhere does the money come from?/

Jones, S.: OFrom thq federal.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Only the federal money is available.''

Jones, S.: pFrom the federal.?

Wennlund: HThank you.p

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Skinner.R

Skinner: 'Yes, I wonder if the Sponsor would tell me if we are '

able to give all the energy assistance that those people

earning up to 110% of the poverty line request?W

Speaker Mcpike: ''Would you repeat that? They didn't hear it?N

Skinner: 'Are all the people who are currently eligible receivin:

assistance? Or 'are there unmet requests at the present

time?''

Jones, S.: OWe don't know if al1 of the people have applied for

assistanceop

Skinner: ''Wel1, here's my fear. If the poorest people aren't,

do not believe that everybody that is 110% of the poverty

level is now receiving assistance. If that premise is

correct, then raising the poverty level or raising the

eligibility level, the income level, from 110% of poverty

to 125% of poverty means that people who are better

off...will probably end up getting money and people that

are less off...less well off will end up not getting

money.e

Jones, S.: 'Yes.l

Skinner: HWhy would you want to hurt the poor people?''

Jones, S.: ''This is...this does not hurt the poor people. This

helps the poor people.'

Skinner: >Wel.1, guess that just assumes there is an unlimited
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flow of money coming from Washington, and I just don't
think that's accurateo/

Speaker Mcpike: lThe question is, lsball House Bill 544 pass?'

Al1 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have a11

voted? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Tbe Clerk will take the record. On tbis Motion, tbere are

80 'ayes', 28 'noes'. House Bill 544, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.

Representative Dart, 8lS. Mr. Dart, you did pretty well on

that last Bill. Financial Institutions, Third Reading,

House Bill 1410, Representative Deuchler. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerkof

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1410, a Bill for an Act concerning the

use and display of names by financial aid fiduciary

orqanizations. Third Reading of the Bill.N

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Deuchlero?

Deuchler: ?Mr. Speaker, ...leave to take this Bill back to Second

for purposes of...p

Speaker Mcpike: NAII right. The Lady asks leave to return the

Bill to Second Reading. The leave is granted. The Bill's

on Second. Mr. Clerk,.any Amendments?e

Clerk Rossi: PFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Deuchler.?

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Deuchler.?

Deuchler: RAmendment 2 deletes the provisions amending the

Corporate Fiduciary Act to provide for the confidentiality

of records pertaining to a trust customer.p

Speaker Mcpike: PThe question is, 'Shall Amendment #2 be

adopted?' A11 in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment is adopted. Further

Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments./
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Speaker Mcpike: OThird Reading. Health Care and... No: we#re not

qoin: to hear the Bill today. It's been amended. Health

Care and Human Services, Representative McGuire, 453:

Second Reading. Mr. McGuire? This Bill's been read a

second time previously. Mr. Granberg will handle the 'Bill.

Are there any Amendments? Any Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: rFloor Amendment #1, offered by Representative

McGuire./

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Gran... Are there any

Amendments, Mr. Clerk?n

Clerk Rossi: 'Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

McGuirep'

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. McGuire.'

McGuire: eThank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm sorry, I was outside, and

heard my name called. But House Bill 453: think we have

an Amendment thatooowe had filed #1. 1 would like to

withdraw 41 and 42 becomes the Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: PThe Gentleman withdraws #1. Further

Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: NFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

McGuire.?

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. McGuire.o

McGuire: HtAmendment) #z...excuse me...Amendment #2 becomes

the...the Bill and what we're doing with House Bill 453,

we're going to have a preventative physical examination

demonstration program. This will be a pilot or

demonstration program.'

Speaker Mcpike: f'Anyone against this Amendment? The question is,

'Shall Amendment #2 be adopted?' All in favor say 'ayef;

opposed, 'no'. The fayes' have it, and the Amendment is

adopted. Further Amendments?R

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments.'
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Speaker Mcpike: NThird Reading. House Bill 1355, Representative

Schakowsky. The Bill's been read a second time. Are there

any Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: >No Floor Amendments.p

Speaker Mcpike: ''No Floor Amendments? Representative Schakowsky?

Out of the record. Representative Ryder, 1390. Mr. Clerk,

are there any Amendments?o

Clerk Rossi: RNo Floor Amendmentsv'

Speaker Mcpike: PMr. Wennlund, just leave this on Second? Move

to Third? No Amendments, Third Reading. House Bill 1814,

Representative Currie. Mr. Clerk, are there any

Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: OFloor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Lawfer.l

Speaker Mcpike: ''By Representative Lawfer? Is that correct? Mr.

Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''Yesy I rise in support of this Amendment.''

Speaker Mcpike: %All right. The Gentleman rises in support oi

the Amendment. The question is# 'Shall the Amendment be

adopted?' Representative Currie. Miss Currie, where is

Miss Currie? Representative Currie, do you want...

Representative Currie, the Gentleman rose in support of his

own Amendment. Representative Granberg. Representative

Currie is here. She's here. She's right here. Miss

Curèie, would you like to speak fromo.ofrom Representative

Lawfer's desk? Repo..Representative Currieo'

Currie: ''I believe Representative Lawfer, that the Amendment that

youfre offerinq is already on the floor in House Bill 2008:

so perhaps you'd be kind enough to withdraw the Amendmentpn

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Lawfer.*

Lawfer: ''Okay, 1...1 agree. I withdrawe'l

Speaker Mcpike: PThe Gentleman withdraws the Amendment. Further
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Amendments?'

Clerk Rossi: RFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Currie.p

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Currie./

Currie: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is an agreed Amendment

with the Department of Public Aid and...*

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is# 'Shall the Amendment be

adopted?' A1l in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it. The Amendment is adopted.

Further Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments.''

Speaker Mcpike: HThird Reading. House Bill 2332, Mr. Ryder.

. ..Any Amendments, Mr. Clerk? Out of the record. A1l

right. Representative Curran, 971: Third Reading. Mr.

Stephens, Third Reading. Mr. Curran? Mr. Curran here?

Representative Leitch, 1005. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.l

Clerk Rossi: 'House Bill 1005, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Public Aid Code. Third Reading of the Bi11.>

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Leitch.f

Leitch: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1005 is a very simple Bill. What it

does is permit the Division of Child Support in Public Aid

to obtain info/mation from employers via letter request as

opposed to going through an administrative subpoena

process. would qreatly speed up and help crack down on

offenders and speed up this process, save money and I'd ask

for your favorable roll ca1l.''

Speaker Mcpike: f'On the Motion, Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Leitch, just
want to confirm our discussion. This Bill will not move

out of the Senate unless there is an agreement between the
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Managers AssociationiThe Management Association

and the Illinois State Bar Association?l

Leitch: ''Yes, that's the...the commitment that I have. It will

not move unless there is an agreement. There are seven

Amendments that have been kicked around. Wefre not going

to put any on here, but it won't move in the Senate without

concurrence.''

Granberg: 'Unless there is...unless there is an agreement between

the Illinois State Bar Association of trial lawyers and the

Management Association of Illinois. With the '

Representatives a confirmation of that agreement, we have

no objection.''
Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1005 pass?'

All in favor vote 'ayel; opposed vote 'no'. Have a11

voted? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this Motion: there's 108 'ayes' 0 'nays'.

House Bill 1005: having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 1488, Mr.

Ryder. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1488, a Bill for an Act amending the

Nursing Home Care Act. Third Reading of the Bi1l.H

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. Wennlund, to handle the Bill.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This Bill amends the Nursing

Home Care Act, reduces the amount of nursing home

inspections, in order to reduce the cost of operating

The...it provides the Department of Public Hea1th shall not

be required to determine whether a facility is certified to

participate in the Medicare, Medicaid Drograme which the

government determines...''

Speaker Mcpike: ffThe question is, fshall this Bill pass?' A1l in

favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all voted? Have

all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On
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this Motion, there's l06 'ayes', 0 'naysf. House Bill

1488, having received the Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. House Bill 1657, Miss Younqe.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk. Representative Clayton.?

Clayton: 'L ..Recorded as 'yes' on that last vote.p

Speaker Mcpike: ''A1l right. The Lady had desired to vote 'aye'

on House Bill 1005. The record will so reflect. Read the

Bill.R

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1657, a Bill for an Act amending the

Family Resource Development Act. Third Reading of the

Bill.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Younge.f

Younqe: NThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1657 would

establish a family resource development center. ..
..This is

similar to another Bill that went to the...senate. The

Illinois Department of Public Aid has agreed to a

demonstration. We're working out the details of that.

Representative Shirley Jones put an Amendment on the Bill

that would call for a, subject to available appropriations,
a demonstration in the...Department of Children and Family

Services.../

Speaker Mcpike: RThere's no opposition to this Bill. The

question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?' All those in favor

vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all voted? Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

Motion, there is 112 'ayes', 0 'nays'. House Bill 1657,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. House Bill 1957. Representative Burke.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 1957, a Bill for an Act to create the

Illinois Acupuncture Practice Act. Third Reading of the

Bi1l.n
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Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Burke.''

Burke: >Mr. Speaker, would you take this out of the record for

the moment.p

Speaker Mcpike: fYes. Representative Ronen, 1995. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.f

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1995, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Hea1th Finance Reform Act. Third Reading of the

Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Ronen.p

Ronen: NThank you, Speaker. Leave to return this to Second

reading for an Amendment.''

Speaker Mcpike: 'The Lady asks leave to return this to Second

Readinq. Leave is granted. The Bill's on Second Reading.

Mr. Clerk, any Amendments??

clerk Rossi: WFioor Amendment #2# offered by Representative

Ronen.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Ronen.l

Ronen: pThank you, Speaker. This Amendment now becomes the Bill.

This is similar to the Amendment we passed yesterday that

just says a facility certified to participate in the

medical assistance program must be certified with respect

to all parts of the facility licensed to provide skilled or

intermediate care or intermediate care for the

developmentally disabled. What we're doinq here is

removing all other parts that are not relevant to this

provision of district part certification and making this

Amendment the Bill. I move 'do pass' on this Amendment.e

Speaker Mcpike: fThe question is, 'Shall Amendment 42 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye') opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it. The Amendment is adopted. Further

Amendments??

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments./
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Speaker Mcpike: ''Third Reading. House Bill 2048, Representative

Ronen. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: RHouse Bill 2048, a Bill for an Act amendinq the

Illinois Public Aid Code. Third Reading of the Bill.H

Speaker Mcpike: >Representative Ronen.p

Ronen: ''Thank you, Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

This Bill is very simple. It's what we're trying to do is

increase access to primary care to underserved areas in

this state. As amended, this Bill will permit the Illinois

Department of Public Aid to enroll certified nurse

practitioners as primary care providers in the

Healthy-Moms, Healthy-Kids Program. We feel strongly that

this program is worthy and is seeking to help provide

needed medical care to women and children on Medicaid, but

it cannot work as currently designed. There is a very,

very severe shortage of primary health care physicians in

this state. This has been documented by the Illinois

Department of Public Aid in thelr report to the Governor's

Hea1th Care Reform Task Force. It was the headline story

in the Chicago Tribune today. It's a fact of life.
' 

Illinois suffers from a severe shortage of primary care

physicians. While many of the medically underserved are

located in urban areas of poverty, physicians have moved

their practices into areas accessible to major hospitals
and privately-insured patients. Rural areas also suffer

from a shortage of primary care physicians. Today, the

Illinois Department of Heafth considers 60 of 80 rural

counties in Illinois to be health physician shortage areas

and we heard yesterday that there are 14 contiguous

counties with no health care, yet the success of the

Healthy-Moms, Healthy-Kids Program depends upon the

availability of primary health care providers. We think
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nurse practitioners are the answer to this very very severe

problem. Forty-three other states are currently doing

this. The federal government has mandated Illinois to do

this. ...Soon we will be the only state not doing this.

is a tragedy. This one small step that we could take

immediately could directly improve access and quality at

the same or lower costs, especially for poor or rural

people. Passage of this Bill will help address the serious

problem. I urge 'do pass'.e

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Phelps, on the 'do pass' Motiono/

Phelps: ''Thank you, Mr.. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I rise in support of the Ladies Bill. First of all

she's having a direct involvement in how to reform and

offer at least some type oi assistance for highly medically

underserved areas. Make no mistake, these areas exist not

only in rural, but also very extreme cases in urban, which

this Lady represents and I represent the rural. So# the

mid-level practice whether be physician assistance,

nurse practitioners, nurse midwives, is a very great, a

great alternative way of offering access to primary care in

manpower shortage areas in vhich have been proven

throughout the state. There should not be a one to

hesitate to support this Bill to offer some basic care

where there's a great absence in areas of this state. We

need your 'aye' votes.n

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Wennlund. Mr. Wennlund? Turn

him on.R

Wennlund: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?

Representative, the nurses are currently licensed under the

:llinois Nursing Act; isn't that correct?''

Ronen: ''That's correct.l'

Wennlund: ''What agency administers that Act??
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Ronen: ''The Department of Regulations.''

Wennlundl RThe Depart... 1'm sorry, the Department of

Professional Regulations?/

Ronen: nYes, Sir.p

Wennlund: OWhat is the Nursing Act specifically prohibit when it

addresses diagnosis and prescription?n

Ronen: ?1t is our belief that the lllinois Nursinq Act does not

prohibit any of the activities described in this Act.

We're talkinq about nurses who are already certified to

practice in the State of Illinois, who are providing

services. A1l we're talking about here is enrolling them

in the Medicaid Program and providing access to care and

reimbursinq them directly at 90% the cost that doctors

receive.''

Wennlund: >So, can nurses diagnose and prescribe medication

currently?/

Ronen: 'What we're...each nurse would be required to have a

collaborative arrangement with a physician. This agreement

would detail the authority of the nurse specialist and

procedures for consultations and referrals. We are not

asking nurses to work in any way apart from physicianso.ol

Wennlund: WExcuse me, one second.../

Ronen: PThey would be in cooperation, Sir.o

Wennlund: nExcuse me, one second. Mr. Speaker, could we have

some decorum in the House? We can't hear a word.''

Speaker Mcpike: >Yes.>

Wennlund: 'Thank you. Now, what this Bill provides for is that

certified nurse midwives...R

Ronen: HExcuse me, Sir. Certified nurse Midwives are not a part

of this Bill.H

Wennlund: ''Oh they were removed?''#

Ronen : ''Yes S i r . ''#
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Wennlund: pAnd now we're talking about

practitioners?/

Ronen: ''That's right: Representative.?

Wennlund: nAnd will they be allowed to diagnose and prescribe

medication, under this Bi11?P

Ronen: ''Each nurse Practicioner will have a written collaborative

agreement with a physician which will detail the authority

of the nurse specialist and the procedures for

consultations and referrals. That would be a decision

that is going to be made by that medical team of doctor and

nurses./

Wennlund: ''Well, currently they have to work with doctors now,

don't they? They can't prescribe by themselves now?/

Speaker Mcpike: ''AII right. Representative Mulligan.l

Wennlund: nWait, she hasn't finished answering questions, Mr.

Speaker./

Speaker Mcpike: Ooh, I thought she was finished. I'm sorry.

Representative Ronen.?

Ronen: ''I'm sorry, what was the question?N

Speaker Mcpike: ''What was the question? There's too much noise

in here, Mr. Wennlund. She can't hear you.''

Wennlund: ''The question was, 'Will a nurse be able to prescribe

medication if this becomes law?''

Speaker Mcpike: lshe answered that question./

Ronen: >...A:ain, the collaborative relationship with the

physician would set forth those specifics. I don't think

we in the General Assembly want to get into specifics of

prescribing. That's for the doctor and the nurse to

determine.''

Wennlund: ''So, that's not really any change from the current law,

that nurses can't prescribe; the doctor still has to...''

Ronen: ''No, al1 we're changing is that these nurse specialists
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who are already practicing, already registered, can work in

cooperation with the Healthy-Moms, Healthy-Kids Program to

serve areas that are not served now, that are underserved

medically and work in collaboration with doctors, as

authorized by federal law and be reimbursed directly' at a

rate of 90% of what the physicians receive.R

Wennlund: >So, what you're talking about is that you want nurses

to get paid the same as a doctor?n

Ronen: ONo# Sir, we don't. This Bill calls . for them to be

reimbursed at 90% of the physicians rate.''

Wennlund: HOh, so you want these certified nurse practitioners to

get paid only 90% of what the doctors make?''

Ronen: ''That's what this Bill is calling for.f

Wennlund: ''In...in effect, it makes nurses primary care

providers? Is that...n

Ronen: *That's exactly correct. Because that's what nurses are,

they're primary care providers. They are doing that now.

Read the Sun Times, the Tribune Article today, talking

about the President's Hea1th Care Task Force is talking

about the use of nurse specialists, advanced practice

Nursesp as primary care providers to meet this growing

problem that we have. The health care crisis that we have

in this state and throughout this country. It's

acknowledged 43 other states and they're doing Tn

six other states are in the process of making this

adjustment. Illinois will be the last state to do this.''
Wennlund: 'Thank you very much. To the Bill, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. This Bill is not going to bring

doctors, medical doctors, who are licensed to practice

medicine in all those branches, to Central and Southern

Illinois and to underserved medical areas. It's simply a

fact that certified nurse practitioners are not doctors.

47th Legislative Day
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They can not prescribe medication. They can not diaqnose.

It will not elevate the need for doctors, qualified medical

doctors, in Central and Southern Illinois and in other

medically underserved areas of Illinois. This Bill will

not solve that problem, nor will it solve the growing

health care crisis. Even thouqh youfre requiring 90% of

what a doctor would get from reimbursement from Medicaid,

this is not going to solve the problem. Certified nurse

practitioners cannot practice medicine, cannot prescribe

medication. They are licensed under the Nursing Act today

to administer treatment and medication prescribed by a

doctor. This Bill will not solve the health care crisis.

It's a bad Bill, because what we're trying to do is creep

into an area of medical providers and say, 'Look you don't

have to be a licensed doctor anymore' to prescribe

medication. You don't have to be a licensed doctor anymore

to administer to people. What we want to do is preserve

the quality of health care in Illinois, and this is not the

way to do The 'no' vote is a correct vote.l

Speaker Mcpike: RRepresentative Ronen, to close, and we'll

explain our votes. There's a lot of people that want to

talk on this. Mr. Ronen, to close.''

Ronen: ''Thank you, Speaker. Illinois has a chance to take one

small step to help to address the severe health care crisis

we have in this state. Advanced practice nurses are

qualified professionals who can deliver this service, who

are delivering this service. All we're saying here is

let's give them a chance to work in collaborative

agreements with doctors, to be part of the health care team

as they are now, to reimburse them at 90% of what doctor's

receive, to be able to provide service in underserved areas

of this state. Sixty of 90 of 85 counties are considered
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medically underserved; 10 community areas in the City of

Chicago are also so designated. Advanced practice nurses

can meet this need. They're qualified to do so.

Forty-three states are already doing this. It's a federal

mandate to do this. Six states that aren't doing it are in

the process of making that change. Why should we be the

last? ltfs time we came out of the darkness and started

providing quality healthcare. This Bill will do that./

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 2048 pass?'

A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'.

Representative Parke, to explain your vote.'

Parke: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to request a

verification of roll call if this Bill passes.

sympathize with the underlying intent. am just concerned
that this Bill is too broad and that...therefore, would

request a kerification if this passesv''

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Mulligan: to explain your vote.''

Mulligan: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. ...Ifm explaining my vote, in

my district, Lutheran General Hospital, north of the

Kennedy is the only one that provides Medicaid services or

doctors that will do OB-GYN work. I think it's very

important to recognize that this is not underminding

doctors. It's truly a need that we have; and, therefore,

that's why I'm voting 'yesfol

Speaker Mcpike: lRepresentative Moseley.o

Moseley: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. To explain my vote. am

firmly in support of this measure because I have had a

nurse practitioner. My OB-GYN has a nurse practitioner in

service with him. She was the one that would see me

in-between visits. She was the one that could prescribe

prescriptions and the service was excellent. It's the only

way we can address having limited doctors in rural areas.
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wish for more green votes on this measure. Please think

about the women on Public Aid: who cannot find a doctor to

serve them. This would allow that doctor, those few

limited Doctors, who canp who will serve them now to hire

nurse practitioners, who can serve more people. Don't

think about what the doctors are saying; think of what the

people really need. Thank you.o

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Jones.N

Jones, S: ''Yes, to explain my vote. I was hopinq that

this...Bill and I was wondering was the nurses under the '

malpractice insurance coverage?e

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative von Bergen-Wessels.p

von Bergen-Wessels: PHea1th care is one of the biggest issues

facinq our country today. Here is a Bill that will

increase access and hold down costs. Isn't that what

everybody is screaming about in this country? Increased

access and holding down costs. This Bill does it. Please

vote 'yes' on this Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: nRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: nThank you, Speaker. Illinois actually stands to

lose millions of dollars in Medicaid funds: because this is

a federal mandate. The 1aw isoo.we are required to

reimburse nurse practitioners. Beyond that, we a11 know

what's going on on this floor right now. The Medical

Society is against this Bill but not for good health care

reasons. They're against this Bill because of the bottom

line. They are afraid that somehow these nurses are gonna

cut into their funds. This is not true. This

is...complimentary to the physicians; they work with the

physicians. This is for health care for our citizens.

There is no good reason other than just jumping into the

tank with the Medical Society to vote against this Bill.*
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Speaker Mcpike: lRepresentative Dunn.l

Dunn: nThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

rise to announce a potential conflict of interest. I

shall vote my conscience.n

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Erwin./

Erwin: lThis Bill is an effort to help the Edgar Administration

successfully implement Healthy Kids, Healthy Moms. Wefve

listened to cries from the Edgar Administration about

preventive medicine. There is no other practitioner that

is better qualified or health care professional than a

nurse practitioner. Let's use doctors in the very best

capacity that they should be serving in. And let's use

advanced practice nurses, where they are best fit into the

health care system. We will jeopardize Medicaid dollars
and jeopardize Governor Edgar and the Department of Public

Aids' Healthy Kids, Healthy Moms Program. George Bush sent

letters to this state issuing non-compliance notices and if

we lose federal moneys, it would just be a traqedy. Please
support House Bill 2048.%

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Phelps, I believe you spoke on

debate. Is that correct? Have all voted? Have all voted

who wish? Representative Ronen, to explain her vote./

Ronen: P1 would just urge my colleagues to take one important
step to helpo.ohelp address this health care crisis. Sixty

of 85 rural counties are medically underserved. The

Illinois Department of Public Aid is not opposing this Bill

because they understand that they have to do this. The

Healthy-Moms, Healthy-Kids Program cannot work unless we

enroll advanced practice nurses as primary care providers.

The Healthy Moms Program, which started on April 1st, to

date they have only enrolled 300 physicians in this

proqram. Three hundred physicians to serve hundreds of

April 22, 1993
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thousands, 200,000 or more people on Medicaid. It can't

work. We need your vote to help provide health care in

this state. I urqe an 'aye' vote.'

Speaker Mcpike: OHave al1 voted? Representative Tim Johnson

votes 'aye'. Representative Woolard, to explain his v'ote.
p

Woolard: 'You know, think that many times we have lots of

opportunities on the vfloor to establish a position, and I

believe that as we seek to do what we believe is right for

the people that we represent, we should first and foremost

be looking to those people who have less than adequate

ability to accommodate those things that they want.

believe that as we address those things, we should be

trying our best to help those people who have difficulty

finding ways to get those services they need, but instead

it seems as' though many of us are doing our best to

represent those people who have all kinds of abilities.

I'm talking about some of those people that in the last

couple of weeks have been reported to be making in excess

of $200 or $250,000 a year. Well, believe that therefs

many areas of this state and, in particular part of the

area that I represent, that that isn't so. Not only do

they not have the ability to pay the price and this gives

the opportunity to do it in a more Ieasible and reasonable

way, but many of them don't even have access to those kinds

of people to provide basic, basic, health care services.

We're going to be expanding that opportunity with a Bill

such as this. encourage everyone to vote for what we

believe is right for the constituents we represent. Not

for those people who have the biq bucks in their pocket./

Speaker Mdpike: ''Representative Delaegher.n

Delaegher: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the General

Assembly. Very seldom, very seldom, do I take'a position
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of support for the Governor of the State of Illinois. A11

of you know that he is interested in his Healthy Kids

Proqram, one of the most outstandinq pieces of leqislation

that he has before the General Assembly. goes without

saying that many people are doing without. think on this

particular vote, your conscience must be your guide. How

you can basically deny health care for those that are in

dire straights and those that are in need of. You've heard

the statistics. People are not being adequately provided

for in 60 counties in the State of Illinois. Perhaps it's

quite possible that some of you may have relatives that

live in those particular areas. Indeed some of us are

quite fortunate. We have a1l the medical facilities that

we want at our disposal, but as I say again, please let

your conscience be guide...your guide 'on this very

important piece of legislationo*

Speaker Mcpike: >Have al1 voted? Have a11 voted who wish? Have

a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk

will take the record. On this Motion, there are 60 'ayes'

and 38 'noes', and House Bill... Did you? Did you request

a verification? Yes. On this Bill, there are 60 'ayes',

38 'noes'. Mr. Parke has requested a verification. Mr.

Clerk, poll the affirmative.l

Clerk Rossi: ''A poll of those votinq in the affirmative.

Baldnoff. Biggert. Blagojevich. Brunsvold. Curran.

Currie. Dart. Davis. Deering. Delaegher. Dunn. Edley.

Erwin. Flinn. Flowers. Frederick. Gash. Giolitto.

Giorgi. Hartke. Hoffman- Homer. Johnsony Tim.

Johnson, Tom. Jones, Lou. Kaszak. Kotlarz. Lang.

Laurino. Lawfer. Leitch. Levin. Lindner. Mautino.

McGuire. Mcpike. Moore, Eugene. Morrow. Moseley.

Mulligan. Murphy, H.''
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Speaker Mcpike: RYeah, Mr. Giorqi is right here and would like to

be verified.'

Clerk Rossi: ''Noland. Novak.

Speaker Mcpike: 'L .. and Mr. Lanq. Thank you. Proceed.n

Clerk Rossi: ''Ostenburg. Phelps. Prussing. Puqh. Ronen.

Rotello. Saltsman. Salvi. Schakowsky. Schoenberg.

Sheehy. Stroger. Turner. von Bergen-Wessels. Woolard.

Younge. Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Mcpike: 'fMr. Parke.''

Parke: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Prussing, please?

Oh she...lfm sorry, she's back.e

Speaker Mcpike: nYes, she's here.p

Parke: ''Representative Flowers?/

Speaker Mcpike: PMary Flowers? Where's Mary Flowers?

Representative Flowers? She was here, yesterday. The

Ladyfs not in the chamber. Remove her from the record.''

Parke: pRepresentative Stroqer, please?R

Speaker Mcpike: 'He's here.?

Parke: OThank you. Representative Eugene Moore??

Speaker Mcpike: eRepresentative Moore? He's in the rear, yes.

He's here.n

Parke: NThank you. Representative Kotlary?f

Speaker Mcpike: Ploe Kotlarz. He's here.?

Parke: lThank you. Representative...p

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Wyvetter Younge would like to be

verified. She's in the middle aisle.l

Parke: PThat is...that's fine. Representative Edley?f'

Speaker Mcpike: PHe's here.'

Parke: 'Thank you, I see him. Al1 right. Representative

Schoenberg?''

Speaker Mcpike: Oschoenberq is...schoenberg is here somewhere.

Where...is Representative Schoenberg. Representative Dunn
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would like to be verified. He's in the.middle aisle.''

Parke: ''That's fine.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Schoenberg? Wherels Representative

Schoenberg? Mr. Schoenberg here? He's not.

Representative Schoenberg is not here. Remove him from the

roll call./

Parke: NRepresentative Hartke?/

Speaker Mcpike: >He's...he's here.n

Parke: PYes, he is. Represent...?

Speaker Mcpike: f'Representative Morrow would like to be verified? '

He's right here.?

Parke: ''That's fine. Representative Dart??

Speaker Mcpike: ''I'm sorry. Would you repeat that?/

Parke: lRepresentative Dart?e

Speaker Mcpike: HRepresentative Frederick would like to be

verified. She's right here.n

Parke: NThat's fine.'

Speaker Mcpike: f'No, Representative Frederick.?

Frederick: ''Mr. Speaker, could I change my vote to 'presente?o

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representatlve Ronen: Representative Frederick

is changing her vote to 'presentA.l

Parke: >And...we did verify Representative Dart is here?/.

Speaker Mcpikel /Mr. Dart? Yes, he's here.'

Parke: @All right. I see him./

Speaker Mcpike: >Yes, he's here.p

Parke: /...1 have no other requests.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Lou Jones? You weren't verified.

No, no more questions. No more questions. Al1 right. No

further questions. On this Motion, there are 57 'ayest and

38 'noes'. Representative Shirley Jones./

Jones, S: 01 change my vote to 'ayef.l

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Jones changes her vote from
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'present' to 'aye'. Is anyone else seeking to change their

vote? On this Motion... On this Motion, there are...there

are...you are voting on it. On this Motion, there are 58

'ayes' and 38 'noes'. Representative Roneno'

Ronen: 'Q wish to put this on postponed consideration.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Postponed consideration. House Bill 2063,

Representative Currie. Mr. Homer, 2234. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.l

Clerk Rossi: P'House Bill 2234, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of the Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Homer.?

Homer: ''Mr. Speaker, may we return this Bill to the Order of

Second Reading for the purpose of an Amendment?/

Speaker Mcpike: OYes, does the Gentleman have leave? Leave's

qranted. The Bill's on Second Reading. Any Amendments?R

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Homer./

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. Homero''

Homer: ''You..othis Amendment was suggested by Representative

Schakowsky. It deals with the issue of prosthetic devices,

in particular splinting devices to clarify that. In fact,

the Bill would apply and there would be coverage for using

splintin: devices in treating the TMJ condition./

Speaker Mcpike: HThe question is, fshall Amendment #1 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'nol. The

'ayes' have and the Amendment is adopted. Further

Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi! ?No further Amendments.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Third Reading. Mr. Homer?''

Homer: PLeave to.o.leave for' immediate consideration?H

Speaker Mcpike: ''No, leave is not granted. Representative

Kotlarz, 2287. Representative Wojcik, 2336. Read the
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Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk Rossi: OHouse 3i1l 2336, a Bill for an Act amending the

Life Care Facilities Act. Third Reading of the Bi1l.>

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Wojcik.?
Wojcik: lYes, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House Bili 2336

requires the Department of Public Aid to develop and

implement a program to ensure that children under five

years of age receive AFDC and are immunized, who are

receiving AFDC are immunized. also includes provisions

requested by the Christian Science Committee on publication

for Illinois that exempts children from immunizations whose

parent, guardian or relative with custody objects on
grounds on religious tenants and practices, and it requires

the DPA to provide all families with children under 18

years of aqe applying for financial aid with tnformation

orally by an intake worker and in writing when the

application is filed about the availability and location of

immunization services. It also incorporates language from

Senate Bill 8l6 and this language is for a physician who is

a constituent oi Senator Topinka, and the Illinois State

Medical Society supports this chanqe. The Bill is agreed

to on both sides of the aisle, and I ask éor its iavorable

passage.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Discussion? The question is, 'Shall House Bill

2336 pass?' A11 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'.

Have a11 voted? Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion,

there are l03 'ayes', l 'no'. House Bill 2336, having

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Representative Pankau.p

Pankau: ''Mr. Speaker, please show me voting 'aye' on the last

OR C * 6
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Speaker Mcpike: rYes, the Lady would have voted 'ayef on that

previous Bill, and the record will so reflect. (House

Bill) 1249. The Bill's on Second Reading. Any

Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Novak.''

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Novak moves the adoption of

Amendment #3, a technical Amendment. The question is:

'Shall Amendment 43 be adopted?' All in favor say 'aye';

opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have it, and the Amendment . is

adopted. Further Amendments?*

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments./

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Black withdraws his request for a

fiscal note. Third Reading. This Bil1... Representative

Schakowsky's Bill on 1355, Second Reading on' Health Care.

The Bill's been read a second time. Are there any

Amendments? (House Bill) 1355.%

Clerk McLennand: ONo Amendments./

Speaker Mcpike: Nput on the board, 1355. There are no Amendments

on this. Do you want it moved to Third Reading? Yes,

Third Reading. Do you wish to call the Bill at this time?

Yes. Mr. Black. Mr. Parke, you can move to your own

chair. Mr. Parke.l

Parke: H1 appreciate that's...l

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Parke?o

Parke: Hlt's more convenient...o

Speaker Mcpike: >Well, it is against the rules, unless your

microphone is broken. It's against House ruleso''

Parke: ''I have an inquiry of the Chair. We show that there is a

Floor Amendment.r'

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. Clerk, has Amendment 41 been adopted?''

Clerk McLennand: 'Floor Amendment 41 was adopted.P
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Parke: NThank you.'

Speaker Mcpike: Nokay. Wa...that was not adopted today. When

was that adopted? When was Amendment 41 adopted?''

Clerk McLennand: 'April 15.*

Speaker Mcpike: rApril l5. Representative Schakowsky, do you

want this Bill read on Third...heard right now? Read the

Bill: Mr. Clerk.o

Clerk McLennand: lHouse 3i1l 1355, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Medical Patient Rights Act. Third Reading of this Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: rThank you, Speaker. ...The Medical Patient Rights

Act truly is a merely Bill. It...it merely asks hospitals

to give in writing to patiénts what has already been in

effect as law as the patient medical Bill of Rights. This

is, as amended, agreed to by the Hospital Association and

there is no known opposition. It is a measure of some

importance to the Illinois State Bar Association, and

urge the adoption of House Bill 1355.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1355 pass?'

A11 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this Motion, lll 'ayes' and 0 'nays'. House

Bill 1355, having received the Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared... Representative Tom Johnson votes 'aye'.

On this Motion, therefs 112... Representative Biggins

votes 'aye'. On this Motion, there are ll3 'ayes' and 0

'nays'. House Bill 1355, havinq received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Al1
right, the Chair is tryinq to clean up a few Bills on the

Agreed List for today. House Bill 1148. This Bill is on

Second Reading. Are there any Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: 'No Floor Amendments.f
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Speaker Mcpike: RThird Reading. House Bill 1427. The Bill's on

Second Readinq. Are there any Amendments?e

Clerk Rosss: PNo Floor Amendments.e

Speaker Mcpike: PMr. Hicks, there are no Amendments. Third

Reading. Are those... That's on the Agreed Bill List.

Housing, Third Reading, Representative Morrow. Got two

Bills on this. (House Bi1l) 1238. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1238, a Bill for an Act amending the

Housing Authorities Act. Third Reading of the Bi11.*

Speaker Mcpike: /Mr. Morrow./

Morrow: ''...Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Do I have leave of the Body

to take this back to Second Reading?*

Speaker Mcpike: PYes, the Gentleman asks leave to return it to

Second Reading. Leave is granted. The Bill's on Second.

Any Amendments?n

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Morrow.o

Speaker Mcpike: 1'Mr. Morrow.''

Morrow: WThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, Floor Amendment #1 what it does it becomes the

Bill. House Bill 1238 had...was a shell Bill, but

Amendment #1 now becomes the Bill. lt requires the

Department of Human Rights to conduct an audit of 5% of all

public contracts to which the affirmative action

requirements and the relevant sections of this Act apply.

The...Human Rights Department will then shall submit a

report to the General Assembly and to the Governor that

names a1l contractors that do not comply with the

requirements of the underlying Act. 1911 be glad to answer

any questions.N

Speaker Mcpike: ''And, on that Motion, Mr. Parke./
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Parke: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Mcpike: PYes.o

Parke: ''Representative Morrow, why do you think we need to do

this?''

Morrow: 'Why do you think we need to do this, because even though

we have a affirmative action clause dealing with all state

agencies, we don't have any teeth in that Act to make these

agencies comply with affirmative action language that

they're supposed to be doing.l

Parke: nI donft understand. What do you mean you don't? Why

don't you just take it and...take it to the Attorney
General, if they are not complying within the current

agencies that we have and file a complaint. mean do

you...do you personally have a lot of complaints on this??

Morrow: 'Yes. I personally do get a lot of complaints and...*

Parke: ''In writing, that you could present to some of the

Attorney General, so that he can maybe look at and see

if there's something that's out of compliance?n

Morrow: think theyihave enough work. I donft think we need to

give any more work to lawyers. We wouldn't have to go to

the AG's office, if these state agencies were in compliance

all along with the law that we passed several years ago.e

Parke: pHow much do you think this is qoing to cost? Ii you

don't want to give business to lawyers, now you want to

give the business to the Department of Human Rights, which

we have cut their budget in the first place (as we've cut

almost all agencies). Where is, how much is it going to

cost and where is the money going to come from??

Morrow: pWell, Representative Parke, don't have a fiscal note

on House Bill 1238. We just came up with the language for
this Bill Monday. haven't heard from anyone from the

De...Department of Human Rights yet staying..esayinq that
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there are...that they're for or against this Amendment

so...>

Parke: RThank you, Representative.p

Morrow: 'Until I hear from 'em./

Parke: >Mr. Speaker, to the Bill. I am going to ask the Bddy to

vote 'no' on this Amendment. don't think that it's

something that's necessary. We do not have the money or

the manpower to do this, and I would like to have a roll

call on this Amendment please.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Parke, this is just an Amendment. Perhaps,

we could do this on Third Reading. You know. The question

is, 'Shall the Amendment be adopted?' All in favor say

'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The Amendment

is adopted. This can be debated on Third Reading, really.

; t for a fiscal note, so the Bill staysAnd there s a reques

on Second Reading. Mr. Morrow, the Bill stays on Second

Reading. House Bill 1239, Representative Morrow. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 1239, a Bill for an Act amending the

Housing Authorities Act. Third Reading of the Bill.O

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Morrowo'

Morrow: OYes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. What House Bill 1239 does. It only deals with

the CHA (the Chicago Housinq Authority). We passed the

Bill three years ago, that increased the number of

commissioners on the board from seven to ten. The

vacancies were supposed to be filled by the Mayor. The

Mayor has yet to fill the vacancies; and: because of that,

the board has not been able to have a quorum and what this

3ill would allow them to do is to conduct the business of

the CHA by basing the quorum on the number of members that

are at the board meeting. urge a ' green vote oq House
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Bill 1239. This is only for the City of Chicago, only.l

Speaker Mcpike: nRepresentative Skinner./

Skinner: pThe problem here is that the Mayor of Chicago hasn't

made appointments and the...it's hard to get a quorum on

the Chicaqo Housing Board. don't see anything wrong with

the idea.''

Speaker Mcpike: nMr. Parke.l

Parke: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just a quick question of the

Sponsor. Is this been agreed upon by the a1l the parties

that are involved?''

Morrow: RThe parties that I'm aware of, which is the CHA...'' '

Parke: NThis only affects Chicago?'

Morrow: nonly affects Chicago, Representativeo''

Parke: ''Thank you. We have no problem.r

Morrow: ''Only Chicago./

Parke: pWe have no problem, Repre...Representative.n

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Johnson.o

Johnson, Tom: OYes, Mr. Speaker: to the Bill. This Bill really

bothers me. I understand that it might be necessary, but

it bothers me that we have to pass statutes in Springiield

because the Mayor of Chicago can't make his appointments in

a timely fashion. We just fill our statute books with more

and more law just to take care of people who can't carry
out their responsibilities, and Ifve got serious problems

with this Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: HThe question... Representative Jones, Lou

Jones.p

Jones, L: OThank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House. ln

response to the previous speaker, that is not the case with

this Bill. The original Bill, if you can..oii some of you

can remember, was my Bill last year that was passed and

signed into law by the Governor. The problem is itfs not
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that they cannot take care of the business in Chicaqo, is

that they're trying to work out the details to hold the

election and in the meantime, there was no provision in

that Bill to 1et them do business as usual and they cannot

have a quorum because of the dates of the previous Bill,

and al1 this does is allow them to continue to work and has

nothing to do about the Mayor of Chicago not being able to

perform his duties or anything. 1 just wanted to make that

clear.l

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is# 'Shall House Bill 1239 pass?'

Al1 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote fno'. Representative

Morrow. Have all voted? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there is ll4fayes', 0 'nays'. House Bill

1239, having received the Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. On Insurance, Third Reading, House

Bill 655, Mr. Mautino. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.'f

Clerk Rossi: nHouse Bill 655, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of the Bi1l.''

Speaker Mcpike: OMr. Mautino.p

Mautino: eThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. (House

Bill) 655 is the no-frills insurance. This Bill was put

into place in past years. At that time, there was an

exception set in which required businesses to go without

insurance for a full year before being qualified to

purchase this policy. The 655 removes the one year

exclusion. Ladies and Gentlemen, health care...n

Speaker Mcpike: ''Any discussion? The guestion is, 'Shall House

Bill 655 pass?' A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed

vote 'no'. Have all voted? Have a11 voted?

Representative Schakowsky, to explain her vote.o

Schakowskyl ''I want to point out... Thank you, Speaker and Ladies
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and Gentlemen of the House. 1 want to point out that this

is a Bill that labor organizations for good reasons are

strenuously opposinq because this provides an opportunity

for employers who currently provide health insurance to

seriously reduce their level of coverage. This is a kind

of stripped-down health insurance that doesn't necessarily

provide mammograms for women. It provides really a

sub-minimum package of benefits and will reduce, in fact,

the level of coverage for many, many workers in this state.

h b t the quality of healthurge everyone w o cares a ou

insurance for our citizens to vote 'nof on this

legislation. This is a Bill that is important to organized

labor, and I urge a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Mcpike: PHave all voted? Have al1 voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Clerk will

take the record. Representative Balanoff, for what reason

do you arise?''

Balanoff: OIf this receives the requisite number of votes, I'd

like to do a verification.''

Speaker Mcpike: OOn this Motion: there are 62 'ayes' and 43

'noes'. Gentleman asks for a verification. Mr. Clerk,

poll the affirmative.n
' 
Clerk Rossi: @Po1l of those voting in the affirmative. Ackerman.

Balthis. Biggert. Biggins. Black. Brady. Churchill.

Clayton. Cowlishaw. Cross. Daniels. Deuchler. Dunn.

Erwin. Flinn. Frederick. Granberg. Hartke. Hassert.

Hicks. Hoeft. Homer. Hughes. Johnson, Tim. Johnson,

Tom. Krause. Kubik. L4wfer. Leitch. Lindner. Mautino.

McAfee. McAuliffe. Meyer. Moffitt. Moore, Andrea.

Murphy, M. Noland. Novak. Olson. Pankau. Parcells.

Parke. Persico. Phelps. Pugh. Roskam. Rutherford.

Ryder. Salvi. Saviano. Skinner. Stephens. Tenhouse.
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von Bergen-Wessels. Walsh. Weaver. Weller. Wennlund.

Wirsing. Wojcik. Zickus.'
Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Mautino, for what reason do you

arise?''

Mautino: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm rising to first of all

correct a misstatement by the Representative. Mammography

is covered in this./

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative, it's a little too late to

explain your vote. We're on a verification.n

Mautino: rWell, stood ready on this Bill to have it verified.

I've been here to call it. I just find it ironic that at
this point in time it's being challenged. hope would

that some of those green votes would return. We're talking

about...p

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Mautino, now, Mautino, this is too late to

explain your vote now. All right. Representative

Balanoff, questions of the affirmative.n

Balanoff: eRepresentative Wojcik?'
Speaker Mcpike: Oshe's here. Representative Skinner would like

to be verified and he's been verified. Representative

Roskam would like to be verified and he is verified.?

Balanoff: lRepresentative Black./

Speaker Mcpike: RThat's two. Those two have been verified, and

Mr. Hartke has been verified. That's three. If the

Parliamentarian could write those three names down.

Roskam, Hartke and who was the third one? Who was the

third one? Skinner. Thank you. Skinner. Representative

zickus wants to be verified. And the last one was Zickus./

Balanoff: ''Representative Black?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Black. He's here./

Balanoff: nRepresentative Churchill??

Speaker Mcpike: :Representative Parcells was verified.
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Representative Olson. Just a minute. Mr. Olson wants to

be verified. Mr. Churchill? Churchill? Gentleman's not

here. Remove him from the record.e

Balanoff: ''Representative Ryder?*

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Ryder. Gentleman is not here. Remove' him

from the roll. Representative Tim Johnson wants to be

verified. Yes. He's right here. Proceed, Mr. Balanoff.

Mr. Woolard is qoing to be verified, yes. Proceed. Pardon

me?o

Balanoff: ORoger McAuliffe?n

Speaker Mcpike: f'He's here.''

Balanoff: ''Representative Lindner?p

Speaker Mcpike: Nshe's here./

Balanoff: fRepresentative Biggert?p

kl ujyo a 11Speaker Mcpike:

Balanoff: RBiggins?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Biggins. Bigqins. He's here.

Mr. Churchill has returned. Return Mr. Churchill to the

rollel

Balanoff: PRepresentative Walsh?'

Speaker Mcpike: lWalsh. Mr. Walsh here? Representative Walsh?

Not here. Remove Representative Walsh from the rol1.''

Balanoff: ''Representative John Dunn?/

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative John Dunn is not here. Remove

him from the roll./

Balanoff: 'Representative Cross?p

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Cross. Representative Cross.

Representative Cross here? Remove Representative Cross

from the roll. Representative Mulligan.?

Mulligan: ''Mr. Speaker, Ifd like to change my vote to 'yes'.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Mulligan changes from 'no' to

'aye'.'
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Balanoff: nRepresentative Pugh?/

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Pugh is voting 'aye'.

Representative Pugh is here. Mr. Ryder has returned.

Return Mr. Ryder to the roll call.?

Balanoff: RHow 'bout Representative Erwin?/

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Erwin is... Representative Erwin

is here. Anything further?e

Balanoff: 'Nothing further, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Mcpike: lNothing further. On this Motion, there are 60

'ayes', 42 'noes'. House Bill 655, having received qthe

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.

Representative Hicks, 1067. Out of the record.

Representative Laurino, 1229. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.œ

Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 1229, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of the'Billoo

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Laurino.?

Laurino: OThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1229 merely enhances the situation in

the City of Chicago and probably a lot of other

municipalities have in relation to minor traffic violations

and parking tickets. Parking tickets now are handled by

the Administrative Adjudication System, and wefre just
puttinq this type of situation so that we can unclog the

court system in the City of Chicago, and move for the

adoytion of House Bill 1229./

Speaker Mcpike: PThe question is# 'Shall House Bill 1229 pass?'

All in iavor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have a1l voted who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this Motion, there is ll4 'ayes', l 'no'.

House Bill 1229, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 1798,
Representative Laurino. Read the 3i1l, Mr. Clerk./
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Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 1798, a Bill for an Act in relation to

mandatory insurance. Third Reading of the Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Laurino.l

Laurino: OHouse Bill 1798 merely addresses the situation we have

with a law that's currently on the books that has reached

the sunset provision stage, and we're going to make the law

permanent, and it..oand I move for the adoption of the

B i l l . ''

Speaker Mcpike: ?Mr. Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ffThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?e

Speaker Mcpike: HYes.''

Wennlund: GIs this the one that's been agreed to by everybody,

Secretary of State and IDOT and the insurance companies??

Speaker Mcpike: PMr. Laurino, has this been agreed to by

Secretary of State, Transportation, et cetera?''

Laurino: NYes. Yes it has.?

Speaker Mcpike: >Yes. The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1798

pass? All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have

all voted? Have a1l voted who wish? The Clerk will take

the record. On this Motion, there are ll3 'ayes', no

'nays'. House Bill 1798, havinq received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. House

Bill 1829, Mr. Hicks. Larry Hicks. Representative Ryder,

2330. Mr. Wennlund will handle the Bill. Read the Bill.H

Clerk Rossi: 'fHouse Bill 2330, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois lnsurance Code. Third Readinq of the Bi1l.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representattve Wennlund.'

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is a cleanup Bill asked

for by the Department of Insurance and just makes some
minor technical changes and corrections. Appreciate your

supporto'f

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, lshall House Bill 2330 pass?'
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All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have a1l voted?

Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record.

On this Motion, there are ll3 'ayes', 0 fnays'. House Bill

2330, having received the Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. House Bill 2353, Mr. Granberg.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: NHouse Bill 2353, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of the Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Granberg. No. Local Government, Third

Reading, House 9i1l 109, Representative McAfee. Mr. Black,

344. Read the 9ill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: lHouse Bill 344, a Bill for an Act amending the

Counties Code. Third Reading oi the Bill.O

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Wennlund, are you going to handle this Bill

for Mr. Black?e

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This Bill creates an

Amendment to the Counties Code when a person dies while in

custody and, the death is the result of documented

natural disease process, eliminates all the problems for

coroners.p

speaker Mcpike: 'The question is, 'Shall Hpuse Bill 344 pass?'

Al1 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Representativr

Homer./

Homer: /1 realize this is explanation of vote, but Representative

Black, maybe you could tell us...a' lot of us are looking at

your name...Black, present or death and no autopsy...l

don't have the Bill in front of me: but this sounds pretty

morbid, and I wondered if you could explain your vote.''

Black: nThis is a good law and order Bill. It's tough on crime,

so I...actually, in all due respect, Mr. Speaker, to the

Bill. This came about as a result of my local coroner. We

have a prison in my district. and when the prisoner dies
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under the care of a physician in the correctional center,

the department was forcing him to do an autopsy on those

prisoners, and since they died under the care of a

physician, my local coroner thought that this was an

unnecessary expense that had to be borne by the county.

will tell you this: There are still some problems with

this Bill, and I assure you that we will work it out in the

Senate or it won't advance. The Coroner's Association has

their annual meeting April 26th, and I would assume they'd

get all their difficulttes worked out at that meeting, but

can't wait until the 26th to send it to the Senate.'

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Jones./

Jones, Shirley: >Mr. Black, if the prisoner dies in the bed and

the family wants an autopsy on him, why can't the family

have a autopsy to find out what caused his death? don't

care if his family pays for it or whoever pays for ito?

Speaker Mcpike: RMr. Black./

Black: ''If the family so requests, there will be an autopsy. A11

this does is give the coroner the option if the prisoner

dies under the care of a physician at the prison infirmary

and the family does not request an autopsy, then the

coroner will not'have to go to county expense . of autopsy

and that inmate who died under a physician's care at a

state institution. If the family requests it, yes, that

has to pe done./
Jones, Shirley: >Wil1 the state pay for You're saying the

county, what about the state?p

Black: ''That is the bone of contention. Some people say the

state will or may or shall pay for it. My coroner, who was

a past president of the Coroner's Association, says the

state does not pay for it, and he simply does not have the

budget to do this, but the family requests there's
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no question, an autopsy has to be performed.a

Jones, Shirley: HThank you.'

Speaker Mcpike: lRepresentative Davis.N

Davis: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. To explain my vote, you know,

many times shenanigans occur in a prison, and that p'rison

doctor may not want to reveal exactly what happened, and

I'm sure that's why the 1aw has it's...at this time so that

the coroner from whichever district that prison is located

in, who's reaping the benefits of those . jobs in that
prison, think that's why they have the outside coroner do

an autopsy, and I really think it's much too serious for us

to just state whatever the prison doctor says should be
acceptable. As a taxpayer and a Legislator, I would feel

much more comfortable in knowing that someone else ls going

to do an autopsy on a person who dies in prison, be it a

guard or a prisoner. Thank you.''

Speaker Mcpike: RMr. Skinner.R

Skinner: RMr. Speaker, 1 was originally voting fyes' because I

thought we were talking about autopsies after the death

penalty was administered, but this is a little broader than

that; in fact, it's a 1ot broader than that. I've been

watchinq the Department of Corrections cover up the AIDS

epidemic in our prison system for about four years. There

are 1,200 prisoners in the Illinois prison system that are

infected with HIV. Now, if they're dying of HIV, I think

the publiç ought to know they're dying of HIV.

Skinner: RWe might even release the study which the CDC

has been covering up for three years. You#ve had your

minute.?

Speaker Mcpike: f'Mr. Skinner, the Chair will give you an

additional minute if you wish.''

Skinner: thank you, but I don't want to 'cause any disruption
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on the Republican side of the aisle./

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Granberg.n

Granberg: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Black has

indicated that he's going to work with the Coroner's

Association and others, so I think we ought to qive him

that opportunity and we'll bring this back...we'll revisit

this Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: nMr. Pugh./

Pugh: >Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

think it's important that we as Legislators lend the same

rights to prisoners as we do to individuals that are not

incarcerated. Just because the Bill, in its contents,

stated 'prisoner death, no autopsy', everybody felt that it

was okay. Because he's a prisoner, it's okay. So what do

we do? We don't bury them either? I think'that we should

rethtnk our votes and allow these individuals the decency

to die like human beings. We're talking about human

rights. Wefre not talkinq about thisoo.civil rights have

been taken away once they're incarcerated. Are we also

going to 1ay judgment and take away an individual's human
rights?n

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Black./

Black: HThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. You know, if you people

would read the Bill or read the analysis or listen, there's

nothinq in this Bi1l... Let me quote from the Bill: a

person dies while in the custody of a law enforcement

entity and if the death is the result of a documented

natural disease process for which the person was attended

by a physician, the coroner shall promptly be informed of

the facts and circumstances concerning that death, but the

county coroner may, in his or her discretion, certify the

death without causing an autopsy to be periormed'. Most
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autopsies will be performed if the physician is not

present, if an inmate dies in his or her cell at niqht, an

autopsy has to be performed, this simply is an attempt to

remove the county irom liability of autopsy every death

that occurs in a state correctional institution, even when

the death occurs in the prison hospital under the care of a

doctor.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Have all voted? Have a1l voted who wish? Clerk

will take the record. On this Motion, there are 88 'ayes'

and 7 'noes'. House Bill 344, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
McAfee, do you want to call 109? Mr. Saltsman, 609? Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: PHouse 3ill 609, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Municipal Budget Law. Third Reading of the Bil1.N

Speaker Mcpike: %Mr. Saltsman./

Saltsman: PYes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. What this does is

specifically authorizes a non-home rule municipality with

populations between 20,000 and 25,000, which has

established a sales tax increment financing district prior

to J#nuary 1st of 1987 and has issued bonds and incurred an

indebtedness to pay for TIF costs in excess of $5 million.

This would allow them to levy a 1/1% sales tax. ask for

its passage.n

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. BalthisoR

Balthis: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield??

Speaker Mcpike: *Yes.R

Balthis: ''It's my understanding that this Amendment was requested

by the Department of Revenue. Thank you.o

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is: 'Shall House Bill 609 pass?'

Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?*
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Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.''

Wennlund: ''As amended, Representative Saltsman, this would

authorize non-home rule municipalities with populations

between 20,000 and 25,000 to impose a sales tax? That have

a TIF?H

Saltsman: 'This really affects one city, and it's a city that

went under because we didn't put enough money into the tax

system. Tbey sbould have arriving in about $850,000 from

tax increment financing. With our cuts, we've knocked that

back to about $350,000. Itps a very small municipality
that redid their whole loop, and without this, they'll be

in the same position Rockiord is. Theyfll be able to, with

a backdoor referendum, eliminate it if not feasible.n

Wennlund: HThank you very muche''

Speaker Mcpike: nThe question is, fshall House Bill 609 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote lno'. Have al1 voted?

Have al1 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have

a11 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there are 67 'ayes#...68 'ayes', 44 'noes'.

House Bill 609, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Representative

Wojcik, 630. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.f'
Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 630, a Bill for an Act amending the

Township Law of 1871. Tbird Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Wojcik.p
Wojcik: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House. House Bill

630 is a technical cleanup Bill ior various subject matter

under the Township Section 139. It's been agreed to by

both sides of the aisle, the Amendment states what the Bill

does, and just ask for its favorable passaqe.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''We have a special guest here.?

Wojcik: see that. Welcome. Welcomeo''
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Speaker Mcpike: NPhil Rock. And, on the Motion, Representative

Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. I stand in support of the legislation, and tt is
the cleanup language for the township officials and so

forth, itfs part of their agenda and they're in support of

the legislation. I urqe 114...118 'aye' votes.''

Speaker Mcpikel ''The question is, fshall House Bill 630 pass?'

A11 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote fno'. Have a1l voted?

Have a1l voted who wish? Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there are ll0 'ayes' and l 'no'. House Bill

630, having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby

declared passed. House Bill 703: Mr. Ryder. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk./

clerk Rossi: GHouse Bill 703...*

Speaker Mcpike: lout of the record. Representative Steczo, 911.

(House Bi1l) 1236. Steczo. Steczo. Mr. Dart: 1266.

Santiago, 1279. Miguel Santiago. Read the Bill.''

Clerk Rossi: RHouse Bill 1279.../

Speaker Mcpike: ''Out of the record. How 'bout 1282? Mr. Turner:

1724. Call the Bill. Read the Bill.1'

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1724, a Bill for an Act amending the

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District Act. Third Reading

of the Bi11.N

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Turner.?

Turner: nThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Assembly. This Bill amends the Water Reclamation District

Act to allow the Board of Commissioners to impose a fine in

the amount per day for each type of prohibited discharge.

Currently a fine is only imposed for each day of the

discharge, and deletes the provision which authorizes

the reduction of a fine if the violation occurs for the
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entry of an order by the board. I move for the favorable

adoption of House Bill 1724.0

Speaker Mcpike: HThe question is: 'Shall House Bill 1724 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have al1 voted?

Have all voted who wish? Clerk will take the recordf On

this Motione there is 115 'ayes', 0 'nays'. House Bill

1724, having received the Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. House Bill 1922: Mr. Dart. 2003.

Representative Erwin: 2240. Erwin. Representative Erwin.

Mr. Mautino: 2311. Professional Regulations, Third

Readinqy. Mr. Hicks, 208. Hicks. Representative Phelps,

213. Representative Lou Jones, 214. (House Bill) 215.

Does anyone want to handle 324 for Mr. LeFlore? Mr. Pugh

will. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk McLennand: 'OHouse Bill 324 a Bill for an Act concerning
#

the regulatîon the practice oi respiratory care. Third

Reading of this Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: OMr. Pugh.'

Pugh: ''Yes, Sir, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 324 creates the Respiratory Care

Practice Act. It provides for the regulation of the

practice of respiratory care by the Department of

Professional Regulation. lt establishes requirements in

registration procedures for refusal to issue or renew,

revocation or suspension of a registration. This is a Bill

that Representative Bob LeFlore's been carrying for a

number of years, and I move 'do passage', and I'm available

to answer any questionsm'

Speaker Mcpike: PAnd, on a 'do pass' Motion, Mr. Wennlund./

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. What this really does is number oney it creates
'additional licensing which costs the Department of
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Professional Regulations about $100,000 in start- up money

without any cost. It reduces cross-training of health care

personnel and actually creates shortages of available

respiratory personnel and increases labor costs. The

lllinois Hospital Association is opposed to this because

requlation of respiratory therapy is really not necessary.

RT's do not practice independently. They are assigned to

their tasks and trained and supervised by health care

professionals, such as doctors and nurses who are, in fact,

licensed and regulated. Al1 you're doinq is creating

another layer of licensure. Pretty soon, the State of

Illinois will be licensing almost every profession

including maybe the man that takes out the garbage in the

morning. Maybe we ought to license him because he deals

with health issues. That's what it's goin: to end up at,

and it's simply another cost the State of Illinois can't

afford. A fno' vote is a correct vote. We don't need

another layer.'

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Hicks. I thought you were

seeking recognitiono/

Hicks: ONo.>

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Skinner.n

Skinner: ''We1l, last week it was geologists; this week it's going

to be respiratory therapists. Representative Wennlund is

absèlutely correct; we are on the way to licensing every

individual in the State of Illinois that provides any

productive work. I mean, we already register the

unemployed, so I guess we don't have to worry about them.

Those that are on Public Aid are also registered. Let's

register everyone. Now, obviously the presenter of this

Bill is not the originator of this Bill, so I hope he does

not take any of my remarks personally. What this Bill is
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all about is increasing health care costs. If you want to

vote 'yes', I quarantee you, your hospital costs will go

up. There is absolutely no doubt whatsoever. The

respiratory therapists who are seeking this Bill so that

they can go and say, 'Well, you have to have a respiratory

therapist on your staff. They have to be registered. That

means you have to pay me more'. Well, would suggest

collective bargaining is the best way to raise respiratory

therapists' salaries, and I would prefer that they do it

without a state license.n

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 324 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Representative

RoskamoR

Roskam: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. I rise in opposition, as well.

This Bill should have failed in committee, and I think itfs

important to note that the proponents of the Bill, by their

own admission: said that there's no health care crisis,

there's no baby that was born with two heads that we're

dealing with or some huge problem. This is just an
aggravating problem that will increase health care costs,

and I urge a 'no' voteo?

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Pugh.l

Pugh: lYes: Mr. Speaker. This particular Bill...there's over

5500 respiratory therapists riqht now that are unlicensed.

An individual can walk...can seek employment at McDonalds,

leave McDonalds and become a respiratory therapist. These

individuals...they are working in an allied health

professional care profession involved in life-saving and

life-sustaining areas. They're...they're working with lung

disease, a1l kind oi intricate maladies that are...that

require some type of medical knowledge. For an individual

to work in McDonalds flipping hamburgers and then go in and
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claim to be a respiratory therapist is very, very

dangerous. I think that the cost of saving lives cannot be

put.into terms of dollars. I request 'do passage'.'

Speaker Mcpike: PHave a11 voted? Have all voted? Have all voted

who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? The Clerk will take the record. The question is...

On this Motion, there are 53 'ayes' and 54 'noes'. The

Gentleman requests postponed consideration. The Bill will

be placed on that order. Mr. Hicks, on 208. Mr. Hicks,

should...could you come... Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 208, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Real Estate License Act of 1983. Third Reading of this

Bill.H

Speaker Mcpike: 'Mr. Hicks.p

Hicks: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 11d like the Bill.o.leave of the

House to take the Bill back to Second for purposes of an

Amendment.p

Speaker Mcpike: ?All right. The Gentleman has leave. The Bill's

on Second Reading. Any Amendments?o

Clerk McLennand: NFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

H i c k s . ''

Speaker Mcpike: rMr. Hicks.'

Hicks: ''Withdraw please.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Gentleman withdraws the Amendment. Further

Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: PFloor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Hicks./

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Hicks.?

Hicks: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Amendment 43 is a technical change to the

Commercial Real Estate Broker's Lien Act that we passed

last year. It's simply a cleanup piece of legislation.
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There's no substantive change to the purpose of the Bi1l.*

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is, 'Shall Amendment 43 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment's adopted. Further

Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: *No further Amendments.f

Speaker Mcpike: OThird Readinq. Representative Steczo, We passed

over a number of your Bills. Do you want them called?

Yes. (House 3i1l) 911. tHouse Bill) 911, Mr. Steczo.
What? (House Bill) 911, yes or no? Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.o

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill 911, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Municipal Code. Third Reading of this Bill.?

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. Steczo.e

steczo: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House

Bill 91l is a Bill that addresses a request that's come

from some local municipalities in the south suburban area,

and they feel that it would be an important thing for other

municipalities to have as well. There are situations where

the villages would like to have the ability to be able to

examine at no cost the common areas of apartment buildings

so as to determine, you know, whether there is any

violations of the public healtb statute. So this Bill is

intending to do that. So for the areas of public...public

health and safety, they're asking for this ability, and Mr.

S ker that's what the Bill does. I woùld ask for apea ,
'yes' vote.a

qpeaker Mcpike: NMr. Wennlund.o

Wennlund: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.f'

Wennlund: HRepresentative, it's my understanding that the

Illinois Association of Realtors is opposed to this
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measure. Is that true?e

Steczo: *Mr. Wennlund, we are working on the language of this

Bill. The realtors problem is they feel that this Bill

should not be used as a revenue generator, and 1 agree with

that so we are working on language to make this' more

acceptable.?

Wennlund: lsecond question. Does it apply to condominiums?'

Steczo: ''Strictly says apartment buildings of iour units or

more.'

Wennlund: ''That...we're going to have to work on the definition

too./

Steczo: RIs a condominium an apartment? I don't know. You're

the lawyer.''

Wennlund: N...because that could be a condo, as you know.

Pardon?/

Steczo: *It says...if it says 'dwellings', apartment buildings

containing four units or more. don't know where

condominiums fit in and Representative Levinfs not here.?

Wennlund: ''Yeah, right. But I think it could apply to both, but

it's your intention to...p

Steczo: ''Keep in mind, this is common areas. This is not private

residences; this is common areas.o

Wennlund: NRight. Well, condominiums have common areas also.n

Steczo: >That's correct, but even should apply to

condominiums, then common areas would be the only things

under consideration.''

Wennlund: ''It's your intention to work with the realtors though

as this goes through the process?'

Steczo: ''Yes, Representative, it is./

Wennlund: f'All right. Thank you.f'

Steczo: ''We've already had discussion...''

Wennlund: nThank you very much.l
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Speaker Mcpike: WRepresentative Davis./

Davis: nThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Representative...will

he yield for questions? Yes, he will. Steczo, exactly

what are they looking to do?''

Steczo: DRepresentative Davis, for public health and safety

reasons, the municipalities would like the opportunity as

they currently have with commercial and industrial

buildinqs, to be able to go into those common areas of

apartment buildings and inspect those for any public health

and safety violations./

Davis: NFor example, public health and safety? Give me an

exampleo''

Steczo: ''Let's say in the hallway of an apartment buildinq

there's garbage stacked up. That would be a public...a

public health violation, I would think.e

Davis: ''In Chicago, don't we already have say building and zoning

codes, that would protect the tenants in a building?n

Steczo: ''They're evidently...Representative Davis, some question

whether or not the municipalities have the ability to be

able to inspect those common areas inside the buildingso?

Davis: 'Let me ask you this. Would it include Chicago Housing

Steczo:

Authority projects?f
?It affects the Municipal Code, so 1 don't know whether

or not that affects the CHA or not.o

Davis: 'Yöu know, just have real problems with the government
constantly creeping up your back. think if there's a

problem in a building, a tenant can make a complaint. If

it's against a city code, they can make a complaint to the

Housing Authority, and just think that this, in my

estimation, is just another...it gives another example of
giving the government an opportunity to infringe upon

private ownership. If a person 'owns an apartment building
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and they want to have it rented, surely they're going to

keep qarbage out of the hall. Hopefully they would do

those things that would entice tenants to live there, and

if they're not doing things up to city code, then the city

or municipality already has an opportunity to come in and

ask the owner to make some correction? really think this

is going to lead to a number of violations to the rights of

people who own buildings. It might be very well-intended,

but it truly causes me some concern. This looks like

something that miqht have come out of o1d Russia./

Speaker Mcpike: lRepresentative Steczo, to close, briefly.''

Steczo: HThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. As

indicated to Representative Wennlund, the Illinois Realtors

and I are still engaged in discussion as to how this Bill

could be made better, and the agreement is if it's not made

better, it will not go any further, so I would ask for your

'yes' vote.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 9ll pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'.

Representative Zickus.l

Zickus: el'd like to explain my vote. feel that this is

something that should be handled on a local level with your

individual municipalities, and really don't see any

reason to have a state law to address it. Thank you.p

Speaker Mcpike: lHave all voted? Have all voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there are '78' ayes, 29 'noes'. House Bill

911, having received the Constitutional Majority: is...
Representative Saviano changes from 'po' to 'aye'.

Representative Davis, 'no'. On this Motion, there are 79

'ayes'; 29 'noes'. House Bill 911, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. House
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Bill 6ll on Second Reading. Any Amendments, Mr. Clerk?

Mr. Steczo, I'm going to get right back to on two or three

more Bills.n

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Balanoff./

Speaker Mcpike: nMr. Balanoff.?

Balanoff: HWhat Amendment?p

Speaker Mcpike: ''One.''

Balanoff: pThis proposal permits a city to designate a specific

t hborhood for targeted tension of non-profit 'ne g

organizations to establish day-care centers, job counselin:

and training programs, domestic violence shelters, and

other needed services of the cities choosing for special

tax consideration. Once an area is designated and a city

specifies what types of services it's trying to attract,

property owning businesses and individuals can have some of

their own property taxes based on sites elsewhere in that

city.l

Speaker Mcpike: lThe question is, 'Shall House Amendment 41 be

adopted?' A11 in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayesl have it. The Amendment is adopted. Further

Amendments?R

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Third Reading. Representative Steczo, on 2307..
$

Mr. Clerk: are there any Amendments?l

Clerk McLennand: ONo Amendments.'

Speaker Mcpike: lThird Reading: (House Bill) 1236,

Representative Steczo. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: f'House Bill 1236, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Municipal Code. Third Reading of this Bill.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Steczo.''

Steczo: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker.../
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Speaker Mcpike: PMr. Laurino, in the Chair.n

Steczo: ''House Bill 1236 is a Bill that provides that...for

purposes of civil action by a municipality against an

occupant or user of real estate to recover money due for

sewer services, the occupant or user includes the owner of

the real estate and any person receiving a direct or

indirect benefit from the provision of the sewage services

to the real estate. This Bill is intended to provide

these...the municipality or the...person providing these

services the same lanquage as is currently in the 1aw as it

relates to a sanitary district. So the intent of House

Bill 1236 is to clearly define what occupant or user is so

recovering actions...can be done by those people providinq

sewer services. would ask, Mr. Speaker, for a 'yes'

vote. would answer any questions that individuals might

have.''

Speaker Laurino: PRepresentative Laurino, in the Chair.

Representative Steczo, would you take this out of the

record for a moment??

Steczo: RYes, Mr. Speaker.?

Speaker Laurino: ''Representative Steczo, we'd like to proceed

back to House Bill 2307. Would you like to call this Bil1?

Out of the record. House Bill 1266, Representative Dart.

Out of the record. House Bill 1279, Representative

Santiago. House Bill 1922, Representative Steczo. Out of

the record. House Bill 2240, Representative Erwin. 0ut of

the record. House Bill 2311, Representative Mautino. Is

Representative Mautino in the chamber? Out of the record.

Al1 right. We'll go down to Professional Requlation,

Second Reading. House Bill 1532, Representative Steczo.

Second Reading. House Bill 1532. Out of the record.

House Bill 1554, Representative Deering. Representative
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Terry Deering in the chamber? Out of the record. House

Bill 2316, Representative Lou Jones. Out of the record.

Third Reading, Professional Regulations. House Bill 208,

Representative Hicks. House Bill 213, Representative

Phelps. Out of the record. House Bill 214, Represenfative

Lou Jones. Out of the record. House Bill 324,

Rvpresentative LeFlore. Anybody want to handle this Bill

for Representative LeFlore? House Bill 412, Representative

Steczo. Read the Bill: Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 412, a Bill for an Act to create the

Private Dectective Private Alarm and Private Security Act

of 1993. Third Reading of this Bill./

Speaker Laurino: ffRepresentative Steczo, on House Bill 412.P

Steczo: HThank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House. House

Bill 412 is the sunset legislation for the private

detectives and the security individuals in the State of

Illinois. As I indicated to Mr. Black, I believe

yesterday, there's still a few items in this Bill that are

being discussed: especially with the Department of State

Police. However, about 99% of the items contained herein

are agreed to by the Department of Professional Regulationy

by the profession and by others. So, it would be our

intention, Mr. Speaker, to...Representative Saviano and

to move this Bill over to the Senate and clear up any

problems, any of the few remaining problems over there. So

Mr. Speaker, would answer any questions and would ask

for an affirmative vote.n

Speaker Laurino: RFurther discussion? Representative Saviano.p

Saviano: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I concur with Representative

Steczo. Wefre working very closely with this and

we...Representative Steczo and I have just picked up the

Senate version of it, and we're working closely with the
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Speaker Laurino: HFurther discussion? Representative Skinner.R

Skinner: RMr. Speaker, the last line of the description of House

Amendment 41 reads 'prohibits direct alarm connection to a

governmentally operated police or fire dispatch system'#

and I wonder why that is in the Bill. the local

municipality...if the local municipality is willing to

accept direct connection from an alarm system, why would we

want to prohibit?/

Steczo: 'Where are you referring, to the dlgest?n

Skinner: ''The last line...the description of House Amendment 41.11

Steczo: ''In your digest?''

Skânner: ''Yes.''

Steczo: ''Well, Mr. Skinner, let me...let me find that real quick.

believe that was an Amendment that was 'offered by a

Member of your side of the aisle, Mr. Skinner; Mr.

Churchill I believe. I would...>

Skinner: pI'm just asking a philosophical question.p
Steczo: pAnd would just...Mr.. Churchill is on *he floor.

Perhaps T can defer to him, but if not, I will be happy to

get the answer for you. If there's a problem, we'll be

happy to clear up.''

Speaker Laurino: ''Representative Churchill. Representative

Churchill. Do you wish to respond? He'll meet you in the

center aisle at the crossroadso?

Skinner: 'Answer has been provided. Thank you very much.e

Speaker Laurino: lRepresentative Skinner: your question has been

answered? You want to turn Mr. Skinner's mike off?

Representative Steczo, do you wish to close?''

Steczo: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just to indicate too, what I

believe Representative Skinner was informed that that

section is a provision that is required by federal law.
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Other than that, as Representative Saviano said, we are

continuing to work to make this Bill aqreeable to

everybody. just move for its passaqe.?
Speaker Laurino: OThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 412 pass?'

All those in favor indicate by votinq 'ayef; opposed,

'nay'. The vote is open. Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Take the record, Mr. Clerk. This

Bill, having received ll2 'ayes', l voting 'nay', 0 voting

'present', having received the required Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. We'll go back to
House Bill 1532, Professional Regulations, Second Reading,

Representative Steczo. Read the Billp Mr. Clerko/

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1532, a Bill for an Act regulating

the practice oi industrial hygiene. The Bill's been read a

second time previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor

Amendment #1, offered by Representative Steczo.''

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Seeing none, the Gentleman

moves for... Representative Steczo?/

Steczo: /1 just move for the adoption of the Amendment, Mr.
. speaker.p

Speaker Laurino: fMoves for the adoption of Amendment 41 to House

Bill 1532. A11 those in favor indicate by...

Representative Wennlund.?

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Laurino: Plndicates he will.''

Wennlund: ''Representativey what...how does this Amendment aféect

the original Bill? Does the original 5il1 create the

Hyqiene Licensing Act?''

Speaker Laurino: ''Mr. Wennlund, please repeat your question.''

Wennlund: ''How does this Amendment affect the original Bill?

Didn't it create the Industrial Hygiene Licensing Act?''

Steczo: /1t creates the lndustrial Hygiene Licensing Act. The
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Amendment provides for the up-front money for the Act as is

required, we've done from other professions that have

souqht to be licensed or have title protection, and it also

provides a section that the EPA is very interested, in as

well.l

Wennlund: ''Okay. So there's really not going to be a fiscal

impact on DPR 'cause it requires up-front money...l

Steczo: OWe're going to require the up-front money, absolutely./

Wennlund: nvery good. Thank you very mucho?

Speaker Laurino: PFurther discussion? Seeing none, a1l those in'

favor indicate by... Well, the Gentleman moves for the

adoption of Amendment 41 to House Bill 1532. All those in

favor indicate by saying 'aye'; opposed, 'nay'. The 'ayes'

have it. The Amendment is adopted. Further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: *No further AmendmentsoO

Speaker Laurino: RThird Reading. The Chair wishes to go back to

Health Care and Human Services, Third Reading. House Bill

1957, Representative Burke. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerkon

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 1957, a Bill for an Act to create

the Illinois Acupuncture Practice Act. Third Readinq of

this Bill.''

Speaker Laurino: ''Representative Burke.f

Burke: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1957 is a Bill to

license acupuncturists in the State of Illinois. We're

talking about qualified people who have an average of five

years of training, including both clinical experience and

academic study. Illinois, Ladies and Gentlemen, is tn the

minority. Tbe majority of states in the nation (30

including California, New York, Wisconsin, et cetera)

license acupuncture and have for the past 20 years. In the

states where acupuncture is licensed, acupuncturists have

an excellent safety record. House Bill 1957 would
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guarantee referral by a licensed physician before any

acupunc.turist could treat a patient. House Bill 1957 would

not prohibit nor restrict other health care professionals

from practicing acupuncture, if their current license

permits. Chiropractors in this state strongly encourage

the passage of this Bill. Acupuncture brings relief to

thousands who suffer from chronic conditions with no

certain established medical treatments, such as migraine

headaches, backaches: arthritis and assorted other

ailments. If acupuncture can bring relief where there is

no cure, why not offer to our citizens in lllinois.

Acupuncture has effectively' treated substance addiction

throuqh detoxification, and many of my constituents,

unfortunately, have been addicted to crack cocaine in the

Englewood community. People will continue to seek

treatment whether acupuncturists are licensed or not. In

order to prevent the spread of highly communicable

diseases, such as HIV, hepatitis, it only makes sense to

license acupuncturists to insure that sterile single use

disposable needles will be used. Certainly, it doesn't

make much sense to me that, in Illinois, one needs a

license to decorate a house or paint fingernails but to

insert needles in patients for alleviation of pain cannot

be licensed. Illinois needs to keep up with national

trends and license acupuncturists, and I'd be very happy to

answer any questions on the Bill.*

Speaker Laurino: WFurther discussion? Representative Wennlundo'

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Laurino: ''He indicates he wi11.''

Wennlund: ''Currently, the.o.the only people that could..alawfully

practice acupuncture in Illinois are those that are

licensed under the Medical Practice Act; is that...is that
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provision for the practice of

acupuncture , currently . There is no provi slon in state

statutes to permi t acupunc tur i sts to prac t ice . L icensed

hysic ians , I presume , could insert needles . don ' t ' know

i f they would call it acupuncture . I don ' t know that they

would be tra ined in the or iental f orm of medic ine that

acupuncturistsooopromote.n

Wennlundl ''NoW, as 1 understand it, there...this Bill allows them

to diagnose?/

Burke: ''This Bill does not allow acupuncturists to diagnose any

physical condition. This Bill will command an

acupuncturist who is licensed to only treat a patient who

is referred to them by a medical doctoro/

Wennlund: nOh. ào..wso, what the... The acupuncturist could

only treat someone on a referral from a licensed doctor?/

Burke: ''Exclusiveky. There must be a medtcal doctor referral

before any acupuncturist could treat a patient./

Wennlund: 'Okay. Thank you. And...and does...does this Bill

have the same type of thinq that...Representative Steczo's

Bill had with respect to...industrial hygienists licensinq

where...where the money comes in up front to the Department

of Professional Regulations?R

Burke: ''That is correct. The amount of the license will be

similar to the Naprapath Bill that we passed last year.

The fee is $250.'f

Wennlund: ''Okay. Well, thank you. That's a good concept,

sncidentally, and...if...if more of these licensure Bills

had that in it, it'd make it a lot easier for the state and

the Department of Professional Regulations to license these

professions, but I appreciate your answers. Thank you very

much. clears up a 1ot of misconceptions...on the Bill;
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and...and, as a result of that, ...the Medical Society is

not opposed to it either, as I understand it.e

Burke: >No, o..after several...hours and days and weeks of

negotiation with the Illinois State Medical Society, they

have today relinquished their objection./

Wennlund: ''Thank you very mucho/

Speaker Laurino: HRepresentative Levino/

Levin: OMr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. You

know, we sit on this floor and sometimes it's pretty

boring...to listen to what's going on and sometimes .the

debate is fairly exciting and sometimes we get on the

telephone and we talk to constituents. A couple weeks ago,

I had a call from a constituent as I sat as this desk in

which that constituent indicated to me that he had...tested

Hlv-positive for AIDS. That was a pretty bi: shock to me

because I knew the individual for the last 15 years. But

what he had, specificallyy called to tell me was that we

should support House Bill 1957 because he...he told me

somethlng had no idea and that is acupuncture is

something that is very, very beneficial as a treatment to

AIDS, as well as various other terminal diseases. And it's

done wonders for him, and I had the opportunity to meet the

acupuncturist who treats him, and you know, I've always

supported this legislation going back to when

Representative Greiman had it. I thought made sense.

liked but it really didn't have the kind of personal

importance that it's had since I got that phone call

sitting at this desk two weeks ago. So, 1 think this is an

important Bill, and I'm glad that the problems have been

worked out with the Medical Society, because I strongly

urge the passage of House Bill 1957.9'

Speaker Laurino: RFurther discussion? Representative Saviano.N
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Saviano: RMr. Speaker, ...as Minority Spokesperson, REGIS and

REG, welve worked very closely with the Medical Society on

this. At this point in time, it is not an agreed Bill, but

we're gonna allow it out so it could be worked on in the

Senate, and I would ask for an 'aye' vote'. Thank you.?

Speaker Laurino: nFurther discussion? Representative Hughes./

Hughes: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Laurino: Olndicates he wil1.*

Huqhes: ''Would this Bill, as it's amended, preclude a citizen

from seeking treatment from an acupuncturist without a

physician referral?,
' 

'R resentative according to the Bill would indeedBurke: ep , ,

preclude a citizen from visiting an acupuncturist without a

prior physician's diagnosis and a prior referral.''

Hughes: 'Thank you.?

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Burke, to

close.''

Burke: OThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen.

suppose there has been many misconceptions about this

particular modality. There is, indeed, a distinct

difference between the practice of oriental medicine versus

the practice of western medicine. But who are wer that sit

in this Body as lawmakers, to say to our constituents and

citizens of Illinois, 'You can't go somewhere where you

might get some relief'? As you've heard insisted by the

Minority Spokesman for the committee that heard this Bill,

the Illinois State Medical Society is no longer adamantly

opposed. 1 believe that their position is such that it

would...allow a medical doctor to consider the benefits

that acupuncture could provide a patient of theirs,

depending on the particular ailment. A1f I'm asking you

here this afternoon to do is permit your neighbors, your
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friendsy your constituents the opportunity to get relief

where otherwise they wouldn't find it. Please vote 'aye'

on this Bill and help relieve the pain. Thank you.f'

Speaker Laurino: Rouestion is, 'Shall House Bill 1957 pass?' All

those in favor will indicate by voting 'aye'; opposed,

'nayf. The board is open. Have a1l voted who wish? Have

a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Take the

record, Mr. Clerk. This Bill, having received l04 'ayes',

12 fnays', 0 voting fpresent', having received the required

Constitutional Majority: is hereby declared passed.'

Returning to Professional Regulations, Third Reading, House

Bill 2114, Representative Curran. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.p

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 2114, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Barber, Cosmetology, Esthetics and Technology Act of 1985.

Third Reading of this Bil1.>

Speaker Laurino: NRepresentatiwe Currano/

Curran: OWhat this agreed Bill does now, as amended, allows

the Department of Professional Regulation to investigate

with their normal, think, annual or semi-annual license

renewal the whole subject of continuing education for
cosmetologists. I don't think there's any opposition since

the department wroté the Amendment to change the Bill. Be

glad to answer any questionso''

Speaker Laurino: PFurther discussion? Representative Saviano.l

Saviano: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1*11 concur with

Representative Curran, and I'd ask for an 'aye' vote.

Thank you.''

Speaker Laurino: NFurther discussion? Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?p

Speaker Laurino: ''Indicates he wil1.>

Wennlund: ''They want...lt that my understanding is, they want to
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impose continuing education upon themselves. Is that what

it is, Representative?p

Curran: nAre you asking me if the cosmetologists want that?''

Wennlund: @Yes.O

Curran: ''The... I would say that the substantial majority of them
in my district do not; however, that is not necessarily the

subject...it is not the subject of this Bill. What this

Bill asks the department to do, is to ask certain questions

of cosmetologists relating to that continuing education

requirement, and. they will do that at almost no cost when

they send out thè...I think their renewal licenses, renewal

notices in July./

Wennlund: ''Okay. You're just qoin: to ask them. Thank you.?

Speaker Laurino: 'Representative Zickus.''

zickus: WThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield? When

the survey is completed, will we be able to get some

changes, perhapsp in the continuing ed classes that are

taking place right now? I understand some of them are

lasting for eight hours with 400 and 500 people and that

the attendees are not qettinq very much out of They're

spending a lot of time and money. Will we be able to make

some changes on it?''

Curran: NYou make an excellent point. That problem that you have

faced or the constituents of yours have faced, is a problem

constituents of mine and others have faced, and that is

that they feel that these tests aren't doing them any

good...these continuinq education requirement isn't doing

them any good; however, in order to be fair to the people

who a few years ago asked for the continuing education

requirement, thought it would be best 'to ask a

broad-based sample. When they report back, then we'll know

if that is truly the wish of the overwhelming majority of
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cosmetologists./

zickus: ''I would like to see somethinq done where the continuing

education programs are at least beneficial if they#re going

to continue to be required. Thank you.'

Curran: eThank you./

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Curran, to

close.''

Curran: Olust ask for an 'aye' vote.n

Speaker Laurino: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 2114 pass?'

A1l those in favor indicate by voting 'aye'; opposed,

'nay'. The board is open. Have al1 voted who wish? Have

a1l voted who wish? Take the record, Mr. Clerk. This

Bill, having received 114 'ayes', voting 'nay', 0 voting

'present', having received the required Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. We'l1 go to Public
Utilities, Third Reading: House Bill 184, Representative

Hicks. Out of the record. House Bill 479: Representative

Woolard. Larry Woolard on the floor? Out of the record.

House Bill 1591, Representative Brunsvold. Read the Bill:

Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1591, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Emergency Telephone Systems Act. Third Reading of this

Bill.O

Speaker Laurino: ''Mr. Brunsvold.n

Brunsvold: lThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. This Bill does really six things. At a meeting

in the spring, we discussed this. We put the Amendment on

and we came to an agreement on a number of items) one that

the 9ll shall be the only emergency number used and we also

designated that for cellular phones when that system is up

and running; added some definitions that we needed to add

to the section on 911' addressed the problem wepre having
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with advertisinq of other numbers alonq with 911: also a

fourth item was dealing with signage in counties that do

not have the proper signage up so emerqency vehicles can

find the locations; a fifth thing it dealt with centrex's

and pbx's, and by January 1 of 1995, any new systems that

go on-line will be required to identify the site of the

call; and number six, struck the word 'temporary' as far as

help in initiating the system. I don't...I know of really

no opposition to the Bill and would ask for your support

and ask for the passage of House Bill 1591.''

Speaker Laurino: OFurther discussion? Seeing none: the question

is, 'Shall House Bill 1591 pass?' All those in fayor will

indicate by voting 'aye'; opposed, 'nay'. The board is

open. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Representative Wennlund, for what reason do you arise,

Sir??

Wennlund: ''If the Sponsor could just nod. It's my understanding

that Representative Brunsvold is working on... With respect

to signage, does this take care of some problem that

Representative Black had? Yes. Thank you.'

Speaker Laurino: heard him nod a1l the way up here. Take the

record, Mr. Clerk. This Bill, having received 1l4 'ayes',

0 voting 'nay', 0 voting 'present', having received the

required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

pasàed. We'll return to House Bill 184, Representative

Hicks. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.o

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 184, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this Bill.O

Speaker Laurino: 'Representative Hicks./

Hicks: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 184 would set forth the rules and

regulations and regulate third-party providers of telephone
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service throughout the State of Illinois. They currently

are unregulated, and we've seen...numerous complaints

concerning the owner-operator alternative operator services

provided here in Illinois. I'd be happy to answer any

questions on the Bill.?

Speaker Laurino: ''Any discussion? Seeing none, the Gentleman

asks for... The question is, 'Shall House Bill l84 pass?'

All those in favor indicate by voting 'ayef; opposed,

'nay'. The board is open. Have all voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Take the

record: Mr. Clerk. This Bill, having received ll3 'ayes',

0 'nays', 0 voting 'present', having received the required

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. House
Bill 1771, Representative Wirsinq. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk./

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1771, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this Bill.R

Speaker Laurino: 'Representative Wirsing.'

Wirsinq: pYes, Mr. Speaker. This Bill would amend Section 8-402

of the Illinois Public Utilities Act to delete references

to natural gas services. This Bill would remove the

unnecessary oversight of planninq for natural gas companies

which has caused rate payers millions of dollars. Planning

procedures in Illinois, pursuant to the revised section of

8-402, would focus solely on electric utilities. The gas

industry is fundamentally different from the electric

industry; unlike electric utilities, gas companies do not

have to invest in large scale projects such as base-load

power plants, so that there is significantly less potential

for cost reduction from a least-cost planning process, and

1 would move for the passaqe of this.?

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Saviano.''
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Saviano: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Wirsinq, is

there any cost involved in this?n

Wirsing: nNo, there would not; in fact, there would be a

savinqs.,

Saviano: ''Thank

Speaker

Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: HThis is bad consumer legislation. By what

least-cost planning does, and that's what's eliminated in

this Bill, is to help the utility company and the Illinois'

Commerce Commission to plan to provide for new gas

technologies. What least cost planning does is examine a

utilities plan over a 20-year planning horizon. It is the

only way that we can require utility companies to implement

energy efficiency measures.' So this is a bad environmental

vote. This is a bad consumer vote. This is not good for

public policy to eliminate the requirement that they look

at least-cost planning, and I urqe a 'no' vote./

Speaker Laurino: OFurther discussion? Representative Olson.p

Olson: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?e

Speaker Laurino: 'Indicates he wil1.?

Olson: nRepresentative Wirsing, is this information available

anywhere else?'

Wirsing: eYes, it is./

Olson: R1s it going to save money?o

Wirsing: >We1l, that's one of the...to me one of the exciting .

things about this, is that it saves money for rate payers

potentially, and that.o.that's very important. I think

would also say that the review of ongoing qas purchases can

be accomplished more expediently through annual purchase

gas costs, reconciliation proceeding, which is an ongoing

process and really is the reason for this change or cleanup

yOu.W

Laurino: 'f Further discussion? Representative
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of the existing law.?

Olson: 'Thank you, Representative. Ladies and Gentlemen, 1 urge

you support this Bil1.*

Speaker Laurino: RFurther discussion? Representative Lango'

Lang: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 rise in opposition to House

Bill 1771. agree with Representative Schakowsky on this

Bill. The least-cost planning process is the only way the

utilities are now required by law to implement energy

efficiency. Without this, they won't have to implement any

energy efficiency. Further, examines the utilities plan

over a 20-year future planning, but they only use rate

cases, theyfre only focusinq around a year or two, around a

test year. That's not adequate to plan for future needs,

for energy efficiency or for future technologies. would

recommend a 'no' vote.-

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Wirsing, to

close.''

Wirsing: would ask for support on this Bill. As I've already

indicated, it's a dollar savings and it's still the process

for review that is in placeoo.is there to...for the users

of the product on a least-cost basis; therefore, I would

ask for your support on this Bi1l.P

Speaker Laurino: OThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1771 pass?'

All those in favor indicate by voting 'ayef; opposed,

'nay'. The board is open. Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Take the

record, Mr. Clerk. This Bill, having received 81 'ayes',

32 'nays', 0 voting 'present'... Representative Leitch, for

what reason do you arise?o

Leitch: ''I hit the wrong switch, intended to be up on that 3il1.''

Speaker Laurino: didn't hear you, Sir.''

Leitch: hit the wrong switche and I'd appreciate it if the
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record would show that I'm voting 'yes' on this Bill.>

Speaker Laurino: fot does now. This Bill, having received 82

votes 'aye', 31 'nay', 0 voting 'present' having recetved#

the required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. House Bill 1844, Representative Schakowskyo' Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1844, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. Third Readin: of this Bi11.''

Speaker Laurino: HRepresentative Schakowsky.p

Schakowsky: lThank you: Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. This is a piece of utility leqislation that is

designed to help the environment and to help consumers. It

has three main parts to it, and let me briefly describe

them. The first part says that when the utility company

engaqes in enerqy-efficiency measures, such as home

weatherization, that expenses incurred on doing that should

be allowed to be included in the rate-base just as the same

as they can include building a new power plant in the

rate-base. So this is a way to make a level playinq field

for energy conservation and energy efficiency measures,

which is only common sense for us to be doing rather than

to be encouraging the building of more power plants. The

second portion of the legislation adds language that

prohibits the Illinois Commerce Commission from increasing

consumers rates when there is already an order to rebate to

the consumers what they are owed by a court order; and the

third part would say that the Illinois Commerce Commission

must see that some of the portion of money that is owed to

consumers must be paid to those who are no longer customers

of the utility; that is, if someone moves out of town,

theyfve been owed money by the utility company, they will

have an opportunity if there are moneys left in the fund to
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recoup some of the moneys that they are owed by the utility

company. These are a1l good for your utility consumers

(and that's everybody in your district) and also good for

the economy and the environment in Illinois, and I would

urge an 'aye' vote.l

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Shirley

Jones.p

Jones, Shirley: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, rise in opposition of this

Bill. They had somethinq similar to this in my committee

which failed and also Lang had an Amendment that was in my

committee and failed. This Bill...the utilities was cost

during a lengthy rate case seeking a general rate increase

to recover costs for mandated demand side management and

energy efficiency programs. As this Bill requir4s, would

force utilities to absorb costs until the filing of the

next rate case. Utilities could be forced to carry these

costs for several years despite the fact that timely cost

recovery is an important instrument in encouraging active

participants and energy-efficiency programs. The ICC case

resolution would be dramatically slowed. When the court

overturns an ICC decision the case is often appealed to a

hiqher court. This Bill puts on hold all new cases, even

the most ordinary routine matters until all courts appeal

have been exhausted in the previous case. Not only would

this dramatically slow the process, but unfairly

penalizes utilities. For example, a utility could not even

take action on simple matters, such as paying municipal

taxes. tmtil a reserve or remain case was completely

resolved. I'm opposition oi this Bill, and I wish

everybody would vote 'no'. Thank you.l

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: lThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the
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House. hope the Members of the House heard the Chalrman

of the Public Utilities when she stated that both of these

Amendments were attempted to be run in committee and both

of these Amendments failed, and she stated a good reason.

Two good reasons why this Bill should fail. Number one, I

don't think many Members of the House realize what the

appeals process is like. When you go from an

administrative hearing to the circuit court and the circuit

court after a lengthy trial, expensive costly litigation,

makes a verdict one way or another, it then goes up on

appeal to the Appellate Court, and then it goes up on

appeal to the Supreme Court, and you could be talking

easily seven or eight years of appeals. And that's the

reason that Representative Jones just mentioned that this
Bill should be defeated. We're talking about a lengthy and

costly process, and to tell them that they can't even go to

the Commerce Commission for the simplest of matters, the

simplest of matters, not necessarily rate increase during

this period of seven or eight years during which the

appeals will be pending, is just wrong. That's why both

these measures failed in committee, and they should fail on

this Third Reading.l

Speaker Laurino: 'fFurther discussion? Representative Lango/

Lang: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. rise in support of this

legislation. The previous speaker was incorrect as he

characterized one of the Amendments that's on this Bi11.

The Bill...the section of the Bill dealing with piggybacks

of rate increases on top of illegal rate increases only

relates to reversals by an appellate or the Supreme Court.

So the lengthy appeals process that the speaker was

referring to is not relevant here. It certainly is a

lengthy appeals process, but this only kicks in if the
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Appellate Court or Supreme Court has ruled that the rate

increase is illegal, so we're not talking about seven or

eight years. Further, the Bill, the Bill only relates to

situations where they're asking for a rate increase, not

any other minor matter as the previous speaker was talking

about. So, this is good legislation. It protects

consumers in a situation where a high court has held the

rate increase illegal. Why should the rate payers be

paying a new rate that's based on a rate increase

previously held to be illegal? That makes no sense at all.

recommend an 'aye' vote.'

Speaker Laurino: OFurther discussion? Representative von

Bergen-Wesselsv'

von Bergen-Wessels: RThank you, Speaker. Speaking to the second

Amendment, this is simply a fundamental fairness Amendment.

The people who have paid an illegal rate should have the

opportunity and the right to share in the refund. This

Amendment to the major Bill would allow that to happen.
The utility companies were neutral on this, and I reiterate

once again what said earlier when I spoke sfecifically to
the Ayendment, that this was the last vote taken on the

last day of committee; some of our members were absent, but

we did have bi-partisan support, and it only lost by one

vote because some of our members were absent. So, I would

urqe a 'yes' vote. Thank you.p

Speaker Laurino: OFurther discussion? Representative Schakowsky

to close. Hold on. Representative Ackerman.l

Ackerman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Both of the provisions in

this Bill that were amended to it got fair hearings in the

committee, and they both lost in committee. So don't

think we should 'em support on the floor at this time. One

of the. reasons the Bill that Representative Lang referred
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to, the issues that could be ruled upon there could be two

different issues entirely, which have nothing to do with

each other, so there's no reason to pass this Bill because

it couldn't... The second thing that Has nothing to do

with the first issue would be held up and therefs no reason

for think we should defeat this. Thank you./

Speaker Laurino: ''Representative Schakowsky, to close.n

Schakowsky: PThank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. All of these pieces relate to each other because

al1 of them protect utility consumers and protect and

address the questions of environmental concern here.

Provide the right incentives to utility companies and

protect our consumers. So, the issue really is when you're

voting on House Bill 1844, is if you want to vpte with

utility consumers or you want to vote for the utiqity

companies. I want to tell you something: there's not a lot

of popularity out there for many good reasons for the

utilities companies, and I urge you to vote with your

consumers. I urge an 'aye' vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Laurino: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1844 pass?'

All those in favor indicate by voting 'aye'; opposed,

'nay'. The board is open. Have a11 voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Take the

record, Mr. Clerk. This Bill, having received 46 'aye'

votes, 60 'nay' votes, 8 voting 'present' fails. Would

the Members of the Rules Committee proceed back to the

Speaker's Conference room. There is a Rules Committee

meeting; it will be a brief one at...immediately,

immediately. All Members of the Rules Committee proceed

back to the Speaker's Conference room. There will be a

meeting of the Rules Committee immediately. House Bill

1938, Davis. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''
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Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 1938, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this Bill.''

Speaker Laurino: 'Davis.l

Davis: 'This is just a technical Bill that's going over to the
Senate for...p

Speaker Laurino: OHold on a second, it's 1938. Proceed

Representativem*

Davis: OThank you very much, Mr...Mr. Chairman.n speaker. This

is a technical Bill and the language will be put on on the

Senate, and because of time, we were hoping it would get on

over there.''

Speaker Laurino: NFurther discussion? Representative Wennlund.f

Wennlund: nThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?e

Speaker Laurino: Plndicateso''

Wennlund: 'What kind of a technical Bill is this,

Representative?'f

Davis: 'It's a technical public utility Bill. It would be

aqreed, you know, they'll all agree on the language.p

Wennlund: RWhat is they..vwho is they?'

Davis: nWho is they? 80th sides of this aisle.p

Wennlund: ''Now, what's the purpose of the Bill, can you tell us?

Do we know?n

Davis: ''I really, don't want to say let's say there's some

technical things that it doesn't make vast changes in the

law. There is some technical language to clean up some

other Bil1.''

Wennlund: 'Wel1# you know, think before Members of this House

vote on a Bill, they ouqht to know what the purpose of the

vehicle is, mean is there an intention to solve a

problem, or...>

Davis: ''It's intention to solve a lanquaqe problem that exists in

another Bill, but if you want me to take out the record,
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1'11 do it. 1'11 take it out of the recorda''

Wennlund: ''Yeah, and then we'll talk. Thank you.''

Davis: esir, take it out of the record.n

Speaker Laurino: Hout of the record. House Bill 1993, Shirley

Jones. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk McLennand: eHousezBill 1993, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of the Bill.R

Speaker Laurino: œRepresentative Jones.l

Jones, S.: nHouse Bill 1993 is just a shell Bill. Can you take

this out of the record?''

Speaker Laurino: ''Out of the record. Second Reading, House Bill

410, Representative Steczo. Out of the record. House Bill

2371, Representative Ryder. Out of the record. House Bill

410, Representative Steczo. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 410, a Bill for an Adt to amend *he

Revenue Act of 1939. The Bill has been read a second time

previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment #1,

offered by Representative Kubik.l

Speaker Laurino: ''Representative Kubike on Amendment 41 to House

Bill 410./

Kubik: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Amendment l to House Bill 4l0 would add language to

provide that senior citizens qualifying for the Circuit

Breaker Program are allowed a property tax exemption equal

to khe difference between the current EAV and the EAV in

1993, or a subsequent year in which the taxpayer turned 65

and occupied the residence, or $2,000, whichever is

greater. Essentially what this.does is to provide ior a

inflationary index for homestead exemption, 1'd appreciate

your support, and would call for a Roll Call Vote on Floor

Amendment 41.''

Speaker Laurino: 'Representative Steczo.p
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Steczo: OThank you: Mr. Speaker. 1'11 accept the Amendment./

Speaker Laurino: PThe Gentleman moves for the adoption of

Amendment 41 to House Bill 410. All. those in favor

indicate by saying 'aye'; opposed, 'nay'. The 'ayes' have

it. The Amendment is adopted. Further Amendments??

Clerk McLennand: RFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Steczo.?

Speaker Laurino: 'Representative Steczo.?

Steczo: pThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. Amendment

2 is an Amendment that would freeze the homestead exemption

for senior citizens who are 65 and over with a household

income of $35,000 or less. This is an attempt to actually

provide those senior citizens who are threatened with

losing their homes due to the high property assessments in

their areas from being able to maintain their homes by

having their property taxes frozen at the time they reach

65, if their income is $35,000 or less. Mr. Speaker,

would move for the adoption of Amendment /2.*

Speaker Laurino: pFurther discussion? Representative Kubik.R

Kubik: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Laurino: ,He indicates he wi11.P

Kubik: PRepresentative, maybe didn't correctly hear your

statement. You said it freezes the homestead exemption?c

Steczo: >It would freeze their property taxes, I'm sorry

Representative Kubik, if I misstated the intention of the

Amendment. It would freeze the property taxes for those

senior citizens 65 and over with a household income of

$35,000 or less.'

Kubik: ''So in other words, it is very similar to the previous

Amendment, which I offered.''

Steczo: ncorrect.''

Kubik: PExcept that if you a...ii you're a senior citizen and you
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have a pension or household income over $35,000, there

would be no...this particular exemption would not apply.n

Steczo: >If you have a household income under $35,000, your

property taxes would be frozen. Over $35,000 they would
Z O V * W

Kubik: eokay. So if a senior citizen who has saved his money or

her money for a long, long period of time' and is able to

provide for themselves in their old age of being able to

generate $35,000 worth of pension income and income from

investments, they would not be eligible for this freezing

of the exemption...freezing of the equalized assessed

evaluation on their home; is that correct?e

Steczo: ''We1l, Mr. Kubik, if you think it should be higher: wedre

certalnly wtlllng to kook at that, but the thought was that

$35,000 was a reasonable level over which we feel that

there would be...it would be proper to be able to institute

this freeze. If I'm correct, and your other Amendment

talked about circuit breaker levels only, and that circuit

breaker level is only $14,000, that's not realistic
terms of the average senior citizen in the State of

Illinoiso''

Kubik: rWhat is the... How did we arrive at a $35,000 income on

this Amendment?l

Steczo: ''We approximately took the $14,000 circuit breaker level,

and multiplied that by about two and a half.e

Kubik: ''This have any thing to do with any activity on a national

level with respect to a how we're setting income guidelines

for taxing social security benefits??

Steczo: ''Representative Kubik: no. Actually this was ap..this

was an arbitrary number, quite frankly. An arbitrary

number based on what we expected to be reasonable in terms

of beinq able to afford increases in property taxes./
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Kubik: ''Okay. Well 1...You know frankly, I wouldn't quibble over

the number, I would frankly not like to see a cap on this,

personally. But it's a good start to me. 1 would support

the Amendment but, you know, I think that werre making a

mistake if we believe that people who are, you know, making

$35,000 a year in pension income or even reqular income

are...should be excluded from this. Now, while I realize

there is very little sympathy in some places for people who

live in places like Dupage and Kane and Lake and those

kinds of counties, where they started out livinq there a

long time ago, they build the house and at that time a

house was, you know, worth not a whole lot and

unfortunately due to the growth around them, their property

taxes and their property values have escalated and they are

now in a position where they can't afford the property

taxes and, you know, in many cases we're talking about

property taxes of $6,0007 it's not uncommon for that to

happen.p

Steczo: ''Okay.e

Kubik: rSo, 1 would support your Amendment, but certainly would

ask that you consider looking at that income level and

seeing if we might make some adjustments./
Steczo: ''Mr. Kubik, I appreciate your support, and.o.and

believe there should not be an income level. We're trying

to start some place and I believe that that should be

looked at and perhaps needs to be adjusted upward,
that's fine.'

Kubikl ''Thank you./

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Steczo, may :

ask a point of clarification? It's been mentioned in the

last few minutes that it's a freeze on assessments and then
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a' freeze on taxes. Is it...I think it's a freeze on

assessments isn't it, not a freeze on the tax paid?'

Steczo: PWell, well if the... The way the language works, I

believe Representative Biggins, is that it ultimately turns

out to be a freeze, a tax freeze for those s'enior

citizensa''

Biggins: ''A tax freeze on the assessments or on the taxes?l

Steczo: *It turns out to be a tax freeze.''

Biggins: 'Okay, yes. Thank you. support the Bill and the

Amendment and anything that can encourage our seniors to

remain in their homes is a very valuable piece of

legislation. I will vote 'yes'.'

Speaker Laurino: l'Further discussion? Representative Murphy,

Maureen Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: lYes. Thank you Mr. Speaker. Ifd like... Would the

Sponsor yield for a question? Yes. Representative Steczo.

understanding that our Amendment to your Bill is something

that was barely discussed ln the Revenue Committee, I can

understand the popularity of this. But I feel compelled to

ask you know what the fiscal impact would be to our

local units of government. So, while we're being very

generous, we must keep seniors in their homes and come up

with a definitive way of doing so, I do want to point out

to the Members of the General Assembly how costly this

could be. Do you have any idea on the cost to local

governments?H

Steczo: nWe are currently, Representative, trying to determine

exactly what that cost impact would be. However, I think

it's just as important, when.opespecially when those times
when those final tax bills come out to hear the hue and the

cry from those senior citizens, especially in the category

we're speaking about here, who have the $4,000 and $5,000 a
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year tax bills, and have to spend a disproportionate share

of their income to pay those property tax bills. Thatfs

even, to me, more significant./

Murphy, M.: ''Thank you.n

Speaker Laurino: ''Further discussion? Representative Skinner.'f

Skinner: ''Mr. Speaker, this language sounds suspiciously like the

language that state Representative Klemm introduced

unsuccessfully several times in the Illinois House in years

past. I think the $35,000 level is a rational level, and 1

think it's a rational level because if you go back to Ahe

circuit level level the circuit breaker level that was set

under Governor Oglive's administration and index it to the

CPI, you will find it is somewhere in the $35,000 range.

You might want to have your staff do those numbers, because

think it would give you an intellectual foùndation to the

level that you seem to have arbitrarily picked. ï do have

one concern (and I must admit it's a personal concern), on

page 2, line 5 of the Amendment it says that 'This

exemption does not kick in until the youngest person in the

household reaches 65'. Now that's real interesting. In my

personal case, 1'11 be 77 before 1111 be able to get this

little tax break, and it seems to me that it is somewhat

unreasonable if the primaryoo.if the older person is the

primary income source of the household and that person

would like to retire toward the middle of his or her 60fs

that your language forced that person not to have a tax

break until a decade later. 1...1 would ask the Gentleman

to comment on that minor objection .to his Bil1.O
Speaker Laurino: ''Representative Steczo.n

Steczo: ''Representative Skinner, I think you brinq up a valid

point, and the intention is not...not to diminish the

ability of the primary income source in the household from
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being able to qualify. I think in the drafting probably

what happened was that the individuals felt that, that

there might be an income source from a younger individual,

a younger spouse living in the house which would...which

would...you know, allow for theo..for that consideration on

those property taxes to be paid. However, you know,

believe as you do that we should not penalize a situation

such as you addressed; and, therefore, as this Bill winds

its way through the Leqislature certainly we would wanna

find some way for that individual, such as yourself, who

would be in his late 60fs or mid-7o's or early 70#s from

beinq able to take advantage of this program. Because the

intention, the intention is to keep seniors in their

houses. We don't want to penalize somebody in a situation

like that, because there's overly restrictive languageo''

Skinner: ''Thank you very much.''

Speaker Laurino: f'Representative Hoffman.e

Hoffman: ''Yes Speaker, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Laurino: ?He indicates he wi1l.R

Hoffman: RRepresentative Steczo, is thisovpis this Amendment the

same as my Bill which was in Revenue, do you recall we

talked about that, with freezing the assessment at age 65

and then you take the difference...or the senior can then

make a determination as to which benefit they want to take,

either the exemption on the Homestead Act or the benefit by

freezing the exemption..por the assessment?'

Steczo: pThis is a strictly would freeze...would freeze the taxes

for senior citizens at age 65 with the $35,000 household

income or lesso''

Hoffman: ''This won't have any type of impact on what we did

yesterday?/

Steczo: *1 believe not.''
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Hoffman: ?So that they will get additional benefits under this

provision?'

Steczo: ''To the extent that they would qualify for the freeze,

but if the assessments and things are frozen at age 65,

then in some ways, would be...the homestead exemption

sometimes would be...would not..owould not have much

impact.R

Hoffman: ''Mr. Speaker, real briefly to the Amendment. This is

the type of property tax reform that we should be looking

at. This is real property tax reform to the people who

need What werre talking about here, is we're talking

about encouraqing seniors to allow them to stay in their

own home and not have to move out simply by virtue of

livinq in a neiqhborhood which has increased and escalated

property values. This is a good Bill. I've been carrying

something similar to this since I've been in the

Legislature, and I want to...I'm gonna recommend an 'aye'

vote on the Amendment.''

Speaker Laurino: NGentleman moves for the adoption of Amendment

#2 to House Bill 410. A11 those in favor indicate by

saying 'aye'; opposed, 'nay'. The 'ayes' have it. The

Amendment is adopted. Further Amendments?/

Clerk McLennand: >No further Amendments.''

Speaker Laurino: ''Third Reading. Committee reports, Mr. Clerko>

Clerk McLennand: ''Committee report from the Rules Committee

pursuant to Rule l4. The Committee on Rules has met, and

pursuant to Rule 14-A6 rules referred pursuant to Rule 27,#

the following Bills were reported to the Order of Second

Reading: House Bill 954, and House Bill 2207. Offered by

Chairman on Committee on Rules, Frank Giglio.?

Speaker Laurino: HRepresentative Turner, in the chair.''

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Davis, on House Bill 1938: Public
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Utilities, Third Reading. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill 1938, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this Bill.*

Speaker Turner: ORepresentative Davisa/

Davis: OThank you very much. It's a technical Amendment, and

it'll be finalized in the Senate, and I just ask for a
favorable voteof

Speaker Turner: ''Seeing no questions, the question is, 'Shall

House Bill 1938 pass?f A1l those in favor should vote

faye'; those opposed vote 'no'. Voting is now open. Have

all voted who wish? Representative Younge, layef. Have

all voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the record. On'

this question, there are ll5 payes', 0 'noes',

'presents'. This Bill, having received the required

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Jones, on House Bill 1993. Read the Bil1,

Mr. Clerk.f

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 1993, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this Bill.H

Speaker Turner: WRepresentative Jones.q

Jones, >Mr. Speaker, on House Bill 1993, amends the Public

Utility Act. Adds a section caption to the section

regarding cost ol fuel and makes a technical change. This

is a Bi1l... I encourage an 'aye' vote.l

Speaker Turner: ''On this question, 'Representative. . . The

Gentleman from Will, Representative Wennlundo'

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Turner: ''She indicates she wi11.*

Wennlund: ''Thank you. Representative Davis, understand that

there was an agreement on the prior Bill, and I understand

what the purpose of it is, but can you tell us what the

background of this Bill is and what the reason for it is??
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Jones, S.: ''Mr. Speaker: I thought we were on my Bill. We're on

Representative Davis' Bill or my Bill??

Speaker Turner: 'rWelre on Representatives Jonesr Bille 1993.

believe the question is directed to you, Representative./

Wennlund: ''Oh, yes. 1fm sorry. Yes, can you tell us whaé the

purpose of the...this vehicle is?''

Jones, S.: ''Right now, 1 don't have a purpose for ito''

Wennlund: ''Pardon?''

Jones, S.: ''Right now I don't have a purpose for it.o

Wennlund: ''There's no purpose for it at this point in time?''

Jones, S.: ''I just want this vehicle out.>
Wennlund: ''I'm sorry, didn't hear.o

Speaker Turner: ''Representative, he claimed he didn't hear the

answero''

Wennlund: ''All right. Thank you very much, Representative.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, let me tell you what

this process can do to you, particularly the new Members in

the House. What could end up beinq as strictly as a

vehicle this could end up beinq the Commonwealth Edison

package, and you might be voting for something and it might

come back to haunt ya', because if you vote for a vehicle

Bill like this and it ends up being the Commonwealth Edison

package, allowing them to engage in other activities and

that might be a bad vote for you back home or might

cause.o.or might bé perceived to cause an increase in

utility rates, it can come back to haunt ya' next November,

because what may end u'p in this package when it qets over

to the Senate and comes back to you, it will string you out

on a Roll Call Vote that may be perceived as being

pro-utility and anti-consumer. So you better be careful

when you make votes on strictly vehicle Bills that amend

the Public Utilities Act. Consumer groups, or CUB in
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particular, will come back and label you as anti-consumer

and pro-utility as a result of a 'yes' vote on a pure

vehicle Bill like thls. This is a dangerous precedent. lt

can come back to haunt ya' and ya' better be careful onF

how ya' vote, particularly new Members. You get strung out

on a vote like this and it'll come back to haunt ya' tn

your next campaiqn: I guarantee you.?

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang./

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise in opposition to House

Bill 1993, and I agree with the prior s#eaker. .The

previous Bill...the previous Bill, although it was a

vehicle Bill, there was an agreement and we trust the

Sponsor at her word that there's an agreement, and that's

all that's gonna be on that Bill. There's no agreeyent on

this Bill. The Sponsor's not even sure what the Bill is

going to be used for, but I need to remind the Body that

the Sponsor of this Bill is the same Sponsor of House Bill

2014, which is that Commonwealth Edison Bill that many on

this floor are prepared to vote against. And it occurs to

me that one of the reasons this Bill may be moving out of

here is so the very provisions that are in that Bill that

doesn't seem to be moving right now can come back from the

Senate in that same form. So, those of you who are

concerned about that leasure: I would take a very careful

look at this Bill, because you don't know what it's going

to look like when comes back. You would rather not be,

don't think, in the position of concurring on a Senate

Amendment to this Bill that looks like that 2014. think

it's a bad approach, and 1 think until the Sponsor can tell

us what her plans are for this Bill, this is not a Bill we

should pass out of this House, and 1 would recommend 'no'

or 'present' votes.H
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Speaker Laurino: ''Representative Jones, to close.''

Jones, S.: *Mr. Speaker, the last speaker was talkin' on the

wrong Bill. (House Bill) 1993 is just a vehicle Bill.

(House Bi1l) 2014 is a different Bill, and I urge an 'aye'

vote on this. This is just a vehicle Bill. Thank you.''
Speaker Laurino: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1993 pass?'

A11 those in favor should vote 'aye'; all those opposed

vote 'no'. The voting is now open. Have all voted Who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? On this question... Close

the roll call, Mr. Clerk. On this question, there are 17

'yes', 94 'noes'r 4 'presents', and this Bill fails. On

the Order of Revenue: Third Reading: we have House 3ill

699, Representative McGuire. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.p

clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 699, a Bill for an Act concerning

civic centers. Third Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Turner: ''Representative McGuirew/

McGuire: PThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I have House Bill 699 which is the civic center

Bill. We had this Bill last year, and it passed through

the House ll8 to zero, but fell by the wayside. This is

what I would call a merely Bill. It merely gives civic

centers the authority to use the funds that they have for

maintenance and repairs.' It's a bipartisan effort. We

have bipartisan support, and I'd appreciate your vote.

Thank you.''

Speaker Turner: ''Seeing no questions on this issue, the question

is, 'Shall House Bill 699 pass?' Al1 those in favor should

vote 'aye'; those opposed vote 'no'. The voting is now

open. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk shall take the record. On this question, there

are 98 'ayes' 11 'noes' and 3 fpresents'. This BillF F

'

havinq received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
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declared passed. House Calendar Supplemental #1 is being

distributed. Representative Steczo, on House Bill 808.

0ut of the record. Representative Murphy, on House Bill

1125. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.P

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 1125: a Bill for an Act to amend the

Retailers Occupation Tax Act. Third Readinq of the Bill.*

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: PMr. Speaker, 1 would like leave to move this back to

Second Readin: for an Amendment that's been prepared and is

on file.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady asks leave to brinq the Bill back to

Second. A1l those in favor say 'aye'. The 'ayes' have it.

Leave is granted.''

Murphy, M.: *Al1 right. Amendment 42 has been filed and becomes

the Bill. The first Amendment was a Committee Amendment

making it a vehicle Bill. It now will be amended to read

as follows: lThis is a Bill that has been worked on by the

Revenue Committee. Myself and Representative Currie are

the Sponsors of this Amendment. We have bipartisan support

on this Representative Kubik, Re/resentative Granberg

are...also have been very instrumental in helping. What

this does is help to clarify with the Department of Revenue

and certain installers and engineers in, maintenance of

voice data, video, security, and telecommunication systens

as to what does or does not constitute the methodology that

they will use to compute retail tax. This was a Bill that

took a lot of effort from both sides of the aisle, Members

of the Revenue Committee, and I would urge your adoption of

this Amendment.''

Speaker Turner: ''On this Amendment..pon this question,

Representative... The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Levin.''
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Levin: 'Would the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Turner: lshe indicates she wi11.*

Levin: lokay. Representative Murphy, just for purposes of
legislative intent, it's my understanding that what this

Amendment does is to codify the existing rules of the

Department of Revenue, and to further my understanding that

the way that they...the procedure works now, if a

telecommunications consultant comes in with one Bill for

both services and equipment, that's not...that's exempt in

terms of this tax, but they were to come in, this is

where the confusion has come in with some of the people in

this industry, if they specifically itemized their Bill and

separated out the equipment, then that, that's taxable. So

this codifies what has been the Department of Revenue

policy so that everybody knows and hopefully it'll clarify

for the future so that telecommunication consultants will

not run into this kind of problem again. Is that, am

correct in what I'm saying?''

Murphy, M.: *If 1 might answer at this time. Yes, this clarifies

some troublesome area of the code between the installers

and the Department of Revenue. The Chamber of Commerce

Management Association of lllinois, and again, all the

Members of the Revenue Committee worked very deligently to

get this consensus Amendment. And I aqain...it's a simple

clarification and it's timely, and I would encourage your

approval of this.''

Speaker Turner: Pseeinq no further questions, the question is

'Shall Amendment 42 be adopted to House Bill 11257' All

those in favor say 'aye'; al1 those opposed say 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, in the opinion of the Chair. Amendment 42

is adopted. Further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.n
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Speaker Turner: OThird Reading. Representative Hartke, on House

Bill 1542. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 1542, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Service Occupation Tax Act. Third Reading of the Bill.*

Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from Effingham, Represenéative

Hartke.R

Hartke: OThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. 1'd like leave of the Body to take this back to

Second for the purpose of an Amendment.l

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman asks leave to bring the Bill back

to Second for purposes of Amendment. Al1 those in favor

say 'aye'; a1l those opposed say 'no'. In the opinion of

the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Second Reading. Are there

any Amendments?o

Clerk McLennand: lFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Hartke.''

Speaker Turner: 'Amendment #2, Representative Hartke.f'

Hartke: OThank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House.

Amendment #2 narrows the Bill somewhat. The Amendment was

prepared foroo.me by the Department of Revenue and it

simply affects, hope, one printing establishment in

southern Illinois to help out a problem that we have.

would appreciate your support for this legislation.'

Speaker Turner: *On this question, the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Kubik.n

Kubik: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, understand

that thismo.an Amendment that was prepared by the

Department of Revenue, meets with...it narrows the Bill

significantly. I think it's a good Amendment, and we

oughta support it.?

Speaker Turner: ''No further questions? The question is, 'Shall

Amendment 42 be adopted to House Bill 154271 those in
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favor say 'aye'; a1l those opposed say 'no.f In the

opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Amendment 42 is

adopted. Further Amendments?f

Clerk McLennand: >No further Amendments./

Speaker Turner: NThird Reading. Representative Hicks, on House

Bill 1711. 0ut of the record. Representative Currie, on

House Bill 1749. Read the Bille Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1749, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Casual Deficit Act. Third Reading of this Bill.O

Speaker Turner: WThe Lady from Cook, Representative Currie.?

Currie: HThank you, Speaker and Members of the House. This is a

Bill that amends the Casual Deficit Act. The first but not

the only thing that the Bill does, is to change that title

to the Short Term Borrowing Reform Act, getting us out of

the business of casual deficits, a business' in which we do

not belong. More seriously, what the Bill does is to

reform the way we do two kinds of short-term borrowing,

that is borrowing in anticipation of revenues and borrowing

that is necessary because of a revenue failure. Revenue

anticipation borrowing under this Bill cannot exceed 4% of

the appropriation for that fiscal year. There are no

public notice restraints. Borrowing because of revenue

failures would not exceed l5% of appropriations for that

fiscal year and again there are established various

conditions for the borrowing. The measure would not chanqe

the current statute, which requires the approval of the

Governor, the Comptroller and the State Treasurer for any

of these borrowings. It is our view that a statute that

was first drafted in the 1800fs is probably due for a

little overhaul. It is as well our contention that with

this..owith these tools available to us, we would be able,

in fact, to save money in the borrowings that we do.
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be happy to answer your questions and would appreciate your

support for this measure.'

Speaker Turner: ?On this 'question, the Gentleman from Will,

Representative Wennlund.n

Wennlund: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I want to congratulate the Treasurer on his 106th

legislative initiative. You know, however, however, the

Bill anticipates borrowing on a short-term quick basis to

make up casual deficits. However, the provisions of the

Bill require unanimous agreement. unanimous agreement by

the Governor, the Treasurer and the Comptroller.

wondering when the last time that all those three, al1

potential gubernatorial candidates agreed on the time of

day even. The process is so complicated it simply will not

work, and what it's gonna do is it's gonna bog down into

disagreement over what type of borrowing, what term of

borrowing, how much, and interest rates, and it simply will

bog the process down to the point where nothing can be

borrowed because all three were not in unanimity and did

not have a unanimous agreement as to how to solve the

emergency cash flow situations, and it would limit the

Governor's ability no matter which Governor it was, no

matter what party the Governor was in his ability to

respond to emergency situations when a casb flow is needed

quickly. And you gotta remember, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House on both side of the aisle, that this cuts both

ways. Whoever sets and resides at that Governor's mansion

will be bogged down in the same fashion as this Governor

would be if this Bill passes. It cuts both ways,

regardless of who is in power. So, if you think you're not

affected by it, you've got a different think coming. And

you know, know that there's Members on your side of the
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aisle who are gonna be working in different primaries come

next year, and if you're gonna continue to push out Quinn

initiatives, you're gonna get locked into a situation of

supportin: only one qubernatorial candidate, at the risk of

offending maybe two or three others who are gonna be

running. And I don't know why you continue to want to push

out Quinn initiatives and qive Mr. Quinn another, yet

another press release to circulate throughout the State of

lllinois. What you're doing is youfre getting yourselves

locked in on a potential Gubernatorial candidate at the '

expense of others, whom know are friends of yours, a

former Member of this House and of the Senate for instance,

the Comptroller. Itfs a bad precedent, and even you should

stay off of these issues and stay off of giving the

Treasurer yet another campaign platform.e

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Currie, to close.''

currie: 'Thank you, Speaker. The previous speaker made a

wonderful speech against the current statute, what he's

describing as a measure in this Bill is already current

law, that is to say the Governor, the Comptroller, and the

State Treasurer in current statute must agree if borrowinq

is to happen, and I'm...just to ease all of your minds

(including the mind of the previous speaker), you should

know that never has the Governor requested the authority to

borrow and been denied by the Comptroller and the

Treasurer. There has always been unanimous agreement. The

point of this Bill, is to clean up the Act under which

those approvals will still be required, but providing, for

example, the opportunity for variable rate interests in

borrowing could have saved us $155 million in interest

costs had this statute been in operation durinq the current

year. So, I would advise those of you who want to save
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money, who understand the current statutory requirements to

borrow, would urge you to support this proposal, which

will clean up that Act and save the taxpayers millions of

dollars in interest costs. urge your 'aye' votes.''

Speaker Turner: lThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1749 pass?'

All those in favor should vote 'aye'; those opposed vote

'no'. The voting is now open. Have all voted who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? The

Clerk shall take the record. On this question, there are

65 'yes', 50 'noes'. This Bill, having received the

required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Representative Moseley, on House Bill 2118. Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk./

clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 2148, a Bill for an Act to ayend the

Civil Administrative Code of Illinois. Third Reading of

this Bill.>

Speaker Turner: OThe Lady from Sangamon, Representative Moseley.''

Moseley: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Assembly. This Bill, although it's kind of confusing from

the description on the boardy simply says that after the

purchase of site M, the 25 square miles of land in Cass

County, that the department will continue the same

lease/tenant agreements with the farmers currently farming

that land that currently exist with Commonwealth Edison.

This Amendment has been drafted by the Farm Bureau, and

they are strongly in support of this. This Amendment would

simply say that the moneys collected from the lease fees

would be pu: into the treasury, that the property taxes

that the county would be losing would be reimbursed to the

County of Cass, and the remainder of the lease fees would

go for the development of this site. I ask for your

favorable consideration.'
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Speaker Turner: '#0n this question, the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Kubik.o

Kubik: OThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen oi the

House. Let me begin by saying that the Sponsor has worked

very hard on this Bill, and I know that she is workini very
hard for this particular site. I think that we should take

a very, very close look at this Bill, because this Bill has

some, some rather broad implications contained in it.

First of all, this legislation is special legislation. I'm

not sure that it's constitutional, because I think it does,

because of the nature of the leqislation, I think it does

violate Section l3, Article 4 of the Illinois Constitution.

Furthermore: what this Bill does: is it sets a precedent (a

very important precedent I might add), and that is that for

the first time in a long time the State of Illinois will be

the collector of property taxes. They will collect the

property taxes and then distribute them back to local

government. Now for those of you who are concerned about

encroaching state qovernment on local interests, this is a

major change in public policy, a major change in public
policy. It...Normally as you know: property taxes would be

collected by the locals and distributed. While T recognize

this is a special case, the fact of the matter is this

creates a very crucial precedent in Illinois law. And we,

the State of Illinois, will now be collecting property

taxes and distributing them back. So for any of you who

are concerned about local control and/or the distribution

back of revenues from the state, this is a very crucial

Bill. might point out that I think that the Bill has

also...also has some problems, which include the fact that

it does not amend certain parts of the Revenue Act which

would actually make it possible that the farmers who are on
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this land could be taxed twice. The Bill does not amend

the Revenue Act, and it is possible and certainly probable

that farmers would be liable for taxes both to the county

and to the State of lllinois, so this...l think the Bill is

flawed in that regard. Again, applaud the Sponsor; she's

working very hard. I think that she...her heart is in the

right place, but think that this Bill, due to precedent

alone, as to what it does in terms of changing public

policy as to how we collect taxes, property taxes, an

extremely sensitive issue, should be an extremely sensitive

issue to all of you whether you're on the right or left

side of the aisle. This is a major change in revenue
policy. In addition to that, think that the people that

the Representative seeks to help may inadvertently through

the misdrafting of this Bill, be actually hurt by this

proposal, and be subject to double taxation. So, I would

stand in opposition to this Bill. I'd encourage all of my

colleagues to look very carefully at this Bill, it has some

extremely important implications, and I would hope that

upon examination that you would oppose House Bill 2148.f'

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Cook Representative... I

mean the Gentleman from Rock Island, Representative

Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Lady yield?''

Speaker Tubner: lshe indicates she will.>

Brunsvold: RRepresentative, right behind ya'. Representative,

how long will the leases on the farm land exist?/

Mnseley: llt's my understanding with the department that these

leases would be for one year at a time, and they will be

bid each year.''

Brunsvold: HAnd this money will be used to go back into

the...back into the...development of site M??
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Moseley: HThe way the Bill is currently drafted in 2148, the

money would stay with the the site, so it would be used to

develop and maintain the site. Currently there is no

provision to keep that money with the site, under current

lawen

Brunsvold: 'Has the tax...Has the tax problem that you identified

there been resolved by you and the department?'

Moseley: HThe tax problem would be resolved by this legislation.

The proposal the department has qiven to the county is one

of performance bonds on the tenants, and this

is...unacceptable to the Farm Bureau and it's really

unacceptable to the County Board as well; it does not

guarantee the full repayment of the lost revenueso''

Brunsvold: 'Thank you. To the Bill, Mr. Speaker. would, you

know, applaud the Lady for what she's trying to do with her

area. I think she's done a good job of identifying a
problem and trying to address the problem of taxation, loss

of tax moneys to her area, and I want to applaud her on

that. However, I'd like to say that, you know, site M is

probably gonna be one of the premier conservation areas in

this state. Once it is developed, it will be a real tax

generator for that area, and that area will see a lot of

businesses develop around that site eventually that will

make that a very nice economic development tool for her

area. 1 would not want to tie the hands of conservation.

think they're gonna try to develop this as quickly as

possible. We are setting new paths here as far as this

legislation is concerned, and I'm sure conservation, my

discussions with them. they've indicated that, you know,

this is probably one of the most important sites theylre

going to have, and they are going to develop They're

gonna have contracts with farmers around there. They need
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that money to generate money for the development of that

area; plus, frankly, some of the other areas around the

state. If this can generate money, then it's for parks a11

over the state. It's only in that vein that I would stand

reluctantly to oppose the Lady's Bill and say to consider

it carefully, because this is the restrictin: of the

operation of the Department of Conservation's dealing with

not only this park, but al1 parks. Thank you.''

Speaker Turner: 'The Lady from Cook, Representative MurphyoR

h M ''Yes would like the Sponsor to yield for a'Murp y, .: .

question or two?''

Speaker Turner: 'fshe indicates she will.>

Murphy, M.: nYes. What the problem is, is the definition of

'revenue loss' that we are asking the state to make up. We

need to define how severe an impact this is. I was

wondering you have any idea of how much or the

amount in the special fund does not meet the requirements,

will this make necessary an appropriation?p

Moseley: HFirst of al1 to address the first question, it is

approximately $70,000 that stands to be lost from the

county, and the Bill addresses that if the amount of money

in the special tax fund is not sufficient to cover the

revenues lost by the county, that the remainder should be

made up from the income iund. In other words, we're not

going to...this addresses the issue that was raised by

Representative Kubik, when he said that he felt there might

be a double taxation on the farmers. What we're saying is

that farmers should only pay what property taxes they would

ordinarily be required to pay,'but since we are taking part

of the land out of production, the department will make up

the remainder of those property taxes from the income they

receive off the lease fees.o
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Murphy, M.: RAnd aren't we concerned about the dangerous

precedent of having the Department of Conservation be

responsible for payment of property taxes? You know, 1'm

talking about the... The idea of your Bill 1 understand,

Representative, sincerely do, but we are very concerned

about the precedent and about havin: units of government

higher up being responsible to pay the taxes, and I was

wondering if you addressed that concern?e

Moseley: ''Yes I would. First of all, would like to point out

that this isn't paying property taxes; is reimbursing a

county for lost revenues. Secondly, I would like to point

out that we are already setting a very definite precedent

in the fact that the State of Illinois will now own:

totally own, at least 5,000 acres of prime farm lapd. The

Farm Bureau has raised the issue on a number of occasions,

that they are very uncomfortable with the State of Illinois

going into farming as a business, and this addresses their

concerns. They have a great many concerns at the way the

farmers will be dealt with on that site, and the issuance

of performance bonds was unacceptable to the Farm Bureau.

So we've got a 1ot of things going on here. This is the

largest tract of land the land has ever acquired, and

because of that, it's going to require some special

legislation. and feel that this leqislatton adequately

addresses your concerns.n

Murphy, M.: /My last question. We know the Department of Revenue

is in opposition. What about the Department of

Cdnservation? Have we worked something out, or do you have

some consensus?p

Moseley: ''I have not heard from the department as to whether they

are opposed to this or in favor.of this. knok only from

the Farm Bureau's discussions that the Farm Bureau is very
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supportive of the measure.'

Murphy, M.: ''Thank you, Representative./

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Levinop

Levin: HThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. This Bill was considered and supported i'n the

Revenue Committee. It is not that complicated a Bill. It

does not set bad precedent. It does not involve state

subsidy of property taxes. It does not impose restrictions

on the use of the property; all of the concerns that have

been raised here. Let me...very briefly go through what

does. This is a piece of property that was previously

owned by Commonwealth Edison, and it has tenant farmers on

it, and under law there is.o.as part of the rent that's

paid, the tenant farmer also pays their lease hold tax.

Previously they paid it to Commonwealth Edison, and

Commonwealth Edison then turned around and paid to the

county; in this case, Cass. Well the state is acquiring

this property; the state is goinq to be the landlord. So

what this Bill says is that the state, in this case the

Department of Conservation: should do exactly the same

thing that the previous owner did with the farmer lease

hold...leases: and that is to collect the rent and to

collect the lease hold assessment and to pass it on to the

county of Cass. lt's not terribly radical a proposal.

is unique that the state has tenants, but it makes sense in

this particular context. In addition, there was concern

about placing restrictions on how the Department of

Conservation would use the land. This Bill doesn't place

any restrictions, it simply deals with the question of

collection of these property tax assessments, in effect,

passinq them on to the county. It doesn't impose any

restrictions at all on how the land is to be used. You
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know, as far as the issue of does this involve any state

subsidy? There is no state subsidy here. The money is

collected from the tenant farmers, and it's passed on. The

only potential cost to the state is picking up the money

and passing it on to the county. lt's a unique situation

certainly, but it's not a situation that warrants all of

this debate. It's a good Bill. It was well considered by

the House Revenue Committee. It was reported out

favorably. We urqe your support for Representative

Moseley's Bill.>

Speaker Turner: pThe Gentleman from Will: Representative

Wennlund./

Wennlund: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. To the Bill. Representative

Brunsvold was correct. In the first place, wepre not

dealing with Commonwealth Edison, whom eveeybody loves to

know and hate. We are dealing with an agency in state

qovernment, the Department of Conservation, which is now

the owner of one of the most premier sites in the entire

State of Illinois and the entire midwest. What this is, is

an attempt to control and limit the hands and the use of

the funds created by the tenant farming tax. The

Department of Copservation has already agreed to hold the

county essentially harmless and to make those payments to

the county so that they don't lose tax revenues. To limit

and'create another, yet another, special fund into which

these moneys are qoing to be deposited is merely an insult

to the Department of Conservation. You're saying that you

trusted Commonwealth Edison, but youfre not gonna trust our

own Department of Conservation, and that's simply wrong.

And the 'no' vote is the correct vote./

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from McDonough, Representative

Edley.l
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Edley: 'Thank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

General Assembly. The previous speaker, I'm afraid, is in

error. There is no guarantee to this county. It's one of

the smallest counties in our state. The Department of

Conservation is...wi1l own over l0% of the land mass of

that county, and has not given them any guarantee that they

will be held harmless. That's the problem; that's the

impetus for this Bill, and while none of us would like to

have the state come in there and consume that larqe of our

private property holdings, think the state has a

responsibility to be a good neighbor, and all this

legislation does is codify a good neighbor policy for the

State of Illinois and the citizens of Illinois and the

citizens of Cass County.n

Speaker Turner: NThe Lady from Sangamon: Representative Moseley,

to closep'

Moseley: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Assembly. I want to impress upon you exactly what

Representative Edley just said. This site, the purchase of
site M means that the State of Illinois now owns 10% of

Cass County. Think about that for just one moment.
lmagine having any state agency whether you love them or

hate them, walk into your county and buy up l0% of the

land. Naturally the citizens are going to be concerned.

There is a real questièn here as to where that money from

the lease hold fees are going to go. is a concern of

Cass County that the money would be siphoned ofi this site

and used everywhere throughout this state. That is not

what would help those people. They are... They have been

promised economic development. They have been promised

revenue reimbursement. They have not been given anything

in writing. They have not been guaranteed anythinq.
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Imagine each one of your counties Xeing put into a position

where they stand to lose a substantial amount of the moneys

they need for two districts that are already on the watch

list, for local governments that are already hard pressed

with a11 the mandates that the state has placed on them.

Please consider that this is simply to use the normal

tenant/lease arrangement that we have in common law. It is

not an undue precedent. The purchase of the site may have

been an undue precedent, but all this says is that the

from this site would be used to make that site a 'money

premier park and one of the premier recreational places in

this state. ask for your favorable consideration.n

Speaker Turner: RThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 2148 pass?'

A11 those in favor should vote 'aye'; those opposed vote

'no'. The voting is now open. Have all voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The

Clerk shall take the record. On this question, there are

69 voting 'yes' 45 voting 'no, voting 'present'. This

Bill, having received the required Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed. House Bill 2197, Representative

Phelap. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.G

Clerk McLennand: RHouse Bill 2197, a Bill for an Act to amend the

School Code. Third Reading of this Bill.R

Speaker Turner: ''Out of the record. The Gentleman from

Livingston, Representative Rutherford, for what reason do

you rise?''

Rutherford: ''Mr. Speaker, I rise on point of personal privilege.

One of the fastest growinq cities in the State of Illinois

is Bloomington, with population and business. Many of you

drive through or by the City of Bloomington on your way

here to Springfield. My colleague, Representativq Brady,

has the pleasure to represent most of Bloomington: but
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have the distinct pleasure to represent the part of

Bloomington that Jessie Smart, the Mayor, lives in. I'd

ask the House of Representatives to welcome from the City

of Bloomington to the House of Representatives, Mayor

Jessie SmartoR

Speaker Turner: ''Going back on the Order of Revenue,

Representative Hicks, on House Bill 1711. Out of the

record. House Bill 1736. Out of the record. Under the

Order of Law, page 34, we have House Bill 2397,

Representative Dart. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 2397, a Bill for an Act in relation

to abused or neglected children. Third Reading of this

B i l 1 . ''

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: nThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House Bill

2397 is a necessary Bill of the highest levelo..the highest

order. Kids lives are in the balance with this Bill.

apologized yesterday for having to suspend rules to get

this Bill heard; but as we well know, if a Bill is not

heard in the next two days will not get to the Senate in

time. This Bill involves childrens' lives; it's about life

and death. This is what is important, and this is why this

Bill must be passed. What we have riqht now, is we have a

situation where the family first program is administered by

the children..othe Department of Children and Family

Services where they make determinations about a $20 million

pot of money. They determine with state money to give that

money to people who abuse and neglect their children. What

my Bill does simply put, is it says that if you beat your

child, if you rape your child, before wedre gonna give ya'

state money, we want you to come into a court where the

child and parent will all have representatives to determine
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whether or not we are qonna spend this money on you, we are

gonna qive you money. This money is used for chauffeur

service, for housekeeping, for rent. It's an incredible

outlay of money we're talkinq here, and we believe not only

fiscal responsibility but moral responsibility demands' that

this Bill qet passed. This Bill is supported by numerous

groups, and there's also some degree of concern about

opposition. I have been asked questions about numerous

different groups, different groups on either side of this

thing, depending on what their angle is on this. The

bottom line is though, we're talking about kids and kids'

lives here. This is a program the Department and Family

Services has been administering and not doing a very good

job at it. In Cook County alone, we have had three
children in the past year who have shown up deadl they've

been killed. They were killed by the people we were givin

money to. What we are are saying here, is we want a court

in there. We want a court to look at This is also the

same program that the Department of Children and Family

Services has asked a study to be done. A study was done on

this program, and their study was shown that this program

does not work, that this program spends a lot of money with

no results that are positive as a result of it. It,

furthermore, said if we could narrow the program, it might

work better. That's exactly why we did this. That is why

stand amazed as to why DCFS and how they can oppose this

Bill amazes me. 1 welcome any questions, and I encourage a

favorable vote.?

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady from Dupage, Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Turner: OHe indicates he will.%

Bigqert: nFor a question. Is the Illinois State Bar Association
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in favor of this Bill?R

Dart: RNo, 1'm glad you asked that, too. There was a list

circulating saying they opposed this Bill. I've talked to

their lobbyist today, who says that they have no position

on this Bill. So the letter qoing around listinq them as

an opponent, much like numerous other people on this list

of opponents, it's not true.l

Biggert: nWhat about the judges? Have you spoken to any judges

in Cook County or in the City of Chicago?/

Dart: pYes, and appreciate you asking that question too,

because one of them... The only concern that it had any

merit that I heard what this Bill was gonna cause.o.courts

to be clogged up. Well, the one courtroom that's gonna get

the brunt of these cases, the most cases: is Cook County.

Well over 50% are gonna go there. persohally talked to

the person who administers those court, the Chief Judge,

Commerford, who thoughto..in his words, 'This is a fine

idea. Court screening is a good idea, we should do thisf.p

' Biggert: 'Thank you. Yesterdayp we did have a fiscal note,

although it was not on the amended...the Amendment. But

it...it says that there'll be...put in jeopardy could be

$121 million. Now this says in 'jeopardy'. Does that mean
that a this program will cost $121 million?/

Dart: >No. As a matter of fact, Representative: this money will

cos't nothing in that sense. As a matter of fact: what it's

gonna do it's gonna ensure that this limited pot of money

is gonna go to families that need it and deserve it, not

the families thaf are raping and beating their children.

This is gonna make it so there's more scrutiny so the

families that truly deserve the state money will be getting

the money, and the fiscal cost that DCFS threw on this is

also outrageous. They once again...They did the fiscal
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note. They're the ones opposed to the Bill, and their

fiscal note basically said we're in jeopardy of losing
money. They, of course, only quoted to part of the federal

statute which they said was the reason we're qonna lose

money. The rest of the statute, they cared to include

it, would have shown that we are in no jeopardy of losing
this money; as a matter of fact, the State of Florida has

almost an identical Bill, they have not lost federal

money . 1:

Biggert: ''Thank you. To the Bill, Mr. Speaker. I support this

Bill. think that the Sponsor has put a lot of work into

into it; has really done his homework. I think thato..we

have to put the child first, and I've heard comments that

perhaps we should have a task force. Certainly with all

the Bills that we had in the Judiciary Committee

concerning children, there was a lot of input, a lot of

time spent on all of these Bills. These are difficult

Bills; there is a 1ot of material to absorb here. But

think the Sponsor has done his homework. If a task force

is needed to study: maybe that can be done in the future,

but right now we have to protect the lives of the children.

urge your support.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady from Kane, Representative Lindner.''

Lindner: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to speak in favor

of this Bill. 1 think that this is something that happens

routinely in the collar county courts now, and I would urge

Cook County to be brought into what feel is a good

practice. As a former practitioner in the juvenile court
system, this is a very simple concept. When there is a

neglect situation that is not serious, DCFS goes in and

provides the child welfare services without bringing the

case to court, but when there is a serious situation of
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abuse (physical or sexual), this case should be taken to

court. That is routinely done in the courts in which

practice, and I would ask that you support this Bill so

that it would be done in a1l courts. Thank you.?

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Will, Representative

Wennlund.>

Wennlund: nThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. As many of you already know, this Bill arises out

of a case in Chicago dealing with Joseph Lee of the south

ide who was returned on February l6tb by Judge Allen 'S e

Goldberg. Returned Joseph and Joshua to their mother,

Amanda Wallace. was not the Department of Children and

Family Services that returned this child to the foster

parents; it was the court that returned it and, in fact,

Patrick Murphy, the public guardian says in his quote in

the Tribune yesterday as saying, 'Murphy's office agreed

with Goldberg's decision to return the boy to their

mother'. But then, Murphy has said his office would have

opposed returning the boys it had knoun of Lee's

allegations. So it's not the Department of Children and

Family Services that returned it, and it is not the policy.

ln fact, the bottom line here is really placing in jeopardy

$121 million in federal money that currently goes to the

department to fund its programs, and webre talking about

the welfare of a lot of poor and innocent children that

this $121 million would help protect. That's why this Bill

oughta be defeated. It's an emotional knee-jerk to a
problem that doesn't exist. It assumes the Department of

Children and Family Services returns the kids; that's not

true. It's the court that returns the kids to the foster

parents. One hundred and twenty one million dollars; now

if you want to have that on your conscience, then vote
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'yes'; otherwise, vote 'no', which is the responsible

vote./

Speaker Turner: PThe Lady from Cook, Representative Currie.?

Currie: >Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. rise in

reluctant opposition to this Bill. I know that the

legislation is well-intended, but I can't tell exactly what

the fiscal impact will be were we to pass this Bill. can

tell you that the affect would be to clog the courts and

prevent the Department of Children and Family Services from

providing any services to an intact family wben there is a

possibility that sexual or physical abuse has occurred.

Yes, the families first program is controversial, but this

Bill is not about families first, itfs about a11 the

services that the Department of Children and Family

Services provides. don't think makes sense to wait

for a court determination on that question before we begin

providing some help to abused and neglected youngsters.

Further, can't tell exactly how many children are going

to end up in court. The Sponsor tells us some 600, but the

department tells me that the total indicated physical abuse

cases numbered in fiscal year 1992 nearly 5,000. The total

indicated sexual abuse cases were well over 7,000. I don't

think that 12,500 is anything like 6007 and we're

talking 12,500, We're not talkinq about a Bill that will

not clog the courts. The Bill is drafted ln a way that

it's hard to know whether you wait for the determination

that sexual or physical abuse has occurred before you qo to

court. If you don't wait for that, then you could be

talkin: about the 18,000 reports of physical abuse, 18,000

cases in court, the 16,000 reports of sexual abuse.

don't think that this 3ill works to achieve the goals that

it sets. think it will prevent caseworkers from doing
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the jobs we hire them to do; and finally it will not solve

the problem of instances in which caseworkers do not

appropriately define the kind of abuse that, in fact, has

occurred. So, while this is certainly well-intentioned, 1

with the department that we risk the los's ofagree

substantial federal dollars. l do not think that it

achieves its goal, a goal that we all share, as does the

Sponsor of this Bill, a goal of making sure that all of our

children are secure and are safe. I would urge a 'no'

vote./

Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from Lake, Representative Salvi./

Salvi: NThank youy Mr. Speaker. The fact is, that DCFS has

diverted family first services and money to undeserving

individuals who physically or sexually injure their
children. Strangers perpetrating similar abuse would get

prison sentences instead of getting chauffeurs, homemakers,

and financial assistance and other services. This Bill

would simply compel DCFS to bring to the court and seek

approval of the court for use of family first funds and

services only in those cases where a parent or parents are

accused of having sexually or physically abused his or her

children. This is a very reasonable Bill, and I'm gonna

vote 'yes'.o

Speaker Turner: OThe Lady from Cook, Representative Mulligan.l

Mulligan: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?n

Speaker Turner: 'fHe indicates he wi11.P

Mulligan: nRepresentative Dart, I was in committee the day this

was presented, and 1 asked you this question off the floor,

and I still would like an answer on the record. The Public

Defender irom Cook County, Patrick Murphy, and the

department told me on that day that the money for covering
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the court costs for this would come out of the family first

funds. Later in questioning the members of Patrick

Murphys' staff: they told me it would come out of the

county funds. Depending on the significant number of

cases, this may gut the family first fundinq, and I am

curious to know exactly where the funding for this will

come from, who'll cover the Cook County defenders' costs in

this?''

Dart: ''Thank you. The money will not be coming out of the family

first program. That goes to, as Representative Salvi

mentioned, goes to chauffeur service, it goes to

housekeepers: it goes to cash supplements of up to $500 to

parents who have abused their kids.?

Speaker Turner: NTurn on Representative Dart.o

Dart: ''That money...that money's set aside for that. As far as

the court costs, that would be absorbed by the county. But

these are people who are already in the courtroom, in Cook

County especially, where the impact will be there. These

are people who are physically in the courtroom, the judqes

who will be administering this, who would be the ones who

would be most upset you would think about something llke

this, the one who administers this says it's a fine idea;

he's in favor of The thing here is that you can't lose

siqht of, is that people randomly like to throw around

these numbers. The estimates that wefve gotten is this

would mean maybe 600 cases we're talkin' about, not 18,000.

Eighteen thousand are how may phone calls they get about

people doing these things, it's not the number that's gonna

be affected here. So the numbers are being blown way out

of proportion for starters, and the money will not come out

of the family first proqram, they will come out of the

court costs, so we are not...the court having to hear this
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case, you're not taking away money from family first that

way.n

Speaker Mcpike: HRepresentative Mcpike, in the Chair. Was that

the first opponent? All right, Mr. Leitch.P

Leltch: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. It seems like there is a great deal of confusion

about the family first program. It is an exceptionally

well run and well functioning program in downstate. It is

not about a couple oi housekeepers and not about the kind

of trivial duties that were described by the Gentleman who

is proposing this Bill. As a matter of fact, passage of

this Bill will reek a tremendous hardship, even crippling

hardship to the Department of Children and Family Services.

In 1992 there were 497 cases of physically abused children

which would have had to go into an already overcrowded

court system. In 1992 there were 7,400 that would have had

to go into already overcrowded court system. Everyone sees

this tragedy; everyone understands these problems, but

swamping the department and putting at risk federal funds

does not in any way help us reach a closer solution to the

problem. I would be very curious to know how many more

judqes would be required because of this legislation, what
the position of the circuit courts, especially in Cook

County would be on this issue; and above all, would urge

our Members to look very closely at this legislation,

because it would truly damage the system we now have and

are struggling together to try and improve. I'd strongly

urge a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Mcpike: 1'Mr. Dart, to close: and then we can explain

'votes.''

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 appreciate the compliments from

different people, but some people were terribly misled.
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DCFS'S own study, if they care to read it, says the program

does not work. They commissioned a study. The study says

this program doesn't work, it's a waste of money. They say

we could somehow bring it in, to narrow it, it miqht

work better. That's what this Bill is doin'; their own

study says that. As far as the federal money being in

jeopardy, that is a farce. That has been something DCFS
has thrown out there to try to get people to think this is

gonna cost money. It's not gonna cost money, it's gonna

ensure that money is sent to the people that deserve

not people who are raping and beating up their children.

And they talk about no service to intact families, that's

not the case. This Bill specifically allows for services

to be given to people. It just says if you rape the kid,

if you beat the kid, you've gotta come into court first

before we#re qonna give ya' this money. That is what this

is about. It's not gonna clog the court system, and it's

not gonna prevent caseworkers from doing their job. The
caseworkers we're talking about were not the ones that

Representative mentioned over there, who's was in the paper

yesteqday, we talkin' about a Somonauk case where a young

girl about six years old was put on family first, DCFS

worker said, 'we'll just give 'em the money and theytll go
away'. And what happens: the day they're celebrating the

woman going off family first the baby shows up at the

morgue raped and killed. This Bill has got to be passed,

and I'd appreciate a iavorable vote.p

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is: 'Shall House Bill 2397 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nol. Representative

Flowers.'r

Flowers: ffMr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. This

Bill is designed to give children their right to due
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process. Sexual abuse and physically abused kids must be

seen or their cases must be reviewed by a judge. DCFS will

have its day in court. The mothers, the fathers or

whomever will have their day in court, and the state shall

have its day in court; but most importantly, Ladies and

Gentlemen, the children will have their day in court.

would appreciate more 'aye' votes. Thank you.''

Speaker Mcpike: nMr. Hicks.''

Hicks: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I stand in opposition to the Gentleman's Bill.

Currently, we have some 43,000 cases in limbo in the State

of Illinois. In order to get these before a court, you're

gonna be in serious jeopardy of having people that don't
get taken care of, kids. We're talkin' about kids who

don't :et taken care of because the court certainly cannot

address the problems involved in this, so I would urge more

'red' votes.e

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Granberg.?

Granberg: *Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. What Representative Dart referred to was the B. H.

vs Suter Consent Decree study by the Illinois Department of

Children and Family Services. In that analysis, their own

findings state that the program does not work. The

intensive service programs have not had the impact on

placement prevention that was intended, not statistically

significant. The program doesn't work, and what are we

talking about? We talking about trying to protect people

that can't be protected. We're trvinc to help kids who

can't protect themselves, and isn't that what we're a11

about, trying to help people that can't protect themselves?

This is a good Bill. It attempts to address that problem,

and I would urge an 'aye' vote.''
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Speaker Mcpike: nRepresentative Ryder.e

Ryder: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. rise in opposition to the

Bill. It seems somewhat strange to me that in order to

protect kids we're puttinq in another layer of

administration. don't understand how that af'fects

children. What we need are direct careworkers, not more

bureaucrats. I can play some tapes of the Democratic side

of the aisle, in which they are suggestin: just that
scenario on a dozen other issues, but now for some reason

that they believe this extra layer of administration is

going to help the children, when it will...indeed it will

not, and lots of folks recognize it. I have before me a

letter from the Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of

Chicago, indicating that we ask you to vote against this

Bill now to defeat it before it further depletes the

resources of an already overburdened juvenile court. That
makes sense to me. Voting in favor of this does not.p

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Hoffman.p

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. How many children in this state must die? How many

must be abused? How many must be crippled? How many must

be burned? How many must be tortured? How many of 'em

have to go through hell? What are we doing in this House?

What are we doing? This is a good Bill. How many people

in this House have been on the front lines, have worked as

an assistant state's attorney and seen what goes on? Has

seen what DCFS does? How many people in this House have

worked in probation and sepn what DCFS does? There are

good workers out there. All we're asking for is oversight.

What do they have to hide? It's time we do something right

for the kids. Vote 'aye'.e

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Bradyol
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Brady: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To explain my vote. With all

due respect to the Sponsor, the investiqation that I

found...even if this doesn't cost us $120 million, which it

seems it most likely could, this would not be two cases a

day, but over 5000 court cases a year I'm told, and I think

that just causes too much bureaucracy and too much backlog.
Thank you./

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To explain my vote. sat on

Human Services and Appropriation, and I am very concerned

about the money that's involved here. 1'm also concerned

of the general indictment of DCFS. don't think that's

entirely fair. I am concerned for these children and I do

think something needs to be in place, but I don't think

this Bill is actually doing it, I think it'à just adding

another layer of bureaucracy and we're not addressing the

problem correctly./

Speaker Mcpike: lMa'am, if you spoke in debate, you're not

allowed to explain your vote. Have al1 voted? Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

Motion, there are 68 'ayes', 31 'noes'. House Bill 2397,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby...

Mr. Edley votes 'aye'. Schoenberg, 'aye'. Representative

Mcpike, in the Chair. On this Motion, there are 70 'ayes'

and 31 'noes'. House Bill 2397, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. House

Bill 1459. House Bill 1459. Bill's on Second Readinq. Are

there any Amendments??

Clerk Rossi: 'fAmendment #l, offered by Representative Edley.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Edley.''

Edley: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the

General Assembly. Amendment l makes a...a couple of
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technical changes that we agreed to make on the House floor

in committee. It...provides for a freedom of choice of the

health care provider and provides that...those serving on

this...commission be covered by the...be providers as

covered by the..osocial Security Act. They have no

material impact on the..pon the intention of the Bi1l.*

Speaker Mcpike: HOn the Amendment, Mr. Black.l

Black: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield? Representative, the purpose of your Amendment

simply to put what think the federal government is

already more or less agreed to, in the languaqe that would

be a choice of doctors in the plan?'

Edley: lchoice. Yeah..., we've included the choice of doctors

and...defined the providers under the...social Security

Act.e

Black: HAII right. To...to the Amendment. Is all of this

legislation really necessary in light of what we expect to

hear from the federal government with sometime in the month

of May?''

Edley: ''Well: I think specifically to the Amendment, we're just

getting the Bill into the format where we can debate

the..othe merits of the Bill on Third Reading, butm../

Black: *All right. So# ...so the Amendment...the Amendment is

called the 'Freedom of Choice' Amendment. ls that

correct?''

Edley: ''Well, provides for the freedom of choice of the health

care provider in...in the directives to the commission.*

Black: ''You're right. You're right. All right. Thank you very

much, Representative. If1l...we'll probably visit on Third

Reading. Thank you.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment 41 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The
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'ayes' have it, and the Amendment is adoptedm?

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments./

Speaker Mcpike: OAII riqht. There's a request for a fiscal note:

as amended. Mr. Edley.''

Edley: OAll notes have been filed for this...?

Speaker Mcpike: 'There's a request for a Eiscal note, as amended.

The Bill has now been amended.''

Edley: >Well, would move that that's in...inapplicablemp

Speaker Mcpike: ''Either one.p

Edley: Nlnapplicable.''

Speaker Mcpike: *1f you support the Gentleman's Motion, vote

faye'; if you oppose it, vote 'no'. Have a1l voted? Have

all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there are 58 'ayes', 51 'noes', and the Motion

prevails. Third Reading. Third Reading. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk. Yes, same Bill. Read the Bil1.'

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1459, a Bill for an Act concerning

public health. Third Reading of the Bill.n

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. Edley./

Edley: fThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

General Assembly. House Bill 1459 would create a

bipartisan commission with specific dates for reporting

back to the Governor and to the General Assembly

with..awith ao..specific recommendations for a health care

reform package for the citizens of our...our state.

think that we are...we are al1 aware of what is happening

in Washington with the Clinton Admlnistration Task Force.

He bas promised to pass major health care reform
legislation in Washington, and we need a structure, a

bipartisan structure, set up in this state ready to accept

that reform and craft it...into the best interest...for the

best interest of our constituents. This legislation
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provides and directs to the...task force to provide a

health care system that provides universal access to a full

range of..aof health care services. This...reform

maintains and improves the quality of health care services

offered to our residents, provides for portability of

coverage, regardless of job.o.job status; that is: If you

move from one job to the next, that your health care
insurance goes with you. So, many of our citizens are what

are called in jobs that are 'job-locked'. They may wanna

move jobs and move to a new job, they may wanna go back to
school to upgrade their skills, but because of their health

insurance and of a health care problem that they may have

or that their spouse may have or a dependent may have, they

can't change jobs because they would risk losinq their
health insurance. So, we have in this a directive to the

commission to insure that there is portability of coverage,

regardless of job status. provides uniform benefits for

all of our residents, that encourages regional and local

consumer participation in...in decisions about health

care..odelivery and financing, that it controls capital and

overall expenditures, that it provides for all...that it

avoids unnecessary duplication of...of development of

health care facilities; and that there is a mechanism for

implementation of the results of research to evaluate the

effectiveness of the health care services that we're

providing in this state. This is truly a bipartisan

commission, with its Members being selected by

ehe...cau...the President of the Senate and the Minority

Leader in the Senate, by the.oospeaker of the House and the

Minority Leader in the House, and so 1...1 can't

really...see why anyone who wants to do something about

health care would be opposed to this. There's no taxes
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involved, there's no financing mechanism...recommended. It

simply provides a...a structure for the...for...the State

of Illinois to determine what is in the best interest of

our citizens and their health. And 1 would urge an 'aye'

vote.a

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Weller.''

Weller: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield for a

question?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.e

Weller: ''Representative Edley, this proposal seems fairly similar

to legislation we considered last year. ls this identical

to former Representative Anthony Young's Amendment that

failed in the House last year?e

Edley: /1 don't think it's identical to that, no. It certainly

i ' ident'ical in. . oin how we apportion the Members tosn t

this bipartisan commission.f'

Weller: 'But, if it's not identical then in how we apportion

commissioners, pretty much it's identical once you get

beyond that?''

Edley: 01...1 wouldn't say that. It's slmilar, but it's not

identical.,

Weller: ''It's similar, and then language by statute we commit the

State of Illinois by 1aw to universal health care in

Illinois. Is that correct?*

Edley: ''lt requires the state to make...it requires this

commission to make recommendations to the General Assembly

by certain dates and then...it is upon us to act upon those

recommendations. I think part of the problem that we have

in the General Assembly is thatoo.is that special interest

groups on both sides give us data and quantify spending

that is suspect, and think that what we need is a

bipartisan commission to qo through and analyze the data
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and make recommendations back to this Assembly that...that

we can have confidences of our...>

Weller: ?Wel1, Representative...Representative, I'm just tryinq
to understand the detail, and you've been very kind about

sharing the detail in your Bill presentation. My

understandinq of the detail is this Bill does commit

Illinois to universal health care, I think, by 1996. Now,

universal health care, essentially, that's pretty much the

Canadian concept, isn't it, Representative?'

Edley: *1 didn't...l didn't catch that last commentpl

Weller: /1 said that...we're committing ourselves by..., if we

pass this Bill, to universal health care by 1996, according

to the language as understand it. Now, universal health

care, that concept is similar to what we have in Canada?n

Edley: pWell, think it's similar to what any...what the current

polling is..indicates. that people want a universal access,

that they believe that every...American citizen deserve's

the right to see a doctor. think that's what the term

means.'

Weller: HBut, it would be a government-sponsored health care

proqram, wouldn't it, Representative?*

Edley: ''Not necessar...not necessarily, so. No.?

Weller: HIt would be government-managed, wouldn't

Representative? When you have some biq bureaucracy

manàging this health care program for us# like the post

office?''

Edley: ''Well, let me read to you directly from the Bill. It

says, 'The commission shall not be limited to funding

concepts described in the preceding sentence. The

commission may, also, consider alternative funding

mechanisms and make recommendations deems appropriate'.

So, they aren't limited to either a single payor,
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multi-payor, Canadian, German: Japanese, voucher system.

What we're saying is we're cutting through the baloney. We

want...we want action. We wanna do something, and we wanna

set specific guidelines up so that this task force doesn't

end up like that school.n finance task force that meets for

two-and-a-half years, submits a budget and then

nothing...then nothing happens with it.l

Weller: >We1l, Representative, everyone of those systems that you

suggested should be adopted as part of the universal health

care commitment that's made by your commission is all

government-sponsored in every one of those countries,

Reprèsentative.?

Speaker Mcpike: nTo the Bill.''

Weller: *To the Bill. According to the Illinois Public Action

Council, which is the chief initiator of this legislation,

this initiative would be funded by four funding sources,

and that means a 3.4% increase the dedicated income tax.

That's 113% higher than it is now. That suggests that the

cost of universal health care is $26.8 billion. Now: those

are last year's figures, Ladies and Gentlemen, so they're

gonna be higher this year. That's almost what we pay now

in our state budget. Doubling state cigarette and liquor

taxes, quarter contributions would go up 34%2 and then, of

course, we would hope that the Clinton Administration would

come through with full funding of the federal government

share. Ladies and Gentlemen, if you want the government to

run our health care system, if you want a system that is,

frankly, as efficient as the post office, as sensitive as

the 1RS (and al1 at Pentagon pricesl, then you'll wanna

vote 'yes'. The best vote on this legislation is a 'no'

vote. We have health care reform initiatives that we have

passed out of this House of Representatives, initiatives
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that streamline paperwork, initiatives that have preventive

efforts to immunize our kids. We were makinq progress, but

let's not turn our health care system over to the

government bureaucrats. If you want the government to take

over our system, vote 'yes'. If you want to keep the

private, free-enterprise system workinq, wepre working to

fine-tune it, then vote 'nolvn

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Edley, to close.?

Edley: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. Let me first say that all of

those tax numbers that my.e.that the previous speaker

eluded to, none of that's contained...contained in this

Bill, and it's part of the reason why we need a bipartisan

task iorce so that we can get good numbers, not some

numbers that..., for whatever reason, are being banned

about. Some of us here, I think, are under the

misconception that.o.that President Bush won the election

last November. President Clinton won last November, and he

won on a platform of health care reform, that he was going

to do something to provide universal access to every

American citizen. That's what he promised, that's what

he's gonna do. The question is, 'Are we gonna sit here in

Springfield twiddling our thumbs while they come up with a

reform package in Washington; and, when that package is

passed, we have to spend six, seven months, a year coming

up with a...a program for our citizens. think that

that...that the proper thing to do is to be prepared. To

already have a bipartisan commission of...of both

Republicans and Democrats..oformulating a plan for the

citizens of Illinois that can bemm.be..mpart of the Clinton

proposal in Washington. The debate, think, was very

clear last November. I think the verdict was that the

voters wanted change, they want universal access, they want
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health care, and the only question is: 'Are you gonna vote

'yes' ior change or are you gonna vote 'no' for the status

quo?' That's the whole question with this Bill. You

aren't voting on a Canadian system, you aren't voting on a

German system, you aren't voting on a multi-payor system;

you're simply voting to say, 'We are going to make

fundamental changes'. That's a1l this Bill is about, and I

would urge my colleagues who wanna respond to constituents

throughout this state (the small business people, the

senior citizens, to the disabled, to the young) to vote

' yes ' ''

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is,

Edley: >Hea1th care is a iundamental right. Ninety percent of

the citizens of our country recoqnize it as a fundamental

right, and yet we have 37 million people in America who

can't see a doctor when theyfre sick or receive modern

medical treatment from a hospital of their choice. That's

a traqedy. Every other industrialized country in the world

provides health care or some level of health care to their

citizens. The Citizens of Illinois deserve no less.

would urge an faye' vote./

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is# 'Shall House Bill 1459 pass?'

A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote fnof.

Representative Blackon

Black: nThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. have a great deal of respect for the

Sponsor of this Bill. In fact, we often have breakfast

together in the morninq in the luxurious cafeteria in the

basement of the Stratton building. just ask you to

consider a few things in your vote. I...in all due respect

to the Sponsor, I think that perhaps this is more of a

politicized vote than it is a vote really to overhaul the
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health care delivery system in the State of Illinois.

Those of you that read any newspapers at all, wefre getting

a look at the President's health plan now. A recent

article in the Tribune, recent articlp in the New York

times, which can hardly be considered a Republican-ori'ented

paper. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, in the New York

Times article, it is quoted that 'the Clinton

administration will finance their health plan by askin:

Congress to impose new taxes amounting . to hundreds of

dollars a year, even for middle-income families, including

those who already get health insurance through their

employers'. I would further call your attention to a

member of Mr. Clinton's staff, who's the manager of the

task force on health care reform, said in a memorandum,

'Universal access could mean $90 billion of additional

annual expenditures by the government in 19979. The only

thing I'm saying to you is this: You have a President in

the White House who said sometime in the month of May he

will unveil his plan. A11 I#m saying to you is that this

vote is premature. Let's see what the federal plan is.

Let's see what we are asked to do as individual states to

sign on to the national plan that, surely, will be before

us in a matter of three or four weeks. In a11 due respect

to the Sponsor, I think this is a politicized vote, more so

designed to get you on the roll call than to make any

meaningful changes in a health care plan that will be

changed dramatically by federal action. Let's not get

Illinois out too far in front on this matter. Let's wait

and see what the federal government wants us to do and how

we're gonna finance it and who it's gonna to cover. And,

at this point, a vote on this issue is simply premature.

Vote 'no' W
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Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Phelps, one minute to explain

your vote.''

Phelps: *Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I urge all those to join us in the green votes

because, contrary to what the previous speaker said, I sure

in no way mean this to be a political vote because

believe that we are at a very critical stage, and if how we

reform health care (certainly on a national basis), but

most of you know the Feds many times look to us to feed

them information and responses in the...from Ahe

grass-roots level of what needs to be done. Most of us

know, the day has come that the health care situation that

faces us now needs to be behind us. The only way we can

rectify that is major reform. This is a pretty mild Bill
compared to what we voted on the last couple years. It

asks for a bipartisan commission to look into a structure

that we can have in place and agree upon; and, the

federals do pass legislation that's appropriate, we can

plug into that. This is a good..ogood Bill. We should

vote for it.'

Speaker Mcpike: KRepresentative Krause.p

Krause: >Mr. Speaker, and just briefly to...on my vote, which is
a 'no' vote, and that is the concern of access which is

faced there is a universal health care plan. Looking at

the' Canadian system, which does point out to the long

waitin: list for surgical and diaqnostical procedures and

also in 1989 the number of people that just could not even
:et into an operating room and that there are closures of

hospital beds under the Canadian system, to remain within

the budget. That is not the type of approaches that should

be taken on health care, and I urge a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Schoenberg.o
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Schoenberg: pThank you, Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I'm votinq in opposition to this measure for two

primary reasons. The first is a lot of references have

been made that this is a process similar to the State of

Vermont. I've spoken with the Governor's staff in the

State of Vermont, and it's not...that process by which

we...they emerged at some health care program, was not as

inherently skewed as the process proposed under House Bill

1459. Moreover, I think we have to take a serious look as

to whether or not artificial price controls work. They

didn't work when President Nixon imposed artificial price

controls in the l970's. I'm not so convinced that they

would work now.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis: ''Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This Bill merely states that a

health care program would be studied by a bipartisan

commission and that proposals for financing it would be

submitted to the General Assembly by January of 1996.

It...it does not mean that there is full health coverage

for all citizens; however, that is the ultimate goal. What

this Bill states is that a commission will be established,

a bipartisan one, who will come back to the General

Assembly and advise us on the methods of achieving this

particular goal. About 12:00 today, over 1000 citizens

(senior citizens, young people) were out in the rotunda

requesting that this General Assembly that they sent

here..o/

Speaker Mcpike: RRepresentative Moseley.*

Moseley: 1'1 rise in support of this measure from personal

experience. As many oi you have seen my five children

running around this chamber. I'd like to point out that

for the last nine years I went without health insurance.
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had two of those children without health insurance. I know

what it means to be a private payor in this system, and

belseve me, if you think there is no access in Canada, you

try to find a doctor when you don't have insurance and you

are not eligible for Medicaid in this country. It is very

hard. I would point to the fact that this is simply a

method to develop a plan. Now, it has been said that,

'We're already going to have a iederal plan that is going

to have a state component'. Please allow the State of

Illinois to be in the forefront of something for a change.

In the old days, we were in the forefront a lot, and

lately, we've been trailinq by a lonq margin. Please vote

in favor of this measure./

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Blagojevich.?

Blagojevich: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the
House. too, rise in support of this Bill. While

Representative Black makes a very compelling argument which

says that we oughta wait for President Clinton's plan,

am, however, dissuaded by the fact that we as a state need

to do something. The voters have sent us a message,

thinkf that health care is a major issue with them: and it
ought to be. Health care oughta be a right in our society.

can think of nothing more fundamental than providing

decent health care to our citizens. seems to me a

legitimate role of government when the fact of the matter

is we have a system that is, essentially, based on the

principles of free enterprise, and yet most of us would

agree that our health care system has not worked. It is in

crisis and is incumbent upon those of us in this Body,

those of us who represent people who wanna govern, to do

something about a problem that free enterprise is not

doing. urge a1l of you to support a concept of universal
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health care and consider a plan that can go into effect in

1996.''

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: nThank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. rise to give voice to the thousands, of citizen

lobbyists that are here today representing labor, senior

citizen organizations, major religious organizations and
denominations, nurses and, yes, physicians who support

House Bill 1159. They speak for the vast majority of

people who over and over have told us that our health care

system has reached melt-down, that we have to do something.

This is a reasonable attempt. Those who wanna portray it

as otherwise are simply lying to you to have Illinois stand

ready to develop a system that will provide access to all

Illinois citizens. can't urqe strongly enouqh an 'aye'

vote for this sensible plan./

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Rotello.l

Rotello: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. think that's a little misleadinq to indicate that

there's a...we can study to implement a plan for universal

health care without having a funding source, without having

a committee meeting on how we're gonna raise the money and

how we're gonna tax to implement that plan. It's a little

bit misleading to the public (particularly senior citizens

who've lobbied here a1l day) to imply that we, the State of

Illinois, are going to pay for their health care when their

kids and their grandkids are unwilling and have to be

unwilling tn have their taxes, perhaps, doubled and

tripled. We do not need an island of universal health care

in the State of Illinois. This is a national issue.

the states keep putting forth plans to solve the problems,

then Congress or this deficit can turn its back and say
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tbere's no need for action. A lno' vote is the right vote

on this Bill.N

Speaker Mcpike: eRepresentative Zickus.N

zickus: ''Yes, thank you: Mr. Speaker. I rise in opposition to

this Bill. don't think that the people of this state are
ready to sacrifice the quality, accessibility and

availability that we have today. I hear ecboed tbroughout

this chamber that we have to do something, and 1 agree with

that. And: perhaps, we should start with one of the causes

of the hiqh medical rates...costs that we have today, and

we should start with malpractice reform. This Body is

having a hard time balancin: our budget. I don't see how

we could have it be accountable for our health care, too,

and I urge your 'no' vote on this./

speaker Mcpike: èRepresentative Parke
.
W

Parke: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. There's a presumption here that government, by

studying this issue, can provide a better plan. Let me

just read to you that while Canada spent less of its GNP on
health care than the United States, real per capita health

care spendinq grew slightly faster in Canada, Canadian plan

(that's one that's provided by the government) than the

United States durinq the ten-year period from 1977 to 1987.

The average annual increase was 4.28% in Canada compared to

the 3.93% ln the U.S. does not work when government

interferes in the marketplace. If this qets enough votes,

Mr. Speaker, I would like for a verification of the roll

call-n

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Mautino.l

Mautino: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. The...

As look at this B(1l# I think back to the unlversal

health care and the statement that was...that was made the
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last time that this ran. By the..othen the Chairman of the

Insurance Committee, Dick Mautino, and that statement was:

'I've been here nine terms. That's a long time. And I#m

sorry to say that I have never seen state government do

anything right, fund anything properly or keep its word'.

Given our track record, find difficult to see that we

could undertake health care for the people of the State of

Illinois. As I look at our budgets and our 3ills right

now, this Bill says we 'shall implement a program without

funding'. I would like to see us implement a program where

we know what it's qonna cost, and this Bill does not do

that. It says, #We shall implement...l

Speaker Mcpike: *Have all voted? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there are 56 'ayesf and 57 ''noes'. House

Bill 1459, having failed to receive the Constitutional

Majority... Representative Jones. Shirley Jones, votes
'aye'. On this Motion, there are 57 'ayes' and 57 'noes'.

House Bill 1459, having failed to receive the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared lost.

Government, Third Reading, House Bill 703. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.R

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 703, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Municipal Code. Third Reading of the Bi1l.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Ryder.N

Ryder: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. This Bill is for the rural bond

'bank' not 'band' as it's indicated on . the board, and#

although we have opportunities to put some Amendments on it

in the Senate as it goes over there, it does not have any

Amendments. I'd appreciate your supporto?

Speaker Mcpike: 'lThe question is: 'Shall this Bill pass?' All

those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all
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voted? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this Motion, there are l10 'ayes' and no

'nays'. House Bill... Mary Flowers votes 'aye'. One

hundred and eleven 'ayes', 0 'nays'. House Bill 703,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby

declared passed. Mr. Turner in the Chairo?

Speaker Turner: ''Under the Order of Revenue, Third Reading,

Representative Steczo, on House Bill 808. Out of the

record. Under the Order of Roads and Transportation, Third

Reading, Representative Lang, on House Bill 95. Out of the

record. Representative Hartke, on House Bill 457. Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.l

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 457, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of the Bill.P

Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from Effingham, Representative

Hartke.e

Hartke: nThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. House Bill 457, as amended, the Amendment 43 deletes

all and directs those fines from overweight vehicles to

their intended destination when an arrest ls made outside

of an incorporated area or if the arrest is made by the

state police. This does not chanqe the dispersal of the

funds, it merely accommodates a new section of the law for

the Secretary of State and the Department of

Transportation. 1'd appreciate your support. Be happy to

answer any questions.l

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Will, Representative

Wennlund.'

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Turner: 'He indicates he wil1.p@

Wennlund: ''As amended: Representative Hartke, the original

version would've cost us $6.1 million to the Illinois
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Depa rtment of Transportat ion w i th f ines going to count ies .

Has that been changed now with the last Amendment??

Hartke : 'The Amendment that you' re look ing at was deleted, and so

it ' s not going to cost f em anything . Thi s i s actually

language just to clear up the des iqnat ion of those f unds
into the road f und . n

Wennlund : Pokay . O

Hartke : PNot the . . .no , i t ' s not hurt ing you at all . n

Wennlund : ''Okay . Thank you very much . >

S eaker Turner : nseeing there are no f urther quest ions , the '17

quest ion i s , # Shall House Bi 11 457 pass? ' A1l those in

f avor should vote r aye ' ; al1 those opposed vote ' no ' . The

vot ing i s open . Have a1l voted who wi sh? Have all voted

who wi sh? Have a11 voted who w i sh? The Clerk shall take

the record . On thi s quest ion : there are ll3 vot ing ' aye '

0 voting...o voting 'no', 0 voting 'present'. This Bill,

having received the required Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. Representative Woolard, on House

Bill 460. Representative Hartke has leave to handle thls

Bill for him. Representative Hartke.e

Hartke: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.f

Speaker Turner: >Mr. Clerk, would you read the Bill?p

clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 460, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. House Bill 460 by Representative Woolard contains an

Amendment that really becomes the Bill. This is the

compromise piece of legislation between the Illinois

Department of Transportation, the state police, the

Commerce Commission, Midwest Truckers, Illinois Truckers,

lllinois General Contractors in lllinois, and know of no
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opposition to it. We've worked on this and consolidated

several Bills that were before the Transportation Committee

this year. I'd be happy to answer any questions that you

might have on this leqislation.p

Speaker Turner: Nseeing no questions, the question is# 'Shall

House Bill 460 pass?' A11 those in favor should vote

'aye'; al1 those opposed vote 'no'. The voting is nok open.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The

Clerk shall take the roll. On this question, there are 113

voting 'aye', l votinq 'nof voting 'present'. This#

Bi1l... Add Representative Meyers to the roll call, please.

One hundred fourteen voting 'ayef: l votinq 'no', 0 voting

'present'. This Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Represpntative
Prussing, on House Bill 2162. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerko''

Clerk Rossi: lHouse Bill 2162, a Bill for an Act amending the

Freedom oi Information Act. Third Reading of the Bill.H

Speaker Turner: NRepresentative Prussing.e

Prussing: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

House Bill 2162 modifies the Freedom of Information Act to

allow the names of witnesses to traffic accidents to be

public. This Bill was sponsored by the Municipal League

and the Illinois Press Association, and I know of no

opposition, and I'd be happy to answer any questions.H

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Vermilion: Representative

Black.n

Black: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?R

Speaker Turner: ''She indicates she will.H

Black: 'Thank you. Representative, I remember this Bill in

committee. This means that anybody on this floor

witnesses a traffic accident: and they don't want their
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name used but they talk to the police, that means that

they're in the police report even without their knowledge,

without their consent, the newspapers or radio or

television can release their names to the public; is that

correct?l

Prussing: Rpeople come 'forward voluntarily as witnesses, and this

similar Bill has passed the Senate by a vote of, I think,

it was 52 to nothing./

Black: ''I don't care if it passed 2000 to nothing.. I asked you a

question. If I witness a traffic accident and 1 don't want

my name released in the news media for fear of reprisal,

your Bill, as I understand lets my name be released to

everybody who reads that paper or listens to that radio

station even though 1 don't want it released.o

Prussing: RMy understanding is that witnesses come forward

voluntarily.'

Black: ''We11, if they come forward voluntarily, why does your

Bill say it permits the disclosure of witnesses to traffic

accidents?n

Prussing: ''Because the way the Freedom of Information Act is now

written, but there seems to be no logical reason to keep it

that way, and municipalities go through a great deal of

time and expense to black out the names.p

Black: lThank you very much, Representative. Mr. Speaker and

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, this is an interesting

Bill. You ought to take a look at it. You have people

back in your district that witness a traffic accident, and

theyfre willing to tell the police what they saw, but

they're afraid of reprisal, this 3ill says, 'tough luck'.

Your name will be released to the news media. Now, isn't

it funny that the news media can always use the term 'an

informed source', and they don't have to give that informed
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sources' name, no-way no-how. But this Bill says, you

want your name kept out of an accident report for fear of

reprisal, 'tough luck'. Your name's going to be in the

paper. The sheriff or the police can't black out your

name. No way. You don't have any rights. 1 think this is

a ridiculous concept. I voted against it in committee and

I urge you to vote aqainst it now.O

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Dupage, Representative

Biggins:

question?/

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady indicates she's willing.

Biggins: ''Representative, would this apply if a person was

convicted of a crime while they were driving the vehicle?

Let's suppose they committed a crime in thè car accident,

and then they were to be 1et off before trial or something.

Would they also know the person's name who was the witness

to that accident? Miqht this not be a dangerous thing for

the witness of the accident to view and then subject
themselves to risk?''

Prussing: ''There didn't seem to be opposition to the Bi11. As I

said, it passed in the Senate 52 to nothing, so 1 don't

think that that's a valid concern.o

Biqgins: nokay, well, would you answer the question I asked?''

Prussing: '''Yes. I don't think it's a valid concern.'

Biqgins: ''That the person who might be endangered, a witness who

saw a crime committed in the car accident might not put

their life at risk by that person committing the accident

'having access to their name? That's not a concern to you?

I think 1fm votinq 'no'.P

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Prussing, to close.''

Prussing: NAs said, this has been requested by the Illinois

Biggins.''

nThank you, Mr. Speaker. May I ask the Representative a
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Municipal League and the lllinois Press Association and

there was no opposition to it, and it...a similar Bill has

cleared the Senate 52 to nothing.>

Speaker Turner: PThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 2162 pass?'

A11 those in favor should vote 'aye'; those opposed vote

'no'. The voting is now open. Have al1 voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The

Clerk shall take the record. On this question, there are

48 votinq 'yes', 59 voting 'no' 5 votinq 'present', and

the Bill fails. Representative Deuchler, on House Bill

2308. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerka/

Clerk Rossi: ''House 3il1 2308, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of the Bi11.''

Speaker Turner: mThe Lady from Kane: Representative Deuchler.e

Deuchler: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

House Bill 2308 puts forth a sincere attempt to help the

many constituents in my district and statewide who have

been so troubled with parking ticket violations. Most of

these have come from the City of Chièago. Residents do not

know that they can request a copy of their parking ticket,

so my legislation states that this language must be printed

on the bottom of the ticket so that the individual will

know that they can send a self-addressed stamped envelope

to the municipality along with the request for a copy of

the ticket. This will certainly help the 500 residents of

my district to know that they can compare the make and

model of their car with the make and model to which the

ticket has been written and determine that that in fact is

not their parking ticket.e

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg.''

Granberg: 'Representative, it is my understanding that we were
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going to hold this until we got a...response...e

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.l

Dart: nYes. believe the Representative's had conversations

with individuals from the City of Chicago. They've signed

off on this, and theyfve agreed to work out any type of

language changes that may be needed: if any, over in the

Senate 1 believe.p

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Deuchler./

Deuchler: lThat is correct.''

Speaker Turner: lseeing no further questions, the question is '#

'Shall House Bill 2308 pass?' A1l those in favor should

vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote 'no'. The voting is now

open. Have a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

The Clerk shall take the record. On this Bill...on this

question, there are 1l4 voting 'aye' voting 'no'. This

Bill, having received the required Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed. Under the Order of Roads and

Transportation, Second Reading. Representative McAfee, on

House Bill 74. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 74, a Bill for an Act amending the

lllinois Highway Code. Second Reading of the Bill.

Amendment 41 has been adopted. No Motions filed. No Floor

Amendments.''

Speaker Turner: ''Are there any other Amendments? Third Reading.

Representative Giorgi, on House Btll 127. Out of the

record. Representative Hartke, on House Bill 1114. Out of

the record. Mr. Hartke's here. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: OHouse Bill 1114. The Bill has been read a second

time previouslyo' Amendment #1 has been adopted to the

Bill. No Motions filed. No Floor Amendments.n

Speaker Turner: ffThird Reading. Representative Skinner, House

Bill 1818. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?
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Clerk Rossi: NHouse Bill 1818. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. Amendment 41 has been adopted to the

Bill. No Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2, offered by

Representative Skinner.l'

Speaker Turner: NRepresentative Skinner.o

Skinner: 'This is an Amendment with which has reached agreement

between myself and the Department of Transportation. It

says the department will decide what signs are impediments

by rule-''

Speaker Turner: ''Seeing no further questions, the Gentleman

moves...shall House Amendment 42 be adopted? Al1 those in

favor say 'aye'; those opposed say 'no'. In the opinion of

the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Amendment #2 is adopted.

Any further Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: >No further Amendments.?

Speaker Turner: ''Third Reading. Under the Order of Seniors,

Representative Schakowsky, on House Bill 2392. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 2392. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. Amendment #1 has been adopted to the

Bill. No Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2, offered by

Representative Schakowsky.l

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.f'

Schakowsky: RThank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of tbe

House. Amendment #2 takes out any reference.to a percentage

that we should raise the rates for home-care workers or

personal care attendants and leaves it as a more general

statement, and I urge the adontion of Amendment 42.0

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman irom Jo Daviess County,

Representative Lawfero'

Lawfer: HTo the Amendment. think that this does just what the
Chief Sponsor referred to, and also it takes out the word
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rates and so on. I think it's a good policy statement as

we look forward to meeting the needs of these people.

Thank...''

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative

Black.e

Black: PWe1l, I think 1'11 just yield to Representative Lawfer's

remarks. lf the Gentleman from our side of the aisle tells

me this is a qood policy statement, it must be a good

policy statement, so I wonpt even question the Amendment.'

Speaker Turner: Pseeing there is no further questions, the Lady

moves for the adoption of House Amendment #2. A11 those in

favor say 'aye'; all those opposed say 'no'. In the

opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Amendment 42 is

adopted. Further Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: >No further Amendments./

Speaker Turner: ''Third Reading. Under the Order of Seniors,

Third Reading, Representative Granberg, on House Bill 2008.

Out of the record. The Chair wishes to announce that House

Bill 2308, which passed earlier, did' pass with the

requisite three-fifths vote which is necessary because it

did preempt home rule. Representative Laurino on House

Bill 1094 under the Order of Civil Justice. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerkef

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 1094, a Bill for an Act in relation to

security quards. Third Reading oé the Bill.H

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Laurino.?

Laurino: nThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Essentially what this Bill does or provides is

that...measures safety concerning the responsibilities that

qo alonq with carrying a firearm. If you are employed as a

security guard, a bank guard, and you are in need of
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carrying a weapon, when you get through with your shift to

satisfy the NRA: what we said is: 'You can transport it#

but it has to be unloaded and put into a closed container

and probably put into your trunk or something, so you're

not carrying a loaded weapon after working hours'. And

urge for the adoption of House Bill 1094.*

Speaker Turner: POn this question, Representative Parke.l'

Parke: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor of the Bill

yield, please, for a question?/

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman indicates he will.>

Parke: ''1t's... Representative Laurino, I understand that this is

Cook County only; it only affects Cook County?/

Laurino: Pcorrect.''

Parke: 'Now, what is the position of the State Police on this

leqislation?e

Laurino: ''They had no position, because...well, in fact, they had

no position at al1.>

Parke: 'Iso..who spoke against this legislation? I'm just trying

to get a sense of it.>

Laurino: ''Actually, the NRA came in and I said I'd work out

somethin: with them to satisfy them. I looked at the

Amendment they proposed; I adopted it yesterday, and as far

as I know there should not be any opposition to this now./

Parke: nSo, as far as you know, the NRA now is satisfied with the

Bill as it...as you're presenting it?'

Laurino: ''Absolutely.n

Parke: RThank you, we appreciate that.p

Speaker Turner: ''Seeing no further questions, the question is,

'Shall House Bill 1094 pass?' Al1 those in favor should

vote 'aye'; those opposed vote 'no'. The voting is now

open. Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish?

Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the record.
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On this question, there are 1l4 voting 'yes', 0 voting

'no', 1 voting 'present'. This Bill, having received the

required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. On the Order of State and Local Government: Second

Reading, we have House Bill 103, Representative Novak. Out

of the record. House Bill 140, Representative Schoenberg.

Out of the record. House Bill 147, Representative

Giolitto. House Bill 147, Representative Giolitto. Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.o

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 147.../

Speaker Turner: ''Out of the record. Out of the record.

Representative...Representative Woolard, on House Bill 295.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.N

Clerk Rossi: f'House Bill 295. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment

#l, offered by Representative Woolard.e

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Woolard./

Woolard: OThis is changing...itfs a very simple Amendment, Ladies

and Gentlemen of the House. This is changing the name of

the income tax deduction fund from the Preservation or from

the Conservation Fund to the Preservation of Wildlife Fund.

I would encourage everyone to support this minor change.

We believe that there can be significant new dollars come

in to the areas of wildlife preservation in this state with

this change.?

Speaker Turner: ''Seeing no questions, the question is... should

say, the Gentleman moves for the adoption of Floor

Amendment 41 to House Bill 295. A1l those in favor say

'ayef; those opposed say 'no'. In the opinion of the

Chair, the fayes' have it. Amendment 41 is adopted.

Further Amendments?f'

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendmentsp'
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Speaker Turner: ''Third Reading. Representative Black, on House

Bill 701. Read the Bill: Mr. Clerk./

Clerk Rosss: ''House Bill 701. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment

#l, offered by Representative Black.f

Speaker Turner: RThe Gentleman from Vermilion: Representative

Blacko''

Black: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. Amendment 41 becomes the Bill, and all it
does is affect two schools in my legislative district. We '

have a unit district that is dissolvin: its high school,

and to enable to tuition them to a non-unit district, we

needed enabling legislation. That's all this Bill does.

It gives them the enablin'g legislation to enter into an

aqreement with the school that is dissolving its high

school, and if they can reach an agreement on the tuition,

then they will be able to accept those students. would

ask your favorable consideration of this Bill.>

Speaker Turner: lseeing no further questions, the Gentleman moves

for the adoption of Floor Amendment 41 to House Bill 701.

A11 those in favor say paye'; those opposed say 'no'. In

the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Amendment 41

is adopted. Further Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendmentsan

Speaker Turner: ''Third Reading. Representative Hoffman, on House

Bill 749. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk Rossi: *House Bill 749, the Bill has been read a second

time previously. Amendment #1 has been adopted to the

Bill. No Motions iiled. Floor Amendment #2, offered by

Representative Wennlund.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Will, Representative

Wennlund, on Floor Amendment #2. Withdraw Amendment #2.
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Further Amendments?o

Clerk Rossi: OFloor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Hoifman.n

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Hoffman, on 43.1

Hoffman: NYes: Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

Floor Amendment 43 would address a situation regarding live

race stakes at Fairmont Park. It would indicate that

Fairmont Park would race 125 live thoroughbred days and l05

live harness days. That's the genesis of the Amendment,

and the reason is, in order to begin to get.ooto keep live

racing down in southern Illinois at Fairmont Park.?

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Effingham, Representative

Hartke.?

Hartke: ''We1l thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. I really donrt# .

have a comment about the Amendment, but I would like for

everyone to look over here. We've got a little Page who

has a glass of iced tea and we can't figure out who ordered

so she would like very much to deliver that glass of

iced tea and return the chanqe. If not, I'm going to drink

the iced tea, and she's going to keep the change, so we'd

appreciate it if you'd help her out. Thank you.f'

Speaker Turner: HRepresentative, I#d like to advise that young

lady that the iced tea belongs to the Clerk, so if she

would bring it down to the well, it's taken care of.

Gentleman moves for the adoption of House Amendment

#3...Floor Amendment 43 to House Bill 749. All those in

favor say 'aye'; those opposed say 'no'. In the opinion of

the Chair, the 'ayes' have it, and Amendment 43 is adopted.

Further Amendments?l

Clerk Rossi: PFloor Amendment #4, offered by Representative

Wennlund.''

vy ' ' pSpeaker Turner: Out of. . .withdraw. Further Amendments?
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Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments.?

Speaker Turner: lThird Reading. Representative Hartke, on House

Bill 1118. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.n

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1118, a Bill for an Act concerning

infrastructure expansion. Second Reading of the 'Bill.

Amendment 41 has been adopted. No Motions filed. No Floor

Amendments.''

Speaker Turner: HRepresentative Hartke. Third Reading.p

Hartke: OThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. House Bill 1118 is the...O

Speaker Turner: rRepresentative, we're moving the Bill to Third.

There were no Amendments. It Was on Second, so we#re

moving it to Third Readinq. That Bilt was on Second

Reading. House 3ill 1156, Representative Morrow. Read the

Bill, Mr. êlerk./
Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1156. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment

#l, offered by Representative Turner.e

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Morrow.?

Morrow: NThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House./

Speaker Turner: l'The Gentleman moves for the adoption of Floor

Amendment 41 to House Bill 1156. All those in favor say

'aye'; a11 those dpposed say 'no'. In the opinion of the

Chair, the 'ayes' have Amendment #1 has been adopted.

The Chair has been informed that there has been a fiscal

note filed on this Bill, as amended. It will remain on

Second Reading. On the Order of State and Local

Government, Second Readings... State and Local Government,

Third Readings, we have House Bill 169, Representative

Lang. Out of the record. Representative Prussing, on

House Bill 524. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk./
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Clerk Rossi: OHouse Bill 524, a Bill for an Act amending the

Counties Code. Third Reading of the Bil1.''

Speaker Turner: fRepresentative Prussing./

Prussing: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

House 3i11... think we have another Sponsor on this, Mr.

Clerk. We filed another Sponsor, Noland, this morninq./

Speaker Turner: NThat can be corrected: Representative.

Proceed.n

Prussing: pokay. The basic purpose of this Bill is the Illinois

Constitution guarantees that the public should be able to

choose the form of qovernment, and this applies to all

levels of government. The public can vote on the size of

the lllinois Legislature and has done so, and the size of

the city council but cannot vote on the size of a county

board. This law would allow that, just fill.'..to make the

legal possibility open to the public to decide the size of

county boards and whether they are single or multi-member

districts. This does not apply to Cook County, which has

already adopted by referendum a single member districts, it

applies to downstate counties on the township form of

organization, and the Bill is endorsed by the Taxpayer's

Federation of lllinois and the League of Women Voters. I

think it's a good Bil1.''

Speaker Turnerl PThe Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative

Bladk.''

Black: >Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. An inquiry of the

Chair. lt is our understanding that Amendment #1 was going

to be added to this Bill. We don't see that it has been so

added ''

Speaker Turner: ''Mr. Clerk, what's the status of the Bill?O

Clerk Rossi: PAmendment 41 has been adopted to the Bill.''

Black: PHas been adopted. A11 right. Thank you very much: Mr.
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Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Turner: ''She indicates she wil1.R

Black: 'Representative: if I heard your explanation, you seem to

indicate that this might only affect certain counties. Our

staff indicates it affects every county in the state except

Cook Do you agree?n!

Prussinq: ,No, it does not affect commission formed counties.

believe there are 17 commission formed counties. This only

applies to township-based counties, which would be all

counties except those 17 commission counties and...cook.''

Black: HWhat's the word you're using? What kind of county?'

Prussing: lcommission.?

Black: '0h. Commission. Okay.n

Prussing: ncommission.?

Black: NAnd then I heard you say somethin: about townships.

What, are you trying to abolish townships?H

Prussing: HNo, Mr. Black.?

Black: NOh. Just countieson

Prussing: ''This is only to have the public be able to choose the

size of county board.n

Black: ''Oh./

Prussing: 'Champaign County, for example...l'm a former county

board member. Champaign county has 27 board members. It

has a board which is 50% bigger than the Cook County Board,

and it's for 170,000 people, and Cook County is about 4

million people, so thereo..this just gives the opportunity
to streamline county government.''

Black: >All right. Let me ask you another question. What's the

genesis of this Bill? Where'd this come from?''

Prussing: nEveryone who has studied county government has

recommended this. There's Chambers of Commerce that have

issued reports on counties, this is a non-partisan issue.
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I've talked to former board chairmen who are Republicans; I

have current board people who are Republicans and Democrats

that support this, and 1 think this is just a general
good-government measure and that's why it's supported by

the League of Women Voters and the Taxpayer's Federation.P

Black: ''We11, has the League of Women Voters studied county

government?/

Prussing: RYes. They had a statewide study of county qovernment

about two years ago.''

Black: ''Well, I...heaven knows, I support the League of Women

Voters. I just didn't know they studied county
government.l'

Prussing: ''They certainly do./

Black: RWell, you know, I served on the county board for ten

years and so I studied county government for a long time,

and : never heard this mentioned in any time I served on a

county board. This doesn't evolve from some difficulty

youfve had personally with the Champaign County Board, does

it?/

Prussing: >No, it does not. This is a statewide issue, and it's

supported as I said from northern Illinois to southern

Illinois, eastern Illinois to western Illinois, Republicans

and Democrats.p

Black: ?So, it's a kind of an agreed Bill then. Is that what

you're tellinq me?''

Prussing: >No, I'm saying it has very widespread support, and I

think it shoùld have your support if you're familiar with

county government.''

Black: ''It has widespread support. Staff tells me that you had

agreed to work with the Metro Counties Council on this

Bill. Have you done that?''

Prussing: talked with the head of it, and I talked with a
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woman who is the former board chairman of Fulton County,

and they were under the impression that this would open up

for other qovernments to be chanqed as well as counties,

and I explained to Melba Ripper from Fulton County that

every other government has the possibility of being chanqed

by referendum except for county government.''

Black: HNow, you know: I guess the question is, 'Have the Metro

Counties Council signed onto the Bill?'N

Prussing: ''No, they have not, but 1 think if you talk with former

Board Chairman of Dupage County, the Board Chairman of

Adams County and a number of county board members...''

Black: 'Who would...l

Prussing: pEd Merckle from Dupage County, you will find...e

Black: ''Ed Merckle?''

Prussing: ppeople who are concerned about county government would

like to see this Bill passed./

Black: ''We11, Representative, we can just stop for just a

second with the editorial comments, we can cut to the quick

here. Did you say a former chairman of the Dupage County

Board..owhat was his name?p

Prussing: llack Kniepfer.n

Black: Rlack Kniepfer? He wants this legislation, right?'

Prussing: >Well, heoo.anybody who's worked with a very large

county board understands that there's a need for change.''

Black: lRepresentative, no...Representative, please.o.please.

Just answer my question.?

Prussing: ''You asked me a question, I'm trying to answer.n

Black: ''No...no, you're not trying to answer. Does Jack Kniepfer

want this legislation? Yes or no? Has he come to you and

said I want this legislation passed? Yes or no?*

Prussing: talked to him within the 1ast...n

Black: ''And did he say yes or no?''
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Prussing: nYes.n

Black: RHe said yes??

Prussing: /1 talked to him...*

Black: PHe wants this Bill passed.'

Prussing: @...the last two years, and he was in favor oi itf?

Black: OAII right. So he said yes he wants this Bill passed.''

Prussing: PThis Bill passed the House of Representatives last

MCZC**YV

Black: Ooh, for heaven's sakes, Representative. I don't care

what it did...o

Prussinq: ''I'm trying to explain to you.H

Black: >...ten years ago or ten minutes égo, just answer the
question. Did Jack Kniepfer tell you that he wanted this

Bill passed or did he not?'

Prussing: RI think that you should ask him yourself. I've talked

with him. If you don't understando.o?

Black: NYoufre the one that's talked to him, I didn't. Did he

tell you he wants this legislation passed or not?p

Prussing: 11 said that he did. The answer is yes.e

Black: NThen let's vote 'aye' for Dupage Countyel

Speaker Turner: OThe Lady from McHenry, Representative Hughes.?

Hughes: >...speaker, will the Sponsor yield?H

Speaker Turner: Pshe indicates she will, yes.f

Huqhes: ''Representative Prussing, could you...I am in support of

the concept of a referendum for counties to be consistent

with other local governments and all. What concerns me

about this is 2% required: could you tell me what percent

voters are required for townships and municipalities and

other like bodies to get this issue on the ballot?/

Prussing: ''I'm not familiar with that. This Bill has been

amended by...at the suggestion of the committee. said

2% or 500, whichever is less, and that is what Amendment 41
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was. It deleted 500 or whichever is less, and that was

acceptable to the committee, so it's 2%.%

Huqhes: eBut you don't know what is required for other

districts?/

Prussing: HNo, 1 do noty but 2% is required for havinq an elected

county executive on the ballot, and 2% certainly is more

than any of us has to put on our petitions to get nominated

for the Legislature.n

Hughes: PTo the Bill, Mr. Speaker. Again, I think 2% is a

relatively small number relative to other referenda issues,

and is a concern. I do not know that urban counties is in

su/port of this Bill. When I spoke to them yesterday, they

were concerned about it. I think therefs still some

unanswered questions here. Discussion in committee did

raise the concerns, at least on the Republican side, that

we felt 5% was a more reasonable number to work with, that

provided access to the public, but didn't make

a...such a low number that we would have frequent referenda

on this issue. Thank you.''

Speaker Turner: 'The Gentleman from Clinton: Representative

Granbergo'

Granberq: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. With all due respect from

the...to the Gentleman from Vermilion, hope the judqe or
the Speaker would rule that he might be badgering the

witness. This isn't a courtroom, so let's just ask
questions and give people an opportunity to answer them.n

Speaker Turner: lYour remarks are timely. The Lady from Dupage,

Representative Cowlishaw./

Cowlishaw: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, I rise in support of the Lady's

Bill. I am a member of the League of Women Voters, and I

know that that organization does not undertake any study
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lightly, and that any study that it does is done on an

objective and comprehensive basis. In fact, the league has
studied county government, and this is one of the

suggestions from the League of Women Voters about how we

might more directly link our county boards with our own

constituencies. This gives the people who live in these

counties the opportunity, if they seize the initiative for

themselves, to choose whether they want multi-member

districts or single-member districts, whether they want a

larger number of county board members or a smaller number

of county board members. How anyone, whether a member of a

county board now or any other governmental unit, can be

opposed to letting the people who live there make their own

determinations, escapes me. can't understand why some

county boards and some county board orqanizations miqht not

be in favor of this, particularly if that is the case, then

that it simply makes the case for this legislation, because

this attempts to link county boards more directly with

their own constituents who have then in accordance with

this Bill, a choice in the matter; and finally, am

confident that if the 2% requirement for the petitions is a

problem that this Sponsor, am confident, would be

perfectly willing to negotiate that in the Senate and

change to 5* if that is a more agreeable figure, but the

basic philosophy of this Bill is excellent. It returns the

making of the choice to the people.''

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Winnebago, Representative

Rotello.?

Rotello: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen o: the

House. I think the Sponsor has a good Bill. This allows

the public to make a determination on self-governance for

county government. lf they want to vote to reduce the size
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of a county board, it gives the public the opportunity to

do so. I think that the question to divert the issue to

personalities in Champaign County is inappropriate, and

that this is an issue that's a concern across the state.

County government is a government that'so..runs in the last

century and not even in the current century as we approach

the new century, so let's...let's let the people decide at

the local level. I think that's a good philosophy the

other side of the aisle should be listening to. Thank

XOD*W

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Adams, Representative

Tenhouse./

Tenhouse: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Will the Sponsor yield for a question??

Speaker Turner: oshe indicates she will.?

Tenhouse: 11 guess one of the things...before Representative

Black had...his animated discussion, he mentioned that she

should discuss this with the Board Chairman from Adams, and

was just curious, having represented Adams County, who

would you talk to there in favor of this proposal?''

Prussing: llt's the former board chairman.?

Tenhouse: RWas it Norm Peters...probably.p

Prussing: lRight. Norm Petersa/

Tenhouse: Ookay. That...was just curious because we've had
discussions with some of the people...'

Prussinq: ''And I would like to say that, if people are concerned

about the 2%, I would be very happy to increase it to 5%,

for example. by amendinq it in the Senate if it is passed

out of the House.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Kankakee...p

Tenhouse: Plust a minute. To the Bill. I would concur with the

Representative, and I certainly...l'm qoing to support this
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legislation, because representing a county with a 28 member

board and only 66,000 people, makes it extremely difficult

and unwieldy to function, and I would support your efforts

in this regard. Thank you, Representative.?

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Kankakee, Representative

Novak./

Novak: ''Yes. Representative Prussinq, just had a few
questions. Is this Bill similar to the Bill Representative

Satterthwaite introduced and successfully passed last

Xear?'

Prussing: 'Yes. The only change that has been made is to delete

the 500 or less. That was Amendment #l: so it is now a

straight 2% of the registered voters in order to get the

question on the ballot.?

Novak: >okay, and this is permissive?e

Prussing: pYes, is.e

Novak: f'Okay. Yeah, I was...I just wanted to reassure myself
about that, because I signed on with that Bill...with

Representative Satterthwaite, and as the previous speaker

has indicated, I think this is a great idea. We talk about

big qovernment, biq brotherp so many layers of government,

there are counties in this state that have commission forms

of qovernment, that operate very well with four or five or

six county commissioners. There are counties in this

government, such as Kankakee and Iroquois counties and that

fact, that have 28 members with well under 100,000 in

population. I think it's up to the people to decide in the

respective counties, provided all the legal precedence and

requirements are met. think this is good leqislation.

It certainly sends a good message to the people back home

in our districts that we certainly want to allow the local

citizens to make a responsible decision with respect to the
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size of their government. As you well know, in 1981, the

people marched to the polls...or in 1980, they marched to

the polls throughout the State of Illinois, and they

overwhelmingly approved the cutback Amendment to decrease

the size of this House from l77 to 118, so this certiinly

is in line with that philosophy, so I would ask everyone to

join the Lady in the support of her Bill.n
Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Flinno''

Flinn: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questiono'

Speaker Turner: f'Gentleman moves for the previous question. A1l

those in favor say 'aye'; all those opposed say 'no'. The

'ayes' have it. In the opinion of the Chair, the previous

question is put. Representative Prussing, to close.o

Prussing: RI think this is a very basic implementation of the

Illinois Constitution, and I ask an 'aye' vote.p

Speaker Turner: WThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 524 pass?'

All those in favor should vote 'aye') those opposed vote

'no'. The voting is open. Representative...the Gentleman

from McLean, Representative Brady, to explain your vote.

H4ve a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? On this

question, there are... The Clerk shall take the record. On

this question, there are 96 voting 'aye', 13 voting 'no', 1

voting 'present'; and this Bill, having received the

required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. I'd like to remind the Chair that we debated

extensive on that last Bill and it received 96 votes. On

the Order of State and Local Government, Second Reading:

Representative Balanoff, on House Bill 165. Read the Bill:

Mr. Clerk.f'

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 165. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. Amendment 41 has been adopted to the
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Bill. No Motions filed. Floor Amendment #3, offered by

Representative Balanoff.o

Speaker Turner: ORepresentative Balanoff, on Floor Amendment #3./

Balanoff: nWithdraw #3.''

Speaker Turner: OWithdraw #3. Further Amendments??

Clerk Rossi: RFloor Amendment #4, offered by Representative

Balanoff.'

Speaker Turner: PRepresentative Balanoff./

Balanoff: NAmendment 44 would authorize the district to issue

bonds for the purpose of making improvements. Currenklyp

they could... Currently, the Forest Preserve District can

only issue bonds for the purpose of acquisition of

property. It's similar to what we do at both Brookfield

Zoo and the Botanic Gard'ens, and I would certainly urge

your support.e

Speaker Turner: ''Gentleman moves for the adoption of Floor

Amendment #4 to House Bill 165. A11 those in favor say

'aye'; a11 those opposed say 'no' and the question is...in

the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have Amendment 44

is adopted. Further Amendments??

Clerk Rossi: NNo further Amendments.n

Speaker Turner: ''Third Reading. The Lady from Lake:

Representative Moore.>

Moore, A.k RI did have a question, and I guess you didn't see my

light in time, so will the Chair entertain the question if

the Sponsor will yield?f'

Speaker Turner: OYou can ask it on Third Reading.

Representative... Under State and Local Government, Third

Reading, is Representative Schoenberg, on House Bill 822.

Read the 3i1l: Mr. Clerk./

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 822, a Bill for an Act concerning future

education accounts. Third Reading of the Bi11.>
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Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Schoenberg.''

Schoenberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. House Bill 822, as amended, creates the Future

Education Account Act. essentially provides for a

program of contracts administered by the state treasurer

for the express purpose of purchasing college tuition bond

payments for persons born on or after December 1st of 1980.

There had been some issues raised last year about this, and

in addressing those issues, the state's full faith and

credit obligation has been limited to $5 million. There

are the necessary safeguards in this, so that the

Treasurer's Office will execute this program with an

actuarially sound procedure. I think that this is an

excellent program to be able...to enable parents to send

their...to send their children to college within Illinois,

be it a public or private institution. The funds are

tax-exempt for this program. I'd be happy to answer any

questions.?

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative

Blacka''

Black: OThank you very much, Mr. Speaker, and with the apologies

of the Body for my spirited questioning, I...Mr. Granberg

has sent me something here which is not really what I need

the way I feel, but take his hint and 1'11 chill out,

okay? Now, with that, could ask the Sponsor some

questions?/

Speaker Turner: PHe indicates he will.e

Black: ''Thank you. Representative: is there anything in this

legislation that will allow the contract to be adjusted
once the contract is entered into?H

Schoenberg: 'No, Sir.''
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Black: 'That's a truthful answer, and I admire you for that, but

we might want to come back and visit that. So, the

contract cannot be adjusted?l
Schoenberg: *No, SirmP

Black: RAII right. Explain how the Treasurer is able to pay for

this... How this will work...how is this program goinq to

work?'

Schoenberq: HFunds are invested and administered by the

Treasurer. The way it works is that the Treasurer sets up

within the fund a reserve account, requests funds from the

General Assembly every year to discharge a1l the payments

and the obligations. Al1 the obligations, as you know,

would be a direct obligation of the State of Illinois.n

Black: 'I'm sorry. I'm sorry. Al1 the obligations will be that

of the State of Illinois.l

Schoenberg: HThat's correct; however, Sir, I want to emphasize

that the money is the parent's money, not the state's

money.l

Black: ''Okay. What would you think would be...what would you

anticipate would be our...the return on interest on these

contracts, on these investment contracts? I'm sorry. Let

me rephrase that, Representative. What do you anticipate

the rate of return being on these investment contracts?p

Schoenberg: PWel1, the rate of return, obviously, is going to

vary with...going to vary with the market, and as a matter

of fact, I'd like to add something I neglected earlier that

we have college savings...a very successful college savings

bond program that we make available. Whatls necessitated

this Bill is that the program...the bond program's been so

successful that many people who are buyinq into the bond

program are doing so because the soundness of it's.p.as an

investment instrument, and not necessarily because it
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addresses this direct need to enable to send children to

college.,

Black: *Do you happen to know a target...what rate of return

interest do you...are we targeting, I mean, 7%, 8%, what's

the program based on?'

Schoenberg: 'There's no specific target, as I indicated earlier.

It's really going to be variable according to the market,

but historically I would...my educated guess on this...''

Black: PWhat would you.../

Schoenberg: ''...is that it's qoing to be similar to that which we

see currently with the Pension Code.''

Black: Pokay. What.o.under the State Employees' Retirement

System, under the Pension Code, what is our current rate of

return on investments right now?''

Schoenberg: /1 don't have that fiqure available, Sir. Again,

though as we...again, though as 1 mentioned earlierooo''

Black: ''Let me...I have that figure can just share it with
you. Over the last five years annualized, it's been

approximately 8.9%. Now, what would you anticipate tuition

increases going up each year?-

Schoenberg: ''That's really a fluctuating variable. It's qoing to

depend on the institution. Those in the case of public

institutions, as you know, the General Assembly does have

some input into the extent which...into the extent which

those increases can be effected. As amendedo..as amended,

however, we don't necessarily have any purview to control

the extent to which there are any tuition percentage

increases for private institutions. And let me emphaslze

also, those are private institutions strictly within the

State of Illinois boundaries. I don't want that issue to

become obfuscated as was attempted during debate over

the Amendment to this Bill.''
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Black: ''Okay. Let me continue. What... So you're sayinq, in

effect, you can't hazard a quess on what tuition increases

miqht be per year, right?l

Schoenberg: ''So thatfll be...R

Black: rYou'll have to arrive at some kind of average figurek''

Schoenberg: *Well... We're... We're not just looking in the wind
for the answer. Those... Those rates will, in fact, be

published in the actual...in the annual...in the actual...

actuarial statement of opinion.'

Black: >All right. Let me... Let me... Thank you very much,

Representative. You've been very patient and I appreciate

that. Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen oi the House.

. ..Mr. Speaker, if we could have some order in here,

because there is some very intqresting aspects...to this

Bill. ...This... This measure largely the same, a little

different, and a fine Sponsor. This measure was defeated in

this House a year ago: and let me tell you why I think

was defeated. 1...1 don't know that, but let me... Let me

tell you why I think it was defeated. This House Bill, 822,

does limit the states' full-faith obligation to $5 million.

But here's the rub. Here's the rub. And how well

remember, I believe the Majority Leader once told us...your
Majority Leader once told us, 'We don't like continuing

appropriations.' This Act will set up a continuing

appropriation by granting the Comptroller and Treasurer the

authority to pay obligations from state revenues

regardless, regardless of legislative action or intent.

Furthermore, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, 1et me just
tell you what happened to this program in the State of

Michigan. Michigan started this program some time ago and

they're now in a financial crisis. What they did...

Michigan projected tuition increases of 7%. In 1992,
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tuition increased by 11%. The rate of return on investment

was projected at 9.75%, but the actual return is currently
8%. Listen carefully to thls figure. In one year...in one

year, the Michigan program saw its surplus drop from $23.5

million to $2 million. In one year, they lost $21.5 million

in this proqram. You know what happened in the program in

Michigan? As a result of that: they no longer accept new

subscribers. I don't know what we can anticipate tuition

increases being, but I would be willing to say: it's a safe

bet tuition next year will be probably l2% increase on . ad

infinitude l4% and don't believe the returns on

investment will be anywhere near that. The other problem

had with the Bill, as if those weren't enough that I've

already mentioned, this program allows you to take this

investment and go anywhere in the country ahd subjects the

State of Illinois taxpayers to some measure (now the

Sponsor has chanqed it a little bit from last year), but

still subjects the Illinois taxpayer to a potential limit
of $5 million. don't think that's good public practice.

As the Gentleman said in his opening remarks, 'We have a

very successful college savings program started by a Member

of the Democrat...party, and many of us voted for it in

this House. We have a number of college savings programs

that we utilize in this state. This is a very risky

venture. Don't be fooled by titles. Just look at what

happened at Michigan. In all due respect to the Sponsor,

urge a 'no' vote.?

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Coles. Representative

Weaver.''

Weaver: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?''

Speaker Turner: ''He indicates he will.l
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Weaver: '...Representative, I've...always been very close to

higher education, so this is of great interest to me. I'm

interested and a little bit curious about how much would it

cost a parent to participate in this proqram, to buy a

contract, for example?'

Schoenberq: Hl'm sorry, could you repeat that. missed the

middle of that. It's a little loud in here.n

Weaver: 'Yeah. How much would it cost a parent to participate or

buy a contract in this program??

Schoenberg: ''A long-term contract would cost under $100 monthly.

It would be variable depending on the length of the

contracto/

Weaver: ''So, it's variable based upon...how many years ahead that

you buy for your child?'

Schoenberq: nWell, if the contract... If the contract is longer,

as is the case...in most c'ases, if the contract's longer,

the.v.it's gonna affect the size of the monthly pay...the

size of the monthly payments.n

Weaver: ''What would... What would the maximum amount...you might

guess would be, $50,000, $60,000, $20,000? How much would a

parent have to kick in? If I bought a policy at the birth

of my child... Let's see, if it's a hundred bucks a month,

$1,200 a year for...what...l8 years? That would work out to

be about $20,000, is that correct?e

Schoenberg: NThat will be the base figure. However, you have

to... As When Mr. Black had his question, again the

interest rates, which is the variable which we can...which

is gonna determine how much extra money it's gonna be on

top of that which the parent has invested. And as you know,

the interest rates..odo fluctuate right now.

They're...relatively low...but that could well change over

the course of a young person's life.f'
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Weaver: *Well, thank you very much. Mr'. Speaker, to the Bill. As

see, I'm runninq out of time. The Gentleman has estimated

the . cost to the parent to be about $20,000 and yet, this

would allow us to send our children to Harvard, where the

cost of that education is gonna be over a $100,000 with the

State of Illinois on the hook for the difference. This also

provides... Those of you that are in favor of continuing

appropriations or those funds that are spent outside the

appropriation process will love this Bill because it takes

completely out of our hands. We have no control over

those funds. And we have no way to guarantee where those

funds are gonna go', or how much it's gonna cost us. . ..Mr.

Speaker, should this...should this Bill get the requisite

number of votes, according to the appropriate rule, I'm

joined by the appropriate number of my Members here in
requesting a Verified Roll Ca1l.?

Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from DeKalb, Representative

Wirsinq.''

Wirsing: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As...as we worked through this

Bill in the committee, and...the concerns were raised there

as th:y are raised here, that the cost of it. My concern,

as a parent of four children, is that I don't want...l

don't want to see parents be put in the situation of

putting money into a program..owith the notion that their

child's college education is gonna be paid for, and then

down the road finds that the state cannot fund it.

That's..othat's just not fair and that's not appropriate.
And thatfs...the biggest underlying...problem I have with

the Bill, aside from the fact that the numbers that we've

heard, that it cannot support itself and it's gonna end up

on the backs of parents who would get into that program and

then find out that it, in fact, did not do what they had
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been anticipatin: was going to do for 15# l6, or 18 years,

whatever it may be. That's of deep concern to me. When the

cost of higher education today and...we want to throw out a

program that's a fallacy that's not real. It's not qonna

work. And at the same time, another charge to the taxpayers

of Illinois. I say vote 'no' on thisop

Speaker Turner: lThe Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Flinno/

Flinn: pMr. Speaker, I move the previous question.?

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman moves the previous question. A1l

those in favor say 'aye'; all those opposed say 'no'. In

the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Rep...

Representative Schoenberq, to close.n

Schoenberg: 'Representative Weaver had qreat concern that we

would be sendinq Illinois money from Illinois parents to

Harvard. As I said in the debate several days ago, if it's

the Harvard of Illinois, Knox College, or any other private

institution, that would be the case. Let me reiterate. Some

of the arguments were made...which were made before are

exactly the same things that were said last year. So what

we did, along with changing the sponsorship, was change the

provisions to make sure this is done in a

actuarially...according to actuarial sound procedures, to

make certain that we are able to...as accurately as we can,

by processing..oby...by publishing the...annual statements

so that we know what the percentages..owhat the interest

rates are, we can know exactly how the proqram is faring.

This isnft a random guess. And I would urge you a11 to

support this. Thank you.''

Speaker Turner: OThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 822 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote 'no'.

The voting is open. The Gentleman from Dupage,
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Representative Biggins, to explain your vote.l

Biggins: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I voted 'no' on this Bill because one area that was

not covered was, who pays the ince..the income tax on...the

moneys that are invested. If moneys are given té the

state...lent to the state to put into investment, there

will be income from there to pay for the colleges...the

tuition four years or so many years later. 3ut we don't

know who's gonna pay the income tax to the federal

government or the state government. Does the student pay it

at the time he takes it out? Does the state have to pay

this income tax? And another concern would be the... What

if the Treasurer in his...lacko..perhaps of wisdom does

make a poor investment and does not earn very much at all,

and does tie state have a liability from those depositors

to sue us for improper management of state funds? That's

why I voted 'no'.'

Speaker Turner: OThe Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky,

one minute to explain your vote.n

Schakowsky: pThank you, Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. stand in support of House Bill 822. What could be

more laudable than for the State of Illinois to offer

opportunities to our children to be able to be guaranteed

college education, which now has become out of the reach of

ordinary citizens. Our kids, middle-class kids, can't even

aspire any longer to go to college because it's so

expensive. This oifers them a reasonable opportunity to

plan for that and for parents to be able to do that for

their kids. We should have more green votes up there, to

educate our kids for the future. Thank you.'

Speaker Turner: ''Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? On... Take the record, Mr. Clerk. On thls question.
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there is 63 voting 'yes', 53 voting 'no', and the Gentleman

from Coles has requested a verification. Mr. Clerk, poll

the affirmative.''

Clerk Rossit ffThose voting in the affirmative. Balanoff.

Blagojevich. Bugielski. Burke. Capparelli.''
Speaker Turner: OMr. Clerk, hold on. Representative Santiago

request leave to be verified. Representative Capparelli

request leave to be verified. Representative Saltsman

request leave to be verified. Proceed, Mr. Clerk.f

Clerk Rossi: Ocurran. Currie. Dart. Davis. Deering.

Delaegher. Edley. Erwin. Flowers. Frias. Gash.

Giglio. Giolitto. Giorgi. Hannig. Hartke. Hawkins.

Hicks. Hoffman. Homer. Jones, Lou. Jones, Shirley.

Kaszak. Kotlarz. Lang. Laurino. Levin. Lopez.

Martinez. Mautino. McAfee. McGuire. Mèpike. Moore,

Eugene. Morrow. Moseley. Murphy, Harold. Novak.

Ostenburg. Phelan. Phelps. Prussing. Pugh. Ronen.

Rotello. Saltsman. Santiaqo. Saviano. Schakowsky.

Schoenberg. Sheehy. Steczo. Stroger. Turner. von

Bergen-Wessels. Woolard. Younge. Mr. Speaker.H

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Weaver. Questions of

the...Affirmative.''

Weaver: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Is Representative Mautino?''

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Mautino? Is the Gentleman in the

chatber? He's in the back.n

Weaver: lRepresentative Balanoff??

Speaker Turner: PRepresentative Balanoff. Is the Gentleman in the

chamber? He's outside the door. He's here in the chamber.''

Weaver: nRepresentative Blagojevich?e

Speaker Turner: NRepresentative Blagojevich is in his seat.H
Weaver: 'Rppresentative Burke?ff

Speaker Turner: NRepresentative Burke is in his seat.''
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Weaver: ''Excuse me. Representative Edley?l

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Edley. Representative Edley. Is

the Gentleman in the chamber? Remove him.''

Weaver: HRepresentative Santiago?p

Speaker Turner: ORepresentative Santiago. He had leave. He had

leave.l

Weaver: llrm sorry. Representative Homer?l

Speaker Turner: NRepresentative Homer is in his chairop

Weaver: OExcuse me. Representative Lopez?a

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Lopez. Is the Gentleman in the

chamber? Hefs in the back.W

Weaver: ''Representative Puqh?l

Speaker Turner: ''Representative Pugh. He's in the back.''

Weaver: ff...Lou Jones? Representative Lou Jones?''

Speaker Turner: lRepresentative Lou Jones is standing in the

aisle.''

Weaver: 'fRepresentative Dart?'

Speaker Turner: fHe's at his seat.l

Weaver: pOh, there he is. Representative Gash?e

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Gash is standing...'

Weaver: 'Representative Sheehy?p

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Sheehy...is in his chairo''

Weaver: NRepresentative...Flowers?/

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Flowers is in her chairo''

Weaver: nRepresentative Eugene Moore?/

Speaker Turner: ''He's in the back.f'

Weaver: >Well, Mr. Speaker, usually when we ask for verification,

the Speaker instructs everyone to remain in their seats so

we can find them. It's pretty hard to tell where they are

when theydre all standing in the back. Representative

Rotello?'

Speaker Turner: 'rRepresentative, he's in his chair.''

April 22, 1993
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Weaver: ''He's the only one in his chair, I believe.l

Speaker Turner: HNow, Representative, I believe...f

Weaver: NWe were looking for 'em in the back because they're all

standinq back there and hefs sittinq in his...p

Speaker Turner: think eight of the last ten names you called

have been in their chair, Representative./

Weaver: '' No further.''

Speaker Turner: ''Return Representative Edley to the roll call.

Rep...Representative Flinn wishes to be recorded as 'aye'.

On this question, there are 60... Representative'

Brunsvold...wishes to be recorded 'aye'. On this question,

there are 65 voting 'yes', 51 voting 'no'. This Bill,

having received the required Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. On the Order of State and Local

Government: Third Readinqs. Representative Phelps, on House

Bill 1055. Representative Phelps. Out of the record.

Representative Mulligan, on House Bill 1392. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.'f

Clerk Rossik 'House Bill 1392, a Bill for an Act relating to

economic research, information, and development. Third

Reading of the Bi11.n

Speaker Turner: f'The Lady from Cook, Representative Mulligan.o

Mulligan: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, House Bill 1392 amend...amends the Civil

Administration Code and the State Finance Act. It

authorizes the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs

to accept funds from public and private entities for

specified economic research, planning, and development

purposes. It creates the Economic Research and Information

Fund in the state treasury. This Bill provides for the

establishment and collection of charges for economic

information material. The current statute, oriqinally
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enacted in 1971, is out of date. It does not take into

account that economic information is no longer formatted

and distributed ln printed form only. It is also incomplete

in that it created the authority to establish and collect

charqes for printed material, but did not explicitly

authorize the use of the collected moneys to offset the

cost of producing and distributinq the information. Local

governments, businesses, and academic institutions that use

economic development research results and program

information have continually requested that DCCA develop a

less costly and less cumbersome arrangement. House Bill

1392 would correct these technical deficiencies. The Bill

also clarifies that economic research and development

information may take a variety of forms. Basically, what

we're doing here, is wefre letting DCCA come into the

computer age, provide this information on computer disks to

people that will pay for it. Have a fund to collect the

money and use for specific purposes. 1 think this is a

very good Bill. It certainly brings us into the computer

age. It allows DCCA to provide much economic needed

information and research to your local entities, and

would hope that you give me a favorable vote on this Bi11.*

Speaker Turner: f'Seeing no further questionsp the Lady moves,

'Shall House Bill 1392 pass?' A1l those in favor vote

'aye'; all those opposed vote 'no'. Representative

Granberg. Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

This Bill... Take the roll, Mr. Clerk. Add Representative

Levin to the roll. He's voting 'aye'. This Bill, having

received ll3 'ayes' 0 'noes' 0 'presents'. This Bill,#' #

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Representative Currie, on House Bill 1584.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.l
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Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 1584: a Bill for an Act amending the

Revenue Act of 1939. Third Reading of the Bi1l.>

Speaker Turner: RRepresentative Currie. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.

The Lady from Cook, Representative Currie.o

Currie: lThank you. Thank you, Speaker and Members of the ûouse.

This Bill would provide that when people are trying to pick

back up their properties or houses that were sold at

scavenger sales, the amount they pay will reflect interest

on the amount of the taxes that were due, rather than the

bid of the buyer at the scavenger sale. What we're seeing

is an increase in bid sizes so that an individual who owes

a few thousand dollars in real estate taxes and has those

taxes bouqht at the scavenqer sale, the bidders may bid up

the price of those taxes to $30,000, $40,000, $50,000,

which under current law requires the individual then to buy

back his or her house for $50,000 or $60,000, rather than

the amount of the taxes that were due along with interest.

This Bill would apply statewide. It includes a...a proposal

from, believe, Representative Wennlund and Representative

Flinn, so it applies in the County of Cook, as well as

statewide. And would appreciate your support for this

B i l l . ''

S eaker Turner : f'The Gentleman f rom Vermi l ion Re'presentat ive# ,

B l ac k . ''

Black : ''Thank you very much, Mr . Speaker . An inqui ry of the

Chai r . . . .What Amendments are on this Bi l1? >

Speaker Turner : ''Mr . Clerk . Could you inf orm us what Amendments

a r e on t h i s B i l l ? >

Clerk Ross i : PAmendments l and 2 have been adopted to the Bi 11 . ''

Black: ''Okay. And 43 was not adopted, correct?f'

Clerk Rossi: ''Tabled.'

Black: HThank you very much. Mr. Speaker, commend the Sponsor for
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a 1ot of work on this Bill. It's a good Bill. I intend to

vote 'aye' ?

Speaker Turner: 'The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1581 pass?f

All those in favor should vote 'aye'; those opposed should

vote 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the record.

On this question, there are ll5 voting 'aye', 0 voting

'no': 0 voting fpresent'. This Bill, having received the

required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Representative Dart, on House Bill 1631. Out of Ahe

record. Representative Dart, on House Bill 2080. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: ''House 3i1l 2080, a Bl1l for an Act in relation 'to

truth in taxation. Third Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.P

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House. ...This

Bill would establish a new schedule for levy hearinqs. It

would require that...to eliminate the 5% qrowth factor and

require that hearings are conducted on the levies, all to

be held within the month of December. ...This is supported

by numerous taxpayers' qroups, and I'd appreciate a

favorable vote.''

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Kubik.?

Kubik: NThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Houàe. rise in support of this Bill. It doesn't have all

the provisions that would like to have, which I think

would make a better Bill. But I do think it's a good

starto..to involve taxpayers ine..the budget and levy

process. And I think it's a good start and we ought to

support it.''

Speaker Turner: nThe Gentle... Seeing no further question on this

Bill, the question is, fshall House Bill 2080 pass?' A11
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those in favor should vote 'aye'; those opposed vote lno'.

The voting is now open. Have a1l voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk shall

take the record. On this question, there are ll2 voting

'yes', l voting 'no'. This Bill, having received the

required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Mr. Clerk, would you read the Bills on the Consent

Calendar??

Clerk Rossi: nconsent Calendar, Second Reading. House Bill 1119,

offered by Representative Capparelli, a Bill for an Act

amending the lllinois Vehicle Code. Secopd Reading of the

Bil1.>

Speaker Turner: 'Third Reading. House Bill 1319, under the Order

of Civil Justice. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1319, a Bill for an Act amending the

Bill of Rights for Victims and Witnesses of Violent Crime

Act. Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment 91 has been

adopted. No Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2p offered by

Representative Currie.?

Speaker Turner: RThe Lady from Cook, Representative Currie, on

Floor Amendment #2./

Currie: ''Thank you,' Speaker and Members of the House. This is the

Bill that would...implement the Constitutional Amendment

that was adopted by Illinois voters last year respect to

the Victims' Bill of Rights. Various people have been

working on the language of this Bill. There is one short

parggraph that is...in need of change, and the meeting on

that...on that final change is to haooen next

week...sometime late next week. So, the issue that is of

concern to the Department of Corrections will be

addressed...and will be addressed in the Senate. So,

would appreciate your support for this Amendment.''
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Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from Dupage, Representative

Johnson./

Johnson, Tom: ''Yes, will the Speaker yield to a question?e

Speaker Turner: Pshe indicates she wi1l.''

Johnson, Tom: ''Representative, it's my undèrstanding from the

Department of Corrections that what we are talkinq about

here is that you will be eliminating the responsibility of

the Department of Corrections to send these notices. Is

that correct?'

currie: 'That is correct. currently... That responsi...''

Johnson, Tom: lAnd that will revert back to the Prison Review

Board?''

Currie: pThat's right.?

Johnson, Tom: NAnd you are on the record assurinq us that if this

thing does move forward that that will be accomplished,

correct?''

Currie: 'Absolutely. I have made that commitment to the

Department of Corrections and.e.we will work further on it.

But my personal commitment is that this Bill will not move

forward if there is any additional responsibility that is

unwelcome that will be performed by the department.''

Johnson, Tom: ''Okay. Representative Currie, I'm just informed
that we have such an Amendment here prepared. Maybe if we

could take this out of the record and show it to you, maybe

it would...p

Currie: lThat's what we initially thought we might do, but my

understanding is that the state's attorneys whofve also

been involved in the Bill plan to meet with the pther

proponents and the department next week to clarify exactly

how they want to do it. So, it was for that reason that we

decided to go ahead with the Amendment that was already

drafted, given that we're runninq out of time: and my
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understanding is that the deleqate from the Department of

Corrections is not...does not oppose our effort and go

ahead and...and move this Amendment at this time.?

Johnson, Tom: OWell# you're a honorable Representative, and 1'11

take your word on that.n

Currie: nThanks.'

Speaker Turner: Pseeing no further questions, the Lady asks for

the adoption of Floor Amendment 42 to House Bill 1319. Al1

those in favor say 'aye'; al1 those opposed say 'no'. In

the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have Amendment 42

is adopted. Further Amendments?'

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments./

Speaker Turner: *Third Reading. On the Order of Law, page

5...page 6. Representative Martinezp House Bill 273. Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.N

Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 273, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Criminal Code of 1961. Third Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Turner: 'The Gentleman from Cook: Representative

Martinez.''

Martinez: œThank you, Mr...chairman, Members of the House. House

Bill 273 is...amends the Criminal Code to puo..create the

offense of discharge of a firearm from a motor vehicle.

. ..provides that a person is quilty of a Class II1

felony...if he discharges a firearm irom a motor

vehiclev..calling ior a...two to five year prison term and

$10,000 fine, and it also brings in the driver of that

motor vehicle. If he is found of a Class IV felony...he

brings in one to three years and the present $10,000 fine.

. . .l...brought to this House legislation dealing with the

drive-by shootings...and this simply...enhances that Bill

to bring in the...driver whereo..prior he wasn't. They

weren't.o.charged with anything, only the offender. I think
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this is necessary legislation in order to bring this

senseless killing to an end. I ask the House to stand in

support of this legislation. Thank youa''

Speaker Turner: HThe Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative

Black.''

Black: nThank you very much, Mr. Speaker, and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. The Sponsor of this Bill has worked

very, very diligently and very hard to come up with what

think is a very qood piece of. legislation. .For the record,

Mr. Speaker, our staff has pointed out a slight problem

that the Sponsor may want to get corrected in the Senate.

In Amendment #2, itm..it does not clarify that the peace

officer must be acting within his or her official capacity.

And our staffo..would be willing to work with your staif,

because it is a...probably an omission that would damage

the Bill.e.damages the impact. And 1 would simply say to

the Sponsor that he should work with staff to get this

corrected in the Senate. But other than that, it's a fine

piece of legislation and I commend the Gentleman for bis

hard work and intend to vote 'aye'./

Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from Coles, Representative

Weaver.''

Weaverl 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?n

Speaker Turner: ?He indicates he will./

Weaver: '...Representative, I understand... I'm over here... I

understand what youfre attempting to do witb this Bil1, and

I don't know that have an argument with the basics, but I

need to clarify some questions that have in my mind.

. . .under Vehicle Code, would this also include all-terrain

vehicles or four-wheel drive vehicles, such as all the

little ATVS we see running around the farm yard?/
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Martinez: ''My legislation in this...doesnft...doesn't identify

vehicles...althouqh previous legislation I think...has that

covered and that...vehicles used for this type of a

crime...are automatically seized. In answer to Mr....Mr.

Black, Representative Black, that matter was taken care

ofv..and the Amendment 42 actually...exempts the peace

officers from this offense. And this Amendment was proposed

by the National Rifle Association, and they're in support

of this.n

Weaver: OAll right. 1'm still not sure I heard your answer about

the motor vehicles. Does this require it to be a highway

legal automobile or truck, or does this apply to a11 motor

vehicles?l

Martinez: *Well, actually we're not addressing the vehicles

'cause that's been addressed in previousa egislation.''

Weaver: ''Well, someone shoots a firearm from a vehicle, we

really need to know what a vehicle is# because to be real

honest about it, we have a lot of folks downstate that

shoot coyotes from ATVs.*

Martinez: ''Right...mot...anything motorizedoR

Weaver: nAnd if theyfre gonna be... If they're qonna be hauled

into court on a Class III or Class IV felony and spend

threeqto five years in prison and suffer a $10,000 fine,

I'd like that to be clarified right now.n

Martinez: nFrom any and al1 motorized vehicles./

Weaver: OAny and a11 motorized vehicles?l

Martinez: HRighto?

Weaver: ''So, if thevpre out sbootinq coyotes in the back of a

snowmobile, the could be called guilty of a Class III or

Class IV felony?''

Martinez: *...Yes. It would...only be a motor...an automobileo'

Weaver: PDoes this vehicle have to be moving?/
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Martinez: ONot necessarily.'

Weaver: ''So, if I'm on the back of my ATV and I'm out driving

around on the farm roads or through the brush and I see a

coyote or an animal I want to shoot and I just stop I'm

not moving but 1'm still on the back of that vehicle,

could be charged with a Class IV felony?f

Martinez: >Wel1, Representative, my intent of this legislation is

directed at individuals in automobiles.R

Weaver: >Well, if it's not written that way, we may have some

problems with Mr. Speaker: to the Bill. 1... While 1

don't...disagree with the Gentleman's intent, think he's

already explained what he'd like the Bill to do, but

1'm...I've got some serious concerns about the way it's

written and what it will, in actuality, do to us and to be

real honest, a lot of downstate folks do have these ATVS

that they drive around with. They carry firearms with 'em

and they shoot...all kinds of pests from the backs of these

vehicles. And... Boy, tell ya' the first one that calls

me up and says he's been charged with a Class I11 or Class

IV felony is gonna really upset our day. think we need

some more clarification on this Bill before it becomes

law.'

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Frias.l

Frias: P...Mr. Speaker. To address the àepresentative's concerns,

believe the legislative intent for this...ior this Bill,

Representative, is to address the drive-by shootings in the

City of Chicago, as well as other communities throughout

the state; and having said thatr I believe that addresses

your concerns. This isn't meant to be applied toward people

on snowmobiles or pickup trucks or ATVS on their

farming...in their farm lands. The legislative intent is to

be used directly against people who are engaged in drive-by
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shootings from automobiles and the gang-related offenses.

Thank you.?

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Rock Island, Representative

Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: >Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield??

Speaker Turner: OHe indicates he wil1.?

Brunsvold: ''Just to clarify, Representative. Some of the...guys

in my district go out and shoot rodents at niqht, sometimes

from a car. This does not, according to you then, include

part of your intent on this Bill? If someone were out in a

vehicle, a motor vehicle, car or truck, and they were

shooting rodents, rats, four-legged rats.o

Martinez: >To some degree: I would... I would to have to agree,

but that's not the intent...'

Brunsvold: PThat's not... That's not what you intend to doo'l

Martinez: 'fso much for our friendship.''

Brunsvold: PA1l right. Thank you.'

Speaker Turner: NThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative

McAuliffe.''

McAuliffe: HI would rise to support this Bill. We have a problem

in the...in Chicago and the inner city, and on...on the

parts of the west side where people drive around for sport

and shoot people out of moving cars. And sometimes I

suppose when they're stopped, they pull up to a red light

and if you give them a dirty look or they give you a dirty

look, they'll shoot you in return. So this is a very

important Bill for certain sections of the state,

especially the urban areas. I don't think the police are

gonna go out and look for people in the backwoods that are

shooting rats or shooting coyotes, althouqh to my

knowledge, it's against the 1aw to fire a weapon out of a

vehicle. It's against the conservation law. I know for a
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fact, it is in Michigan or Wisconsin, you absolutely cannot

hunt from a moving vehicle. You cannot even... You cannot

even lay your rifle across the hood of a car that's

standing still and shoot a deer. So 1...1...1 can't say

know that's a fact in Illinois, but it is a fact in other

states. But this is not aimed at conservation violators.

It's aimed at people in the big cities that are shooting

people just for the fun of shooting them. And it is a big
problem in the urban areas. And I think the Sponsor should

be commended for bringing this Bill before us.n

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Dupage: Representative

Johnson.e

Johnson, Tom: PYes, will the Speaker yield??

Speaker Turner: @He indicates...''

Johnson, Tom: HRepresentative: as I recall the discussions in

committee on this, we had some discussion concerning

precisely the points raised by Representative Weaver. We

were concerned at that point that somebody could be charged

down on a farm with a felony...you knok, if he drove

byo.oif he had a rifle in his car or something and it

happened to hit the barn, et cetera. It was my

understanding that we voted this out of committee and that

you had promised that this Bill would be amended to resolve

any probleks like that before we moved this forward with

Third Reading. Now, I don't have in front of me the first

and second Amendments, but I guess it's my understanding

that that has not been clarified. And I think there might

be a problem here. Do you recall this discussion,

Representative?o

Martinez: ''Yes, we did...we did work it out. As a matter of fact,

that was a concern that the...National Rifle Association

had. That's...that's been addressed. Now theyfre in
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support.''

Johnson, Tom: 'Q have no further questlons.@

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Cook, Representattve Dart.o

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just to clarify a few things. The

Bill...the one mistake which was brought up' by

Representative Weaver will be something that can be

clarified and straightened out in the Senate. The Bill,

itself though, as is drafted, clarifies right now what is a

loophole in the law with individuals who basically are

endanqerinq the lives of others in a vehicle. The Bill is

drafted properly, and it requires a reckless conduct upon

someone's part. It is not some act where they're just
sitting in their car. There has to be an overt reckless

conduct by that individual for this Act to come into play.

Presently, right now, the streets of Chicago are very

dangerous and an act like this.ooBill like this would cover

what is otherwise a loophole in the law now, where an

individual can get away with a very dangerous act which

will be otherwise a Class A misdemeanor, which anybody

who's been in the system realizes is gonna go into a

misdemeanor court where you're gonna get a court

supervision and it won't even be on your record. ...1...1

urge the support of this Bill. There is a problem with

that can be clarified in the Senafe', but otherwise, it's

been carefully drafted, and 1 understand the NRA has been

involved with the draftin: of it. Thank you.O

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Fulton, Representative

Homer.l

Homer: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I also support the Bill. We heard

this Bill in committee. Representative Martinez, in my

recollection, agreed only to the NRA request for an

Amendment. That was the Amendment that the section would
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not apply to peace officers. That was complted with with

House Amendment #2. I don't recall... 1 don't recall, and

neither does staff, any request of Representative Martinez

to further amend the Bill. There was some discussion about

the need for I would submit there is a definite need

because under current law, there is a loophole that the

Gentleman attempts to fill. If, under current law, a person

possesses a firearm in a motor vehicle and even shoots it

up in the air while drivinq around, that would stille..that

would be a Class A misdemeanor. the person fires at

somebody or shoots it into a buildinq that's occupied,

under current law it would be a Class I felony because it

would become aggravated discharge of a firearm. But what

happens if somebody just recklessly discharges a firearm?
Doesn't necessarily aim it at someone or aim it into a

occupied building, but qoes around town or out in the

country or wherever it is shooting off a gun recklessly:

with reckless abandon? Under current law, that would be a

Class A misdemeanor. And so the Gentleman says we should

have some middle ground here and call it reckless discharge

of a firearm. Thatfs what this Bill does. It says if youfre

in a car, in a motor vehicle and you recklessly discharge a

firearm, it's a Class IV felony, or if you're the driver of

the car, and with your knowledge and consent, the passenger

recklessly discharges a firearm, then you're guilty of this

offense, which is, again, a Class IV felony. So I think

it's good middle ground. It fills a void...that's currently

in the law, and the Gentleman did work very hard on the

Bill: and I think he should be commended. We should support

i t . ''

Speaker Turner: OThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 273 pass?'

All those in favor should vote 'aye'; those opposed vote
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'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the record. This

Bill... On this question, there are l08 voting 'aye', 2

votinq 'no', 4 voting 'present'. This Bill, having received

the required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Representative Martinez.n

Martinez: RMy button didn't seem to work.l

Speaker Turner: PRecord Martinez as 'aye'.R

Martinez: ONow it's on. Thank you./

Speaker Turner: RThere are l09 . votinq... Record Representative

Morrow as voting 'aye'. Re... Record Representative Morrow

as voting 'no'. There are l08 votin: 'aye', 3 voting 'no'

4 voting 'present'. This Bill, having received the required

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Under
the Order of Labor, Second Readinq, we have House Bill 179,

Representative Santiago. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.p

Clerk Rossi: OHouse Bill 179. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. Amendment 41 has been adopted to the Bill.

No Motions iiled. No Floor Amendments.O

Speaker Turner: NThird Reading. Representative Davis, on House

Bill 925. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.o

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 925. The Bill has been read a second

time previously. No Committee Amendments. No Floor

Amendments.o

Speaker Turner: WThird Reading. Under the Order of Labor, Third

Reading, we have House Bill 241, Representative Curran.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 241, a Bill for an Act in relation to

labor. Third Reading of the Bi11.>

Speaker Turner: PRepresentative Curran.o

Curran: f'Thank you: Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House 3ill 24l creates the Illinois Labor Equity
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Act. It prohibits the state and units of local government

and school districts from entering into

contracts...contracts with and making loans or grants to or

surveying the lands on behalf of or purchasing the

securities of any employer which has offered or been

granted the status of permanent replacement employees to an

individual for performinq bargaining unit work for an

employer during a...labor union dispute. Be glad to answer

any questions.f

Speaker Turner: PThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Parke.l

Parke: eThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Will the Sponsor yield for a question?e

Speaker Turner: ?He indicates he wi11.*

Parke: PRepresentative. Curran, what is the estimated cost that

this will be?''

Curran: ''I'm not aware that there is any cost. Representative.''

Parke: eWe11, it's my understandinq that the GRF is supposed to

be about $75,000 coming out of the General Revenue Fund of

the State of Illinois to implement this. Are you aware of

that?e

Curran: nlfl..if that is the information you have, T've known you

to be an honest person, 1...1 trust that that information

is accurately been given...has been qiven to you.

seriously doubt if there will be any cost, but I'm sure

someone will claim that.''

Parke: '#All right. Well, there is a fiscal note filed on this,

and you have a copy, so it is $75,000 that'll cost the

taxpayers to implement this. Well, do you know whv the

Illinois Municipal League is opposed to this?''

Curran: pI think it's because they were opposed to collective

bargaining in general; not this Bill in particular.''

Parke: ''Well, :...1 think there's probably more to it, 'cause
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United States to do business and hire workers in other

countries?' It's because we continue to pass anti-business

legislation, anti-qovernment legislation that we pass onto

governments...onoo.onto local qovernments. And I would say

that this is not a good idea and should not be passe'd by

this Body.l

Speaker Turner: lThe Gentleman from Sangamon, Representative

Curran, to close.p

Curran: nThere are two very good reasons for supporting the Labor

Equity Act, House Bill 241. Number one, this Bill

understands that there is no difference to beinq fired or

being permanently replaced. And this Bill now attempts to

change the silly little quirk in the law that seems to deny

that obvious fact. And second, since prolonged and bitter

strikes are detrimental to employees, to businesses, and to

communities, and to the families of those employees. This

Bill attempts to even the playing field so that business

and labor, when they get into...get into the difficult

circumstances of a labor negotiation, both sides are more

in balance than they have been in the last few years. What

that will tend to do, is to moderate the existinge..f'

Speaker Turner: lTurn Representative Curran one?

Curran: f'...that will tend to moderate the resulting

negotiations. I'd like the Members to keep in mind that our

foreign competitors, (Germany, Japan, and others), disallow

the permanent hi...disallow the permanent hirin: of

stro..of strike-breaking people. This Bill will not

disallow the temporary hiring of strike-breakers. Just the

permanent hiring of strike-breakers. I'd be glad to... I'm

asking for your vote for House Bill 24l for the workers of

this state: for the businesses of this state and for the

communities of this state.''
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doesn't this prohibit the State of Illinois and local

qovernments from..obeing..obeing able to hire...to enter

any kind of contract with any company that...hired

permanent replacement workers? So the cost...the cost of

government is gonna qo up?''

curran: ''That is not the way we look at We look at..pthe

hiring of permanent replacement workers tends to

destabilize companies and destabilize communities that

those companies live in...perform in, and that that is very

costly thing to the communities, when those...companies are

destabilized and the communities are destabilized./

Parke: ''We1l, 1...1 think what is ultimately... Does this

really come down to beinq a mandate on local government?

Isn't this, in essence, a mandate on local government?'

curran: OThis Bill understands that equlty in labor relations is

a good thing for communities and workers and businesses.o

Parke: nWel1, a1l I can tell you is that... To the Bill, Ladies

and Gentlemen of the House. I have to tell you that the

array of people opposed to this are long. The Illinois

Manufacturers, the Management Association, the Department

of Transportation, the Department of Labor, the National

Federation of Independent Businesses, are all opposed to

this. Why? Because it...with the State of Illinois, it's

gonna limit the number of vendors that they can do business

with. The cost oi doing business is gonna go up. It is not

something that is qood for the state. I donft think this is

done anywhere else in the United States. This is a

precedent that webll be setting, that is not good for

business. And ultimately, think, it is gonna cost the

taxpayers of the State of lllinbis more money instead of

less money. In addition, one has to ask yourself, 'Why is

business going out of the State of Illinois and out of the
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Speaker Turner: PThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 241 pass?'

A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote 'no'.

The voting is open. The Gentleman irom Vermilion,

Representative Black, one minute to explain your vote.*

Black: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. We al1 know what this is. It's commonly

referred to as the Striker Replacement Bill. What this

attempts to do is make illegal what is legal under federal

law. Now I don't know how much longer it's gonna be legal

under federal law, but at the current time, is legal

under federal law. Give you a scenario. And hope it

doesn't happen. God forbid that Caterpillar would come to

some sort of permanent replacement position. If this Bill

becomes 1aw in Illinois, and Caterpillar would do that (and

I don't think they're foolish enough to it, àt least 1 hope

not). That would mean every local unit of government,

including the State of Illinois, couldn't buy any

Caterpillar equipment; we'd have to buy Komatsu equipment

from Japan. Is that what we really want to do? I don't

think that's a very good idea. I vote 'no'.>

Speaker Turner: OThe Gentleman from Logan, Representative Olson,

one minute to explain your vote.p

Olson: RThank you: Mr. Speaker. The Sponsor of the Bill made a

statement that there's no difference between beinq fired

and' being permanently replaced. would point out that

there's one great big difference between being fired and

being permanently replaced. When you're fired, youfre in

the factory and asked to pack up your duties and go home.

Youfre on the job. When you're permanently replaced, you

have voluntarily elected not to come into the facility

where youfre employed. It's quite a bit of difference

there, an awful lot of difference. And it's very
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important.n

Speaker Turner: 'Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? The Clerk shall take the record. On this question,

there are 65 voting 'yes', 50 voting 'no'. This Bill,

having received the required Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. House Bill 789, Representative

Davis. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: 'House Bill 789, a Bill for an Act concerning

apprenticeship and pre-apprenticeship programs. Third

Reading of the Bill.*

Speaker Turner: 'Representative Davis.e

Davis: Nspeaker, wefre requesting that we move this Bill back to

Second for the purpose of an Amendment.?

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady asks leave to bring the Bill back to

Second Readin: for the purposes of amendinq it. All those

in favor say 'aye'; a1l those opposed say 'nof. ln the

opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Second Reading.e

Clerk Rossi: PFloor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Davis.'

Speaker Turner: eRepresentative Davis./

Davis: ''Thank you. Floor Amendment /1 sunsets the provision. It

will repeal the Act in January of 1999. And this was

requested by one oi the Members of the committee. So we

urge you to support this Amendment./

Speaker Turner: >0n this question, Representative... The

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Parke.W

Parke: lExcuse me, Representative. It's my understanding that

there'll be two Amendments put on this Bill. I'm sorry,

Representative, don't think your microphone's on.''

Speaker Turner: ''Turn on Representative Davis.''

Davis: ''Amendment #l, Representative, sunsets the provision...in

January of 1999, which was requested by one of the Members
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on your side of the aisle. That's Amendment 41.*

Parke: ''Who... Who requested that, Representative...n

Davis: rTom Johnson.n

Parke: OThank you./

Davis: ''The repeal... The sunset, we're doin' it.e

Parke: Rokay. What...n

Speaker Turner: *No further questions? The Gentleman from Dupage,

Representative Johnson.f

Johnson, Tom: nYes: it's my understanding that there is to be a

Floor Amendment 41 dealing with a sunset. ls that what we

just prepared? I'm sorry. Okay. And that sunsets it within
five years, is that correct?n

Davis: O...correct.n

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady moves for the adoption of Floor

Amendment #1 to House Bill 789. A11 those in favor say

'aye'; those opposed say 'no'. In the opinion of the Chair,

the 'ayes' have Amendment 41 is... Amendment 41 is

adopted. Further Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: PFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Davis.''

Speaker Turner: NRepresentative Davis, Amendment 42.*

Davis: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. After...long, long hours and

many, many meetings, after great deliberation and an

attempt to reach an accord with all, we have amended this

Bill...to make a pilot program. It will not affect a1l

of the city colleges; it will only affect a few. The

maximum would be five, and I think the minimum would be

two. In effect, Mr. Speaker: and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the chamber, it becomes a pilot program. And we compromised

in an attempt to reach agreement.n

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Parke.''

Parke: OYes. Inquiry of the Chair. Has this Amendment been
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printed and distributed?o

Clerk Rossi: HThe Amendment has been printed and distributed.p

Parke: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. We have no objections to the
Amendment.W

Speaker Turner: 'The Gentleman from Dupaqe, Representative

Johnson./

Johnson: Tom: RYes, will the Speaker yield?p

Speaker Turner: Pshe indicates she *ill.*

Johnson, Tom: >...or the Sponsor, not the Speaker. mean, you

always yield, right?/

Speaker Turner: 'Absolutely.p

Johnson, Tom: fRepresentative, this second Amendment, does this

in any way affect the sunset provisions as related...?

Davis: ''No Sir. No. No.>

Johnson, Tom: *Is it incorporated in there?'

Davis: 'Amendment fl...sets the sunset date. Amendment 42 makes

a pilot proqram.e

Johnson, Tom: Rokay. But not to qo beyond.../

Davis: ONot to go beyond five years.n

Johnson, Tom: NThe sunset provistons still apply.o

Davis: 'That is absolutely correct.o

Johnson, Tom: lThank you. Thank you.H

Speaker Turner: 'Seeing no further questions, the Lady asks,

'Should Floor Amendment 42 be adopted to House Bill 789?'

In the opinion... Al1 those in favor say 'aye'; al1 those

opposed, say 'no'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes'

have it. Amendment #2 is adopted. Further Amendments?'

Clerk Rossi, RNo further Amendments./

Speaker Turner: ''Third Reading. Rep... The...the Lady asks leave

to...suspend Rule 37(d) so that this Bill can be considered

immediately. Is there objection? Rep... The Gentleman from
Will, Representative Wennlund. He removes his objection?

April 22, 1993
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Third... Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: WHouse Bill 789, a Bill for an Act concerning

apprenticeship and pre-apprencticeship programs. Third

Reading of the Bill.R

S k r Turner: RMr. Clerk call the Rep... The Gentleman' frompea e ,

Peoria, Representative Saltsman. He waives... Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk. It's been read? The... Representative

Davis, on House Bill 789./

Davis: lThank you so much, Mr. Chairman. This is a Bill that we

have been working with for a very, very lonq time. And at

this point, it sets up apprenticeship proqrams as pilot

programs in the public...in the community colleges in order

that...a few...citizens can partake of vocational training.

The college does support this initiative, and after many

long hard meetings, we hope we've reached a satisfactory

accord. We attempted to make those on the other side of the

aisle...pleased with the Bill. And...I'm very grateful to

all those who have worked with me, and to those who have

become Co-sponsors. And would just urge a favorable
vote.?

Speaker Turner: HThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Parkew'

Parke: OThank youe Mr. Speaker, and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Will the Sponsor yield for a number of questions?n

Speaker Turner: pshe indicates she wi11.?

Parke: 'Yes, Representative Davis, do you have any idea how many

millions of dollars it will take to implement your

program?R

Davss: ''Representative Parke, the plan is for the college to use

existing dollars. The plan is not to request any additional

dollars, but simply make this a part of the existing

community college program./

Parke: lNow is this only affect the Chicago community college
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system? Will a1l community college systems take part in

this??

Davis: >Well, it's a pilot program, so those that become a part

of the pilot definitely, too, will be Chicago.o

Parke: ''Okay. 1...1 talked to my community college president and

he told me thato..sure, they'd like to have more programs

brought in, and I said, 'We1l, what kind of money did

you...would you have?' And he said, 'None'. He says there

is no extra money in the community college system for this

program; and that, in fact, he estimated that it would cost

tens of thousands of dollars to put this program in...O

Davis: 'Representative...o

Parke: 'L o.and there is no money. Now you...you...you said that

the Chicago community college system would implement this.

Do they have a line-item budget, a line-itèm for this? Do

they have extra money?/

Davis: n1 am... You know... You know, Representative, just like
when the Bill, Earn-fare passed, there was no line-item

dollars for that. We passed the substantive language and

money has been become available. Now, the Chicago city

colleges have attempted to establish vocational programs.

This, hopefully, will qive them that assist. We, at this

time, have no knowledgee../

Parke: ''Representative. Representativee don't mean to be rude,

but' quite frankly, then the answer is, there is no money

and we would have to appropriate taxpayers' money into the

community college systems to do it.?

Davis: ffThis Bill does not ask you to approprtate one dime.''

Parke: ''Yes, but aren't we raising expectations that we cannot

fulfill unless we bring taxpayer money in??

Davis: Ppardon?''

Parke: OYou are raising the expectations of men and women who
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might very well want to take advantage of this, and if we

have no money and we don't appropriate the money, is that

really fair to those people?/

Davis: ''Representative, the city college has a budget that exist

today. A number of programs have been closed in order to

open other programs. I think our colleges, and probably

yours, recognize that as our needs in business and

vocational education change, then the course offerings for

students must also change. And that does not necessitate

additional dollars. It merely means yourre chanqing whatfs

being offered to the students, hopefully meeting the needs

of the business community as well as the students.'

Parke: *1...1 appreciate and I understand what you're trying to

say. But let me ask you another question. Isn't the

community college system a two-year system for the most

part? Representative? Representative, isn't the community

college system a two-year program for the most part?/

Davis: 'I'm sorry. I didn't hear you.e

Parke: @lsn't the community college system a two-year program?'

Davis: eThe community college system: if you are seekin: an

associate's arts degree... It takes two years to get an

associate's arts degree. Any other program can take as long

as khose requirements have been stipulated. For example,

you may have a court reporters' course that's 15 months.

don't know, okay. You...O

Parke: nokay. Well, the point I'm trying to make...''

Davis: p...I mean, it could be something that they need to go

there four years for. I don't know.../

Parke: ''Well... Most...l

Davis: ''If you're speaking of associate's arts, that's the only

thing that requires two years.l

Parke: ''Okay. Well, my understanding is that the community
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college system is structured for two-year programs or less.

Do you know that the average apprentice program in Illinois

runs four to...about four years or five years for

apprentice proqrams? And that we put out men and women

in the skilled trades with a program that anything less

than four or five years, that we, in fact, will be putting

people at-risk in the kind of programs that they may very

well be getting a...shortened and an unskilled program?

That.. That would bother us.p

Davis: 'Representative. This legislation, in no way, therefs'

a*solutely nothing to attempt to lessen any requirement, to

reduce anything that is required tpday by the union. This

Bill in no way does any of that. It absolutely keeps those

same high standards. And I think you know that I would

certainly never support something to water down any

standards or require less of any other students than

anybody anyplace else. I would not do that.?

Parke: ''Let me ask you another question. Do you have a ftle of

people complaining that they can't get into the skilled

trades arena? I mean, do you have a lot of constituents

here in the State of Illinois that have come to you and

said, 'We have been denied getting into the skilled trade

program.' Is that the genesis for your program?,

Davis: >Rep... Representative, what I have is.../

Speaker Turner: NTurn Representative Parke back on. Youfve had

five minutes, Representative.R

Parke: OThank you, then. would rise and ask the Body to vote

'no' on this legislation. It is ill-advised and there's no

money for it and we are raising expectations that we should

not be doing. This is not fair to put a program in without

fundinq for people who are lookinq for jobs./
Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Peoria, Representative
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Saltsman.''

Saltsman: NYes, will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Turner: Oshe indicates she will.*

Saltsman: HRepresentative Davis, you mentioned something in the

previous Amendment about something being aqreed? Who... Was

there an agreement made with the labor unions or with...the

junior college system, or the other side of the aisle? Did
you mention somethinq about an agreement?''

Davis: said we had worked very long and very hard in an

attempt to reach a compromise or to reach an aqreement.

Because an agreement wasn't reached, I reached a compromise

and I have certainly watered down this Bill. This Bill now

has become simply a pilot program. You know, originally

this Bill was for all of the city colleqes or the junior
colleges. At this point, it's merely a pilot program.''

Saltsman: RTo the Bill, Mr. Speaker, don't know of a junior

college in the State of Illinois that can produce a

journeyman construction worker, regardless of what trade it

is in. When we had testimony before our committee, it was

explained to us by one of the top...and most iniluential

union members in the State of Illinois of how many millions

of dollars they have in their training program and they

have lived up to a1l the minority hirinqs, all the minority

recruitings, all their WBES (Womens' Business Enterprise

proqrams) and everythinq they have worked with. They have

their educational programs, and we're not knocking the

junior colleges. Junior colleges help a lot. They help a
lot in the mathematical end of it, and so on. But these are

jobs that have to be done out in the field. They had to be
done with the millions oi dollars of equipment that these

people have got in these training programs; and, therefore,

as of now, there is no agreement with orqanized labor. The
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state federation labor is 100% aqainst this Bill, so if

you've been misled, a few people I didn't hear say it# but

a few people said... Well, she said it's agreed. Well, she

just said she watered it down. She tried to organize. And I
know she's worked hard on this, and I respect her forihat.

But as of now, organized labor is opposed to this

legislation.''

Speaker Currie: nRepresentative Currie, in the Chair.

Representative Morrow./

Morrow: PThank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. 1 was gonna sit very quietly on this Bill to vote my

switch. But a comment was made that a1l unions are in

compliance with their affirmative action language or

programs in their unions. And I have to disagree with that.

Last week, we met with some of the union leaders. And I had

asked for a breakdown, by union, union by union, of the

percentage of African-Americans, the percentage of Latinos,

and the percentage of womens, in each union. Not true.

There were some unions that met the guidelines. They were

in compliance. But there were some unions that were not in

compliance. And 1111 name one, the sheet metal union. They

only had 5% African-American in that union. Trainees.

African-American apprentice trainees. The painters union

had 19*. The reason why they didn't want us...want us to

get that information on a break-down, union by union,

because they didn't want to expose themselves. If you add

it up the whole lump sum, yeah. they were in compliance.

But wben you broke it down, no they weren't. Secondly.

Secondly, out of the 28 different trade unions that we

requested this information from, we only got it from 14 of

the trade unions. Where's the information jrom the other 14

trade unions, so, we can determine if they in compliance?
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I've been here seven years and seven years we've played

games with the labor unions. I had a Bill... 1 had a Bill

that wouldn't get out of committee. The Bill dealt with

contractors. To make contractors adhere to a percentage of

African-American and minority apprentices on their payroll.

Who opposed the Bill? Did the contractors oppose my

Bill?No. The unions opposed my Bill. When I said Ifm trying

to get your people jobs, why would you oppose it? But a

light bulb clicked in my head. Come sit me down. A light

bulb clicked in my head. The unions and the contractors .are

in bed. Thatfs why we canft get affirmative action passed.

That's why when I had a Bill down there today, that asked

to monitor contracts given out by the state, to see if

they're in compliance with the affirmative actions, people

got up and said, 'Oh, have you heard any com/laints? Do you

have any documentation?' Well, I tell 'you, when I sit back

in those back rooms with the 28 labor leaderso..''

Speaker Currie: 'Representative Flinn./

Flinn: ''Madam Speaker, I move the previous question.''

Speaker Currie: NRepresentative Flinn moves the previous

question. A1l in favor say 'aye'; opposed: 'no'. The 'ayes'

have it. The previous question is moved. Representative

Davis, to close. Those of you who have your ligbt on will

be welcomed to explain your votes.œ

Davis: OEkcuse me, Madam Speaker. I didn't hear your last

remark.?

Speaker Currie: lYou may close.e

Davis: *1 would merely like to say that this Bill is a major, and

1 repeat, a major attempt to make certain that a small
qroup of people are prepared for work. Currently, as you

know, very often in the State of Illinois, labor is

imported from Iowa. Wisconsin, Indiana. Because the claim
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is we can't find enough trained ready to work people. And

this legislation, we hope would help to make sure the

Illinois resident is working. I recognize the unions'

objections, Representative Saltsman. My record with labor
is 98%. And I believe that they would simply be getting new

union members. Instead of importing labor from our

borders, we'd be able to use the citizens who work and live

in the State of Illinois. Those dollars they earn will

become taxpaying dollars in the state in which we reside.

The unions, and rightly so, are protecting their members.

Their members in Indiana, their members in Wisconsin, their

members in Iowa. But as they protect their members, they

leave lllinois citizens without work. So this Bill is a

small, small, token to give a few people the opportunity to

learn to work. The Bill has been tremendously watered down.

It will take nothing from those who already exist. And what

we're looking for, we're looking for peopïe who are willing

to support the citizens in the State of Illinois. The

people who want to reduce those on the welfare roles, the

people who want to stop complaining about the large welfare

budget in the State of Illinois, and let's have...produce

taxpayers. And we can do that. ...And I'm gonna ask this

time, Madam Speaker, to take the Bill out of the recordo?

Speaker Currie: OThe Bill is out of the record. Labor Call, Third

Reading: the next Bill is House Bill 79...I'm sorry, 797,

Representative Saltsman. Clerk, read the Billo'f

clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 797, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Prevailing Wage Act. Third Reading of this Bi11.'f

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Saltsman.''

Saltsman: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. House Bll1 797 has passed

out of this House several times, and what is on the

Prevailing Wage Act, any worker that would give information
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on a person who is not going by the rules and 1aw the

Prevailing Waqe Act that would give information upon that,

could not be disciplined by their employer. This is a very

simple Bill and it should be passed. It's passed here

several times before.e

Speaker Currie: ORepresentative Saltsman moves 'do pass' on House

Bill 797; and, on that question, is there any discussion?

Representative Black.l

Black: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?/

Speaker Currie: >He wi1l.''

Black: ''Representative, it's my understanding that...in your

Bill, the...the...if the employee prevails, the employer

must pay a1l court costs and attorney fees, correct?''

Saltsman: ''Correct.'

Black: ''I'm sorry. I couldnft hear you. That is correct?''

Saltsman: ''Correct.''

Black: ''Okay. Then... But...if the judgment goes the other way,
let's say if the employer prevails, there's nothin: in the

language that would make the employee then pay such costs,

correct?,

Saltsman: lcorrect.o

Black: DWould that...would that be something thatv..you...we

would even be willing to negotiate in the Senate??

Saltsman: 'Yes, it would be.l

Black: NSo, you...you would not necessarily then put a... If

heard you correctly, you might be willing to negotiate that

point, riqht?e

Saltsman: *1 donft have the power now because it's on Third

Reading, but nobody has approached me with any negotiations

on it.''

Black: Pokay. Well, 1...you certainly didn't shut the door on it,
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and I appreciate your candor, Representative. Thank you for

your patience.?

Speaker Currie: lThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 797 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'ayef; opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is open. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this Bill, 86 voting 'aye', 28 voting 'no'. This

Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majority...required Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. The next Bill is House Bill 798,

Representative Woolard. Clerkp read the Bill.R

Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 798, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Prevailinq Wage Act. Third Reading of this Bi1l.n

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Woolard.e

Woolard: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. think that this, too, is a famillar Bill, that

many of you have seen before. We're talkinq about adding

the TIF districts into the Prevailing Wage Act that we're

all familiar with. also provides a penalty ior a

business offense, someone is caught inducinq someone to

give up part of their compensation on these projects. l

would encouraqe an 'aye' vote on this much needed piece of

legislation.?

Speaker Currie: RRepresentative Woolard moves 'do pass' on House

3ill 798: and, on that question, Representative Black./

Black: ''Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?n

Speaker Currie: ''He wi1l.''

Black: ''Larry... Excuse me. Representative, is this...would this

apply to any and a1l projects that would be in whole or in

part financed by bonds issued under a TIF district?''

Woolard: lYes, it would.?
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Black: HSo, in other words, if a city had a TIF district and a1l

they really wanted to do was to put in new curbs, gutters,

and sidewalks in a retail area that they're trying to

spruce up and attract some businesses, even thouqh they

i ht be able to get a favorable contract... I'm ta'lkingm 9

about small towns now. They might be able to get a very

fair dollar amount to do the work from a local contractor

who...who may only have one truck and one other employee

other than the owner. That...that contract would still have

to be a...bid and performed under the Prevailing Wage Act?/

Woolard: HAs 1 understand the legislation, only in those

instances when bonds are used to finance a project.''
Black: *But... And I think that's what I need to know. The entire

project?... It wouldn't make any difference. The whole
part...n

Woolard: nonly in instances where bonds..pf

Black: ''So... I mean... Really: we had ten projects we wanted
to do in a TIF district, and we were gonna do three this

year and three next year and finish up the year after that.

No matter how small a project we were doing, if it was a

project in a TIF district, we would still have to put forth
the Prevailing Wage Act and notice and act accordingly./

Woolard: >In all of those instances where wepre utilizinq bond

moneys or the moneys generated from the T1F district

itself.'

Black: Rokay. Thank you very much for your patience,

Representative. Madam Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. You know: TIF districts are not only used by large

cities. Theyfre often used, and might add, very

successfully by a very.a.by relatively small city in my

district. And...to put this kind of provision on a small

city operating on a very limited budget would simply not
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enable them to do as many projects as they would like to
accomplish in what is primarily improvements of a retail

area. And so it's for that reason...that I intend to vote

'no' and would urge my colleagues on this side of the

aisle.'

Speaker Currie: OThe question is# fshall House Bill 798 pass?'

We'1l call on you for explanation of vote. The question

is, 'Shall House Bill 798 pass?' Al1 in favor vote 'aye',

opposed vote 'no'. Have all voted? Sorry, Representative

Skinner to explain his vote.''

Skinner: *Mr. Speaker, the Village of Huntley is 2650 acres in a

TIF district. If you want to kill qrowth in towns that use

TIF districts to try to expand, this will do it. It will

increase the price of the projects of the infrastructure by
20% to 30% at a minimum. If you're in favo: of economic

development in your area..mdevelopers are going to the TIF

route. 1'm not sure I approve of it, but that's what

they're doing, and if you want growth to be slower in your

area, by all means, vote for this Bill.''

Speaker Currie: PRepresentative Parkeol

Parke: nThank youy Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. 1 want to just follow up on Representative Skinner's
point. mean, if you have a T1F district in your area and

you vote for this, be prepared to take the heat from your

municipal governments, because they're going to be

discouraged from having those TIF districts do what they're

supposed to; make it an easier place to do business so that

we can encourage economic development, and I will tell you

another thing, this is the first time in Illinois that

we've ever extended prevailing wage outside of just public

works projects. Now you're going to expand it; tomorrow,

it'll be expanded to something else. You're going to make
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us competitively disadvantaged in this state, and then

you're going to continue to ask the question, 'Why do

companies leave our state and go to Mexico or go to the

Phillipines is because we are not competitively advantaged,

and if those people that have border areas, border areas

(Indiana, Wisconsin), they're going to go to those other

states to do business. This is a bad idea and should be

defeated, and I would like a verification of roll call

please, if it passes.n

Speaker Currie: pRepresentative Saltsman.?

Saltsman: OThank you: Madam Chairman. l've got two TIF districts

and thanks to eight Republicans who helped me qet a Bill

out today to help a small one in the city of East Peoria,

not one stitch of work was done over there that wasn't done

by prevailing wage. Every contractor that worked in that

program was a union contractor workinq on prevailing wage,

so I never had any problem with that program. We also have

one alongside of Bradley University in Peoria, that's

probably one of the neatest programs going right now in the

State of Illinois, and the reason.o.the reason that it is

successful, the labor unions put $3.5 million worth of

bonds in it with just a bricklayer's union loan. They

purchase their bonds up to a total close to $6 or $7

million from the labor unions. They're the ones that

institutes the bonding money to make campustown in Peoria

the beautiful place it is; therefore, there wasn't anything

wrong with that when they took the laborers' pension money

for the bonding part of it. So I think if they could work

together with this, and this has worked out well in my

area. I don't know of anybody that's had a problem with

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Mulligan.''
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Mulliqan: HThank you, Madam Chairman. 1'd like to explain my

vote. Recently, We met with with the Northwest Municipal

Conference, and we had promised our municipalities that we

would not place any mandates on them considerinq what might

happen with the surcharge and what might happen with tax

caps. 1 think that's very important to hold to that

pledge. 1 think the municipality should have a choice of

how they do this themselves./

Speaker Currie: RRepresentative Woolard.'

Woolard: nHaving not had the opportunity to close, 1'11 make a '

few comments that believe are pertinent to this issue.

First and foremost, 1 don't believe that this is a labor

against management at all. I believe positively that we

find that there are many local contractors a1l over this

state, and in particular in those areas that are on the

borders of the state, who are very much in favor of this

type legislation. Because what actually happens, most oi

the contractors in the state are very legitimate,

upstanding individuals and also companies that utilize and

work very closely with the union shops and union members of

this qreat state, and what wefre saying is they are at a

tremendous disadvantage because we have contractors coming

into our TIF districts which are spending the local

taxpayers money that we have collected and given to the TIF

project and losing to out-of-state contractors and workers

because of their efforts. Yes, we do find that there are

some people who say that this is not the right approach.

Yes, we do find that there are some contractors who choose

not to participate. Yes, we do find that there are some

cities who probably would stand up and say that this is a

curtailment of their investment in the infrastructure that

they have, but I believe that we have a responsibility to
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the individual workers of this state as well. Madam

Speaker, let me ask a question. At this point itfs too

late to take the Bill out of the record, is that right?/

Speaker Currie: 'You are correct.p

Woolard: Rokay. Wefre going to proceed with the roll call, and

I'm going to ask for postponed consideration, and I think

that we'll be successful tomorrow, because I truly believe

that when people understand exactly what this Bill does, it

not only protects the laboring people of this state, it

protects the individual contractors of this state as well,

and that's what we should be about; trying to create the

economic benefits to the people that live, as well as

reside, in this communitymR

Speaker Currie: ''They've..owedve not yet taken the roll, so a

request for postponed consideration is not timely.

Representative Granberg, to explain his vote./

Granberg: pThank you...thank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. too, like Representative Woolard

believe this is fair. It's fair for the working men and

women of this state. and I Ehink it's fair ior the

contractors. And they may disagree with that, but 1 think

it is a good policy, and I think at some point the Members

will change their minds on this, because we have to stand

up for workinq men and women in this state. Representative

Woolard has done a good job of fighting for their
interests, protectinq their interests, and would

encourage other Members, particularly on this side of the

aisle, to consider changing their minds on this issue.l

Speaker Currie: l'Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who

wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this Bill...on

this Motion, 57 voting layel: 50 voting 'no'. The Sponsor

has asked for postponed consideration. Next Bill is House
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Bill 2193, Representative Frias. Clerk, read the Bill.

No, sorry. Out of the record. The Clerk has...the Clerk

tells us that Supplemental Calendar 42 is now moving around

on your desks, and Supplemental Calendar #2 is Agreed Bill

List #3. We will shortly go to a roll call on the igreed

Bill List. You will all be supplied blue sheets on which

you can indicate for the Bills that you wish to be recorded

as 'no' or 'present' on to record that vote. Those lists,

those vote changes must be back at the Clerk's well by 7:00

p.m.. Supplemental #2, the agreed Bill List #3. Special

Call, House Bill 786. Clerk..ooh, Clerk: read the Bil1.f'

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 786, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Governmental Ethics Act. Second Reading of the

Bil1.W

àAre there any Amendn JsSpeaker Currie:

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #l, ocfered Dy Representative

Btggins.'

Speaker Currie: believe that Amendment is to be

withdrawno.owithdrawn. Further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Skinner.''

Speaker Currie: OAnd I believe that Amendment was to be withdrawn

as well. Withdraw.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #3, offered by Speaker

Madigan.''

Speaker Currie: 'Speaker Madigan.n

Speaker Madigan: ''Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. This Amendment is concerned with the statements of

economic interest which are filed by Members of the

Legislature and also by a variety of other governmental

officials and employees; and, then in addition, it's also

concerned with lobbyist registration. So concerning the
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statement of economic interest, wefre all familiar with the

current system, where if you're an elected official or you

earn more than $35,000 a year, you're required to file the

statement. This Amendment would not change the questions

which are asked on the statement, but it would change the

method of determininq who is required to file. Elected

officials would still be required to file, but then in

terms of employees of governments, we would move toward a

system where the job function or the job description of the
employee would dec ide whether or not that employee would be

requi red to f i le a statement of economic interest . The

employees who would be requi red to f i le would be people who

s an example would Le in charge of a department , ana
agency , a board or an author ity , an employee wi th di rect

supervi sory author ity over contracts valued in excess of

$5 , Q00 , employees wi th authority over the promulgat ion of

rules , employees wi th licensed approval author i ty ,

employees wi th f inanc ial inspect ion author i ty over

non-governmental ent i t ies p employees who adjudicate

judic ial or admini strat ive proceedings ; and in addi t ion ,

appointees to the govern ing board of a unit of local

qovernment . Moving on to the lobbyi st registrqt ion , in

general , thi s would provide f or an improvement of the

current system. : t would provide that i f a person i s a

lobbyi st , they must regi ster and they must pay an annual

$50 registrat ion f ee . I n addi t ion , there would be a great

improvement in the report ing requi rements . So today

there ' s a qreat deal of conf usion and ambiguity concerninn

just what i s requi red to be reported . Thi s would greatly
c lar i f y and t ighten the requi rements f or report ing by

lobbyi sts . Madam Speaker , 1 would move f or the adopt ion of

the Amendment . O
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Speaker Currie: ''Representative Madigan moves 'do adopt' on

Amendment 3 to House Bill 7867 and, on that Motion, is

there any discussion? Representative Daniels.''

Daniels: ''Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

support Speaker Madigan in the adoption of Amendment #3 to

House Bill 786, and would like to cite that in accordance

with any of the Bills that have been introduced, I think

that what we have done here in the series of negotiations

and working together, we have come up with a excellent

reform package contained in a statement of economic

interest as well as lobbyist registration provisions that

are contained herein. 1 think it's one that we can be

proud and pleased of in our adoption, and recommend that we

adopt Amendment 3...1'

speaker Currie: ''Further discussion? Representative Hawkinso''

Hawkins: HMadam Chairman, Members of the House. While I applaud

the Bill and will vote for the Bill, I have to say that

this is only a bandaid approach to the problem with ethics

in government. Until we address the amount of money that

each of us spend or have to spend in our campaigns and the

amount of money that special-interest groups give to

candidates and individuals give to candidates, until we

address that issue, we have not seriously done very much as

far as changing the way government operates in this state.

urge all the Members to consider placing a minimum that

candidates can spend in elections, a maximum...pardon me, a

maximum...a maximum that special-interest groups give to

candidates, and individuals. Until we do thisr we are

spending an average of $100,000 for our seat in the House

of Representatives. That is fundamentally wrong;

there...something has to be done about it. It should be a

non-partisan issue, and it ought to be something every one
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of us here should start working on and address, and until

then, there's going to be too much influence from the

outside on a11 of us. Thank you.R

Speaker Currie: 'Further discussion? Representative Tim

Johnson.n

Johnson, Tim: RI think Representative Havkins is absolutely

correct, both with respect to the advantages that all

lncumbent Legislators and all incumbent Congressmen have

just by way of exposure to the public as well as running
their governmental office down to campaign expenditures,

campaign fund-raising, and the whole mechanism. Unless we

address the core problem, he's absokutely right. We

continue to have only bandaid, partial solutions to an

underlying problem. One way we can do it as Members is to

voluntarily undertake in our own districts and our own

campaigns in cooperation with our opponents, voluntary

spending limits, so that we do put some kind of a stop on

the outrageous, obscene increase in the costs of running

elections. And until we address the problems that

Representative Hawkins talks about, wefre going to continue

to pass little ethics Bills here and there, but not address

the cancer in a system that threatens to destroy us all, so

in a bipartisan sense, I got to join with Representative

Hawkins in saying that that's one of the most sensible, if

not the most common sense speeches that's been made on this

floor this entire Session of the Legislature.n

Speaker Currie: would remind the Members that we are debating

now the Amendment and the items that are in the Amendment,

not the general discussion of ethics and campaign finance.

Further discussion on the Amendment?v Representative

Weaver./

Weaver: HThank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''
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Speaker Currie: PHe indicates he wi11.>

Weaver: ''Just a brief question about who is...who can qualify to

be exempt from the requirement to lobby. As I understand

the Amendment, that anyone who receives compensation or

reimbursement for expenses under $500, will not be required

to register, but if it's over $500, then they would be

required to go through the registration procedure. Is that

correct?p

Speaker Currie: ORepresentative Madigan.l

Madigan: ''Mr. Weaver, if they receive any compensation, they are

required to file. If they receive any compensation...f'

Weaver: 'lncluding expenses?'

Madigan: *If they receive any compensation, they're required to

file. If they're non-compensated and they spend lpss than

$500, then they are not required to file.o

Weaver: >So, if they come down to Springfield to talk to us about

a Bill for three or four days and stay in a real nice hotel

in town, then they probably should register as a lobbyist./

Madigan: /We1l, the question is, are they compensated or are they

not, first. Secondly, if they fall under the second

category where they're not being compensated, then you get

to the question of the total amount of the expense./

Weaver: 'Expense. But if that expense that they incur while

they're here exceeds $500, then they are required to

register.'

Madigan: ''CorrectoH

Weaver: eone other question. If...if an individual who is

classified as a vendor or someone who wants to sell goods

or services to the state gives us a phone call or say gives

a member of the administration a phone call inquiring about

their possibility or chances of qetting that contract, must

they also register as lobbyists?/
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Madigan: *No.*

Weaver: ''They must not./

Madigan: PNo.@

Weaver: ''Thank you.n

Speaker Currie: nFurther discussion on the Amenément?

Representative Moseleye'

Moseley: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. A question to the Sponsor of

the Bill. If a person is employed as a lobbyist for more

than one entity, are they required under this piece of

legislation to pay more than $507*

Madiqan: >No.>

Moseley: ''Okay. To the Amendment. I...W

Speaker Currie: Hproceed.R

Moseley: 'L ..have spent time reading through this Amendment and

as a former lobbyist myself, Inwould like to conqratulate

both Sponsors in what think is a very reasonable piece of

legislation. I have long believed that lobbyists are not a

dirty word, and I have also felt that in addition to that,

there are people who influence government on the executive

level and on the judicial level that are not considered

lobbyists, but that are influencing the way policies are

set. I applaud this leqislation for includin:

administrative lobbyists, and I would urge everyone to vote

in support of this legislation. Thank you.p

Speaker Currie: lFurther discussion? Representative Kubiko'

Kubik: 'Yes. A quick question of the Sponsor.o

Speaker Currie: ''He'1l respond.''

Kubik: 'Speaker Madigan, I just wanted to follow up just with one
question that Representative Weaver related. I understand

the distinction between non-compensated and compensated.

Would a village official who came to Springfield and over

the course of a Session spent $700 in hotel rooms, would
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that person be required to file under your proposal, even

though they're not compensated to lobby?P

Madigan: RThe answer is yes.?

Kubik: Nokay. Thank you.p

Speaker Currie: PFurther discussion? Representative Levin.p

Levin: OWould the Gentleman yield?n

Speaker Currie: ''He will. Mr. Speaker, one of the things that

Common Cause has pointed out about our current lobbyist

disclosure law is that it's more honored in the breech in

terms of reporting expenditures, so that I think they ,are

listed as the biggest single organization terms of

spending money. I notice in...on pages 20, 21 and 22, you

detail various expenditures, Is it your expectation that by

changing the languaqe in terms of the report and having the

kind of detail that you do, that the problem'that we've had

with getting full disclosure expenditures will change if

this is passed?/

Madigan: ''That would be our objective and our desire.?

Levin: HAnd: how does this change...accomplish that objective?W
Madigan: *So, Representative, what we attempted to do was to

become more specific, less vague, establish guidelines and

standards that lobbyists could use in determining whether

they should disclose or not disclose, and then by

establishing standards by which everybody could be judgedm''

Levin: join the others and applaud you and Representative

Daniels for dealing with an issue which very badly needs to

be addressed. Thank you.?

Speaker Currie: 'Further discussion? On the question, 'Should

the House adopt Amendment 43 to House Bill 78671 All in

favor say 'aye'; opposed, fno'. The 'ayes' have it. The

Amendment is adopted. Further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: /No further Amendments.?
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Speaker Currie: lThird Reading. State and Local Government,

Second Reading, a Bill that we took out of the record

earlier. House Bill 2052, Representative McAiee. Clerk:

read the Bill. Read the Bill.P

cferk McLennand: PHouse Bill 2053, a Bill for an Act to amend the

certain Acts in relation to funerals, burials and

cemeteries. The Bill has been read a second time

previously. Amendment 41 was adopted in committee. No

Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2# offered by

Representative McAfee.?

Speaker Currie: ''Representative McAfee.'f

McAfee: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Amendment 42 to House Bill 2053 amends a number of

Acts. It amends the Illinois Funeral and Burial Funds Act,

Illinois Cemetery Care Act, Illinois Pre-need Cemetery

Sales Act, and it comes on the heels of a number of weeks

and months of negotiations, and it comes on the heels of an

agreement reached by all the parties that are concerned

with this; funeral directors, cemeteries, insurance

companies: as well as the Comptroller's Office and the

Department of Insurance, and 1 can tell you that it is

primarily based on the Illinois Association of Retired

Persons Model Act on Pre-need Sales, and that is primarily

what this Amendment does. I've shared this with the other

groups. This also basically clarifies that a11 pre-need

funeral sales come under the fund Funeral or Burial Funds

Acts.o

Speaker Currie, ''Representative McAfee moves 'do adopt' on

Amendment #2 to House Bill 2053. On that Motion, is there

any discussion? A11 in... Representative Levin.''

Levin: ''Will the Gentleman yield??

Speaker Currie: ''He indicates that he wi11.R
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Levin: lseveral years ago when I was a member of the Joint

Committee on Administrative Rules, there was an attempt by

the ,Funeral Licensing Board to, in effect, qet rid of

pre-need, and it was imposed by both the cemeteries and the

senior citizen organizations, and resulted, in fact, in the

veto...one of the rare vetoes by JCAR. Does this do

anything similar to what was done there?''

McAfee: ''Representative, this is the whole purpose of this

particular Amendment and this Bill at this time is to

late what is an ongoing concern and problem, and that 'regu

is to regulate and get involved with pre-need sales.''

Levin: *So, it will not do away with pre-need or limit it to

funeral directors?/

McAfee: ONo, it will not. It's trying to deal with the problem

that exists presently, a reality that it is being sold and

we are trying to deal with it throuqh this Amendment which

has the cooperation of all those involved from the funeral

homes, to the producers, to the sellers, to the

purchasers.*

Levin: ''A11 right. So the senior citizen organizations are not

opposed to this./

McAfee: PRepresentative, it's patterned after the model Act

prepared by Illinois ARC.R

Levin: 'Thank you.''

Speaker Currie: ''Further discussion? Representative Lawfer.o

Lawfer: ''Thank you, Madam Chairman. Will the Sponsor yield to a

question?p

Speaker Currie: Hlndicates he will.>

Lawfer: ''Would this in any way affect any public cemeteries, any

additional requirements for public cemeteries?''

McAfee: *As I understand it, they're not licensed under the Act.''

Lawfer: nThank you.?
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Speaker Currie: 'Further discussion? If not, 'Shall the House

adopt Amendment 42 to House Bill 2053?' Pardon me.

Representative Wennlund. Sorry.?

Wennlund: PThe Amendment is an excellent Amendment. Everybody

has siqned on and agreed to this. It's a consumer-oriented

Bill and it's good law, so it ought to pass./

Speaker Currie: PWe'll restate the Motion. 'Shall the House

adopt Amendment 42 to House Bill 20537' All those in favor

say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The

Amendment is adopted. Further Amendments?l

Clerk McLennand: HNo further Amendments.f

Speaker Currie: *Third Reading. On the Order of Local

Government, House Bill 1266, Representative Dart. Clerk,

read the Bi1l.''

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 1266, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Chicago Park District Act. Third Reading of the Bi1l.>

Speaker Currie: lRepresentative Dart.l

Dart: OThank you, Speaker and Members of the House. This Bill is

a Park District vehicle. There's discussions going on

dealinq with the museums. There is a companion Bill that

came over from the Senate unanimously, and we're using this

as a Bill they have over in the Senate to deal with it as

well. !'d ask for it's movement..oadoption./

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Dart moves 'do pass' on House

Bill 12667 and, on that question, Representative Black.''

Black: 'Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?/

Rpeaker Currie: *He will.*

Black: HRepresentative, if I understood you correctly, this is

still in the shell Bill stage, correct?''

Dart: RYes, it is.'

Black: nWould be your intent to put any kind of admission fee
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language into the Bill for any of the Chicago museums?/

Dart: pNo, the intent with this one that was explained to me was

it was going to deal wtth, I think, it was bondinq

authority for the museums. They have a companion Bill

ming over from the Senate right now, that wen't outco

unanimously and this was going to be the companion.../

Black: ''Okay. Well, I was just concerned since we couldn't get

an admission fee on Dana-Thomas, 1 wanted to make sure you

weren't going to slip an admission fee on those Chicago

museums. I couldn't afford ito'

Dart: /We wouldn't do that to you.e

Black: @All right. Thank you.l

Speaker Currie: eFurther discussion? If not, 'Shall this Bill

pass?' Al1 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Voting

is open. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? Have a1l voted? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there are 78 voting 'aye', 33 voting 'no'.

Representative Shirley Jones, 'aye'. Seventy-nine voting

'aye', 33 voting 'no'; and this Bill, having received the

required Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. We are now going to vote on the Agreed Bill List,

Agreed Bill List #3. Clerk, read the Bills./

Clerk McLennand: RAgreed Bill List. House Bill 210, a Bill for

an Act in relation to Professional Regulation. House Bill

562, a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Health

Facilities Planning Act. House Bill 565, a Bill for an Act

in relation to persons with mental illness. House Bill

611, a Bill for an Act to amend the lllinois Municipal

Code. House Bill 1148, a Bill for an Act concerning

maintenance and personal care facilities. House Bill 1310,

a Bill ior an Act to amend the Revenue Act of 1939. House

Bill 1427, a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Drainage
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Code. House Bill 1637, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District Act. House Bill

1677, a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Human Rights

Act. House Bill 2016, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Probate Act of 1975. House Bill 2062, a Bill for an Act to

amend the School Code. House Bill 2139, a Bill for an Act

to amend the Criminal Code of 1961. House Bill 2231, a

Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Code of Public Aid.

Third Reading of these Bills./

Speaker Currie: ''The question is, 'Shall these Bills pass?' But

for what reason does Representative Wennlund rise?e

Wennlund: lThank you, Madam Speaker. Parliamentary inquiry.''

Speaker Currie: Pstate your inquiry.o

Wennlund: 'funder what House rule is there provision for an Agreed

Bill List?e

Speaker Currie: WWe'11 check that out, Representative. Since

this is the third Agreed Bill List wefve voted on this

Session, there's a question whether your question is

timely.''

Wennlund: /We1l# it is timely, because as a matter of

fact...agreed to by whom? lt's my understanding this list

has not been agreed to by this side of the aisle.o

Speaker Currie: NWe're checking the rules. We'll qet back to

you. In the meantime, the question is, 'Shall these Bills

pasà?' All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Voting

is open. Ii you'll check House Rule 39, Representative

Wennlund, the Speaker at his discretion shall upon

commencing to giye an Order of Business call a1l Bills and

Resolutions pertaininq to similar subject matter for
consideration at the same time, and this subject matter is

the Agreed List. Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted

who wish? Representative Daniels.''
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Daniels: HWell, Madam Speaker, normally I have no problem with

moving along the business of the House, but I got to tell

you one thing, we absolutely do not agree with the comments

that you just made about a list of legislation. An Agreed
Bill List means just that. Both parties have sat down and

agreed to present a series of Bills for the passage of the

General Assembly. lf Members want to vote against a

particular Bill, there is a mechanism in which to do that.

Now, frankly, we have a concern with a couple Bills on this

list, because they weren't cleared prior to placinq them on

the Agreed Bill List, and we will so notify our Members.

But so that the record is clear, you do not have authority

without the approval of the other side of the aisle, to

present a Bi11...a list of Bills on one roll call as an

Agreed Bill List. Now, we have been negotiating this back

and forth al1 day long between your side of the aisle and

our side of the aisle; and, as a matter of fact, you and

spoke directly on this issueo'

Speaker Currie: ''That was on the question why Mr. Fristano threw

my Bills off the Agreed Bill List./

Daniels: ''As a matter of fact, you didn't bring that up at al1 to

me. I think you've forgotten who you're talking to when

you said that, but that's just a little dictum from the
Chair take so you could get your point in there, and

so be The fact of the matter is, that these must be

agreed to by both sides of the aisle. Now, this list is

fine to go ahead; specifically we have concerns over House

Bill 6l1 and House Bill 1637. Our Members will be so

advised and that's fine. but, you do not have, under any

interpretation of the rules for as long as I've been here,

the authority to pass or to present an Agreed Bill List

before the Assembly.?
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Speaker Currie: NThank you, Representative. Have all voted who

wish? The Clerk will take the record. Wefll announce the

roll later. Remember that you have the opportunity to vote

fnof or fpresent' on each of these Bills individually.

Turn your vote change sheets in by 7 p.m. at the Clerk's'

well. For what reason does Representative Weller rise?p

Weller: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. just rise for a question.
On the blue printout we have here, House Bill 6ll looks

like a shell Bill, but rumor has it there was an Amendment

added. Is that true?/

Speaker Currie: nLet us check with the Clerk. Clerk, can you

tell us what is on House Bill 611?%

Clerk McLennand: ''Amendment #1 has been adopted on the floor.'

Speaker Currie: ''So, the answer is, Amendment 41 has been

adopted. It was adopted today? Representative Balthis,

for what reason do you rise?>

Balthis: PThank you, Madam Speaker. House Bill 611, the

Amendment is on that Bill. lt's a permissive Bill, and I

did agree, and I do concur...still concur, that should

be on the Agreed Bill List.p

Speaker Currie: RThank you. The next Order of Business is a Bill

that Mr. Fristano knocked off of the Agreed Bill list, and

that would be House Bill 1249, Representative Novak.

Clerk, read the Bill.H

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1249.''

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Novak.p

Novak: ''Yes: Madam Speaker. Correction. Yes, Speaker, Members

of the House of Representatives. House Bill 1249 promotes

the development of the Illinois hydroelectric resources.

It provides direct and positive benefits to Illinois'

utilities, municipalities, manufacturers and citizens. The

environmental benefits of this pollution free renewable
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resource is quite self-evident. Presently, Illinois ranks

last of a1l states in hydroelectric utilization and has

taken a back seat to other states which have reaped the

tremendous economic, recreational and environmental

benefits from the development of their hydroelectric

resources. The Bill mandates a guaranteed cost savings to

utilities and ratepayers from the development of a

hydroelectric utility...facility, excuse me. The Bill

includes an iron-clad mechanism to guarantee these cost

savings occur. The Bill requires a utility to buy

electricity from existing hydroelectric facilities at a

flat rate of six cents per kilowatt hour for 20 years or

longer. This compares for instance to a rate of 11 cents

per kilowatt hour that Com-Ed charges its residential

customers; therefore, Com Ed takes almost 100% profit under

power of purchase from hydroelectric projects. I can speak
from experience with respect to this legislation. We have

a very successful hydroelectric facility in the City of

Kankakee. Twenty years ago, Commonwealth Edison owned one

and for some reason it went out of business, but just two
years ago, we completed over a three plus million dollar

hydroelectric facility in Kankakee. That facility, which

sits on the Kankakee River, generates enough power to

totally supply the electricity for our $40 million plus

regional metro water waste system facility. It serves four

metropolitan areas in my community. lt also has enbugh

power to sell to Commonwealth Edison, so, in essence, it

generates an income, and that income certainlv helps

balance the City of Kankakee's budget. The village of

Shanahan, in Representative Weller's district, has been

actively seeking licensure and approval to build a

hldroelectric plant. The City of Carlisle,
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Representat ive Granberg ' s di str ict , has also indicated a

wi 11 ingness f or a hydroelectr ic plant . We have many dams

on many waterways in 1 llinoi s that provide great

opportuni ty f or thi s renewable resource , f or thi s

o l l ut i on - f r ee r e sourc e , f o r th i s a l t e r na t i ve e n e r gy s' ourc e17

that I think I llinois should be in the f oref ront on as we

move into the 21st century and as we look at alternat ive

sources of energy to make our lives better and more

comf or table . Be happy to answer any quest ions . *

Speaker Currie : 'Representat ive Novak moves f do pass ' on House

Bi 11 1249 ; and , on that Mot ion , i s there any discuss ion?

Representat ive Pers ico . ''

Persico: oTbank you, Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?n

Speaker Currie: >He will.''

Persico: nRepresentative, have couple...has Amendment #3 been

put on the Bill7O

Novak: lYes, it has.?

Persico: >Is it my understanding that the funding of the hydro

producer will be done throughv.vtax credits from the GRF

fund?''

Novak: ''That's correct.''

persico: HDo we have any indication of how much it will cost the

General Revenue Fund??

Novak: *At this time we don't, because we don't know exactly what

credits will be asked for on a particular project. We

don't.p

Persico: ''So, we're expected to vote on a 3i1l where we have no

idea how much it will cost the General Revenue Fund? Is

that what you're sayinq?''

Novak: Hokay. We had requested... None next year of course,

probably none the next year, but we have requested

information from the Illinois Commerce Commission on a more
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definitive answer on that, Representative Persico. But I

can assure you for the next two years, there won't be any

impacts on GRF and the state budget./

Persico: /1 was wondering if you could turn to page 5, line l5.

I believe there's an error there on Amendment #3.

According to my reading of this Bil1...or this Amendment,

line l5...you're payin: back the Public Utilities Fund

rathe'r than the General Revenue Fund. Is that correct?''

Novak: 'One second.r

Persico: ''Page 5, line l5.'f

Novak: PYou're right. It says if the money is transierred to the

Public Utilities Fund: but in talking with our staff

individually, most of that money is just transferred into

GRF. Deposited into the GRF.N

Persico: ''The money that is deposited into the Pùblic Utilities

Fund is then transferred into the General Revenue Fund./

Novak: pThat's my understanding.R

Persico: 'The money that is deposited into Public Utilities Fund

is then transferred into the General Revenue Fund. But

according to my analysis, there's no provision for that

actually to happeno'

Novak: Pone second, Representative. The money in that fund

from...in talking to Mr. Unzicker, is used to pay for

expenses with the ICC. Chapter...chapter 30 under the

Utilities Statutes, Section 30-10.8, payment to public

utility fund, a11 sums collected by the commission under

the provision of the section so and so shall be paid

promptly after the receipt of the same accompanied by a

detailed statement thereof into the public utility fund in

the state treasury.''

Persico: ''Okay. Thank you. When does the hydropower facility

have to pay back the state?''
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Novak: OTwenty-five for the large capacity; 30 for the small

capacity. Twenty-five years for the large capacity; 30

years for the smaller capacity units.?

Persico: *And what would happen they fail to pay off their

indebtedness?/

Novak: ?Well: webre hoping that they don't fail to pay off,

because it's a good investment for individuals to make.''

Persico: PBut if they do fail to do that...''

Novak: ''The dams are already in place. The dams are already in

place. What we're doing is putting a physical entity on

top of the dam using a natural resource to generate power

and to sell it.n

Persico: OHowever, if the...if they do fail to pay off this

indebtedness, will the state be stuck for the lost

interestao

Novak: ''Yes.''

Persico: ''One other question./

Novak: NLet me follow up on that. I mean: we have many business

incentives that are provided to corporations and businesses

in this state, and oftentimes the moral obligation of the

State of Illinois sometimes has been used to rectify

situations like that should they occur. just want to

emphasize should they occur.''

Persico: ''Okay. One other question. you turn to page 5

again, beginning on line 24# and correct me I'm wrong,

but the Bill appears to permit the utilities to pass the

cost of purchasing the hydropower onto the consumers

through the fuel adjustment clause by reference to Article
IX, Section 220 of the Public Utility Act. In other words,

if my analysis is correct, this would permit the utilities

to recover twice; once through the tax credit, and once

through the fuel adjustment clause. Could you explain that
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to me, please??

Novak: lRepresentative Persico, the third Amendment that was

adopted changed that and made it applicable to the rate

law, where the corporation or the entity that purchases

power applies that to...as a credit on their income tax.o

Persico: OThank you. To the Bill.>

Speaker Currie: Pproceed.o

Persico: 'First, I'd like to mention that this is a highly

controversial Bill. and think Members on both sides of

the aisle should be aware of this. The Department oi

Revenue is opposed. It will be a hit on GRF. As

Representative Novak pointed out, we do not know exact cost

right now, and I think we should be leery of subsidizing a

hydropower facility when we're having problems right now

funding things like education and paying our back bills to

medical providers #nd so on, and I would urge colleagues on

both sides of the aisle to vote 'no' on this particular

Bill.>

Speaker Currie: nRepresentative Novak moves passaqe of House Bill

1249; and, on that question, those in favor vote 'aye';

opposed vote 'no'. Voting is open, and to explain your

vote, Representative Black.p

Black: lThank you very much, Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. I...I'm havin: a hard time working

through the Amendments in this Bill. I would be very

careful of this Bill if I were you. I'm not sure...l

didn't get a chance to ask the Sponsor a question, but

the...it's possible that the cost of purchase from a

utility, a regulated utility to purchase power from a

hydroelectric plant could be considerably more than it

would have to pay to generate that same kilowatt in its own

plant. Now, that's the case, don't know that it is),
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if I misspeak I apoloqize to the Sponsor, but if that's the

case, then who do you think is going to be subsidizing in

one form or another the hydroelectric situation? The

ratepayer oi the regulated utility will subsidize that

cost, plus the fact...plus the fact we're ignoring that

because of lllinois' lack of growth, (which is an

unfortunate situation but the last census kind of showed

that particularly in some areas of the state), we already

have excess generating capacity in Illinois. Now, if we

have excess capacity in the State of Illinois, then why do

we need hydroelectric power? a city wants to use it for

its own purposes, that's fine, but to mandate that a

regulated utility has to buy excess power from a

hydro-plant at about triple the cost that it could generate

the same kilowatt, is noE good public policy. The

ratepayer will pay the difference, and/or the taxpayer may

have to get involved in the subsidy as well. So in all due

respect to the Sponsor, would urqe you to vote 'no' or

' ' ' i licated Bill that 1 dare saypresent on th s very comp

many of you have not read or even seen, particularly

Amendment #3. This needs a lot of work and a 1ot of study,

and in all due respect to the Chair, Madam Speaker, I would

seek a verification on this matter if it gets the requisite

number of votes, and : cite the applicable rule, and I'm

joined by the appropriate number of Members on my side in
seeking said recognition...verification.''

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Weller, one minute to explain

your vote./

Weller: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. rise in support of this

legislation. Many of us care very much about the

environment, many of us are looking for alternative ways to

generate energy. Yes, you're absolutely right. Utilities
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are against this, and 1'm bucking the utilities in my

district. They're one of my biqqest employers; but

frankly, if you want clean energy, maybe today we do have

capacity, but a few years from now we don't have' the

capacity to serve our needs. This is good clean fower,
benefits a 1ot of downstate communities. lf you got a

river goinq through your district, this'll benefit one of

your communities, probably in the next decade. I urge and

ask for an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Currie: RRepresentative Wennlund, one minute to explain

your vote.?

Wennlund: HThank you, Madam Speaker. If your district is either

served by Commonwea1th Edison or by Illinois Power, you're

going to be going home and answering the bottom line

question, 'Who .is going to pay for this?' It's either

going to be the taxpayers or the ratepayers, and if you

live in northeastern Illinois and are served by

Commonwealth Edison, it's the same difference. It doesn't

make any difference. That's what the majority of the
people in this state live, and they're going to end up

subsidizing this one way or the other. This ls a vote that

can really be used against you next year, because they're

goinq to blame you for either number one, higher utility

rates, or having to pay the subsidized plans that are

located outside of your district and outside of your area.

There's only four or five cities affected by this, and if

what you're doing is letting the taxpayers subsidize that

through tax credit, that's what it is, then youfre going to

have this issue revisited next year at election time.''

Speaker Currie: 'lRepresentative Novak: to explain your votem''

Novak: ''Ladies and Gentlemen...speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen.

You know, what's been happening in the State of Illinois in
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the last 15 years? How many nuclear power plants...how

many nuclear power plants have been constructed? Does

anyone in this Body want a nuclear power plant built in

your neighborhood or your community? No. Of course not.

What's been happening? Do you remember the phrase

construction in progress? Why we had all these cost

overruns for all these nuclear power plants that have been

built, why we have the highest rates in the United States

of America when what we pay for electrical service? The

highest rates in the country? Why we need to elect a

Commerce Commerce Commission? Why we need to bring utility

rates under control? This is clean power. This is clean.

Pollution free power, derived from a natural resource

called water. What better way can we use to generate

electricity for our factories, for our 'homes, for our

schools to keep us warm in the winter, to keep us cool in

the summer time. This is a great innovation in power, an

alternative energy resource to use as we move into the 21st

century. The utility company, I spoke to Central lllinois

Public Service today, they're off this Bill. They've

dropped their opposition. Central Illinois Public Service

is not opposed to this Bill. ! spoke to one of the

representatives today. They are not against the Bill,

pursuant to the third Amendment. please ask for some

morè green votes.''

Speaker Currie: 'Representative Hawkins, to explain his vote, one

minute.'

Hawkins: >1 initially was going to oppose this Bill, but 1

realized that over the years the entire State of Illinois

has supported coal, and the generation of coal and I think

that would be hypocritical for us to not realize that

there's other parts of the state that want to use other
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forms of energy. This only is only 200 megawatts which if

you dammed all of the lakes or the rivers in the state and

:ot all the power you can qet, you could only get 200

megawatts. It would not have a siqnificant impact on the

coal industry in this state, and I think that we're all one

big state, and we all need to work together. Therefore,

change my 'no' vote to an 'aye' vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Weaver, one minute to explain

your vote.''

Weaver: lThank you very much, Madam Speaker. Just to correct a

little misinformation that occurred a few moments ago, not

less than 30 seconds ago: I checked with a major utility,
CIPS in my district, and they are definitely opposed to

this Bill, even as amended.''

Speaker Currie: ''Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? Have a11 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this Bill, there are 60 votinq 'aye', 39 voting

'no'; and this Bille having received the required

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Black./

Black: >In al1 due respect to the Chair, know I called or asked

for a verification, citinq the applicable rule and joined
by the appropriate number of peopleo/

Speaker Currie: lThe Chair apologizes, Representative. The Chair

forgot. The Chair forgot, and it's now too late. Wedre

now going to qo on page 23 of the Calendar...on page 23 of

the calendar...the Chair forgot. On Third Reading appears

House Bill 258. Clerk, read the Bil1.n

clerk McLennand: f'House Bill 258, a Bill for an Act...''

Speaker Currie: ''Wait. Representative Daniels, for what reason

do you rise?''

Daniels: 'Madam Speaker, you must take another roll call on this
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Bill. You cannot sit in that Chair and violate the rights

of any Member of this House, whether it be Republican,

Democrat, independent or any other Member of this House.

You know you have a responsibility to people in the State

of Illinois to run this House properly. I will accept your

explanation that you forgot and made an honest error in

judgment, but you must open that roll call again, giving an
opportunity to the people on this iloor to cast their vote.

Now, we al1 have different opinions, this is not a Party

issue; it's crossinq b0th lines, both sides of the aisle,

and it's reasonable to take another roll call and to have

this matter heard properly, and I would suggest strongly,

in the strongest of terms tbat can, that you grant the

Members of this House on both skdes of the aisle their

rights under this example.'

Speaker Currie: %We11: the Chair.ooit does apologize extremely.

Really and truly the Chair forgot, and the question is

whether it's timely to behave in some different fashion at

thts point. I'm consulting with the Parliamentarian.

Representative Daniels, do you wish to speak again?

Reprejentative Daniels.?

Daniels: PYes, ma'am, do. have sat in that Chair. I have

run this House. I have been in the same position you have.

have made my mistakes as well. It's very simple. You

just call the Bill again and you ask people to vote again,
and you withhold the explanation of vote, and you let the

verification take place. That way, everybody's rights,

whether they be for the Bill or against the Bill, are

protected. This is a Bill that goes down as a Member's

record on how that Member votes on a very, very important

issue: and you cannot allow this to continue like that.

Madam Speaker, I think there's a very important to the
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treatment of the Chair and the future and the conduct of

the running of this House.@

Speaker Currie: 'The difficulty, Representative, is that the Bill

is now passed, and it's hard to pass a second time.

Representative Leitch./

Leitch: ''Speaker, havinq voted on the prevailing side, 1 move to

reconsider House Bill 1249.0

Speaker Currie: ORepresentative Leitch moves to reconsider the

vote by which...by which House Bill 1249 passed. On that

Motion, Representative...speaker Madigan.?

Madigan: rise to second the Gentleman's Motion to reconsider

the vote./

Speaker Currie: ''You've heard the Motion. A1l in favor of the

Motion say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The

Motion is adopted on the Attendance Roll Call. The

question is, 'Shall it pass?'...'Shall this Bill pass?'

We're then going to go back where we were just a few

moments a:o to page 23 of the Calendar, on Third Reading,

House Bill 258, Representative Phelps. Clerk, read the

Bill.*

Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 258, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities

Confidentiality Act. Third Reading of the Bill.n

Speaker Currie: lRepresentative Phelps.f

Phelps: nThank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I ask leave to return the Bill to Second Reading for

purposes of an Amendment.'

Speaker Currie: nDoes Representative Phelps have leave? Leave is

granted. The Bill is now on Second... Your light was not

on. Representative Black, do you wish to speak to the

Motion to return this 3ill to Second Reading for purposes

of an Amendment? Representative Black.H
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Black: 'Madam Speaker, in all due respect to the Chair, I don't

think my liqht's been off for the last ten minutes.?

Speaker Currie: ''Wrong.'

Black: PWell, it must have burnt out again.e

Speaker Currie: ONot.l

Black: /1 have an inquiry of the Chair.R

Speaker Currie: Nstate your inquiry./

Black: OA Motion has been made and duly seconded and is now

before this Body. That Motion being a vote to reconsider

the previous action of this House.o

Speaker Currie: PRepresentative, you missed something. That

Motion was adopted.o

Black: ''My inquiry is, when do you intend to go to that Motion?

Why would we go on with business? Why wouldn't we go right

to the reconsiderationa,

Speaker Currie: ''When the Sponsor wishes to gete..to call that

Bill I believe, and I didn't have an indication from

Representative Novak that he was ready to do so.l

Black: PThen, what is the status of the Bill in question?R

Speaker Currie: eOn Third Readinge?

Black: *So, it's the...on the record: Madam Speaker, then the

Bill in question that has been duly moved and seconded that

we reconsider, that Bill is still on the Calendar and has

not passed, correct?o

Speaker Currie: nThat's right./

Black: nThank youo?

Speaker Currie: KDoes the Gentleman have leave to return this
'
Bi11 to Second Reading for purposes of an Amendment? Leave

is granted. The Bill is on Second Reading. Clerk, what is

its status?''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 258, Amendment 41 has been adopted

to the Bill. No Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2,
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offered by Representative Granberg.'

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Granberg.e

Granberg: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Amendment 42 to House Bill 258 would provide

that the...similar to the other day that the office of the

Inspector General would have the right to investigate

community-based facilities. Any facility that receives

state money. It would give the Inspector General the r.ight

to do that. The only difference between Representative

Olson's Bill and this Amendmento..it would not only give

the right to the Inspector General, but it would also

reorganize the office of Inspector General to make it come

under the Governor and take it away from the Department of

Mental Hea1th. I believe this is the issue Representative

McGann visited the past few years to make'the offices of

Inspector General independent from the Department of Mental

Health, and I would ask for its adoption.?

Speaker Currie: NRepresentative Granberg moves 'do adoptf on

Amendment #2 to House Bill 2587 and, on that Motion,

Representative Wennlund.n

Wennlund: HThank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Currie: OHe will.%

Wennlund: ''What does this move, Representative Granberg? What

function?/

Granberg: 'ORepresentative Wennlund, allows the Inspector

General to investiqate community-based facilities, any

community based facility that receives state dollars. Very

similar to Representative Olsonfs Bill; but. in addition to

that, it makes the office of the Inspector General

independent from the Department of Mental Health. It takes

it one step further. This is similar to what

Representative McGann's legislation the previous two years.

April 22, 1993
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This legislation was worked with by the legislative

research unit: and I think a number of DD groups were tn

support of this leqislation this...in fact, they drafted

this legislation last year.l

Wennlund: ''Okay. Thank you very muchve

Speaker Currie: PFurther discussion? Representative Black.''

Black: HThank you very much, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?/

Speaker Currie: >lndicates he wi11.>

Black: 'I...forgive me if this has already been asked,

Representative, but why...1 quess, why are we wanting to

create a totally separate office or another entity in this

rather large bureaucracy of ours?l

Granberg: PRepresentative Black, it does not actually change...it

creates a separate officeooothis changes the lines of

authority so there would be noo..so it would be strictly

independent by the organizational charts, so there would be

no connection with the Department of Mental Healthol

Black: nWhere would the line staff chart be? It would be...>

Granberg: >It would come under the office of the Governor.''

Black: ''Under the office of the Governor. So it really wouldn't

save any money, right? I mean.../

Granberg: nNo.e

Black: RI mean...is there a particular reason, and...you may not

wish to share this with me, but is there a .particular

reason why you want to do this?''

Granberg: HNo...yeah, this is the issue Representative McGann has

discussed in prvvious years, and the other DD groups. That

way, it would have the effect of making the office of

Inspector General completely independent from the

Department oi Mental Health. There would be no conflict.''

Black: Pokay. 1...1 think I understand what youfre attempting to
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do. Thank you very much, Representative, Madam Speaker and

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. simply rise in

opposition to the Amendment, I won't take any more of your

time asking for a roll call, et cetera. We'l1 visit the

Bill on Third.?

Speaker Currie: lFurther discussion? Representative Olson./

Olson: lThank you, Madam Speaker. I rise in opposition.

Yesterday morning on Mental Health Committee Bill 256,

there was an effort to remove some provisions relative to

h ffice of Inspector General. The Sponsor of this 't e o

Amendment sponsored that Amendment. kind of reminds me

of some days back in my youth. We used to have a pick-up

basketball game once in a while, and say, Johnny brought

h b ketball to the game. As the game progressed,t e as

Johnny's team was losing. He stomped off. The game

ceased. Shortly, Johnny came back. He picked up his

basketball and went home. That's what we're looking at

here, believe. The results of yesterday's debate on the

Inspector General, use the Andy McGann and his efforts to

change the office of Inspector General to remove it from

the Department of Mental Hea1th and Developmental

Disabilities. That was a lengthy process) it lasted about

two months. There was some agreement at that time. The

aqreement was that the office would be removed in this

fashion. The department director would no longer hire the

Inspector General. He would be appointed by the Governor.

After that time, the Inspector General would report to the

Governor and the General Assemblv, but the office and its

functions were continued to be financed out of the budget

of the Department of Mental Hea1th. There were reasons for

that. We didn't have to create a separate agency, a new

agency, as this particular Amendment I believe will do.
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did other things. It allowed the Inspector General as it

went around to facilities in this state to use and have

access to records without special effort to do so. In a

sense, the office remained an employee. They could go into

any facility and be accommodated by lookinq at records and

such. believe, and I would like to ask Representative

Sheehy to be attentive here. I believe what this really

does...l believe what this really does is gets the

Inspector General in a position where they cannot go in

those community facilities as this Body agreed to not

unanimously but by a very larqe vote yesterday morning.

ask all of you to remember yesterday morning's discussion,

remember how you voted, and vote to defeat this Amendment

as we defeated a similar Amendment on House Bill 256. This

is...this is just cominq back. I won't call my good,
swedish friendg..we're the only two in the Scandanavian

Caucus left in this General Assembly, 1 believe, but if...T

think he's Johnny and picked up his basketball and wants to

go home. He didn't like yesterday's..oyesterday's defeat

on a similar issue. Let's have a 'no' vote on this and get

things back to where we were yesterday. Thank you very

much, everyone.p

Speaker Currie: pFurther discussion? Representative Walsho''

Walsh: lThank you, Madam Speaker. As I said yesterday,

Representative Granberg, this was a Bill that was agreed

upon in our subcommittee. This subcommittee had Members of

both parties on it and agreed on everything that was in it.

Now, youfre makin: cbanges to that, and so I rise once

aqain in opposition to that. From what I've heard also, as

far as the office of Inspector General goes, people are

genuinely happy with how it's running. They're happy with

the job that the Inspector General is doing. That's people
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that have loved ones that are in the facilities and that

care about this. So once again I have to rise in

opposition to this, but I point out for the main reason

that we did agree on this Bill in subcommittee, and that

the agreement had bipartisan support. Thank you.''

Speaker Currie: ''Further discussion? Representative Granberg, to

close.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Let me address the concerns that were raised by

my good Swedish friend, Representative Olson, and try to

address those. Yesterday, We talked about the office of

Inspector General, and Representative Olson, that is right.

was concerned that there were not enough resources to do

state facilities. We are not in objection to the office of
Inspector êeneral looking at community-based facilities.

That is not the objection. What we're worrled about is the
potential conflict. This does not cost money. This does

not physically change where the office of lnspector General

is, it simply clarifies the line of responsibility.

tells you that the Department of Mental Health is not in

control of the office of lnspector General. It merely says

that. It allows the office of Inspector General to

investigate community-based facilities as your legislation,

and it goes one step farther. In fact, this legislation

was originally drafted by the Mental Health Association.

This is originally sponsored by the Mental Health

Association, because they, too, were concerned that the

office of Inspector General was not totally independent.

This does that, because we're worried about residents and

the potential conflict of interest. This takes 'the office

of Inspector General and merely puts it underneath the

Governor. lt changes the organizational chart so that the
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equivocation, is clearly independent,

its adoption.'

Speaker Currie: pRepresentative Olson, for what reason do you

rise?''

Olson: ''Point of inquiry of the Chair. Is this Bill: House Bill

258, on the Special Order as it was in the Calendar this

morninq?'

Speaker Currie: ''It was on paqe 23 of the Calendar,

Representative.o

Olson: RBut was on the Special Order that we've been adherinq

to for the last week and a half??

Speaker Currie: >We'll check that and get back to you.l

Olson: f'No, let's look right now. Is it on the Special Order

that we've been adhering to for the last week and a half??

Speaker Currie: RRepresentative, it's on the Calendar. So the

question is... We'11 get an answer to that for you.

Representative Granberg has closed, Representative Weller,

so it's a little late. The question is, 'Shall Amendment

42 be adopted to House Bill 2587' All in favor say 'aye';

opposed, 'no'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have

it. The Amendment is adopted. Are there further

Amendments??

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments.ff

Speaker Cùrrie: lThird Reading. The next...if...perhaps you

would have been wiser to speak into your microphone you

had a particular inquiry. In the meantime, on page...on

page 15 of the Calendar, on Second Reading, appears House

Bill 1576, Representative Dunn. Clerk, read the Bill.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1576, the Bill has been read a second

time previously. Amendment 41 has been adopted to the

Bill. No Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2, offered by

April 22, 1993

is clearly without

and I would ask for
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Representative Dunn.p

Speaker Currie: PRepresentative Dunn.e

Dunn: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I hope word is received by the other side of the

aisle, Amendment #2 is an agreed Amendment. Amendment 42

is an agreed Amendment by a1l parties, and I would move for

adoption of Amendment 42.*

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Dunn moves 'do adopt' on

Amendment 42 to House Bill 15762 and, on that Motion,

Representative Black. Representative Black?

Representative Wennlund is not Representative Black.

Representative Wennlund doesn't even have his light on.

Representative... No further discussion on the Motion to

adopt Amendment #2 to House Bill 1576, a1l in favor say

'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have tt. The Amendment

is adopted. Further Amendments.e

Clerk Rossi: ONo further Amendments.?

Speaker Currie: ''Third Reading. On the Order called Civil

Justice, Third Reading, appears House Bill 97,

Representative Lang. Clerk: read the Bill.''

Clerk Rossi: lHouse Bill 97, a Bill for an Act relatin: to

corporal punishment. Third Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Lang.o

Lang: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 97 is a ban on corporal punishment in our

public schools, and I want to admonish the Body that this

is public schools only. Previous years we voted on this

legislation, and the legislation that was before the Body

previously dealt with a1l schools in the State of Illinois,

public and private. Private schools, religious schools,

fraternal schools, a11 other schools have been taken out of

this Bill except public schools. The Bill would provide

April 22, 1993
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that parents or guardians shall not have been deemed to

have delegated to teachers and principals and

admsnistrators the authority to impose corporal punishment

on their children. This is supported by manyp many

organizations, but I do want to highlight a few: The

American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Bar

Association, American Medical Association, American

Psychological Association, National Association of Social

Workers, National Education Association, National PTA and

the IEA in Illinois. We should not be turning over to

other people the right to hit our children; it's just that
simple. Most states in the country have this law, and they

have it because organizations such as the National

Association to Prevent Child Abuse and the Psychologists of

America and the Social Workers of America believe that it

is counterproductive to chlldren's growth and to them

learning in school to be smacked by children and to be hit

by administrators with their hand, with paddles and with

other items. Sometimes children are hit with paddles in

the wrong place. After all, teachers and administrators

are pot trained to hit children, but we have allowed them

to do that, and so sometimes a child is hit so hard or so

much in the wrong place that they are injured to the point

where if a parent did it in the home, it would be

considered child abuse by a parent, and a parent could be

arrested, but a teacher cannot be, and an administrator

cannot be, and believe me, the teachers don't want this

riqht. They don't want to hit your children; they don't

want to hit my children. Parents should be administering

their own discipline in their own homes. Let me also point

out that this Bill provides that where force is necessary

to save another child or for self defense or because an
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unruly student is committing violence on someone, that just
as today any means necessary that's reasonable to stop that

violence can be accomplished. Now, some of you are qoing

to stand up and say, 'Whoa, we've got some schools and some

kids in some areas and the only way to control these kids

is to hit 'emo' Bunk. Hitting kids does not accomplish

anytbinq. All of the literature: a1l of the literature

says that hitting children is not productive. It's

counterproductive. They grow up thinking that violence is

a way to solve problems. They grow up thinking that

violence is a way to deal with the problems of life. They

grow up thinking that teachers are people they can't trust.

They grow up thinking they can't go to their parents witb a

problem, and they grow up thinking that the eduçational

system is a place where they are qoing to get hit not

where they're going to learn. This is a critical Bili, for
the growth of children in the State of Illinois, and

would urge your 'aye' votes.e

Speaker Currie: llt's the Cbair's intention to take one opponent,

and for all the rest of you who have either proponent or

opponent remarks, the Chair would welcome your comments on

explanation of vote if that's satisfactory with you all.

For the single chief, loudest opponent: who vants to raise

his or her hand? Representative Parke looks enthusiastic.

Representative Parke.''

Parke: fo ndeed, Madam Speaker, it is a pleasure. I would like to

ask the Speaker...l mean, the Sponsor of this Bill, isnft

this another state mandate onto local schools? I mean,

purely and simply isn't this another mandate?n

Speaker Currie: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: NIf youfre telling me that you're concerned tbat this is a

mandate not to hit children, yes, it's a mandate, and I
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challenge you to vote for this mandate not to hit

children./

Parke: *Well, I enjoy your enthusiasm with which you're
presenting this Bill, Representative Lang, but it's

still...is another mandate, and again, don't you'think

logically, Members of the Body, don't you think itrs

logical that a local school board, who's entrusted with the

decision making process, that is elected to make those

kinds of decisions ought to be making those decisions? To

the Bill, Ladies and Gentlemen. The Sponsor has taken out

public..ol mean private schools, church schools, and now

this only applies to every school district in the State of

Illinois. Now, beating up on a child certainly is

unacceptable by any stretch of the imagination, but there

are certain things that sometimes a local school board has

to decide for themselves, and if they feel that that school

district, by virtue of those people who elect them, think

that whatever procedure they can do within the limits of

the law, they ought to be able to do# and if this is such a

terrible idea, then let the Chicago school districts decide

that they want this, let the Cairo school district decide

that they want this, that is their decision. lt is not us

to continue to tell every school district that they are to

do what big brother, the State of lllinois wants to do.

Now, certainly the Sponsor's impassioned with this

legislation, and I don't blame him, but the fact of the

matter is, this is an individual school district's

responsibility. Every time we turn around, we are taking

away the rights of somebody or some group or some state

body. think it's time that we 1et the local school

districts make the decisions, and 1et them decide this, and

I would ask that we vote 'no' on this Bill.''
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Speaker Currie: 'Before we go to the roll call, the Chair has two

announcements. First, Democratic management is offering

the Democratic Representatives submarine sandwiches,

expected to arrive shortly after 7:00 in the Speaker's

conference room. The second announcement from the Chair is

that you have ten minutes, eight minutes in which to turn

in your change of vote sheets on Agreed Bill List 2. The

question is, 'Shall House Bil'l 97 pass?' All in favor vote

'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Voting is open. In explanation

of vote, Representative Black. Representative Black.

Homer, 'ayef.o

Black: ''Thank you very much, Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. I have a great deal of respect for

the Sponsor of this Bill, and he has made some chanqes in

it, and have a lot of respect for all of'those entities

that have signed on to the Bill this year. My only

objection is what I've made the last two years. Most

school districts, not most, a1l school districts have legal

counsel. They operate under an elected board of school

board members, and they can decide these matters of policy

however they see fit. don't know of a school district

that doesn't have a written policy on corporal punishment.

Any parent in this state can sign a slip of paper, put it

on file in that school district, and their child may not be

disèiplined in a public school. You must have witnesses:

you must have a student rights and responsibilities

handbook. There isn't someone wandering around the halls

of any public school in this state with a paddle looking

for someone to hit, and you d:re not hit any child with a

bare hand. That wouldnrt be tolerated for a second, and

a11 of you in here know that. You would suffered the

consequences of legal Mction you were foolish enough to
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do that. The fundamental question is this, 'Should the

locally elected school board make the policy to abolish

corporal punishment or should the State of Illinois make

the policy to abolish corpoval punishment?' I still have a

degree of trust and confidence in our locally elected

school boards: and that's why I vote 'no' on this Bill.>

Speaker Currie: ORepresentative Persico, to explain his vote.o

Persico: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker and to the Bill. I rise in

support of this Bill for a variety of reasons. In a1l due

respect to the previous speaker, this Bill is much needed.

If we're abhorred every day...we pick up the newspaper,

watch the news, listen and hear about child abuse and

violence in the street, well this is an opportunity to set

good public policy and do something that's right. Sure

it's a mandate. Everything we do down here is a mandate,

but this is a mandate that will not cost the State of

Illinois any money or the local school districts. Now,

I've been teaching for 20 years in my classroon. I've

never had the inclination nor the need to use corporal

punishment in my classroom. I've never been taught in a11

the undergrad or graduate courses in education how to use

corporal punishment in the classroom. l've been tauqht eye

contact, get off your seat, walk around the room, have good

lesson plans, that's how you maintain discipline in the

classroom. 1 hope that this Body, the House of

Representatives, will be as enlightened as the Senate was

yesterday when they passed this Bill out of the Senate

with...p

Speaker Currie: ''Do you want to brinq your remarks to a close?

Finished. Representative Turner, one minute to explain

your vote.H

Turner: /1 had wanted to ask the Sponsor a question, and that is,
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if I give my teacher or my child's teacher permission to

hit him, where would 1 stand in this leqislation if this

Bill passed?/

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Lang, we'11 break the rules long

enough for you to answer that question. Representative

Lanq.H

Lang: 'The Bill would ban corporal punishment. You cannot turn

that right over to another individual.?

Turner: llfm opposed to that Bill. I think that that ought to be

an agreement between me and the teacher. 1 think that

corporal punishment works. I don't necessarily say

it1s...I donft know why I say corporal punishment. I think

the teacher ought to have the ability to do whatever is

necessary to makeo.oto get that child's attention, and I am

opposed to this Bill, and I have no problems in going on

record as sayinq sucho/

Speaker Currie: ''Representative von Bergen-Wessels, one minute to

explain your vote.p

von Bergen-Wessels: ''Thank you, Speaker. We just voted for a
bunch of enhancements for violent behavior. In this

society, we say we will not tolerate violent behavior, and

now, there are those in this chamber who would like to say

we will tolerate violent behavior as long as it's

perpetrated on our children. It's wrong. Violence begets

violence. When we ought to say we're gonna have an end to

violence, We'll say wefll have an end to violence against

our children. would urge you to support this Bill.R

Speaker Currie: NRepresentative Deering, one minute to explain

your vote.''

Deering: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. You know the last couple of weeks we've voted

on...the best interest of the kids, and we asked these...we
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send our kids to school hopefully that they will get

educated and theyfll be taken care of and now we're sayinq

that we want to ban the corporal punishment. didn't

support this Bill last year, but support this Bill this

year because of one solid fact. Many of us have prisons in

our districts and the prisoners can beat the hell out of

the guards, but the state won't let the guards take any

kind of physical action against the prisoners. What's the

difference? It's better to ban this from schools as we

have banned it in other state institutions. hope that

more of my colleagues will put some more 'green' votes on

this Bill.>

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Biggins, one minute to explain

your vote.''

Biggins: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Assembly. I...taught four years on the west side of the

City of Chicago and during...in Representative Turner's

district as a matter of fact, and during that time was

teaching African-American students, and while I was on the

Chicago Bo...in the Chicago Teachers Union and a teacher in

that system, those African-American parents often would

introduce me to their children the first day of school with

the request to...and sometimes the order to do whatever it

takes to make sure their child does not disrupt the

classroom and takes...has acceptable behavior to get the

best education they can. And sometimes as a former

teacher, and being reminded of it with some of my

colleagues on the other side of the aisle in the last few

seconds, a few minutes, few seconds left, it is necessary

and advised and with the parents approval to squeeze an

arm, do a little something or you just touch them a little
bit. voted 'no'.>
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Speaker Currie: ORepresentative Davis, one minute to explain your

VO V P * 11

Davis: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker. 1fd like to explain my vote to

the Sponsor. 1 know he's very well-intended; however,

don't think that the state should tell each district iow to

handle discipline in their particular district. I think it

should be based upon what that particular school board

wants, based upon the problems they have and what works for

them. It's just like going into a family saying, 'Well

this punishment is best for your group' and this

punishment, because what works best for you, it should not

be perpetrated on a11 the rest of the students in the State

of Illinois. I think it should be left up to the school.

In Chicago, iE's against the 1aw to hit children in the

Chicago puilic schools. That's the decision that they have

made. ln other districts when that is not the decision

don't think the state should pretend to know what is best

for all school districts in this issue, and that's why I

have a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Currie: ORepresentative Hoeft, one minute to explain your

vote.'

Hoeft: PFor 25 years have strongly argued for corporal

punishment in the schools as one of the needs or one of the

local decisions that a school board or a school could

advocate. Times have changed. I have done a good deal of

research on this subject and al1 the researchers said, I
was wrong. Times have changed. have changed. I would

strongly advocate for the children of this state in the

same policy of no corporal punishment.l

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Biggert, one minute to explain

your vote.'f

Biggert: f'Madam Speaker, to explain my vote. As a former school
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board member, when I was sitting on a school board, we were

always saying, 'Why, why is the state tellinq us to do a11

these things?' I think this issue belongs at the local

level. Thank youo/

Speaker Currie: nRepresentative Giolitto, one minute to explain

your vote.''

Giolitto: ''Thank you, Speaker. ...1 would just like to really
commend the Sponsor of this Bill. I think it's incredible

that we're still doing this primitive act in our schools

today. 1 really truly believe that we've got to teach mur

children how to solve problems without violence. No wonder

there's so much violence. No wonder there's gang activity.

No wonder we have all these problems, when the only way we

can solve problems with children is to hit them and beat

them. think it's archaic, and think 'it should be

stopped, and : think it's an excellent Bill, and that's wby

I'm voting for it.p

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Lang, one minute to explain your

vote. Timer began without you. We'll start without you.p

Lang: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Firstly, 1et me say to those

that are concerned about mandates here for anyone that

would be, the TEA is for this Bill. The IEA who is very

concerned about mandates is for this Bill, so that should

change a iew votes right orf the top and to the earlier

speàker who was talking about... It sure did. And to the

earlier speaker, who was talking about...about these kinds

of changes, one of the speakers was talking yesterday, when

we were talking about abortion, that surgery, this kind of

surqery was the only surgery where parents aren't told by

the children what's goinq on. Well, 1et me tell you that

schools are the only institutions in America where striking

somebody is allowed by law. It's not allowed in prison.
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Itfs not allowed in the military. lt's not allowed in

mental hospitals, but for some reason we're allowed to

strike our children in the schools. Parents should do

their own job at home and not leave it up to the teachers
to hurt children. Change your votes.?

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Morrow, one minute to explain

your vote.''

Morrow: œThank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. You know it's ironic that some of the people who

are saying, 'Oh, don't slap Johnny on the wrist in school'

are saying, 'Don't slap 'em on the wrist in school, but

let's put him in jail.' Many of you who are not voting to
ban corporal punishment didn't want to slap Johnny on the

wrist when he was little, it might have turned him around,

but when Johnny gets 16 and Johnny commits a crime you're

saying, 'Oh, we're really going to slap you on the wrist?

We're gonna give you an enhanced penalty and we're gonna

lock the door and throw the key away.'*

Speaker Currie: PHave all voted who wish?/

Morrow: RLock 'em up.'

Speaker Currie: 'lHave a11 voted who wish? The Clerk will take

the record. On this Bill, there are 61 voting 'aye'...

Representative Turner.''

Turner: ''Verification. I'd like to have a verification on this

Bil1.@

Speaker Currie: 'Okay, the..othe Chair remembers. Sixty one

votin: 'aye', 44 voting 'no' and...the...Representative#

Turner requests a verification. The Clerk will read

the...absenceso..absentees.n

Clerk Rossi: ''Po11 of those not voting. Representative Ryder.

Representative Wojcik./

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Weaver asks leave to be verified,
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Representative Turner. Representative Turner, does

Representative Weaver have leave? Representative

Delaegher? You have your light on: Sir. I'm sorry

missèd you. Poll of the affirmative.o

Clerk Rossi: ''A poll of those voting in the aifirmative.

Balanoff. Balthis. Blagojevich. Brunsvold. Bugielski.
Burke. Capparelli. Cowlishaw. Cross. Curran. Currie.

Dart. Deerinq. Delaegher. Deuchler. Dunn. Erwin.

Flowers. Frederick. Frias. Gash. Giqlio. Giolitto.

k H rt Hawkins. Hlcks. Hoeft. Homer. 'Hart e. asse .

Kaszak. Kotlarz. Krause. Kubik. Lang. Laurino. Levin.

Lindner. Lopez. Martinez. McAfee. McGuire. Mcpike.

Meyer. Moijitt. Moore, Andrea. Moseley. Mulligan.

Novak. Ostenburg. Pankau. Persico. Prussing. Ronen.

Santiago. Saviano. Schakowsky. Schoenberg. Sheehy. von

Berqen-Wessels. Weaver. Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Currie: ''Questions of the affirmative? Representative

Turner.p

Turner: PYeah. Representative Preston?p

Speaker Currie: PThe former Representative is not recorded as

voting. Further questions?'

Turner: ''Representative Weaver?/

Speaker Currie: ''No he...you gave him leave to be verified.l

Turner: ''Representative Flowers?'

speaker Currie: ''Representative Flowers. Is Representative

Flowers in the chamber? Representative Flowers? Remove

her from the roll call. Further questions?''

Turner: lRepresentative Balthis?n

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Balthis. How is the Gentleman

recorded? No, hefs right therè in the middle aisle.''

Turner: f'Representative Capparelli?l

Speaker Currie: ''Representative... Representative Flowers has
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returned. Please return her to the roll call votinq 'aye'.

Representative...Representative Flowers wishes to be

recorded as voting 'no'.p

Turner: ORepresentative Curran?'

Speaker Currie: 'Representative Curran. Representative Curran?

Representative Curran is in his chair, but you have a

request of Representative Capparelli.'

Turner: ''Right.''

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Capparelli? Is Representative

Capparelli in the chamber? Remove him from the roll call

please. Further questions?n

Turner: 'Representative Laurino?/

Speaker Currie: RRepresentative Laurino? Representative Laurino?

Representative Laurino is not in the chamber. Reyove him

from the roll call. Further questions?n

Turner: HRepresentative Santiagoo/

Speaker Currie: 'Representative Santiago? Representative

. Santiaqo? He's not in the chamber. Remove him.'

Turner: lRepresentative Meyer.p

Speaker Currie: lRepresentative Meyer? Representative Meyer? Is

Representative Meyer in the chamber? Remove him.p

Turner: ''No further questions, Madam.l

Speaker Currie: >This... Representative Phelan wishes to change

his vote from 'present' to 'aye'. Are there further

changes? Representative Meyer has returned. Restore him

to the roll call voting 'yes'. Further changes?

Representative Biggert? Representative Biggert changes her

vote to 'aye'. Any further changes or rearrivals in the

chamber? Representative Meyer? Yourve been verified;

you're safe. Is there any further, further changes?

Representative Clayton, for what reason do you rise? You

wish to change your vote from 'present' to 'ayer.''
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Clayton: RThat's correct, Madam Speaker.p

Speaker Currie: pRepresentative Clayton votes 'aye', votes 'aye',

and on...on this Bill there are 60 voting 'aye', 44 votinq

'no'; and this Bill, havinq received the required

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. ' Next

Bill is House Bill 141, Representative Schoenberg.

Representative Schoenberg. Clerk, read the Bill.>

Clerk Rossi: RHouse Bill 141, a Bill for an Act in relation to

offenses involving motor vehicles. Third Reading of the

Bill.n

Speaker Currie: lRepresentative Schoenberg. Just before you

start, Representative. It is now ten minutes past seven.

You are a1l to have had your blue change of votes sheet in

by 7 p.m., but the Chair will qraciously give you 30 more

seconds if any of you have not yet turned them in. Rush to

the Clerk at the well, turn them in, and your votes will be

changed. Representative Schoenbergep

Schoenberg: NThank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. House Bill l4l amends the Illinois Vehicle

Code. It provides that it's a Class IV felony for anyone

to operate a motor vehicle who's been under the influence

when their license or driving privileges have been

suspended: revoked, invalidated or denied as a result

of...as a result of non-administrative violations.

I...the...when we...this...it's been amended to...to remove

provisions which.m.called for seizure, and I'd be happy to

answer any questions.'

Speaker Currie: PRepresentative Schoenberg moves 'do pass' on

House Bill 141. Does anyone rise in opposition? Anybody,

one individual rising in opposition, Representative Parke.'

Parke: eMadam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

I...I'm...1 have an inquiry of the Chair. Has...Amendment
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43 been adopted on this Bill?n

Speaker Currie: Oclerk, can you tell us whether Amendment 3 has

been adopted on this Bill?N

Clerk Rossi: ''Amendment 43 has been adopted to the Bil1.'1

Speaker Currie: eRepresentative Parke. So, does anyone rise in

opposition to this Bill? Representative Black?/

Black: HThank you very much, Madam Speaker. I have an inquiry of

the Chair that involves another Member of the House.

Therefs been a case quoted and I'm not a lawyer, but it's

the 'People versus Lindner' and 1 wanted to know

Representative Lindner would tell me whether this case

violates that or did you say you were a part of that or you

were not a part of that??

Speaker Currie: Hshe said no Lindner she knew was involved in

that case. Not a single one.l

Black: OOh, I misunderstood her. As long as she's not involved

in it, then I guess I don't have a question.''

Speaker Currie: PThe question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?' All in

favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Voting is open. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? The Clerk

will take the record; and on this Bill, l12 voting 'aye', 0

voting 'no'. This Bill, having received the required

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. On the

Order of Civil Justice, Third Reading, House Bill 160,

Repèesentative Lang. Clerk, read the Bill./

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 160, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Human Rights Act. Third Reading of the Bi11.''

Speaker Currie: RRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill l60 would ban certain discrimination in

private country clubs, and I say certain discrimination

because there's some information out there on the House
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floor that's not correct and we have to make sure you

understand exactly what this Bill does and exactly what the

Bill doesn't do. It prohibits discrimination in private

country clubs under very specific circumstances. Firstly,

the club has to have more than l00 membefs; secondly,

religious clubs, fraternal clubs, charitable clubs are all

exempt; and finally, this Bill is designed to cover a very

specific situation and that situation is: Where a club

allows non-members to use its facilities for pay. They

would then not be allowed to say, 'We1l you can't be a

member', so a club that doesn't allow Jews or blacks,

allows Jew and blacks just to drive in and go into the
cafeteria and eat or to rent out the ballroom for a weddinq

or a Bar Mitzvah and pay the club for that. lt's kind of

ridiculous for the club to then say: 'We'll take your

money: you can eat here; we'll take your money, you can

have your Bar Mitzvah or your wedding in the ballroom, but

now you...even though you otherwise qualify you can't be a

member. We won't allow blacks or we won't allow Jews or we

won't allow Catholics or we won't allow women'. It's only

to cover that very specific circumstance. There was an

Amendment put on the Bill to exempt payments for charitable

situations, so that if a country club rented out its..oits

meeting room or its ballroom to the local police department

for a charitable event, that's exempt. If an employer,

who's a non-member, pays the dues for a member, that's

exempt. So it's a very specific situation, and if you

think of it logically, it makes no sense whatsoever to say

to a human being, 'You can eat in our cafeteria. We'l1

take your money, but even you're willing to pay us the

money, we will not 1et you play on our qolf course and we

will not let you join our club'. That's what this Bill is
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designed to address. That's a11 it's designed to address.

Please hear me, that's all it's designed to address.

That's a11 the Bill does. The country clubs that have been

concerned about this helped write the Amendment. The

country clubs that have been concerned are taken care of,

and so to be honest with you, I might like to go farther

than this Bill. I might like to ban all discrimination in

all private clubs, but I haven't done that and so if a club

in your community is concerned about this Bill, tell them

that even this Bill passes, if they discriminate and

they completely discriminate, if they bar al1 Jews and all

blacks and all Catholics and everybody they want to bar and

never let them in any part of the club, they're not covered

by this Bill. They can continue to do that. This Bill

just covers the sinqle situation, where people are allowed
to use some of the facilities in the club for pay, but not

the rest of the facilities. ït's a very loqical Bill.

It's a Bill about human rights and human dignity, and

would recommend 'aye' votes./

Speaker Currie: nRepresentative Lang moves 'do pass' on House

Bill 1607 and, on that, does somebody stand in opposition?

Representative...Representative Black.'

Black: ''Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. As indicated to

the Sponsor of this Bill some time ago, in al1 due respect

to him and the Chair, many of my Members have asked me to

rise pursuant to Rule 10(e). I'm joined by seven Members
on my side of the aisle, who are standing or showing by

show of hands, that they want this Bill taken off 'short

debate' ''

Speaker Curriq: ''The Bill is off 'short debate'. The Bill is on

'regular debate'. Now, does anybody rise in opposition?

Representative Biggert.''
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Bigqert: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?p

Speaker Currie: *He indicates he will.R

Biggert: 'Representative Lang, you.v.when we discussed this Bill

in committee, you mentioned that this had been before this

General Assembly in previous years, this type of Bill?>

Lang: ''The Bill was in front of the General Assembly previously;

however, it's never been voted on. It did qet out of

committee, but to my knowledge, it was not voted on the

House floor last year.n

Biggert: ''Was that Bill that was in committee last year in the

same form that it's in now?'

Lang: >No.H

Biggert: >...What was included in it then that is not included in

it now?'

Lang: ''It's actually the other way around. Last year's Bill

was...only covered clubs of larger than 400, but when we

took a look at that, we found out didn't cover very many

clubs. Secondly, this Bill has a much stronger exemption

for religious and fraternal organizations and for

charitable orqanizations and with the Amendment, it also

cuts out the situations delineated earlier where a

charitable organization in the community wishes to use part

of the facilities, that would not kick in the

discrimination portion of the Bill.''

Biggert: pSo, the Amendment addresses the issue of where a club

would have, for example, a golf outing for a
' 

hospital...would not come within the terms of this Bil1?K

Lang: fYou are correct.H

Biggert: ''Al1 right.''

Lang: ''Any charitable function at the club would not come under

the terms of the Bill.?

Biggert: ''All right. What about someone cominq to the club and
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having a few people for dinner where they discuss

business?'

Lang: *1f...if the...if they are brought in by a Member, then

there's no problem. This Bill doesn't say that non-members

can't ever use the club. lt says that if non-members' are

allowed to use the club and pay, then the provisions of the

Bill kick in. So, if you are a Member of a club,

Representative Biggert, and you bring...20 Members of the

General Assembly with you 4nd you pay the check (and 1111

be glad to go with you), then that does not make the

provisions of the Bill alive.R

Biggert: ?Wel1, is there a reason for this Bill to draw this so

tightly as far as l00 Members or to have a very specific

club? What I'm thinking of, is why was the benevolent or

the religious groups taken out, or the Elks or the Moose?

Weren't they originally in the Bill last year?l

Lang: lThey were in the Bill...they were in the Bill last year,

but just as on my previous Bill, 1...1 took out private
schools relative to the corporal punishment Bill. felt

that 1 would rather take a small bite of a larqe apple and

accordingly to take care of some of the opposition in the

previous Bill, made some changes. This is.still a good

Bill. It still covers some very important issues and 1

want to add at this point, that it's a national agenda item

of the Antidefamation League and the American Jewish

Conference.N

Speaker Currie: Rproceed.n

Biggert: 'qinaudiblelo..wefre talking about a1l kinds of...of

small social clubs and not just the country club, and I

think that the Representative is picking on a very small

group for a very...what 1...1 think is probably a personal

reason and I think that we should really consider what
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we're doing and I would be opposed to this Bi11.R

Speaker Currie: nFurther discussion? Representative Schakowsky.N

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I feel very strongly about this leqislation. 1'm

on the Governing Council of the American Jewish Congress,

which is strongly backing this legislation and it

represents many, many years of..oa situation where...that

many Jewish people have been in where, 'Wel1, we're good

enough for you to take our money at a club, but wepre not

quite good enough to join' and this is a situation that
would address that and end the kind of discrimination

that...not only people of my religion, but many other

minorities have been facing for a very lonq time and

would hope that this Body would stand against that kind of

discrimination today and vote for this very important piece

of legislation.l

Speaker Currie: nFurther discussion? Representative Roskam.?

Roskam: NThank you: Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Currie: ''He indicates he wi1l.>

Roskam: lRepresentative, seems to me like you're saying that

if you discriminate a whole lot, under the Representative

Lang theory, then it's okay and if you discriminate a

little bit, it's not okay. Can you clear that up for me

and I'm asking you that question honestly? l...I've spoken

with you on the floor on this. ...Ifm not a country club

member, wasp that I am. I am not a country club member,

but I...1'm a...I think I represent a lot oi country club

people, but that seems a little bit bizarre to me. Can you

speak to that?n

Lang: ''Sure and that is exactly what it sounds like, but

understand why it has to be done. 1... We all know, let's

be honest, I can't stand on the floor of this House now and
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have a two-sentence Bill that says it's illegal to

discriminate in private country clubs, period. It will

never pass, you know it won't pass; know it won't pass,

so I'm trying to carve out a small chunk of this apple and

this chunk says, it talks about the simple logic of a

situation where a person who can't belong as a member to a

club is allowed to spend money at the club ior other

reasons, so they can use the cafeteria, they can maybe play

tennis and pay a fee, they can rent out the ballroom and

spend thousands of dollars, but then the Board of Directors

of that club says, 'Well, we'll take your money for those

reasons, but wefre not going to allow you to be a member

here'. That's illogical. It's insulting. It's degrading,

and if that's the only bite of the apple I can get, that's

the bite 1'11 takeo''

Roskam: HThank you. appreciate your candor. To the Bill...P

Speaker Currie: 'Proceed.''

Roskam: nI'm...I'm sympathetic to the notion...but as argued

yesterday in the abortion access Bill and some of these

other things that tend to narrowly carve out one area, 1'm

troubled with that, and for that reason I rise in

opposition to the Bill. Thank you.?

Speaker Currie: NFurther discussion? Representative Black./

Black: f'Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor

Xield?''

Speaker Currie: ''He indicates he will.''

Black: NRepresentative, under your 3il1 and I'm looking at

correspondence from a constituent of mine, who is president

of a country club, of which I am not a member. He poses

several questions to me that can't answer. For the past

several years, this club has hosted the last round of the

city golf tournament, al1 of the participants of whom are
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put this clubnormally non-members. Would such an activity

in jeopardy of falling under this Bill?n
Speaker Currie: PRepresentative Lang.?

Lang: RThere is no intention that it would. If some tech review

person tells me the Bill does not cover that, we'll cover

that in the Senate. You have my word, Representative.

There is no intention to cover that whatsoever.e

Black: Pone of his other questions is as follows. ' For

approximately five years the club has hosted the Illinois

State High School Golf Tournament in the fall of each year. '

The club gives up the use of its course and facilities for

approximately three days. If they continue to do that,

would they be in danger of being classified as a place of

public accommodation, rather than a private club?e

Lang: >My answer to that is, 'No, it would be the same situation

as I suggested earlier where a local police department

might want to rent out the facilities for a charitable

event for the police department.' find that to be no

different at a11.N

Black: PThank you very much, Representative. Madam Speaker, to

the B i 11 . '' '

Speaker Currie: ''Proceed.K

Black: /1 can appreciate the sincerity of what the Representative

is attempting to accomplish in his legislation. It has

been amended and, in all due respect to the Sponsor,

think the Amendment putting in certain exceptions makes

this a very complicated piece of legislation. appreciate

the Gentleman's answers that it isn't his intent to

disallow a private club to do things like host a high

school golf tournament or to host a city golf tournament or

to even host as this club will do in September, The

Illinois Women's Golf Association Tournament. None oi
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those players would be Members of that club. However, I

think you could agree that the president of this club is

very concerned with the potential interpretation of this

law by judicial decree in out yearsr subsequent years.
would...l would say, and the only reason stand in

opposition to the Bill, I would think what would happen in

the event of these private clubs that in many of our

smaller communities, perhaps have the only golf course or

the only outdoor swimming pool of any size or substance and

who have for years 1et local high schools and other

activities go on there. I think their counsil would

probably tell them to stop that and go to a members-only

policy, so that they would not perhaps face legal action

that they could ill-afford or certainly would not yish to

face. So it's for that reason and that reason only, saying

that in the overall scheme of things there is a rather

large area here that is not clearly understood, I intend to

vote 'no' on the Bi1l.>

Speaker Currie: nFurther discussion? Representative Stephens.e

Stephens: >Well, thank you, Madam Speaker. Given the history of

this Legislative Session, lt makes me wonder sometimes why

1'm standing here and the Gentleman from Skokie's Bill in

defense of his Bill. We've had our differences over the

year already with his opinion of my cloqging the system,

and...but 1'11 put that aside. I think that this matter is

a 1ot more simple than those of you who are speaking in

opposition want to make it. This is simply a matter of

decency and fairness. If you're willing to take their

money, then you should be willing to take their membership.

It is not as complicated as has been referred to. 1...1

stand in support of the Gentleman's Bill, and 1 think we

should limit the discussion here and move this Bill to the
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Senate.''

Speaker Currie: ''Further discussion? Representative Flowers./

Flowers: r'Mr. Speak...Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. It's not often time that I find myself agreeing

with Representative Stephens and I'm kind of wo'rried

myself. but on a more serious note. I personally would not

want to be anywhere where I'm not wanted, but I still want

it to be my choice if I so choose to go there, that I'm

free to do so and it just appears to me that these private
clubs want to have it both ways, they want to have their

cake and eat too. My money is good enough for me, for

you as far as my parties and my baby showers or whatever,

but I am not good enough to sit next to you in your little

private club for dinner or what other entertainments you

may have. And, you know, last night we had this big o1d

fiqht about you know parental choice, this, that and one

another, and we as adults, think in the 21st century, we

need to kind of move beyond this and you need to understand

that if a bomb were to drop here today, it would take al1

of us away, not a certain group of us, but each and every

last one of us is in jeopardy here. 1 truly wish that we
would be a little more open minded and support this

Gentleman on his Bill. Thank you very much.p

Speaker Currie: RFurther discussion? Representative Parcells.N

Parcells: RThank you, Speaker. Would the Gentleman yield for a

question?'

Speaker Currie: ''He will.*

Parcellsr ''Representative Lang, 1...1 have a question and this is

a legitimate question. I realize that if I go, let's say,

to a tennis and golf club and I play tennis or golf with a

friend who is a member, I'm a guestp that's fine. 1 don't

get to join her club, just because I played tennis there,
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now what if she says to me, fYou may have youro..l'm not a

member of a country club; therefore, you may have your

daughter's wedding reception at my country club.' She gets

billed for it, I reimburse her. Where does that sort of a

thing stand?/

Lang: HWell# that would be maybe a fine way to circumvent the

intent of the Bill. It would seem to me that that should

kick in the Bill.>

Parcellsl ''Wel1 that...l mean that does happen a lot, people

that aren't in clubs. Now the people who come are guests

and they're not spending any money at the club; therefore,

they are guests that perhaps even the person who is a

member isn't at the wedding. They could have been out of

town or somethinq and I wanted to know what your intention

was there.''

Lang: ''My intention is to cover that. Let's look at the logic.

the members... It's really a sham. Really a sham. The

member is receiving money from the non-member, so the

non-member can use the facilities. Under...under the

purpose of the Bill, that should be covered. I would not

suggest to you that that shouldn't be covered; it should be

covered.''

Parcells: 'Okay. but you don't think it is at this point. You

don't think it is at this point?l

Langl PNo.' ...under the Bill, the way I read it, the situation

you've outlined where a member rents the hall for the

non-member and the member pays, but really the non-member

pays the member back, that should be a discriminatory

practice under this Bill and is.'

Parcells: ''But, you think it is not the way the Bill is written?''

Lang: ''No, I think is.f'

Parcells: ''You think it is. Okay. Then the next thing I wanted
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to ask was, 'Are there penalties?' For instance, very

often there is a long list to the country club of all kinds

of people. It can take two, three, four, five years.

There's other reasons besides the fact that somebody happens to be

Jewish or Black or Asian or anything else, why they are not

accepted for membership. How do you prove why they were not

accepted? I mean, what is the penalty for eliminating somebody

and how do you prove that?p

Lang: ''We1l, the penalty is any penalty allowed now under the

Human Rights Act. This makes a country club, under these

circumstances, puts into the Human Rights Act, so

whatever the penalties are there, are the penalties. How

you prove it is pretty darn simple. If...if...if a.o.if a

Catholic person is not allowed to jotn a country club, but
they have been eating regularly in that cafeteria and that

Catholic person feels aggrieved and they wish to make a

claim under the Human Rights Commission, pretty simple.

Pretty simple, I've been eating in that cafeteria

regularly, here's the proof, here's my application for

membership to the club. I own my own home, comply with

a11 the requirements for membership except they didn't take

me. Then there's a case, just like any other case and if

they can prove the club didn't take them because they're

Catholic or Jewish or Black or a woman or whatever else,

then the provisions of this Bill would kick in./

Parcells: l'Cause..eyou may or may not be aware that very often

divorced women are discriminated against in the same way at

a country clubo''

Lang: ''I know that is true.''

Parcells: HI don't think they ever..ol don't think they ever, the

club never admits that. You just get on the waiting list
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and you are bypassed, but I don't know how you can prove

that there wasn't something else in your personality that

they didn't dislike about you.R

Lang: ?Well, that's a matter of proof, but that's no difierent

than any other part of the Human Rights Act. It's a matter

of proof. This doesn't change the way proof is made in the

Human Riqhts Commission. This doesn't change the manner of

proof, tt just simply adds country clubs under these very
limited circumstances to the provisions of the Human Rights

Act.?

Parcells: ''Thank you for your answer.?

Speaker Curriek 'Further discussion? Representative Lindner.

Start again./

Lindner: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Currie: nThe Sponsor will yield.?

Lindner: NYes. I'm not sure why we are so fixated on country

clubs here, because in most country clubs you can't pay

anyway. The public can't come in and pay, a member has to

pay. But 1 want to ask the Sponsor have you considered the

private clubs in the ethnic neighborhoods, like...in East

Devore, for instance, there is the Third Ward Club and the

Phoenix Club and all these other clubs that are in ethnic

neighborhoods that I believe there are members, but the

public can go in and pay and how will those be affected by

this?''

Lang: ''Not at all. Ii the public can't go in and pay, it's not

covered. If they're exempt, under the Internal Revenue

Code, if it's a charitable organization, if...if it's a

political organization, these are all exempt under the

Internal Revenue Code and under the Amendment added to the

Bill, if they doh't pay taxes, they're not covered under

the Bill.''
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Lindner: HWell, don't think these are reliqious, but they're

called social clubs, I think.''

Lang: >If they are social clubs that we can't just walk into,
then they are not covered under the Bill. It could be a

country club that has 50,000 Members, but if you and

can't walk in off the street and buy a meal in the

cafeteria, it's not covered.''

Lindner: lThank you.p

Speaker Currie: ''Representative Flowers, in the Chair: and

further..o?

Speaker Flowers: f'Representative Wyvetter Younge on the Bill.>

Younge: RThank you very much, Madam Speaker. I wanted to react

to this Bill and I should introduce what I'm going to say

by saying that I believe that Representative Lang ip a very

well and qood intendinq person and a good person, but

wanted to say that am as a...the granddaughter of a

slave, humiliated by this Bill because it condones a wrong

action, immoral action by private clubs generally by what

it leaves out. believe that its logic is the same as was

the case in the whole theory of separate but equal schools.

We, for many, many years, said it's okay for black children

and white children to be in separate schools if theyrre

equal, and we know that there is no such equality and

believe that it would be against the prencipals of our

democracy to put into the statute a Bill that apparently

just cover when people can come off the streets or when

people can eat and that it would be wrong to qive

membership and avoid debate the whole question that it is

wrong to discriminate against people if you are a private

club in America, because it's a wrong against the

principles of Americans.p

Speaker Flowers: ORepresentative Schoenbe'rg./
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Schoenberg: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. I'd just like to add one final ironic twist to
this, because this is an issue of accountability and

culpability and this is why I'm supporting this Bill.

Under the Revenue Act, as it's currently writte'n, we

classify properties which is used for country clubs as open

land, as open space; and, consequently, the property taxes

for those properties are lower because of the way that they

are classified, as being open spaced, so' it seems to me

that consequently we're essentially subsidi...we're

essentially participating in a defecto subsidization

discrimination, so the very least we can do is be able to

hold people who do discriminate accountable because after

all, we're givinq all those country clubs a tax break, the

way the Revenue Code is written now.l

Speaker Flowersk RRepresentative Flinn.''

Flinn: ''Madam Speaker, I move the previous question.H

Speaker Flowers: NRepresentative Flinn mo...question...the

question... Representative Lang, to close.p

Lang: OThank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I appreciate the serious debate on this very

serious topic. Let me just address one or two matters that
were discussed during debate. First of all, one speaker

talked about the right of association. The right of

association does not change under this Bill. a club

me...means to be private and completely private, they may

continue to be that. I don't prefer that. I told you, I'd

like to have a Bill that opens up all clubs for all reasons

to everybody, but that's not this Bill, so Representative

Biggert that's not this Bill. This Bill does not talk

about the...it says that you can associate with whoever you

want to. If you want to be a totally closed club, be one.
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To those of you that have country clubs in your area that

this Bill passes, they can continue to be closed country

clubs if they wish to be, but once opening up to the public

for some reasons. it defies description to then say, 'Well,

you can't be a member. You can spend thousands of dollars

here having lunch, but you can't be a member of this club.'

Itfs wrong and it's wrong. One further matter again.

Organizations or groups that' use these clubs, who are

exempt under the Internal Revenue Code from paying taxes,

do not kick this in, so cities that use the clubs, schools,

fire departments, charitable organizations, all of these

groups that would use the club, do not kick the provisions

of the Bill in. This is really a very simple Bill, that

says, 'If you're gonna let people use the club for some

reasons, let 'em use the club; Let them be lembers if they

otherwise qualify'. Please give me 'aye' votes.''

Speaker Flowers: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill l60 pass?'

A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is now open. Representative Kubik, to explain his

V O V C * 11

Rubik: nThank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I had intended to ask the Sponsor a question and

I'm afraid we Won't be able to have a dialogue on this

issue. My concern was that while 1 recognize what he's

trying to accomplish, my concern was, will clubs be allowed

to set any standards by which they can..mcan decide what

their membership is. For example, 1'm Bohemian, but Ifm a

drug dealer. :...1 may not be welcome in a clubr not

because I'm Bohemian, but because Ifm a drug dealer. If

you do not properly define how these...or do not allow some

standards, then people, honest people, who allow all sorts

of different ethnic groups, religious people involved in a
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club will not be able to stop those kinds of people from

coming into these organization./

Speaker Flowers: fRepresentative Brady, on House Bill 160.0

Brady: HThank...thank youy Mr. Speaker. had a clarification

that I wanted to ask and 1'd ask the Sponsor to.oojust nod.
Does this...do you...does...do..oif you meet any one of the

criteria, are you in violation or do you have to meet all

iour elements of criteria? And..odo you have a definition

for benevolent order? Do you have a definition for

benevolent order? There's no definition for benevolent

order? Thank you.''

Speaker Flowers: PRepresentative Rutherford.?

Rutherford: fThank you, Madam Speaker. To the Sponsor, do

admit you are taking a small attempt at the...at chipping

away at the discrimination side of it and I was had a

conversation with a colleague earlier that talked about a

half a loaf or a full loaf wanting a full loaf, but do

stand in favor of this Bill because I think that chipping

away anyway we can towards discrimination at this time,

think a half a loaf is good. I commend you for it.''

Speaker Flowers: ''Representative Biggins.a

Biggins: RThank you, Madam Speaker. have two questions,

think, of major concern here. 0ne is, let's say there's a
group of rich Democrats that form a club and it's gonna be

a very large club you have a lot of rich Democrats in it

and will now be able to join that club even thouqh I
remain a Republican, a middle-class Republican? Is this

the...is this situation addressed in this legislation?

Okay, second question was go...''

Speaker Flowers: ''Representative Coy Pughan

Pugh: ''Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. What

comes to mind is..ois a saying when Hitler began his reqime
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and it goes something like, when he began Hitler

started...he started with the homeless, the gypsies and

because I was not a gypsy, I did not respond and then he

came for the Catholics and because 1 was not a Catholic,

again said nothing. Then he came for the Jews and

because I was not a Jew again said nothing. Then he came

éor me and there was nobody else left, so we have to take

into consideratlon that injustice anywhere is a threat to

justice everywhere, and I encourage your 'no' votes.
Speaker Flowers: HRepresentative Black. Have a1l voted who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the

record. This Bill, 74 voting 'ayep... Representative

Deering wants to be recorded as voting 'aye'.

Representative Steczo is recorded as voting faye'.

Representative Deaaegher would like to be recorded as

voting 'aye'. Are there any more changes? No more

changes. Seventy-six voting 'yes', 10 voting 'no'. This

Bill, having received the required Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed. The next Bill is Representative

Coy Pugh, on House Bill 513. Mr. Clerk, read the Bill.O

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 513, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Unified Code of Corrections. Third Reading of the Bi11.R

Speaker Flowers: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, Madam Speaker. House

Bill 5l3 amends the Unified Code of Corrections to permit

prisoners sentenced to indeterminate sentences of at least

20 years imprisonment under the law in existence prior to

1978 to be resentenced to fixed terms of imprisonment based

in part upon sentencing schedule in effect, February

1978, allows for persons with consecutive sentences to be

*ffered fixed terms of imprisonment based upon an

aggregation of their maximum term. Madam Speaker, Ladies
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particular piece of

legislation was presented by my predecessor, Anthony Younq,

and it deals primarily with the discrepancy we have in our

sentencing laws as it relates to incarcerating individuals

that have committed crimes. Prior to 1978, prior to 'the

class X felony, we have...had indeterminate sentences. So

we have a category of individuals, approximately 700

individuals, that do not know when they are going to be

released from prison. They have, some of them have some

very serious crimes, but there are some who have gone the

gamut of rehabilitation. They have taken advantage of a11

of the programs that are available through the Department

of Corrections and they have no other means available to

better themselves. This Bill will simply offer them the

opportunity to be resentenced under the new law. 1...1

request humbly a positive vote, and I am prepared to answer

any questionso''

Speaker Flowers: 'Representative Black, on House Bill 513.

Representative Black./

Black: ''Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. Pursuant to Rule

l0(e) I'm joined by seven of my colleaques, on this side of
the aisle, to ask the Chair to take this Bill off 'short

debate'. Will the Chair so rule?/

Speaker Flowers: lRepresentative Black: the Bill is off 'short

debate'.''

Black: lThank you very much. Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. To the Bill. The...the people,

who were sentenced to these crimes, were sentenced because

their crimes were particularly vicious in nature and now

you're asking the General Assembly to go back and say,

'Well, some time has gone by and I guess it's okay now

we do set a determinate date for the release of this
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prisoner.' Let me quote to you from a letter sent to Mr.

Thomas J. Homer, from a young man who resides in my

district. believe Mr. Homer received four or five of

these. have five families in my district that are

impacted by this Bill. 'House Bill 5l3'wou1d giv'e all

prisoners with a case number startinq with the letter C a

fixed release date. It is shockin: to me to lmagine' (and

he gives the prisoners number) 'beinq set free after a

court sentenced him in 1977 to 40 to l00 years for the

racially motivated murder of my father'. The Gentleman who

was murdered was an African-American. The Gentleman who

writes this letter, on behalf of his mother, is an

African-American. have five families in my district who

have lost a loved one due to a particularly vicious or

l ' der and that perpetrator is now incarceratedsense ess mur

in the Department of Corrections. What this Bill doesngt

tell you is these people sentenced to indeterminate

sentences at the time are eligible for a parole hearing

every year and by the time good time is added, they're

eligible for parole every nine months. These famllies, and

will share these letters with you, these families have to

go to that prison every nine months to testify to the

prison review board, fDonît let this person out of prison

who killed my son or who killed my father or who killed my

brotherf. Every nine months they have to relive the terror

and the horror of this crime and now you're askinq the

prisoner review board to set a determinate time of release.

Now, just the other day on your side of the aisle you
passed a get tough on crime Bill and here you come back

with this Bill and say we were only kiddin'. they were

sentenced to an indeterminate sentence, it's okay now.

We'll let you out at a time to be set. Well, you better
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talk to Mrs. Nelson. You better talk to Mr. Hoffman. You

better talk to three other families in my district and see

how they feel about it. They're in there because they

murdered somebody and by God, that's where they belong, and

stand in opposition to this Bill, and I be: you to vote

I n o ' W

Speaker Flowers: NRepresentative Cross.n

Cross: ''Thank you. Will thev..sponsor yield a second?o

Speaker Flowers: PYes, he wi1l.R

Cross: 'Coy, you and I have talked about this and 1, but I want

to ask some questions and I voted for this in committee and

I've reconsidered and I...you and I have talked about that

as well. think we need to discuss or I'd like you to

tell us, tell the Members on both sides of the aisle, give

us a definition of what the C inmates are./

Puqh: 'C number inmates are individuals that were sentenced prior

to...the Class X felony law, prior to 1978. And, of

course, quite a few of these individuals are...are in there

for murder, but there are some that are in there for

lesser, less, lesser crimes./

Cross: nWould it be safe to say though that the majority of those
people in there 'are in for murder, rape, multiple murders

and that there are just a few that are not...n
Pugh: Pcan you repeat your question??

Cross: >Wöuld it be safe to say that the majority of those
inmates, that are C number inmates, are in there for crimes

such as rape, multiple murder and they're as a rule very

heinous crimes? Is that...a fair question, a fair

statement?/

Pugh: ''I'd like to.o.to answer that with...with a comment that

there are individuals that have...there are a lot more

individuals that have created, that have committed more
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heinous crimes and they've been, they've received flat

sentences; therefore, they've been incarcerated and some

have been released, while these certain groups of

individuals have never had the opportunity to be released.H

Cross: HThe next question is: #If someone was sentenced 25 years

ago to a period of 200, maybe 300 years in the Department

of Corrections, conceivably could they qet a lesser

sentence today under your Bill?/

Pugh: 'A lesser sentence than the 100 to 200 years?p

Cross: PYes, and...and as a result, can they qet out earlier

under this Bill?p

Pugh: nEarlier than l00 years?l

Cross: 'Yes.?

Pugh: ''Conceivablyo''

Cross: >And...H

Pugh: nWe1l, naturally, let me explain. That

according...and...Mr. Homer might want to correct me if I'm

wrong, but natural life is 11 years and eight months. This

is what is considered....what was considered as natural

life. A l00...if ...if...if any a survey was done that

reflected if any of the individuals were released, that the

less sentence would be an additional 16 years on the least

of the crimes./

Cross: ''So, if someone got l00 years, are you telling us now they

would get 16 years?''

Pugh: 'No: Sir.n

Cross: ''What would they get?''

Pugh: eThe...the determination of the resentencing would

beo..would be determined by the judge in the municipality
where the crime was committed.''

Cross: ''Assuming...''

Pugh: ''And all the aqgregating and mitigating factors would be
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taken into account before the resentencing was taken

place.?

Cross: *What would someone get if he got, he or she was sentenced

to l00 years, 20 years ago: what would the sentence be

today?''

Pugh: 'Once again, that's left to the discretion of the judge.e
Cross: OWhat are the parameters, I quess, is the question

should ask?r'

Pugh: >It would be based on the new law.l

Cross: lAnd give us an example of that?e

Pugh: 'I'm not a lawyer.''

Cross: f'I...1 know that. I'm not trying to be difficult but this

is an extremely...l understand the concept that you want to

give people fixed times, but I think the majority of these
people have committed extremely heinous crimes and should

never get out of jail, ever, and think we're running the
risk of giving them the opportunity to get out. Is that

correct?''

Pugh: ''We11# I...and understand.o.and take...take into

account...l'm...l understand exactly what you're saying,

but there are some who have committed some heinous crimes

that should never be released, they should never be part of

society once again, but on thiso.oon this other side of

that coin, there are some...there are some who have taken

stock into the system and...and attempted to rehabilitate

themselves based on the hopes that...that upon

rehabilitation, that they can be incorporated back into

society.R

Cross: ''And...and that's the function of the parole board, is it

not? The current parole board?/

Pugh: OWell, that's...thatfs...the parole board's

efforts...thatfs another issue. In theoryo..in theory,
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that's the parole board's duties.p

Cross: ''One final question, and you and I talked about this. In

a...assuming that this was past, in a resentencing

situation, what are we gonna do about witnesses that are no

longer around? They are either dead, they've forqotten

what happened. What are we going to do about their

testimony from 20 to 25 years ago?p

Pugh: ?All...all of that is included in the Bil1.R

Cross: 'It's not in the current Bill that I am aware of. don't

have any other questions. Thank you.''

Speaker Flowers: 'Representative Tim Johnson./

Johnson, Tim: ''You know one of the frustrating things about this

process sometimes is that you have a Bill that people have

a legitimate difference on, but really people aren't paying

very much attention and jo to really address what the

really Bill really does, rather than talkinq in kind of

emotional terms, ...in symbolic terms it almost becomes

impossible. This Bill isn't..mRepresentative Puqh's Bill

isn't what its critics have said that it is. Now, I want

to explain the best that I can where Representative Pugh is

coming from. He's not doing what Representative Black and

others think that he's doinq. 1978 this General Assembly

changed from an indeterminate sentencinq system to a

determinate sentence system, and as you know in the last 20

years, or however long that has been, not 20 years: 15

years, the Legislature has gotten tough. And so the

standards in post 1978 are probably tougher for most

offenses: the range tougher than it was before 1978. It's

just that if you're convicted of an offense in 1979 and the
sentencing range is 40 to life you get 60 years with good

day-for-day good time you can be out in 30 years or you can

be sentenced to natural life depending upon the
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circumstances, now and under this Bill. The problem is the

current 1aw has kind of a weird double standard that really

none of us ever intended to create when we enacted House

Bill 1500 in 1978. You have a series of people who

ho committed various offenses, who gdt anCOm...W

indeterminate sentence to prior to 1978. Oftentimes, or at

least in a qood many cases, these are offenses that could

be less serious than ones that were...committed after 1978

where the people have gone in and have. already been

released from the penitentiary. So it simply says, you

want to, you have the option to petition the court, come in

and be sentenced under current guidelines, which oftentimes

are tougher than the guidelines before 1978, and have an

opportunity to have a specific determinate sentence

sento..set. Oftentimes or could very well be natural life,

you know if that'so.onatural life or equivalent to that

depending on the circumstances existent then and now. So

this Bill really provides a system. The other thingy and

Representative Salvi said this in committee, this is a Bill

that is real fair to the victims because the current system

you have the old parole and pardon board and now the

prisoner review board, which kind of serves in a double

role. Every year or less if you're sentenced under the

indeterminate sentencing system, you got to bring everybody

back in, brinq the victims back in, bring their...not the

victims, their families or their victims back in and go

through the whole haranque aqain and determine whether a

person ought to be released or not; and, as matter of fact,

in a good many cases people sentenced prior to 1978 could

be eliqible for release and they don't get it. A1l this

Bill does is at the option of the defendant, allows them

to petition, come back in, and have a determinate sentence
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set. That's all it does. It just simply says, if you
committed an offense before 1978, why should that be any

differently treated than an offense that was created after

1978 and it's not in any way to be interpreted nor would it

be construed to be an effort to try to be soft on criminals

who deserve to be sentenced to particular offenses. lt

just says to these people and their families, why should we
go through this every nine months, go ahead and set natural

life or 90 years or 70 years according to what it is, the

whole record would be able to be considered, a1l Ahe

details of the offense would be able to be considered and

Representative Cross has proposed an Amendment that

assume they will enact in the Senate and I think would be

the law anyway that would allow the court to examine and

should be able to examine the entire cou/t record for

aggregation and mitigation. So I understand people have

concern about this and so that you look and see what the

real Bill really does, Representative Pugh accepted two or

three significant Amendments that were offered to try to

bring this Bill into structure with what some of peoples

objections was in committee and he's done that. He's made
a real sincere eifort to make this Bill work and I know

that symbolism oftentimes carries farther than the reality

of a Bill in here, but this is not a bad Bill. Itrs, in

fact, a very constructive Bill. It's simply adapts the

1993 to 1978 existing sentences and doesn't in any way let

people loose who shouldn't be 1et loose.''

Speaker Flowers: NRepresentatlve Homer, on House Bill 513.*

Homer: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. I plan to...to quietly vote

'no' on the Bill out of regard for the Sponsor, whoo..who

has worked very hard on this issue and before him, I would

point out that his predecessor, Judge Anthony Younq, had
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this Bill on a number of occasions and...was never able to

get it passed, but I think tn Representative Johnson

already has perhaps said some of what I will and 1111 keep

it brief, but Repre...the idea behind Representative Pugh's

Bill is...is a sound one. What he's trying to do is make

sure that there is fundamental fairness. That it's not

that it shouldn't be relevant whether a person committed

the crime prior to 1978 or after 1978. What he's trying to

do in the Bill is laudable. He's asking that the people

who were sentenced in the old law, back with indeterminate

sentencing, be qiven a fixed release date just like those
inmates are nowp who happened to have committed their crime

after the new determinate sentencing went into effect; and,

of course, the new determinate sentencing went into affect

in response to the cry for 1aw and order, so it's not as

though he's asking that something be done that is

permissive...in society, rather he's asking that tbese

people be allowed to be sentenced under the determinate

Class X sentencing that was heralded as such a

crime-fighter initiative and which I think is an

improvement under the old law. The reason I'm voting

against his Bill isn't because of the concept, it's because

the Bill itself, 1 believe, is flawed and it's inherently

flawed because I don't think there's any way to actually

draft the Bill that does what he wants to do and the reason

for that very simply is prior to 1978 there was no such

sentence as natural life. Now, if a person commits three

Class X offenses in ten years, they can get natural life

with no parole at all. No hope of parole, no good time, no

anything. Prior to 1978, if they committed what now we

call Class X and they did three of them, what the judge did
then was say, ':'m sentencing you to l00 to 300 years and
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I'm sentencing you to five consecutive of those and 1 hope

and pray that theyrll never 1et you out of prison'. And so

that because they didn't have natural life then, so to now

say that these people who got that sentence should get a

fixed release date, I think gives them an advantage over

people who got sentenced after 1978) and so however

well-intended (and I know it's very well-intended)

unfortunately, no draft of this Bill has yet come before us

which accomplishes the purpose of the 3ill and that's to

put fairness into this sentencing system and so I would

object to those who decry what the Representative is doing.
What he's trying to do is be fair. The problem is the Bill

is flawed, and...l'm going to be voting against it.l

Speaker Flowers: HRepresentative McAuliffe.''

McAuliffe: ''Thank you: Madam Speaker. I would like to call the

attention with Members to the fact that anybody that i:

still in jail since 1978 is there because they murdered

somebody in the most hideous way. People vote to go to

jail they'd spend two, three, four, five, six years in

jail. This is a way of getting people out of jail easier.
They yant to get them out earlier and they get the victims

to come they have to go and dig the victims up because a1l

of the victims of the people that are in jail this long are
dead, so we don't need to have any more murderers roaming

the streets of Chicago. It's bad enough as it is. We have

1,000 murders a year in Chicago, and if we let some more of

these murderers get out of the prisons, we'll have 2,000 a

year. So let's not make it any easier to get these people

out oi jail. lf they are there this long because they
deserved it and this will only make it easier for them to

9et out.''

Speaker Flowers: ''Representative Coy Pugh, to close.l
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Puqh: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. At the risk ofo..of not trying to make any of my

colleagues look soft on crime, 1'11 withdraw this Bill.*

Speaker Flowers: pThe Gentleman withdraws his Bill. Out of the

record. Representative Dunn, on House Bill 743.

Representative Dunn. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.R

Clerk Rossi: RHouse Bill 743, a Bill for an Act concerninq

juveniles. Third Reading of the Bill./
Speaker Flowers: ''Representative Dunn./

Dunn: lThank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 743 is not what thought it was. It

needs to be taken out of the record. Take it out of the

record.''

Speaker Flowers: Rout of the record. Representative Mcpike, in

the Chair.e

Speaker Mcpike: ''Agreed List #3, all of the Bills received

sufficient votes, so on Agreed List #3 these Bills, having

received the Constitutional Majority, are hereby declared
passed. We have one more Bill dealing with funding of

abortion that we intend to call in about ten minutes.

House Bill 819, Mr. Sheehy. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.l

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 819, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Criminal Code of 1961. Third Reading of the Bi11.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Sheehy.f'

Sheehy: >Mr. Speaker and House Members. House Bill 819, amens

the...amends the Criminal Code to expand the offense of

inducement to commit suicide, to include providing another

person with the physical means to commit or attempt to

commit suicide or participate in a physical act by which

another person commits or attempts to commit suicide. This

Bill puts substance and teeth into the current law we have

today and this Bill also is based on the Michigan law which
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was passed last month. 1'11 be more than happy to

entertain any questions or any comments that you might

have./

Speaker Mcpike: rMr. Johnson.?

Johnson. Tim: PA question of the Sponsor?e

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.>

Johnson, Tim: nWhat if you have a...husband and wife of many

years, in their latter years and one is terminally ill

and...tremendous amount of pain and simply unable to do

anything physically and ask the spouse too..give them

instrumentality of their death, whether it's some kind of

pill or medication or something like that and the other

spouse, having lived with this person for 60 years and not

wanting to see them suffer anymore, doesn't kill them but

says, 'sure, if that's what you want, here you go.' Well,

what about that? Does that Bill...this Bill covers that,

doesn't it?l

Sheehy: NThe intent, Representative, iso.preally to..oput

something in place where when Dr. Kevorkian comes herea''

Johnson, Tim: ''No. I didn't say that. 1...*

Sheehy: think what youfre...f

Johnson, Tim: WNow, I don't want to go through what I went

through the other day and have to ask the question four

times. Now my question is, gave you a specific fact

situation, '1 want to know whether this Bill makes that

person a Class felon or not? I don't want to see...''

Sheehy: think that would be up...p

Johnson, Tim: 01 don't want to see Dr. Kevorkian come either.

just want to know if that fact situation thai I've
described applies to this Bill?''

Sheehy: ''1 would leave that up to the Statefs Attorneyon

Johnson, Tim: HWell, it's not in the State's Attorney's lap right
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now. It's in the Legislaturefs lap and it's not going to

be in the State's Attorney's 1ap until we either act on

this or we don't. Now, I'm reading the language of the

Bill on page 1, 19...19 through 24, lines 19-24, and it

appears to me that clearly covers the situation that I've

just described. If doesn't, I'd like to know where it
doesn't?''

Sheehy: ''Yes, it does.''

Johnson, Tim: lokay. There is a difference, Mr. Speaker and

Members of the House, between being an active

instrumentality in causing somebody to commit suicide by

psychological or other pressure. Being an active agent in

causing someone else to kill themselves. Perhaps the

Kevorkian situation, on the one hand, and simply being a

passive agent, on the other hand and this Bill makes

somebody a Class I1I felon, this is an offense we havenft

created yet. I...this may be a reason to be for this.

This is a new crime. Something new for the Illinois

Legislature. We haven't created a crime of the day, so

this is a crime today. It clearly covers a situation where

someone is simply a passive agent, 87-year-old spouse says,

'Tf that's what you want to do, then here, I'm not asking

you to do it, I'm not causing you to do it, I'm not doing

it myself, I'm simply saying because you're terminally ill

and 'unable to get up, 1'm going to be the passive agent of

your will'. Now, obviously, none of us want to see

suicides. None of us want to see death. None of us want

to see Dr. Kevorkian here in Illinois, but whatever the

intention of this Bill is and I have to presume that it is

well-intended by Representative Sheehy, the language of the

Bill doesn't do what he says he wants to do. It goes

vastly beyond that and creates the situation where there is
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no right to choose. Your act in many situations creating a

circumstance where someone can not make an active choice to

end their own life. It would be nice if we had a perfect

world where people didn't get terminally ill, where people

didn't want to end their own lives and where we didn't have

passive agents, such as an 87-year-old spouse involved in

it, but we don't live in that perfect world and we do have

that situation, and I believe as offensive as it may be to

some of us in our own personal attitudes and our own

personal moral beliefs, that somebody chooses to end their

own life and asks someone to be a neutral agent in

assisting that, then we ought to be able to allow them to

do it. I don't want to see Dr. Death here. I donft...l

don't think that's appropriate and I think that

ought...that issue ought to be addressed, but this Bill

qoes beyond the passive agent. This goes to a situation

where someone is a neutral agent...or an active agent.

goes to someone who is a neutral agent. It doesn't make

sense to use a cannon to kill a fly, so to speak. We want

to address that situation. It could be done in far more

narrow legislation and for some of those of you who've sald

in various ways that people ought to have a right to make a

selection as to what to do with their own bodies and their

own lives, this Bill does precisely the opposite, and

urge a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Mcpike: HMr. Sheehy, to close.''

Sheehy: nI urge everyone in this House to...for a 'yes' vote on

this Bill. If not, we're sending a bad message to our

young people today. There's a high rate of suicide among

our young people across the state and with that alone,

think the message we're sending to them we vote 'no' is

a bad message, and again I ask all of you to vote 'yes' for
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this Bill. Thank you./

Speaker Mcpike: NThe question is, lshall House Bill 8l9 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there are

65 'ayes' and 33 'noes'. House Bill 819, havinq received

the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.

House Bill 602. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk. Mr. Clerk, read

the Bil1.*

Clerk Rossi: OHouse Bill 602, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Horse Racing Act of 1975. Third Reading of the

Bi1l.>

Speaker Mcpike: f'Mr. Hicks.''

Hicks: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. House bill 602 is a Bill dealing
with the horse racinq industry. Senator Madigan, who has

been working on this in the...in the Senate will be taking

care of this Bill there. 1'11 be happy to answer any

questions.l

Speaker Mcpike: WThe question is# 'Shall House Bill 602 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have a1l

voted? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there are

67 'ayes', 38 'noes'. House Bill 602, having received the

Constitutional Majority: is hereby declared passed. House
Bill 935, Mr. Homer. Read the 5ill, Mr. Clerk.n

Clerk Rossil ''House Bill 935, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Domestic Violence Act of 1986. Third Reading of

the Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Homer.''

Homer: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. The Bill is advanced by the

Illinots Coalition Agatnst Domestic Violence. It amends

the Illlnots Domesttc Vtolence Act to requtre law
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enforcement officials to complete a

violence offense report. I would answer any questions and

move the passage of the Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: NThere's an Amendment filed, Mr. Homer. What was

your desire on that?'

Homer: fLet me just say that.../
Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Homer, there's an Amendment filedo/

Homerl *ï...1 know there is...*

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Homer?l

Homer: Wspeaker.l

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.>

Homer: OYes. The reason 1fm not...I understand that, but the.../

Speaker Mcpike: %A1l riqht.>

Homer: nReason I'm not doing that is because I underst4nd the

rule now is that...we couldn't have immediate consideration

and don't want to jeopardize the Bill. I'd rather
deal with that issue in the Senate and...W

Speaker Mcpike: %All right. On the #do pass' Motion, Mr. Black.''

Black: ,1...1 just was inquirinq about the Amendmente'
Speaker Mcpike: *Yes.*

Black: RThis Bill has been read a second time hasn't it?l

Speaker Mcpike: 'Sure, it's on Third Readingeo

Black: *...Well then couldn't he run back with leave of the

Body?n

Speaker Mcpike: >No.*

Black: ''Okay./

Speaker Mcpike: PThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 935 pass?'

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion? there

are...Lindner, 'aye'. On this Motion, there are ll0 'ayes'

and 0 'nays'. House Bill 935, having received the

April 22, 1993
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Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Monique Davis wants the record to reflect

that she would have voted 'aye' on House Bill 935.

Representative Zickus./

i k s: lYes 1...1 would also like the record to reflect t'hat IZ c u ,

would have voted 'aye' on that, too./

Speaker Mcpike: 'Thank you. House Bill 999, Representative

Currie. House Bill 1005, Representative Leitch.

Representative Currie, I'm sorry. Are you' ready for that

Bill? Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk, 999.*

Clerk Rossi: >House Bill 999, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Juvenile Court Act of 1987. Third Readinq of the Bil1.>

Speaker Mcpike: pRepresentative Currie.O

Currie: pThank you, Speaker. Just need to move the process and

recoqnize iponsors. This Bill, in its current form, is a

vehicle Bill. It is intended to provide statutory

implementation for the provisions of the BH decree in which

the Department of Children and Family Services was sued in

federal court. We've been working with the office of the

Cook County Public Defender, the Department of Children and

Family Services, the Legal Assistance Foundation. We are

about a quarter of an inch away from full agreement on the

provisions of the Bill; but: as I say, we still have a

little discussing to do and in or.der to be able to

implement that...neqottation, I would apprectate your

support for passaqe of the Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: *On that Motion, Mr. Ryder.l

Ryder: pAlthough it is a vehicle, we understand the qood faith

negotiations are going forward and the fact that the

Department of Children and Family Services clearly

participatinq in that, and for that reason we do not object

to this./
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' Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 999 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have a11 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there are

107 'ayes' and 3 'noes'. House Bill 999, having received

the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
House Bill 179, under Labor. Mr. Clerk, read the Bi1l.*

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 179. The Bill has been read a second

time previouslyo?

Speaker Mcpikel PRead the Bill, Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk Rossi: NHouse Bill 179, a Bill for an Act amending the

Unemployment Insurance Act. Third Reading of the Bi11.O

Speaker Mcpike: ''Are there any Floor Amendments on this? Are

there any Amendments on this Bill? Floor Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: ''Amendment #1 has been adopted to the'Bill.f'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Committee Amendment 41 or Floor Amendment #l?P

Clerk Rossi: ''Committee Amendment 41.0

Speaker Mcpike: ''Then there are no Floor Amendments on the Bill.

Is that correct?'

Clerk Rossi: ''That's correct.''

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Santiago.n

Santiago: 'Yes, Mr. Speaker. Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members

of the General Assembly. This is just a shell Bill. I
move to adopt it.p

Speaker Mcpike: PThe question is... Mr. Parke?/

Parke: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. ...Wil1 the Sponsor yield for

some clarification, please?n

Speaker Mcpike: ffYes.e

Parke: ''Representative Santiago, this Bill is supposed to be used

for an agreed language only for defining couriers as

independent contractors and it's only supposed to be used

ior this purpose. Have you not been able to reach that
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kind of an agreement??

Santiago: ''That is correcto''

Parke: nThen why are we qoing to pass this Bill? You made a

commitment.''

Santiago: pBecause we're gonna try to pass the Bill so that to

see if we could reach an agreement in the Senate and then

send it back to us.'

Parke: /Is it still your intention that if the agreement is not

reached in the Senate, that this will not go anywhere?'

Santiago: ''Yes, Sir. That is my understanding.o

Parke: >No. No. Is that your commitment to us?e

Santiigo: ''That is my commitment and that's my understanding. My

commitment and my word to you.''

Parke: RWell, I have confidence in you; and, therefore,

personally do not have a problem with it then.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is: 'Shall House Bill l79 pass?'

All in favor vote faye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have al1

voted? Have a1l voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there is

82 'ayes', 23 'noes'. House Bill 179, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Elections and State Government, Special Call, Human Rights,

House 3il1 2081, Mr. Clerk. The Billfs been read a second

time. Are there any Amendments?l

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #l, oifered by Representative

Giolitto.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Giolitto, Amendment #1.R

Giolitto: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 2081 has

Amendment #l, which changes the Act to include the Civil

Right to fr'eedom from sexual harassment in real estate

transactions. What this Bill actually is pertaining to is

tenant-landlord situations and this would be that, you know
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if, if the landlord is harassing the tenant and won't come

and make repairs or so forth unless, unless sexual favors

are ,given and this...the qenesis of this Bill is from a

constituent of mine and since looking into I found a

great deal, great number of cases such as this and found it

necessary to add this into the Civil Rights Bt11.>

Speaker Mcpike: ''On the Motion pdo pass', Representative

Skinner.''

Skinner: ''I'm not a lawyer, but wouldn't that be solicitation for

prostitution?'

Giolitto: OYou didn't get it.p

Skinner: >If the landlord is saying I'm not...lf the landlord is

saying I'm not going to provide services unless a sexual

favor is given, that has to be illegal already.p

Giolitto: >We11, I suppose if you put it that way, but that's not

exactly what I'm referring to here. I'm referring to

sexual harassment.n

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Biggert.'f

Biggert: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?o

Speaker Mcpike: OYes, she will.p

Biggert: HRepresentative, there was another Bill that was

presented by Representative Cross.>

Giolitto: nYes, there was./

Biggert: ''lHouse Bi1l) 1592?1'

Giolitto: ''Correct.''

Biggert: ''Is your Amendment the same as that Bill?*

Giolitto: ?We got toqether ando..came to a compromise on that.

It's very similar, yes./

Biggert: ''Is there any difference or?n

Giolitto: PI don't believe so. If Representative Cross would

like to make any remarks to it, he is welcome to.l

Biggert: 'Okay. Thank you.?
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Speaker Mcpike: ''A1l right. There doesn't appear to be any

opposition. The question is, 'Shall Amendment 41 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed say 'no'. The

'ayes' have and the Amendment is adopted. Further

Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments.l

Speaker Mcpike: ''Third Reading. Returning to a Bill that was

taken out of the record earlier, House Bill 1249. All

right. This Bill has been read a third time, have voted on

and theom.the Motion to return to the House prevailed,

so the Bill is currently on Third Reading and has been

debated, so I think the proper Motion at this time is to

call the Bill. The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1249

pass?' A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed votp 'no'.

Mr. Black, to explain your vote.n

Black: ''Yes. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Nothing has

changed on this Bill in the last two hours. personally

believe that you will ask the ratepayer to subsidize this

experiment, for lack of a better word. personally

believe that the taxpayers may indeed be liable for some of

this. It wasn't a good idea two hours ago. It isn't a

good idea now. Why should a publicly regulated utility be

forced to buy electricity from a municipal hydroelectric

station at approximately triple the cost that they can

generate it either by coal or nuclear or little mice or

hampsters running around in a cage/ I don't care how they

generate it. Why should the taxpayer have to pay more

money just because it comes from a hydropower. Folks. this
isn't Colorado. If you think we're going to live off

hydroelectric power on the plains of Illinois, give me

whatever you had for supper. urge you to vote 'no' and#

Mr. Speaker, I will seek a verification.f
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Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Weller.f

Weller: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. In the previous debates,

Members said thinqs such as, 'Well, we really don't need

any extra power, we've got all the plants we need.' Well,

by their own planning documents filed with the Ilfinois

Commerce Commission, Commonwealth Edison says it meets

capacity by 1996. Illinois Power meets capacity by 1999.

This Bill is not a subsidy for hydroelectric power plants.

Development of just one half of hydroelectrlc potential in
Illinois will result in a cost savings to every resident of

Illinois of $25 over the next ten years. This is qoing to

create jobs. It's going to help produce energy. It's good
for the environment. It's a good 'yes' vote. Thank you.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Wojciko?
Wojcik: nYes, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. I think we're

always talking about, 'ban the nukes' and 'We don't meed

nuclear power', well by the year 2007, our nuclear plants

will be falling by the way side. This is the only way to

insure that we will be able to have the hydropower. It's

clean...e

Speaker Mcpike: *1 apologize. That was from the previous

speaker. Proceed.'

Wojcik: ''Okay, : was on a roll here. Anyway, I think we a11
ought to pay attention to this. This is the wave of the

future, whether we like it or not, but it is more of a safe

wave than a dangerous wave. It's not nuclear, it's water,

it produces clean air not acid rain. It's going to save

the State of Illinois $25 off of their electric bill, if

only 50% of the lllinois hydropower potential is developed

over the next ten years. I think is a good vote and

it's a very clean vote, so vote 'yes'.n

Speaker Mcpike: NHave all voted? Have al1 voted? Have all voted
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who wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take

the record. On this Motion, there is 67 'ayes' and 38

'noes'. Mr. Black, do you persist. Where is Mr. Black?

Yes, Mr. Black?/

Black: ''Yes. Mr. Speaker. 1'11 persist: I..oanother hour

before...?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Fine. Thank you. Rep...Mr. Edley would like to

be verified. He's right here'. Al1 right. Mr. Clerk, read

the affirmative.ff

Clerk Rossi: ''A poll of those votinq in the affirmatkve.

Balanoff. Blagojevich. Brunsvold. Bugielski. Burke.
Capparelli. Cross. Curran. Currie. Dart. Deerinq.

Delaegher. Edley. Erwin. Flinn. Frederick. Frias.

Gash. Giglio. Giolitto. Gio/gi. Granberq. Hannig.

Hartke. Hawkins. Hicks. Hoffman. Homer. 'Johnson, Tom.

Kaszak. Kotlarz. Kubik. Lang. Laurino. Lawfer.

Leitch. Levin. Lopez. Martinez. Mautino. McAfee.

McGuire. Mcpike. Moseley. Murphy, H. Novak.

Ostenburg. Parcells. Phelan. Phelps. Prussing. Ronen.

Rotello. Saltsman. Salvi. Santiago. Schakowsky.

Schoenberg. Sheehy. Steczo. Stephens. Stroger.

Tenhouse. von Bergen-Wessels. Weller. Wojcik. Mr.

Speaker.f'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Black, questions of the affirmative?'

Black: OYés, thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Representative

Fl i nn? f'

Speaker Mcpi ke : @Mr . Fl i nn i s here . ''

S ea ke r Mc P i ke : '' Than k you . Representat i ve '. . .' exc use me : let meP .

take a look. Representative Brunsvold.R

Speaker Mcpike:Mr. Brunsvold? Joe Brunsvold? Representative

Giolitto would like to be verified. She's right hereol

Black: ''Yes, that's fine.'
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Speaker Mcpike: RBrunsvold is in the rear.*

Black: ll'm sorry, Mr. Speakeral

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Brunsvold is here.p

Black: 'L ..Representative Phelps?p

Speaker Mcpike: >Mr. Phelps? Iso..he's right there. Yeah.l

Black: /1 see. I see.N

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Moore changes from 'presentf to faye' and

Mr. Pugh changes from 'present' to 'aye'.?

Black: 'We11, hadn't verified them yet.?

Speaker Mcpike: '1I know.l'

Black: ?Oh.*

Speaker Mcpike: HRepresentative Kaszak would like to be verified.

She's right here./

Black: ''Yes I see her.''

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Flowers. Miss Flowers, please?p

Flowers: ''Would you please change my vote from 'present' to

' a. X e î . 11

Speaker Mcpike: OThank you. Representative Flowers votes 'ayef.p

Black: ''Mr. Speaker, I used to ride the railroad trains and l see

this train's leaving the station, so 1'11 withdraw.o.lpll

withdraw my request for a verificationol

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Davis votes 'aye'. Have all

voted? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there are

'ayes' and 38 'noes'. House Bill 1249: having received

the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.

Personal Hea1th, House Bill 146. The Bill's been read a

second time previously. Mr. Clerk?'

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill l46 has been read a second time

previously.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Any Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: HFloor Amendment #l, offered by Representative
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Skinneron

Speaker Mcpike: f'Mr. Skinner, on Amendment 41.*

Skinner: 'Floor Amendment 41 says that..othe state and...the

stéte in its health insurance program and the state and the

Public Aid Department program will have to pay for any

complications resulting from an abortion, includinq

emotional, psychological and... other such results that

miqht not be immediately noticeable.n

Speaker Mcpike: lRepresentative Erwin, on the Amendmento?

i ''Thank you, Speaker. strongly oppose this Amendment. 'Erw n:

Representative Skinner's Amendment would essentially ask

the Department of Public Aid and the Medicaid program to

cover unlimited medical treatments by psychiatrists, by

counselors, by social workers. The Amendment does not

permit the Department of Public Aid to impose any medical

necessity standard nor to establish any limits, any limits

at all, on the qualifications of the providers nor their

frequency nor the duration of treatment. reiterate: The

Department of Public Aid opposes this Amendment. It

essentially says that there would be unlimited coverage

from.t.currently providers who are not covered under the

Medicaid program for any procedure now, so I would urge a

defeat of this Amendment.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment 1...'

Representative Skinner.n

Skinner: 'Yes. May I close and ask for a roll call, please? And

let me... Let's 1et the Amendment speak for what it says

right on its face. 'Thq program shall include coverage for

the treatment of any medical, psychological or emotional

complications arising from a covered abortion. Surely,

such an outcome does occur; even the proponents of this

Bill would suggest sometimes. I'm suggesting that we ought
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to cover...the treatment that is necessary to bring the

person back to a...a normal state.''

Speaker Mcpike: PAre you finished? I'm sorèy. Mr. Skinner, to

close. The question is, 'Shall Amendment 41 be adopted?f

All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'noes' have it.

The Amendment's defeated. Further Amendments?o

Clerk Rossi: PNo further Amendments.o

Speaker Mcpike: PThird Reading. Mr. Clerk, read the Bill.?

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 146, a Bill for an Act concerning

abortions. Third Reading of the Bill.R

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Erwin.n

Erwin: NThank you, Speaker. House Bill l46 is really a very

simple Bill. It removes the existing prohibitions in the

Illinois statute against public funding, whether it be from

the federal government or the state government of a medical

procedure; namely, abortion. I'd like to point out that

this issue has not been raised for a vote or for a public

debate in this chamber or across the rotunda since 1979

when this original prohibition was put in the statute, so

we have not had a vote on this issue since then. There

is.a.there is a very good possibility that the federal

government may repeal the Hyde Amendment and permit federal

funds to be available for this procedure. If that, in

fact, becomes a reality, Illinois will not be eligible to

receive federal funds for abortion because we will

not...we, explicitly, prohibit it, so this language simply

removes the prohibition in the existinq statute. might

add that a Medicaid recipient would still need a doctor to

indicate that it is medically necessary, that this is a

procedure that for the health and welfare of the patient,

that it is medically necessary and medically indicated. My

goal is to try andop.try and prevent unintended
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pregnancies, which 1 think are a growinq concern in terms

of the risks that we see to both young teen moms who are

giving birth to unintended pregnancies. It is the single

bigqest cause of dropping out of high school for girls in

the State of Illinois. Currently, 3l% of a1l the' live

births in the State of Illinois are to unwed moms. I think

that while we are considerinq Bills that are coming from

the Senate and we've considered in the House Bills to

prevent additional dollars being spent for additional

births for welfare mothers, we at a very minimum need to

provide the option of public funding of abortion. I would

urge your favorable consideration of this piece of

legislation.''

Speaker Mcpike: nThe question is, 'Shall House Bill l46 pass?'

All those' in. . . And, on that Motion Representative

Skinner.''

Skinner: nOn page 5, lines 11 through 16 of the Bill, it states

that abortions are to be paid for reasons related to 'a

woman's health including but not limited to physical,

emotional, psycholoqical, familial and age.' These reasons

are taken right out of Doe vs. Bolton, which is the

companion decision that came down in 1973, the same day

that Roe vs. Wade was issued. Basically, what these words

mean is that anyone can get an abortion upon demand up

until the day before birth. Now, if that's what the

General Assembly wishes to do, the Majority most certainly
ouqht to vote 'yes'. I am goinq to vote 'no'.>

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Davis.l'

Davis: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

Xield?''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.''

Davis: lRepresentative Erwin, have you beeno..bombarded with
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requests from young people seeking abortions who were on a

Medicaid proqram and they needed those dollars to get an

abortion?'

Erwin: ''Representative, think: as many people have in this

chamber have been bombarded by concerned citizens from all

over this state concerned about this issue on both sides.

raise this as a legitimate issue for public debate in

this state...'

Davis: ''We1l, did you see how much debate you were getting?

There was no debate. There was going to be no debate.

I've been a Legislator since 1986, and I do represent some

poor people. No one has ever come to my office and

requested dollars be they federal or state, Medicaid,

public aid - dollars to get an abortion.''

Erwin: oRepresentative, let me add that I know that you are aware

of the over 20,000 phone calls that have gone into Cook

County Hospital since the repeal of the prohibition of'

public.o.of abortions at Cook County Hospital. I know that

Ruth Rothstein has...and the county board has been troubled

by the thousands and thousands of requests that have gone

unanswered and, indeed, there are in the neighborhood of

20,000 to 25,000 additional women who have been seeking

this procedure who are unable to have this medical

procedure available to them because they do not have the

funding.''

Davis: ''Do you...do you think that the Cook County Hospital is

equipped to give abortions to as many as you say, did you

say 20,000? Is Cook County Hospital prepared to abort

20,000 babies usin: state funds?'

Erwin: ''Representative, I think that what the numbers indicate

are the numbers of women who are seeking an option to

prevent pregnancies that were not intended, and at this
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point...'

Davis: pWait a minute. Wait just a minute. You cannot prevent a
pregnancy that was not intended. Now, you could qet rid of

somethinq; but if...if it wasn't intended and you prevented

then you don't have a pregnancy. But what do you think

this is qoinq to cost? What is this going to cost the

state? How many...how many state dollars are we going to

use in order to be..., what would you call it, birth

control for some groups or something? How much...how much

money are you willing to put up on that board to support

this program, and where in the Public Aid Department should

we take it from? Should we take it from the Education

Fund? What.oowhat fund should we take this fund from in

order to give these abortions to people.''

Erwin: ''Representative, the individual procedure will cost the

Department of Public Aid about...between $182 and $186 per

procedure. Clearly, clearly, the fiscal impact to the

state in preventing unintended pregnancies will save the

State of Illinois hundreds of millions of dollars.l

Davis: lHow do you prevent unintended pregnancies? How do you

prevent unintended pregnancies?n

Erwin: ''By making abortion an option available to a1l women.''

Davis: ''Well Ifm just v'ery much concerned with this $180...is it#

'

$1867 One hundred eighty-six dollars per, did you say,

about 2,0007 How many? How many per year?

Erwin: ''Wel1, Representative, we would have no way of knowing how

many women would avail themselves of this option. It is an

option. That is a1l I'm asking, tbat this option be

available. It is legally available to women with private

money.'

Davis: ''To the Bill, ...to the Bill, Reverend...Mr. Speaker.

This is a genocidal attempt to remove poor people from the
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City of Chicago, and we're willing to pay $181 per death.

We can kill these African-Americans; we can kill these

Hispanics at Cook County Hospital for just $181 per baby.
You prevent pregnancy by not being pregnant. You don't

prevent pregnancy by getting an abortion, and I didn't hear

you mention the hospital in your district, only Cook County

Hospital. I am not paying my taxes for people to lie down

in bed, qet pregnant and decide, '1 didn't want this baby,

let the state pay for this abortion'. If you want an

abortion, pay for it yourself or 1et the man who got you

pregnant pay for

Speaker Mcpike: nRepresentative Ronen. Ronen. Representative

Ronen. Ms. Ronen, your microphone is ono?

Ronen: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to speak in favor

of this Bill. Let me remind my colleagues that abortion is

legal in this country and this state. A11 we are talking

about this Bill is giving poor women the same option as

other women. It's The issue is one of fairness.

urge all my colleagues to support this. This is very

simple. Abortion is legal. We're trying to give the same

optiops to poor women as other women have. Support House

Bill 146.11

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative SchakowskyoR

Schakowsky: NThank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Thousands of women, once Cook County Hospital

offered abortion services, sought that opportunity and are,

because the waitinq list is so long, unable to avail

themselves. These are women who, lf they had more income,

if they were our daughters, our sisters, our friends, would

be àble to legally go to their doctors and receive an

abortion. is a legal procedure. This Bill isn't to

debate the issue of abortion; it's whether or not we are
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going to discriminate aqainst poor women in the State of

Illinois. It's time for us to say that all the women in

Illinois have the right to choose, and that's what this

Bill would do; and, by the way, it would also say that

employees of the State of Illinois who right now cannot be

insured for this legal medical procedure would be allowed

to be covered by our state insurance policy. I think

that's only fair, and you could accomplish that goal by

voting for House Bill 146.''

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Erwin, to close, and then we can

explain our votes.''

Erwin: pThank you, Speaker. As I said at the beginning of this

debate, the Legislature has not considered this issue since

1979 when we originally prohibited...when we originally

prohibited any public fundinq of abortion. Since that

time, the number of teen pregnancies, the infant mortality

rate, the dropout rate in high schools due to pregnancy,

the rate of low-birth weight babies and the rate of babies

born at risk in poverty has increased substantially.

think it's time to reconsider this as a public policy, to

take another look at providing an option (a viable option)

to preventing unintended pregnancies, and I would support

your favorable consideration. Thank you.>

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 146 pass?'

A11 favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Representative

Currie, to explain her vote./

Currie: 'Thanks, Speaker and Members of the House. Under my

husband's health insurance policy, abortions are available

and they're paid for. Under your wife's insurance policy,

chances are good that that's true as well; but, under our

policies, abortions are not covered. What makes the

workers of the State of Illinois second-class citizens?
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What makes the clients at our Department of Public Aid

second-class citizens, that they don't have the same

opportunity that people in the private sector have?

would say that this is a Bill about equality, about

first-class citizenship for al1 of us: and I would r'emind

the Members of this chamber that people who don't get their

abortions paid for, poor people who don't qet their

abortions paid for, are very likely to find themselves

seeking abortions later in their pregnancies when the

abortions themselves are less safe and when the development

of fetal life is...is greater. So, I would think those oi

you who are concerned about the health of our...the clients

of the department...''

Speaker Mcpike: ''A1l right, whoever ls whistling, you know it's

very impolkte to the Sponsor of this Bill and certainly

this wasn't done last night, ané let's not have it toniqht.
Representative Blagojevich, to explain his vote./'

Blagojevich: PThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the
House. When I look on the board, can see this is a Bill

that is doomed to defeat. The numbers don't lie. Yet

there are certain things that I think are important that we

shouldn't give up# and we should certainly discuss. In my

view, and I would address these remarks particularly to

those in the pro-choice'community, it seems to me that

we believe that a woman has a right to decide for herself

whether or not she wants to have an abortion, then we are

clearly discriminating against those people who cannot

afford to have an abortion. We, in government, and in the

State of Illinois fund Medicare, we fund Medicaid. This is

a logical extension of that philosophy. If pro...if

abortion is legal in Illinois, for us to deny the right or

the option to poor people means we would deny that riqht
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and option on health care, and it's an inconsistency that I

believe we should be very careful about avoiding.'

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Ostenburg.e

Ostenburg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To explain my vote. There's

nothing in this Bill that says that someone must have an

abortion or someone should have an abortion. This is

simply a case of where we're saying for those individuals

who can't afford to have an abortion by any other means,

that there will be provisions provided. I think that

thisoo.that this is an Act that: in fact, creates a more

equal distribution of...of a health-related service: and I

would encourage others to vote in favor of giving this

opportunity to those who want it or need it. Thank you.e

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Jones.n

Jones, L.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

have to agree with the previous speaker. There's nothing

in this Bill that tells you...that mandates you to have an

abortion or you have to have an abortion. As you know, if

you'd be truthful with yourself and stop being hypocrites,

. . .if you qot money, you can afford to go get an abortion.

You don't need help to qet an abortion. If you live...

mean, I'm...I'm for real, and it's time for you on the

other side of the aisle to be real. You clap with us one

time, you don't clap with us the next time; we go along

with what you say, it's fine, we don't then we (sic

we're) the bad guys. There's only two sides to this:

Either you're rich or you're poor. Rich women can afford

abortions. My district is a poor district. If you check

with DCFS, you will find out that over 20* of the kids that

die by the hands of a parent or a boyfriend are children

that was not wanted in the first damn place. In my

district, you're talking about a girl l3, l4, 15 years o1d
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that gets pregnant. Now, the first thing you're going to

say is tell her to keep her leqs closed. You in Schaumburg

don't keep your legs closed; they don't keep 'em closed at

39th and Kinq Drive either, okay? The only difference is,

you can afford to have a damn abortion. The girls in my

district can't afford to have an abortion. A1l this Bill

says is stop bringing unwanted children in the world; and

if they come into the world, if they come into the world

and you do not...they cannot afford to have an abortion,

then we get a Bill that say, okay, this girl is 14 years

old, on her mother's grant and she's on Public Aid, then we

come here with a Bill asking you to fund public aid above

the poverty level and you hypocrites will not even give

money...'f

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Hicks.R

Hicks: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm with Lou./

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Giolitto.''

Giolitto: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1'm glad that we're

dis'cussing this and want to say that it really is

strange to me to hear people say, 'Oh, don't want my tax

dollars going for abortions'. Well, that's fine on one

hand; but, on the other hand, we've also got people who are

saying, '1 don't want to give any more money to a person

who is having mor: children on Public Aid', like another

Bill that's gotng to be coming up. Yeah: let's cut 'em

off; let's not pay for any more children that are born to a

person who is on welfare. Great. Now what do we do? She

doesn't have the choice to have an abortion because she

can't afford it, but yet you don't want to spend any more

dollars supporting somebody who continues to have children.

Stop and think about think, let's be fair about this

and...and fund abortions for those who cannot. It's a
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health issue, and Medicaid pays for every other health

issue for this type of person. It's the same thingol

Speaker Mcpike: ORepresentative Wojcik./

Wojcik: Ol...would just like to make a statement...regarding
Schaumburg. Yes, do live in Schaumburg and we do know

that people do have problems, but we work things out as we

do in every other district and the Lady stated that we ask

for things. Well, in my years of working with the Lady,

I've never asked for anything that has not been worked out,

and wefve never had a problem. So, don't know what's

caused my community to be spoken to this evening, but I do

want to stand in defense of Schaumburg. Thank you.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''Have all voted? Have all voted who wish? The

Clerk will take the record. On this Motion, there are 45

'ayes' and 69 'noes'. House Bill 146, having failed to

receive the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

lost. Supplemental #l, House Bills, Second Reading. Mr.

Lang, 954. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.n

Clerk Rossi: NHouse Bill 954, a Bill for an Act amending the

Consumer Deposit Account Act. Second Reading of the Bill.

WO * * * W

Speaker Mcpike: ''Any Amendments?'

Clerk Rossi: /No Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment #1,

offered by Representative Lang.*

Speaker Mcpike: ?Mr. Lang.''

Lang: r'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

Amendment #1 becomes the Bill and embodies an agreement

between the Chicago Clearinghouse Association, eight of the

i ' b nks the Illinois Bankers' Association.major Ch cago a ,

And I've been asked to read this into the record for

legislative intent. will take a minute or two.

'Amendment #1 to House Bill 954 makes a technical change to
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the Illinois Commercial Code. The Amendment makes the

Illinois 1aw governing check clearing and collection

consistent with federal law and with the laws of 49 other

states. lf this Amendment is not passed, Illinois law and

the system of Illinois check collection and payment will be

contrary to the principles governing check collection, as

embodied in federal law, and could result in increased risk

to the check collection system. Last year, we passed House

Bill 2134, which made several changes in the Illinois

Commercial Code. This Amendment repeals only Amendment 41

to House Bill 2134. Amendment 41 to House Bill 2134

amended Section 4-302(b) as a Commercial Code in order to

clarify the existing law in Illinois to prevent the bank

from recovering a windfall on a controversy with a second

bank, because such result adversely affects the second

bank's capital and would tend to threaten the safety and

soundness of banks in the State of lllinois. I am offering

this Amendment to reinstate the language of Section 4-302.

which was in effect prior to last years Amendment, because

the eight major Chicago banks and the Chicago Clearinghouse

Association, which clears checks drawn on Chicago banks,

have ascertained that the actual and unintended effect of

last years technical change has been to place in jeopardy
the time by which final payment of checks will be deemed to

have occurred. Therefore, this Amendment provides an

alternative method for such clarification of the Illinois

law on this issue by repealing the earlier Amendment and

adopting a modification to Section 1-103 of the code.

Without this technical change, the check collection and

payment process may be slowed and may result in increased

risk to consumers in the depository banks. Without this

technical change, the process of collecting and paying
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checks presented in Illinois banks could be subject to
delay in payment which could have a deleterious effect on

the acceptability of Illinois checks as payment instruments

elsewhere in the country. The two changes contained in the

Amendment will restore the original language of Seition

4-302(b) and also provide the same proper for clarification

of Illinois law in a manner ensuring that an Illinois

banks' capital will not be impaired by reason of unjust
enrichment to another bank as a result of a recovery not

permitted under general equitable principles'. The Chicago

Clearinghouse Association, eight of the major Chicago banks
and the Illinois Bankers' Association support this

technical change, and I ask you for your 'aye' vote on this

Amendment.'

VRepresentative Deuchler
.pSpeaker Mcpike:

Deuchler: >Mr. Speaker, House Bill 954 was assigned to Financial

Institutions Committee. It was not heard; however, do

stand in support. As the Sponsor has stated, the Illinois

Bankers' Association and the commissioner of banks and

trust companies do support the Amendmento*

Speaker Mcpike: OThank you. Mr. Lawfer.o

Lawfer: ''Wil1 the Speaker yield?p

Speaker Mcpike: NHe will yield, briefly. This is an agreed

Amendment. What is your question, Mr. Lawfer?''

Lawfer: ''Does this apply to state banks? He referred to a

federal regulation. I wondered whether this referred to

state chartered banks??

Speaker Mcpike: OMr. Lang.''

Lang: 911... Yes, it does.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment 41 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have and the Amendment's adopted. Further
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Amendments?*

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments./

Speaker Mcpike: PThird Reading. (House Bil1) 2207. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 2207, a Bill for an Act in relation to

games of chance. Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee

Amendments. Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Z2 R B * W

Speaker Mcpike: nMr. LangoR

Lang: HThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of.the

House.?

Mcpike: llust a minute, please. A1l right, let's take this out

of the record.

House Bill 2287, on Health Care. Mr. Clerkz are Ehere any

Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: 'House Bill 2287, Amendment #4 has been adopted to

the Bill. Floor Amendment #5, offered by Representative

Ryder.''

Speaker Mcpike: nMr. Ryder.?

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Amendment 45 is a result of

extensive negotiation on both sides of the aisles. Today

it represents some concessions and accommodations made to

some objections. I'm glad to answer any questions.H

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment #5 be

adopted?' A11 in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment's adopted. Further

Amendments?o

Clerk Rossi: ''No further Amendments.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Third Reading. House Bill 497. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.n

Clerk Rossi: nHouse Bill 497. The Bill has been read a second
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time previously. Amendment 41 has been adopted to the Bill.

No Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2, offered by

Representative Hoifman.l

Speaker Mcpike: OMr. Hoffman.''

Hoffman: PWithdraw Amendment 42.*

Speaker Mcpike: NThe Gentleman withdraws Amendment #2. Further

Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Hoffmano''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Floor Amendment 43 becomes the Bill and essentially

it is much like the Committee Amendment. It says that if

you have a landfill and within five years you don't accept

waste, you'd have to get..oa reissueo..get reissued a

permit. I ask that it be adopted.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''On the adoption oi the Amendment, Mr. Wennlund.n

Wennlund: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Mcpike: NYes.?

Wennlund: lHow does this change the existing...what's known as

the 172 sitinq procedure?/

Hoffman: ''Basically, what it does is, it says..oit says if you go

through all the siting procedure and then you don't take

waste for five years in your landfill and you get a permit

and you don't take anythinq into your landfill for five

years, you'd have to go through it again.*

Wennlund: NThat's an excellent Bill, an excellent suggestion.

Thank you.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment 43 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have and the Amendment's adopted. Further

Amendments?''
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Clerk Rossi: 'fNo further Amendments.?

Speaker Mcpike: 'lThird Reading. Mr. Ryder. I misspoke. (House

Bill) 2287. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 2287, a Bill for an Act amending the

Alternative Health Care Delivery Act. Third Reading of the

Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Kotlarz.''

Kotlarz: HMr. Speaker, to House Bill 2287. After a great deal of

deliberation and meetings today with Members of both sides

of the aisle, (as you noticed we just passed another
Amendment), and in the final form, this Bill will be one of

the few Bills hopefully to pass this chamber, that will

have some kind of cost containment on health care costs in

Illinois. I would seriously encourage a pyes' vote on

this. In the Amendment, we've specified exactly where the

surgi-centers will be located; and, in its iinal form, only

one will be located in Chicago, only one will be located in

suburban Cook County, two would be in Lake County, Kane

County or McHenry county, two in municipalities in the

state where there are populations of 50,000 or more, and

two in rural areas of Illinois. I would like to answer any

questions you might have and would suggest ya' all consider

a 'yes' vote.n

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Ryder.l

Ryder: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. This reflects a bipartisan

effort that...several concessions of a great nature were

made as a result of negotiations today, and I stand in

support of this issue. Thank you.l

Speaker Mcpike: 'fMr. Turnero''

Turner: 'fThank you, Mr. Speaker. would like to ask the

Gentleman a question.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.''
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Turner: /1 was curious about the Mdicaid reimbursement, in

regards to this service. Is that still available or how

does that work or is there a reimbursement methodology in

this 3ill?*

Kotlarz: ''As the earlier Amendment, it is also in this

Amendment./

Turner: ''That's in Amendment #4.f'

Kotlarz: HIt is. We passed it two days ago.'

Turner: WTo the Bill.>

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.P

Turner: pl've been informed... Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Assembly, lfve been informed that the requirement for the

Illinois Department of Public Aid to devise a Medicaid

reimbursement methodology will not alter the fact that the

Illinois Department of Public Aid has no funds for this

purpose; and even if there were any state funds, they

cannot be matched by federal dollars. The director of the

Department of Health Care Finance Authority, Mr. Bladek has

stated his opposition to recovery centers, and it is a

matter of public record. I represent a district that has

three disproportionate share of hospitals and I don't see

any way where this is going to help those hospitals or help

deliver better medical service to the people that live in

my particular district. So, if any reimbursement that will

go to these centers, it will have to come from the state

GRF fund, which means that there will be a two for one

dollar hit from the GRF fund, and that money could be used

to help take care of those disproportionate share hospitals

that I spoke of earlier. The requirement for a Medicaid

Utilization Report is empty. The State of California,

which has recovery centers, and also requires such a report

to be made on the percentage of Medicaid patients served,
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consistently reports that the figure is 0A on recovery

centers, and that they are not established to serve the

poor, and it is for that reason that rise in opposition

to House Bill 2287.*

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 2287 p'ass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have a1l

voted? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted? Have all

voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? The Clerk will

take the record. Mr. Hicks votes 'aye'. On this Motion,

there are 60 'ayes', 53 'noes'. House Bill 2287, having

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Environment and Energyp House Bill 298. The

Bill's on Second Reading. Are there any Amendments??

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative
;'Brunsvold

.

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Amendment 41 really was the

Bill in Energy and Environment that was deemed the Barge

Bill, and was the final form. l've.o.talked to a number of

Representatives on the floor about this Bill since we had

it in committee. There have been two incidents that have

occurred on the rivers in this country, Mississippi and

Louisiana a spill there on a single hold barge and then one

locally that broke a levy, (it didn't spill anythlng), but

it broke a levy, so some concern has been raised about

barqes on the rivers, and as a Representative from the

Mississippi River area, concerned with the hazardous

materials that are taking place, being shipped up and down

the river. House Bill 1986 is in interim study. Many of

the... Mr. Speaker, could I get a little quiet here?''

Speaker Mcpike: PGive the Gentleman some attention, please.''

Brunsvold: ''There's been a lot of discussion and a lot of
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controversy on this Bill from all areas, from the Farm

Bureau, et cetera, that worked the Bill very hard, and

they, I think, aqree that we need to look at this some way.

So, in an effort to try to solve this problem, I would ask

the Chairman of the Committee, Representative Novak, and

the Minority Spokesman for that Committee, Representative

Persico, that we could form a subcommittee and have a few

hearings on House Bill 1986 maybe over the fall and next

spring, see if we come to some agreement, and consider a

Bill in the spring. If that would be... that's

acceptable to the Chairman of the committee, would

withdraw this Amendmentol

Speaker Mcpike: HFurther Amendments?p

Clerk McLennandk RFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Stephensve

Speaker Mcpike: PAny further Amendments? Floor Amendment #2# by

Representative Stephens. Mr. Stephens.?

Stephens: >Well, thank you, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Mcpike: lFloor Amendment 41 was withdrawn.ff

Stephens: OFloor Amendment #2 deletes everything and becomes the

Bill beginninq January, 1994, earmarks as the first

priority of the use of existing local government landfill

and/or incinerator tipping fees, revenues, excuse me,
tipping fee revenues, public infrastructure improvements

and property value stabilization for residents and

facilities located within three-quarters of a mile of any

landfill or incinerator. It, also, earmarks such money for

the purchase of any methane gas recovered and converted

into electricity, where such electricity is purchased by

the local electric company, provides a 90% credit to

residents on their electric bill for persons living within

three-quarters of a mile of landfill or incinerator.
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The... I move its adoption.l

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Novak, on the Amendment.e

Novak: lYes: Mr. Speaker. I agreed with Representative Stephens

and on the other side of the aisle, but the other... The

previous speaker, Representative Brunsvold, when he spoke

about the barge Bill that was heard...that was qiven a fair

hearing in the Energy and Environment Committee and it

received nine votes, and I know it's a very controversial

issue, but I think what Representative Brunsvold indicated

is a good message that we sit down and conduct some

hearings on the west side öf the State oi Illinois

concerning the...H

Speaker Mcpike: PWe're on Amendment #2.*

Novak: ''Okay. On Amendment #2. rise in support of Amendment

#2.0

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is, 'Shall Amendment 42 be

adopted?' A11 in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment's adopted. Further

Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: NNo further Amendments.e

Speaker Mcpike: 'Third Reading. Mr. Novak./

Novak: 'Yes: Mr. Speaker. Can I move for tmmediate consideration

hearing on Third Reading?l

Speaker Mcpike: >No. House Bill 299. Mr. Clerk, are there any

Amendments??

Clerk McLennand: OFloor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Novak.l

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative... Mr. Novak.?

Novak: lYes, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 299, the Amendment that we

want to pass and get out over to the Senate, concerns

a...new languaqe that...new language that was...language

with Subtitle D in the Environmental Protection Act
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concerning the solid waste industry. Representatives of

waste manaqement and a1l the other landfill operators. we

have to deal with some new federal requirements, and we

want to continue the discussion and qet the Bill over to

the Senate, and this has been cleared with the other' side

of the aisle.'

Speaker Mcpike: NAnd do you want to adopt this Amendment?p

Novak: %Oh yes, I'm sorry, we need to withdraw Amendment #1.n

Speaker Mcpike: NAmendment 41 is withdrawn. Further Amendments?

Further Amendments?l

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.o

Speaker Mcpike: OThird Reading. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.l

Clerk McLennandl ''House Bill 299: a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Pollution Prevention Act. Third Reading of the

Bill.*

Speaker Mcpike: NMr. Novak.''

Novak: OYes, Mr. Speaker, I ask for your 'ayel vote./

Speaker Mcpike: rMr. Black, on a 'do pass' Motion.o

Black: nThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. It's my understanding

that this Bill is now a vehicle Bi11.N

Speaker Mcpike: ''Yes.?

Black: N...and it deals with the general chapter of Environment,

correct? There is no aqreement on the Bill as to what form

we'11 see in when it comes back?p

Speaker Mcpike: ?Mr. Novak./

Novak: ORepresentative Black: it's gonna be concerned with

Subtitle D, which is a new federal mandate concerning the

solid waste management industry. We're gonna be working

out language to the agreement as soon as we get over to the

Senate, we want to keep it alive.*

3lack: *Al1 right. Thank you.p

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Persico.N
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I just wanted to say that I am
in full agreement. Representative Novak.a.''

Speaker Mcpike: RThe question is, 'Shall this 3ill pass?' All

those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this Motion, there are 91 'ayes', 11 'noesl.

House Bill 299, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 300. Mr.
Clerk, any Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: OFloor Amendment #1, offered' by Representative

Novak.''

Speaker Mcpike: OAmendment #l, Mr. Novak./

Novak: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

House Bill 300, again is a vehicle Bill. We put an

Amendment on. We're dealing with a major r'ewrite of the
Leaking Underground Storaqe Tank fund. Currently, there is

a coalition meeting with the Environmental Protection

Agency, the State Fire Marshals office, and every aspect of

industry that deals with the leaking underground storage

tank. This Amendment, I want to point out to the Members

of the Body, is clearly not accepted to by the EPA yet.

We're gonna continue to meeet. We want to move the Bill

across from the House to the Senate on Third Reading, so we

can continue to have negotiations. We are under.a mandate

that we come up with a complete rewrite of the underground

storage tank problem, because of the serious problems that

all of us are facing with our constituents in our districts

and also on the fundinq for the proper administration of

the program. So# I ask for your adoption of the

Amendment.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Representative Persico.n

Persico: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. I want to concur with
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Representative Novak, that we do want to continue

negotiations and move this Bill along in the process, and

urge my colleagues for an 'aye' vote.?

Speaker Mcpike: f'The Motion is 1do adopt', Mr. Novak. The Motion

is 'do adopt'; do you want to adopt this Amendment??

Novak: HYes.''

Speaker Mcpike: NThe question is, #Sha11 Amendment 41 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment's adopted. Further

Amendments?/

Clerk McLennand: HNo further Amendments.?

Speaker Mcpike: 'Third Reading. (House Bill) 1515, Mr. Novak.

Mr. Clerk, are there any Amendments?n

Clerk McLennand: >No Amendments.o

Speaker Mcpike: 'Are there any Amendments filed?/

Clerk McLennand: ?No Amendments filedo'

Speaker Mcpike: ?Mr. Novak.''

Novak: >Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.''

Speaker Mcpike: HDo you want to put this on Third Reading and

pass it??

Novak: ''Yes, Sir.''

Speaker Mcpike: *Third Reading. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: RHouse Bill 1515, a Bill for an Act in relation

to environmental protection. Third Reading of the Bi1l.R

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Novak.''

Novak: NYes, Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

This House... House Bill 1515 has been agreed to by b0th

sides of the aisle and the commitkee and with the EPA. lt

seeks to corrèct the problem with a waste...with a waste

management agency up in southside of Chicago, and I move

for its adoptiono''

Speaker Mcpike: NThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1515 pass?'
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All those in favor vote 'aye'. Mr. Balanoff.?

Balanoff: NA chance to at least to ask a question.R

Speaker Mcpike: WYes, I didn't see your light, I apologize.?

Balanoff: nIs this the XL Bill that in the past wefve defeated?f

Novak: PWe haven*t... We've never defeated in the past,

Representative Balanoff.p

Balanoff: ''Not this year, but I mean in previous years.''

Novak: ''Not to my knowledge.''

Balanoff: eokay. Well is this the Bill that deals with a certain

waste hauler called XL Disposal on the south...in the south
' suburban areas?'

Novak: NThat's correct. The deal...>

Balanoff: RThat's...''

Novak: ''Just let me... May I finish please? It deals with the

set back problem that they had with respect to a transfer

station. The Environmental Protection Agency is in

wholy...wholly in agreement with this.l

Balanoff: RI think the Illinois Environmental Council is not in

agreement with this, and I would urge an 'aye'...a 'no'

vote.n

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1515 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have a11

voted? Have all voted who wish?

have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On

this Motion, there is 83 'ayes', 26 'noes'. House Bill 1515,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. House Bill 1821. Mr. Clerk, are there any Amendments?/

Clerk McLennand: NFloor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Skinner.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Skinner.''

Skinner: NThe Amendment takes off the first half of the Bill,
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takes off the part that has to do with the...it takes' out

the part that talks about sitinq review for material

recovery facility, which is not needed because the EPA does

not require such siting.l

Speaker Mcpike: RThe question is, 'Shall Amendment #1 be

adopted?' A1l in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment's adopted. Further

Amendments?l

Clerk McLennand: lNo further Amendments.R

Speaker Mcpike: OThird Reading. House Bill 1967, Deering. Any

Amendments, Mr. Clerk? Out of the record. House Bill

2132. Mr. Clerk, are there any Amendments?/

Clerk McLennand: OFlpor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Deering.p

Speaker Mcpike: eMr. Deering.l

Deering: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. A1l this Amendment does is

excludes or exempts the County of Cook.'

Speaker Mcpike: OThe question is, Shall Amendment #1 be adopted?'

All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have it#

and the Amendment's adopted. Further Amendments?l

Clerk McLennand: >No further Amendments./

Speaker Mcpike: lThird Reading. House Bill 2427. Mr. Clerk, are

there any Amendments?o

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Schakowsky.?

Speaker Mcpike: RRepresentative Schakowsky.n

Schakowsky: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Amendmento..?

Speaker Mcpike: NMiss Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: ncan ask the Clerk how many Amendments are filed?''

Clerk McLennand: ''Two Amendments are filed.o

Schakowsky: Nokay. want to table Amendment #l. I mean

withdraw, table Amendment #l. like to withdraw the
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table. I mean withdraw the Amendment.f

Speaker Mcpike: 'Representative Schakowsky, we can take this out

of the record if you're not ready.l

Schakowsky: PI am ready. I 'want to withdraw...''

Speaker Mcpike: PAII right, proceed./

Schakowsky: want to withdraw Amendment 41.*

Speaker Mcpike: *The Lady withdraws Amendment #l. Further

Amendments?f

Clerk McLennand: PFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Schakowsky.e

Speaker Mcpike: nRepresentative Schakowsky.?

Schakowskyl 'Thank you. Amendment 42 makes this Bill apply only

to Cook County and, once again, replaces the percentage

increase in fees with a dollar increase in fees. This is a

Bill that would affect court fees only in Cook County. It

is supported by the Clerk of the Court, and I urge the

adoption of...and the Chicago Bar Association: and I urge

the adoption of Amendment #2.*

Speaker Mcpike: NRepresentative Biggert.f

Biggert: ''First, an inquiry of the Chair, Is this Bill germane

to the Bill...Amendment germane to the Bill?R

Speaker Mcpike: ?Mr. Clerk: qive us the Amendment and the Bill.

The Amendment's germane. To the Amendment, Representative

Biggert.p

Biggert: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. It's my understandin: that

this is House...was originally House Bill 2244 and not

House Bill 2427, and this House Bill 2244 lost in committee

by a vote of 6, 4 and 0. As I've said in the past, to

the...in the Judiciary Committee that we really need to

respect the committee process, .and this Bill was already

heard and iailed, and I don't think it should be brought

back as an Amendment. Thank you.?
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Speaker Mcpike: NThe question is, 'Shall Amendment #2 be

adopted?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment's adopted. Further

Amendments?l

Clerk McLennand: ?No further Amendments.*

Speaker Mcpike: PThird Reading. House Bill 1902. Mr. Clerk, are

there any Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Lang.R

Speaker Mcpike: *Mr. Lang.''

Lang: rThank you, Mr. Speaker. This is an agreed Amendment

between parties, and according to the agreement I made with

the committee, when it passed out of committee, this is

limited to the 13 northeast counties of Illinois.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment #1 be adopted?

All in favor say faye'; opposed, '.nof. The fayes' have

and the Amendmentfs adopted. Further Amendments?'

Clerk McLennand: NNo further Amendments.'

Speaker Mcpike: OThird Reading. House Bill 1331. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk./

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 1331, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Criminal Code of 1961. Third Reading of this Bil1.p

Speaker Mcpike: PRepresentative Steczo.?

Steczo: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House

Bill 1331 is a Bill that increases the penalties for the

violation of cable television service offenses, when the

violation is done with remuneration. This is a Bill that

nddresses the situation where people sell the kits in

decoding and interception devices. It provides for an

increased penalty, so that law enforcement aims and

objectives will be taken more seriously. Mr. Speaker, 1'd
answer any questions; not, would ask for a 'yes'
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vote.'

Speaker Mcpike: /Mr. Parke.*

Parke: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I rise in support of this leqislation. think

it's time that we take those people who are perpetrating

fraud and put hiqher penalties on there to discourage those

people who are selling those black boxes. would ask the

Body to support this Bil1.O

Speaker Mcpike: nDoes anyone rise in opposition? Mr. Hicks.''

Hicks: NA question of the Sponsor.''

Speaker Mcpike: '1Yes.''

Hicks: NRepresentative Steczo, what's it raise it? From what

penalty to what penalty are you raising it in the Bill?''

Steczo: ''It raises the penalty from a Class A misdemeanor to a

Class IV felony.''

Hicks: OWe1l, I would stand in opposition to the Bill, Mr.

Speaker. You know wefve set here tonight and werve raised

penalty after penalty after penalty. We did so yesterday.

don't know what we're gonna do with all these people

werre gonna make felons of the state. 1'm a little bit

tired of seeing this happen. think there are penalties

out there, there's ways of prosecution of people who are

breaking laws, and it's time we stopped some of this.

think we're going way out of shape with what we're doing

here, and it's time we look and take a...a stop and look at

what we're doing making felony's out of just everybody and
anybody. Youfre talking about a cable T.V. offense here.

We're not talking about somebody's who's gone out and

robbed somebody. We're talking about a non-serious

situation here and we're gonna make a person a felon.

think itrs wrong, and I think we oughta stop doing this.''

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Black.''
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Black: /1 just... Quick inquiry of the Chair. Perhaps the board
was wrong, but at one time up there we saw...we were acting

on a Floor Amendment. ls there no... There are no Floor

Amendments on this Bill?>

Speaker Mcpike: plt's on Third Reading.l

Black: ''Have any Amendments been added to the Bill, I guess?N

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Clerk, are there any Amendments on the

Bil1?>

Clerk McLennand: ONo Amendments on the Bill.*

Black: *Al1 right. Thank you very much./

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Hoffman.f'

Hoffman: PA question of the Sponsor.?

Speaker Mcpike: *Yes.*

Hoffman: ''Representative, what c'lass felony?/

Steczo: >Mr. Hoffman, the present penalty for this offense is a

Class A misdemeanor.''

Hoffman: f'And it's for stealing cable?n

Steczo: 'Q t's for... No, this is for selling the decoder boxes

and the kits to make those decoder boxes, which cost the

industry millions and millions of dollars in Illinois per

X62Y*K

Hoffman: HSo# it's only for selling the boxes, not éor using

them?/

Steczo: ''Only for selling the boxes.n

Hoffman: 'For possessing or obtaining...''

Steczo: ''For remuneration.H

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1331 pass?'

A11 those in favor vote aye; opposed vote 'no'. Have all

voted? Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this Motion: there are

63 'ayes' and 38 'noes'. House Bill 1331, having received

the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
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Mr. Hicks, 1704. (House Bi1l) 1704. Read the Bil1.R

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1704, a Bill for an Act concerning

public aid. Third Reading of the Bill. Mr. Hicks.f

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Hicks.''

Hicks: PThank you, Mr'. Speaker. With leave of the House, I would

like to take this Bill back to Second for purposes of

Amendment.''

Speaker Mcpike: HAII right. The Bill's on Second Reading. The

Gentleman has leave. Are there any Amendments?o

Clerk McLennand: OFloor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Hicks.''

Speaker Mcpike: HAmendment #2, Mr. Hicks.'

Hicks: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Amendment 42 addresses the problem we have with the

Dental Society. I think it's been worked out now to the

agreement or very close to an agreement with the Governor's

Office, and I'd be happy to answer any questions.'

Speaker Mcpike: ''Mr. Black./

Black: RThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield? Representative Hicks, it's my understanding that we

were to stand up on this Bill and have you indicate that

you have promised to make necessary changes in this Bill in

the Senate, and that they would then continue to work on

some languaqe until it's in the accepted form; is that your

understanding?*

Hicks: r'That's exactly my understanding, Mr. Blackm''

Black: NThank you very much.?

Speaker Mcpike: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment 42 be

adopted?' Al1 in favor say faye'; opposed, 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the Amendment is adopted. Further

Amendments?p

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.''
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Speaker Mcpike: OThird Readinq. The real Speaker in the Chair./

Speaker Madiqan: OHouse Bill 213, Representative Phelps. Mr.

Clerk, what order is this Bill on?p

Clerk McLennand: ''Third Reading./

Speaker Madiqan: OMr. Phelps, do you wish to call the Bi11?' Put

the Bill on the Order of Second Reading. Mr. Clerk, are

there any Amendments??

Clerk McLennand: PFloor Amendment #l: offered by Representative

Phelps.'

Speaker Madigan: >Mr. Phelps./

Phelps: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. What Amendment 41 does is become the Bill. It sets

up the court reporters that are ready to be court reporters

now, webre asking they would be grandfathered in to be
classified' as Court Reporter There are about nine such

people throughout the state, and they would be given an A

rating with the examination of proficiency rating and be

classified as a Class A reporter./

Speaker Madigan: OThose in favor of the Amendment. Mr. 3lack.''

Black: NThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?/

Speaker Madigan: RThe Sponsor yields./

Black: ORepresentative, in our files it indicates that this

proposal has already passed the House of Representatives.

Is that your understanding, or are we confused?/

Phelps: OWell itfs a little confusing. It was meant to be

passed, and a Bill did pass out of here on Consent Calendar

that did not have this language on it but was meant to be.

So, it did not say the exact thing.''

Black: pA1l right. So, it's your intention that... Youfre

amendinq a Bill that's already passed out of here but

didn't have everything in lt on it, you wanted right?''
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Phelps: HAl1 right. Yes./

Black: 'Okay. One last question, how many people is... How many

court reporters does this affect, every court reporter in

the state, or is it a smaller number than that?''

Phelps: ''What we're trying to do, it's... No, a very much

smaller work. There are about eight or nine: think there

are eight people that are Class B recorder...court

reporters...l

Black: ''Okay.''

Phelps: '...that have 25 years or more experience, and we're

asking them to be phased into a A proficiency examination.l

Black: HAII right. Thank you very much.l

Speaker Madigan: PThose in favor of the Amendment say 'aye';

those opposed say 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The Amendment

is adopted. Are there any further Amendment's??

Clerk McLennand: *No further Amendments.''

Speaker Madigan: HThird Reading. On Supplemental Calendar #1

there appears House Bill 2207, Mr. Lang. Mr. Clerk, has

the Bill been read a second time?'

Clerk McLennand: PThe Bill has not been read a second time.î'

Speaker Madigan: nRead the 3i1l.>

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 2207, a Bill for an Act in relation

to games of chance. Second Reading of the Bill. No

Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment #1, offered by

Representative Lanq.''

Speaker Madigan: >Mr. Lang./

Lang: ''Withdraw.?

Speaker Madigan: ''Withdraws Amendment #l. Are there any further

Amendments?'

Clerk Rossi: NFloor Amendmeht #2, offered by Representative

S Z R 6 * 'î

Speaker Madigan: HMr. Lang.''
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Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Amendment 42 to House Bill 2207

would strengthen regulations of riverboat gambling in

Illinois by providing an ethical framework for conducting

business before the Illinois Gaming Board. We've had some

abuses in the past relative to the Illinois Gaming Board,

and this Amendment will address this as follows: It will

create a revolving-door clause, which will prohibit gaming

board members and staff from requirin: any interese on a

licensee or applicant for three years after employment with

the board; require full disclosure of licensee information,

now only required at the discretion of the gaming board.

This full disclosure will include all parent subsidy

corporations, ownership and interests, as well as detailed

plans of our corporate structure and al1 financial

arrangements. It'll set up a Code of Ethics prohibiting

board members and staff from gambling on riverboats,

receiving complimentary benefits and ruling on and

assisting with issues where family or personal ties are

involved. would permit, with annual fee, for a11

non-gaming vendors designed to reduce the patentable

laundering money, as was attempted throuqh the Alton-Bell

vendors last year and would provide stiffer penalties for

criminal activities, such as operating without a license,

permitting underage gambling and evasion of fee payment.

do want to point out that this is not any kind of expansion

of gaming in Illinois. There are no new licenses here.

This is just simply an ethics package. Tt's an important
ethics package because the...the riverboat peoole in the

State of Illinois have not always, as we know now, adhered

to what we believe in the State of Tllinois should be

proper ethics. It's an important passage, and I ask for

your 'aye' votes.''
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Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Mcpike./

Mcpike: Oouestion of the Sponsor. What...what did you say about

the,Alton-Bell?l

Lang: ''There was an attempt...to launder money through.../

Mcpike: OThat...that is just absolutely not true. That is just

absolutely not true.*

Lang: PWe11# Mr. Mcpike, I'm reading from...from a press release;

and, if it's incorrect, I withdraw that comment from the

record.''

Mcpike: NYes, it should be withdrawn from...from the record,

because it is untrue.'

Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Wennlund.n

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?e

Speaker Madigan: 'fThe Sponsor yields.H

Wennlund: >Is this the same Amendment that lost in the Senate

about a month a:o in Executive Committee? A similar

Amendment??

Lang: ''I'm sorry. Repeat the question.''

Wennlund: *Is the same or a similar Amendment that lost a month

ago in the Senate Executive Committee?''

Lang: ''I'm not at a11 certain. I was not at the Senate Executive

Committee.''

Wennlund: 'Representative, on page 12 of the Amendment, beginning

at line l9, there's a provision that prohibits members and

staff of the gaming board from receivinq any complimentary

services from a casino owner that is not offered to the

public. Is that correct?''

Lang: >Repeat the section you're referring to. Representativeo/

Wennlund: Nlt's on page l2, line 19./

Lang: ''And, what is your question?H

Wennlund: ''The question is, 'There appears to be a provision that

prohibits members and staff of the gaming board from
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receiving any complimentary service

that is not offered to the public?'?

Lang: HThat's correct.''

Wennlund: lokay. So, if that's the case then, a casino owner

can offer to the public a free trip to Las Vegas for the

weekend; then, in fact, the casino could do that for

himself. Isn't that the case?n

Lang: ''We11 presumably, but presumably they wouldn't offer it to

a11 members of the general public. This refers to

discounts provided to a11 members of the general public./

Wennlund: Nonly to all members?n

Lang: ''That's what the Bill sayson

Wennlund: RAre you a member? (unintelligiblell

Lang: ''That's what the Bill says. Thatps what the Bill says.''

Wennlund: ''On...on page l3, line l0, the Amendment appears to

prohibit members and staff of the gaming board from

pursuing any office. Does that include public office??

Lang: 'The Amendment says (I'm starting at line 10 on that page)

that 'a covered person shall not pursue any office,

position or business or occupation that may interfere or

conflict with his or her official duties'. That's a11 it

says.l

Wennlund: ''What office are we referring to, here?/

Lang: ''We're talking about members of the gaming board.'

Wennlund: ''Can a member of the stafi oi the gaming board...'

Lanq: pAn...and...covered employees. That's correct.''

Wennlund: >So...so, a member of the staff would be under the same

April 22# 1993

from a casino owner

Lang:

or agent of the board.H

Wennlund: PAre there any other provisions in any other law that

prohibits citizens of this state from running for office:

prohibition?n

''It covers...it covers a member of the board, any employee
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with the exception of prisoners in the correctional

system?o

Lang: Pl'm not certain, Representative. I haven't researched

that issue.n

Wennlund: >On page l4, Representative, at line 9, the Amehdment

says that, 'the board may approve the appointment of

members who hold an interest in an owner's license that was

a publicly held enterprise'. 1s...is that correct?n

Lang: /1 don't see what you're referring to, Representative.?

Wennlund: ''On page l4, beginning at line 9, where it says,

'Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act to the

contrary. However, any such person may be so appointed, if

his or her interest in an owners license that is publicly

traded would not, in the opinion of the board, interfere

with the oàjectives'. ...that provision?e
Lang: ''We1l, youfve read it, so what's your question?f

Wennlund: ''Well, the question is that, 'The Amendment appears to

say that the board may approve the appointment of members

who hold an interest in an owner's license that was a

publicly-held enterprise'; and, if that's the case, how did

the board gain the authority then to appoint its own

members? Doesn't that provision create a serious defect in

the Amendment?''

Lang: Nunder that restriction, line 4: 'no person shall be

appointed to or employed by the board' under that

restriction, Representative.f

Wennlund: >On page 16 at line 32, could you explain to the House

Members why we are sucqesting that the board conduct

background investigations oi underwriters?/

Lang: ''It's necessary if werre gonna safeguard the ethics here

that we take background checks of all people involved in

the enterprise and that would include the underwriters./
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Wennlund: 'fWho else would it include??

Lang: >It includes all those others listed in the Bill. I don't

have to read it for you, right?l

Wennlund: ''The...the power company they buy their electricity

from?R

Lang: RWell, I have to, Representative, 1:11 read it to you.

Starting at page, line 33, it 'includes a11 officers,

directors, partners and underwriters'.''

Wennlund: lfon page 20, there appear to be some speçific

provisions starting at line 20 that...that are rather

unusual and appear to be aimed at some particular

individuals. Can you identify to the House Members who

those individuals are??

Lang: >This is broadly written to apply to those listed starting

at line 22: 'officers, directors: partneès, managerial

employees or holders of 1% or greater interest of any

kind' >

Wennlund: >1t goes on to say to describe 'owes any obligation or

debt to the state'. What kind of obligation or debt to the

stateop.what kind of obligation is the Bill intended

too..qet at?''

Lang: >Well, it says 'any obligation', Representative. That's

pretty broado/

Wennlund: ''So, this... So, youfre saying that this is not aimed

at any one particular person in the state or more or two

#eO#le?''

Lang: Ol'm not interested in aiming anything at any one

individual. r'm trying to create an ethics...package here

that will cover gaming on the riverboats and the Illinois

Gaming Board in the State of Illinois.'

Wennlund: ''Can you tell Members of the House, under this

Amendment What the additional licensing requirements are
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and, specifically, why they are needed?n

Lang: KThe goal here, Representative, is to qo towards greater

disclosure and to deal with the.o.the backqrounds of these

companies theyfre underwriting and to determine whether the

officers and directors are the kinds of people who should

have licenses to run these riverboats. The whole point

here is that there have been some ethics violations here

that are of public record, and they need to be dealt with.l

Wennlund: ''What are the ethical violations? Can you tell us what

the ethical violations that you're talking about are?l

Lang: ''We have one member of the gaming board that resigned after

he was indicted and...and charged with bribery.''

Wennlund: OWas...was that related to the gaming operation? Who

was it? Tell us who it was. Who are we talking about

here? ''

Lang: ll'm not here to indict any one individual on the floor of

the House of Representatives, and don't think that's

necessary to do.f'

Wennlund: f'We11, it's obvious that the...the provisions of this

Bill arem..are aimed at a particular individuals. Now,...''

Lang: *Wel1# if you know who that individual is, you name the

individual.n

Wennlund: ''So what we're saying here is that you...*

Lang: ''Are you qonna name the individual?''

Wennlund: ''Itfs your Amendment.n

Lang: nApparently, you're not interested naming the

individual, so I'm not going to either. Do you have

another question?n

Wennlund: f'Well, the incident was totally unrelated, and there's

absolutely no necessity for it, whatsoever. The... On

page 25 at line 20, under this Amendment, can a person

convicted of murder be an owner oi a casino?n
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Lang: PRepresentative, you're an attorney. You can read as well

as I can. Every Member of the House can read line 20. It

says, 'you can't get a license if you've been convicted of

a felony'. Now, you know what that means. Now, if you're

going to continue to waste my time and your time and the

time of all these people and al1 the stajf and everybody

here to ask me questions to build some sort of record or to

do your own press release or whatever it is don't waste#

our time. You know what a felony is. I know what a felony

is. So, if someone has murdered someone, they can't get a

license in this state. Okay? That's what it says.''

Wennlund: ''It does? That's not what it says. That's not what it

says. It says, 'felony or misdemeanor of Article 28#.

That's not murder. Gambling only is Article 28.*

Lang: pLet...1et me...let me...*

Wennlund: ''A person convicted of murder, under this Bill, can

get...*

Lang: f'Representative, let me teach you how to read a Bill.

(Section) 3(a)...3(a): 'has been convicted of any felony,'

c-o-m-m-a, comma or 'Class A or B misdemeanor under Article

28'. So, murder is a felony. If you've

convicted...committed a felony, Representative, and you've

been convicted of that, you won't get a riverboat license

this Amendment goes on the Bill.''

Wennlund: nWell, if the Bill's drafted that sloppily, it

certainly oughta be taken a second look at. Now, let

me...let me ask you, 'Why are the current ethics provisions

of the Riverboat Gambling Act inadequate?' They have to

undergo extensive background checks, there's a $50,000 fee,

and the ethics provisions that are contained in Section

1018 of prohibited activitdes are very extensive and very

serious.''
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Lang: ''Wel1, ...what's with the fee? Are you suggesting that a

$50,000 fee is sufficient to keep crooks off the gaming

board or out of the riverboats??

Wennlund: ll'm saying that...?

Lang: ''What the iee was $1 million? Would that keep crooks

off the riverboats?o

Wennlund: nNow, are you saying there's crooks on the gaming

board?'f

Lang: f'No, I'm not saying... Well, one resigned in disqrace,

didn't he?l

Wennlund: OWell, I don't know. Tell us who it is.l

Lang: ''Here we go again.l

Wennlund: nWhat's the need ior this Amendment?l

Lang: ''The need is that the...the regulations under which wefre

proceeding today are not stringént enough. The ethics

package that is ono..in the books today is not enough to

make sure that we have a...a gaminq board and riverboat

gambling in this state that is free from taint, and so that

we don't have these things happening again, we need to

tighten up these regulations.l

Wennlund: lThank you. To the Amendment, Mr. Speaker. Here's

what we've got: Another, yet one more, press release for

Patrick Quinn. Now, a11 of you're gonna be on different

sides of that issue when the Governor's race comes up next

year. This is pure and simple, not needed. The extensive

provisions of the existing gambling Act are more than

adequate, and there have been no instances - not one -

related to the licensing of riverboat gambling or the

operation and conduct of riverboat gambling. Itfs a smoke

screen. It's a big smoke screen intended to get a lot of

media attention, and just simply has not happened. Just
like the reierence to the Alton-Bell, it didnft happen.
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And anything that the treasurer says he needs this Bill for

simply did not happen. This is another Pat Quinn press

release. Where are you gonna be on the issue in the next

general election for Governor, in the primary election?

That's a1l this is. It is a big giant smoke screen.' It's

meaningless, and this Amendment oughta be defeated.''

Speaker Madigan: PRepresentative Wyvetter Younge.p

Younge: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Madiqan: ''Representative, did you ask a question?n

Younge: lYes, the Sponsor would yield.o

Speaker Madigan: RYes, he will.''

Younge: NFor purposes of establishing legislative intent, is

there anything in this Amendment that would affect the

ownership or the present ownership of the East St. Louis

casino gamùling boatao

La n 9 l V NO . 11

Younqe: OThank you.f'

Speaker Madigan: HMr. Kubik.''

Kubik: RThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Earlier today, we moved an Amendment that was

sponsored by Speaker Madigan to a Bill that was sponsored

by Speaker Madigan and Representative Daniels on the issue

of ethics. And...I will say that, while 1 may not agree

with everything in that Amendment that they have put

forward, I th'ink the Amendment was a thoughtful Amendment.

It was one that was crafted in a very complete and thorough

and thoughtful manner, and I think that that really is what

the whole issue is about. Ethics is...is the new buzz

word. You know, it goes around Legislatures throughout

this country. Everybody is concerned about ethics, but

when we take the issue of ethics and put it into reality,

that's where the...the two issues clash. think this is a
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perféct example of that kind of clash of idealism and

reality. We have a Bill or an Amendment: I should say,

that is fundamentally flawed by the discussion that we have

had between Representative Wennlund and Representative

Lang. is obvious that this Amendment has numerous

problems. It is obvious that the Amendment doesn't work.

It's been pasted together like a piece of modern art. It

doesn't really address the basic problem that...our friend,

the treasurer, is trying to get at. I would ask you to

look at this Amendment carefully. We a11 want a gaming

board and a riverboat gambling industry and a horse racing

industry and God knows what other industries that are free

from corrupting influences. But on the other hand, we

should also make sure that when we craft a piece of

legislation that it properly addresses the abuses and

properly...and is measured in its response to any abuses or

alleged abuses. So, 1 would ask you to take a close look

at this Amendment. Let's put away the political rhetoric

for a minute, and let's look at the body of the Amendment.

I think Representative Lang is well-intentioned. This

Amendment is flawed. It's not gonna work. It is just a
sham. So, letbs.o.let's look at the Amendment, and I think

if you examine the Amendment, it is not the kind of

Amendment that we wanna move out of this House, and it's

not the way to make public policy. Mr. Speaker, 1 would

also, closing, would ask that we have a Roll Call Vote

on this Amendment.'

Speaker Madigan: 'Representative Crossoo

Cross: PThank you, Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?H

Speaker Madigan: ''Sponsor yields.p

Cross: ''Representative Lang, the City of Aurora.aomy under...
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It's my understanding that the City of Aurora has had a

finding of suitability given to them by the gaming board

and they're set to open in June of this year. What, if

any, effect will this Amendment, becomes law, do to

the City of Aurora and their riverboats petition?''

Lang: ''If the license has been given, if they've already had a

finding and they're ready to go, this won't affect them at

al1.'

Cross: 'My understanding is they have the qaming board has said

th/y're suitable for a license; they will not issue the

license until they are actually ready to go in June, so the

license has not officially been given. If that's the case,

what will this Bill do?o

Lang: /Well, the Bill also says that..oobviously even if it

becomes law, it doesn't take effect until it becomes law,

which won't be for some time. By that time: Aurora should

have its boat. don't thlnk you'll have any problem,

Representative.'

Cross: ''Does this Bill authorize the gaming board to take away a

license immediately once one's been given; and, if that's

the case, could they then take away Aurora's license once

tbe Bill becomes law?p

Lang: lThere are provisions in the Bill that, under certain

violations, a license can be revoked. Page 21 of the Bill,

lines through l9: 'Upon notice and hearing, the board

may revoke the owners' license of any licensee if the board

determines the licensee is ineligible under Subsection A'#

which lists all the rules and regulationsp?

Cross: ''1...1 have, unfortunately, not had a chance to go throuqh

this Amendment. My concern is do we make Aurora or the

riverboat or the riverboat that we want to have in Aurora

jump additional...through additional hoops after this
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becomes law? I guess that's the bottom line question.''

Lang: îQ ...I'm qonna presume, Representative, that once we pass

the .law it becomes the law. And ifg.owhoever is...is

violating the law once it passes, is going to be

responsible for what the provisions of the new law would

be.n

Cross: %My question is not whether or not theybre violating the

law, but does the gaming board now or will they have

discretion to take away the license regardless of whether

or not they're violating the law??

Lang: ''It would have to be upon notice and hearing, and they

would have to be in violation of this package of

legislation.''

Cross: ''One other question and thanks for addressing that.

Section 25 talks about ex-parte communications, and it

reads...it doesn't suggest, it reads that 'no holder or

other applicant for any license granted', and you can read

the rest of 'shall communicate with any state

employee'. Is it the interpretation of the gaming board

that a Representative is a state employee, a state

Representative is a state employee?/

Lang: 'It's certainly true that a state Representative is a state

employee.e

Cross: lokay. Thank you very much.n

Speaker Madigan: >Mr. Persico.>

Persico: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?o

Speaker Madigan: ''Sponsor yields.l

Persico: ''Representative Lang, I might have missed this in the

early part of the debate, but will you clarify this for me.

Are you saying in your Bill that anyone that has ownership

or partial ownership in a riverboat cannot run for public

office? Is that what your Bill says in here?'
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Lang: ''The answer to that is 'no'. That section applies to

members of the qaming board and the employees of the gaming

board.'

Persico: nBut not owners of a riverboat.?

Lang: ''That is correct.'l

Persico: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Johnson. Johnson.o

Johnson, Tom: OYes. Will the Speaker yield?''

Speaker Madigan: OThe Sponsor yieldsoe

Johnson, Tom: ''Representative Lang, Representative Wennlund was

asking you and you gave him a little lesson on reading a

Bill. And I call your attention to page 31, and this is

dealing with receiving a supplier's permit, which is part

of this Bill under C-1; and, under this paragraph, it says,

'has been convicted of any felony or Class A or B

misdemeanor under Article 28 of the Criminal Code'. There

are no commas. So, would presume, in this case, as it

relates to suppliers, it makes no difference whether

they've beenoo.have committed other felonies or murder. Is

that correct? Since this is absent the commas.p

Lang: ''We11, Representative, it still says very clearly 'has been

convicted of any felony or Class A or B misdemeanor'.

Presum...?

Johnson, Tom: pThat's not what says./

Lang: Hpresumably, excuse me, presumably this should have a

comma; however, judicial interpretation of this would be

just the same a's the previous paragraph we discussed.?
Johnson, Tom: f'Welly respectfully disagree with that

because...?

Lang: 'pAnd if that is not the case...and if that is not the case,

it would be awful easy to add a comma the Senate.''

Johnson, Tom: ''Well: again, this is pretty sloppy draftsmanship.
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Thank you.''

Speaker Madigan: ''All right. Mr. Lang: to close.''

Lang: ''This is a package of ethics legislation to make sure our

riverboats and our Illinois Gaming Board are free from

taint so that the citizens of that State of Illinois know

that...that these...these areas are clean. They need to be

kept that way so that we can continue moving alonq to

discuss riverboats and discuss gamkng in Illinois, and I

would ask for 'aye' votes.''

Speaker Madigan: ''Those in favor of the Amendment signify by

votin: 'aye'; those opposed by voting 'no'. Have all voted

who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who

wish? Will everyone please record themselves. Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the record. On this

question, there are 63 'ayes' and 46 'noes'. The Amendment

is adopted. Are there any further Amendments?t'

Clerk Rossi: 'INo further Amendments.''

Speaker Madigan: ''Third Reading. House Bill 1575. House Bill

1575. It's on the Order of Civil Justice, and Mr. Clerk,

is that Bà1l on Second Reading?''

Clerk Rossi: 'IHouse Bill 1575 has been read a seeond time

previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment #l,

offered by Representative Levin.''

Speaker Madigan: nMr. Levin, on Amendment #1..'

Levin: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Amendment /1 has been agreed to with the Sponsor.

It modifies the existing Bill to, think, make its

provisions-- acceptable.''

Speaker Madiqan: ''Those favor of the Amendment say 'aye';

those opposed say 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The

Amendment is adopted. Are there further Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #2, offered by Representative
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Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Lang.l'

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is a Chicago Bar

Associations Condo Bill. The only problems with the Bill

are related to negotiations with Mr. Levin. Mr. Levin has

signed off on Amendment #2. These are agreed Amendments.

I move passage.''

Speaker Madigan: NThose in favor of the Amendment say 'aye';

those opposed say 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The Amendment

is adopted. Are there any further Amendments?'

Clerk Rossi: f'No further Amendments.p

Speaker Madigan: ''Third Reading. House Bill 1342. Mr. Clerk,

what order is that Bill on? (House Bill) 1342.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House 3ill 1342 is on Calendar Order, Third

Reading.''

Speaker Madigan: ''Read the Bill.ff

Clerk Rossi: 'House Bill 1342, a Bill for an Act concerning

minority and female franchise investments. Third Reading

of the Bill.''

Speaker Madigan: NRepresentative Flowersoo

Flowers: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

House Bill 1342 creates the Minority and Female Franchise

lnvestment Act, and it authorizes the Attorney General to

administer a program of financial assistance to enable

minörities and females to own businesses and to purchase

franchises, and I move for the passage of House Bill 1342./

Speaker Madigan: HMr. Wennlund.p

Wennlund: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?l'

Speaker Madigan: ''The Sponsor yields.''

Wennlund: ''Would this put the Attorney General in the position of

approving a loan and then if the loan goes in default, of

suing to collect on the loan?''
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Flowers: Hl'm sorry. Could you repeat that, please?''

Wennlund: ''Sure. Apparently, with this loan program that's

created, the Attorney General's Office is responsible for

approving the loan as well as litigating loans that are in

default; in other words, he approves the loan, and then

he's got to go back and sue to collect on the same loan

that he approved.p

Flowers: ffokay. Representative Wennlund, do pardon me, but would

you please repeat that question just one more time?e

Wennlund: ''Certainly. 1911 break it down into two parts for

C C kl * X

Flowers: ''Thank you. I appreciate that./

Wennlund: ''Under this loan program, is the Attorney General

the..ohis office, did they approve these loans?/

Flowers: oYes, he does. He enters into the agreementoo

Wennlund: ''Okay. So the Attorney General approves the loan.

Now, suppose the loan goes in default. Who then is charged

with the responsibility of suing to collect the loan that

is in default?

Flowers: ''On page subsection g: it says 'takes wbatever

actions that are necessary or appropriate to protect the

state's interests in the event of bankruptcy'.''

Wennlund: ''So, you don't ieel that there is...>

Flowers: nNo, it really means that he could hire an

independent...he could hire someone to collect for.''

Wennlund: 'But as the state's legal officer on a state loan,

his responsibility to collect the loan, also.''

Flowers: ''Yes. In answer to vour question, yes.''

Wennlund: ''So, we've got the same Attorney General approving

loans and then having to go out and sue when they go into

default. Second question: Are there any other programs

that you know of that duplicate this tjpe of loan program?''
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Flowers: ''I don't know. Maybe you...do you know? I really don't

know./

Wennlund: ,>Yes. It duplicates the existing programs we have a

IFA, DCCA, and the Small Business Administration who

provides exactly the same programs that are in effect

today.p

Flowers: ''Representative Wennlund, 1 don't believe they are the

same exact programs. I think theyfre similar in nature,

but DCCA itself testified in committee that they did

something similar, but they also said that they had let

1ot of money lapse because they did not actually go out and

try to recruit minorities to deal with the franchise aspect

of it.''

Wennlund: nDoes the Attorney General's Office currently approve

any other type of loans?n

Flowers: /1 don't...I really can't answer that question right

R O W * W

Wennlund: ''Okay. Thank you very much. To the Bill, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. tell you what. There's a whole

bunch of gubernatorial candidates that are going to have a

big debt to the Speaker of this House for helping them run

their campaigns, and this one is for...we've done at least

about 85 of 'em for the Treasurer, and now, wetre going to

do one for Roland Burris, another gubernatorial candidate

for another press release. To operate a program that has

an obvious conflict of interest where the Attorney

General's going to approve the loans and turn around and

sue to collect it. Now, that is patently ridiculous. It's

just another example of using this House of Representatives
as a campaign platform ior yet another press release, yet

another campaign promise of one kind or another, and I tell

you what, they're not going to get anywhere over in the
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Senate but, I got to give 'em credit. This is a ridiculous

program and the Bill ought to be defeated.'

Speaker Madigan: ''Those in favor of the passage of the Bill

siqnify by voting faye'; those opposed by voting 'no'. Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted

who wish? The Clerk shall take the record. On this

question, there are 65 'ayes,' 50 rnoes'. This Bill,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. House Bill 2316. Mr. Clerk, what order is

that Bill on?''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 2316 has been read a second time

previously. ,Amendment 41 has been adopted to the Bill. No

Motions filed. Floor Amendment #2, offrred by

Representative Lou Jones.R

Speaker Madigan: RRepresentative Jones on Amendment 42.*

Jones, Lou: 'fMr. Speaker and Members of the House.

Amendment...Amendment 42 allows people employed as

full-time court reporters under this Act to apply for a

waiver from the continuing education requirement.

The waiver will be granted when the person submits satisfactory

evidence to the Department of Professional Regulations that they

are employed as certified shorthand reporter on a full-time basis.

This is an agreed Amendment between myself and the Sponsor and

also the... Some problems that came up in the committee on the

other side of the aisle, and this is an agreed Amendment, and I

ask for *hp passage of the Amendment.R

Speaker Madiqan: ''Mr. Saviano. Mr. Saviano.''

Saviano: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is an agreed 3i11, and

concur with Chairman Jones. We worked this out between two

court reporter associations and the Department of
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Professional Regulations, and 1 would ask for an 'aye'

vote.?

Speaker Madigan: RThose in favor of the Amendment say faye';

those opposed say 'no'. The 'ayes' have The Amendment

is adopted. Are there any further Amendments?/

Clerk Rossi: *No further Amendments.R

Speaker Madigan: ''Third Reading. Is there leave to hear this

Bill on the Order of Third Reading? Leave is granted using

the Attendance Roll Call. On the Order of Third Readingy

those in favor of the passage of the Bill signify by voting

'aye'; those opposed by voting 'no'. Have all voted who

wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk shall take the record. On this question, there

are ll5 'ayes' no on e voting 'no'. This Bill, having#

'

received tùe Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. House Bill 2353, Mr. Granberg. Mr. Clerk, what

order is that on? (House Bi1l) 2353./

Clerk Rossi: PHouse Bill 2353 is on Calendar Order, Third

Reading.o

Speaker Madigan: eHas the Bill been read a third time?''

Clerk Rossi: ''The Bill has not been read a third time./

Speaker Madigan: >Mr. Granberg, what is your pleasure, Sir?n

Granberg: >Yes.P

Speaker Madigan: ?Do you want to call the 3ill on Third Reading?

Mr. Clerk, read the Bill.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 2353, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Madiqan: /Mr. Granberg.*

Granberg: nThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen oi the

House. House Bill 2353 at the current time is a vehicle.

We'd like to pass it to the Senate to continue

negotiations. I've cleared this with the other side of the
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aisle, and I would move for its passage.''

Speaker Madigan: OThose in favor of the passage of the Bill

signify by voting 'aye'; those opposed by votinq 'no'. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk shall

take the record. On this question, there are ll0 'ayesf, 4

people votinq 'no'. This Bill, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. House

Bill 799. Mr. Clerk, what order is that Bill on? (House

Bill) 799.,

Speaker Madigan: 'House Bill 799 is on Calendar Order, Third

Readinq.p

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 799, a Bill for an Act in relation to

privatization of government services. Third Reading of the

Bill.œ

Speaker Madigan: PRepresentative Davis. (House Bill) 799.%

Davis: ''Thank you, Mr. Chairman. House Bill 799 shapes the

privatization that occurs when government entities

privatizes a section of their business. What it states is

that the government bid that comes in must include any

materials that will be used that belonq to that government

entity, for example trucks, phones, machines, and it

attempts to give those workers who are currently working

some protection in the privatization Act.?

Speaker Madigan: >Mr. Parke.''

Parke: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield, please?

presume you'll yield, Sponsor? Thank you. Now, isn't

this something that is not unique, mean is unique that

allows for...it says here in my analysis, it allows for

contracts with private entities if the private entity is

paying prevailing wage. Is this a prevailinq wage Bill

then?'
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Davis: ''No, it is not a prevailing wage. It states that when a

company does privatize, he should not take over the

responsibility and then pay a minimum wageo'

Parke: ''Well, it says here the Bill would, in fact, eliminate the

state's ability to contract out of services by imposing so

many conditions that it makes it virtually impossible to do

so. CMS is opposed to that. It also states must retain

the flexibility to carry out its statutory mission by the

use of contractors, especially if the cost savings can be

realized for taxpayers.'

Davis: ''Representative, that section was put in to protect the

construction workers and it was requested by them, so we

did put that in.''

Parke: >Well, I will tell you that the Department of Central

Management Services oppose, the Management Association, the

construction industry, the Associated General Contractors

and the Department of Transportation, so a lot of people

think this is a bad Bill, and I would ask the House to

defeat this Bill.''

Speaker Madigan: ''Representative Davis, to close. Representative

Davis, to close.n

Davis: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The consulting engineers

requested that section that you just mentioned be put in
the Bill. think IDOT was a part of that, and this was

language that they requested. This is the iirst piece of

legislation in which privatization is being shaped. As

most of us know: when divisions oi government start to

privati'ze, they've been doing it without any kind of form

or consistency or stability or protection of the service

provided or the workers, so we think that this is an

attempt to simply give business a hand, so ask for a

favorable vote.?
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Speaker Madiqan: nThose in favor of the passage of the Bill will

signify by voting 'aye'; those opposed by voting 'no'. Have

all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Please record

yourselves. Have all voted who wish? The Clerk shall take

the record. On this question, there are 61 'ayes', 50

'noes'. This Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. The Chair has two
announcements. The first announcement is that Senator

Philip has sent the liberal Representative of his'

Leadership team to join us tonight, Senator Aldo DeAngelis.
Aldo, nice of you to join us. Liberal wing of the

Republican Party, and then an announcement that we can a1l

join in at the end of the first overtime, Detroit Pistons

1037 Chicago Bulls 109. Final. Mr. Olson.'

Olson: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. would like to be recorded as a

'no' vote on House Bill 146.99

Speaker Madiganl ''Let the record reflect the Gentleman's request.

House Bill 240. Mr. Pugh. Mr. Clerk, what order is that

on?/

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 240 is on Calendar Order, Third

Reading.p

Speaker Madigan: HRead the Bill.*

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 240, a Bill for an Act amending the

Unified Code of Corrections. Third Reading of the Bil1.n

Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Pugh.''

Pugh: eThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Due to the lateness of the hour, I will attempt to

be as brief as possible. House Bill 240 amends the Unified

Code of Corrections and provides that a majority of a

three-member panel is required of the Prison Review Board

in hearinq and deciding upon cases for parole conditions
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and violations of parole for prisoners sentenced under the

1aw existent prior to 1978. This Bill, in essence,

will...would merely allow for a three-member panel to

review the cases of the C number inmates that we previously

discussed.

Right now as it stands, there is a lz-member board that's in place

to review the cases of C number inmates. What happens is, one

member of the lz-member board goes down and reviews the case and

sometimes they'll make the tape...sometimes they'll make a tape

of the interview, take the tape back and play it to a lz-member

board and the 12 members will make the decision based on the

interviewers.m.the one person that's interviewing based on his

presentation. This Bill would merely require that at leayt three

of the lz-member board members are in the room when the individual

is presenting his case for parole, and I think it's only fair that

at least three of a lz-member board is in place when a decision is

made on the life of an individual. In that, 1'11 humbly request a

'do passage', and I'm available to answer any questions.''

Speaker Madigan: 'fMr. Parke.''

Parke: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. We rise in opposition to this,

and 1et me try and explain to you in essence. They want to

make it so that theyfre going to split the parole boards

into separate boards of at least three which will

interview prisoners. What they've found that they did this

before 1984, and they found that the results were

inconsistent. Three members interviewing one prisoner came

up with one result, three members interviewing another

prisoner came up with another standard of result, and it

was inconsistent and unfair to the prisoners; so quite

frankly, this is not the direction. It has been tried. It

is not a good idea. I know the Sponsor is well-intended,
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but this is not something that we should be doing. We

should leave it the way it is, and 1 would ask the Body to

vote 'no' on this leqislation.?

Speaker Madiganl *Mr. Salvi.l

Salvi: WThank you, Mr. Speaker. rise in support of this 'Bill.

three people can be inconsistent, just having one person

as opposed to another person, you can have just as much of
an inconsistency. It's absolutely necessary to have at

least three people listen to the story, rather than have

one person listen and go back and talk to..oabout what he

or she saw to the other 12 and have the 12 vote. All

Representative Pugh is trying to do here is to guarantee

that at least three of the prisoner review boards have the

opportunity to hear, and I want to point out that they have

the opportunity to hear not only the prisoners' side, they

also have the opportunity to hear the victim, and I don't

want...l just don't feel comfortable with only one person
hearing the victim, and then going and reporting back to

the other I'd rather have a11 three hear the story of

the victim and the victim's family before a decision is

made. I think this is a good Bill. I recommend a 'yes'

vote on this.''

Speaker Madiqan: >Mr. Homer.''

Homer: /1 agree with the previous Gentleman. This is a good

Bill. You know, he got...Representative Pugh took a 1ot of

flak for the other Bill that he introduced regarding

C-inmates. He took the Bill from the record. This Bill

clearly is fair. What it says is that a majority of those

who actually hear the parole hearing cano..it takes a

majority of those who hear it to effecy a decision. Right
now, what happens is, one person goes out and hears the

case, and then a1l 12 members vote on it/ and it takes
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seven votes in order to qrant parole. There's nothing fair

about that. Now, if all 12 of 'em want to go hear the

case, fine. It still would take seven. If six go hear it,

it would take four. What is says is it takes a majority of
those who actually hear the case. What could be more fair

and more democratic than that? It's a good Bill. It's

fair. It ought to be supported.l

Speaker Madigan: NMr. Tom Johnson. ' Mr. Johnson.''

Johnson, Tom: f'Yes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield? Representative Pugh, in this Bill, were there any

Amendments that have been filed on this?n

Pugh: ''Yes, Sir. There was an Amendment to...and the Amendment

merely stated...changed the...requires that three members

that actually heard the case to be the ones that make the

decision. At first, we were requiring three members to

be...to be in the room when the case was made, and the

Amendment made it mandatory for those three members that

heard the case to be the ones to make the decision.o

'Johnson, Tom: Plfm not sure understand that. Is three

members now who interview the prisoner?/

Pugh: ''Yes, Sir.''

Johnson, Tom: Nokay. At least three members interview a

prisoner. They now report back to the full board for a

decision? Because your Bill as I see it here, three people

intèrview and three people decide.'

Pugh: *At least three members. At least three members interview,

and at least three members decide.?

Johnson, Tom: Rokay. To the Bi11.O

Speaker Madigan: HMr. Johnson.H

Johnson, Tom: 'Q have worked somewhat with Representative Pugh on

this, and I concur with what he was attempting to do here.

It's my feeling that if we've got a parole board comprised
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of 12 people, we definitely should expect that those 12

people can hear the evidence and make the decision, or at

least the majority thereof. What I had problems with and
where thought this Bill was going was that we only had

one person going out and interviewing and coming back and

reporting to a board of l2. I wanted at least three, and I

agreed fully with Representative Pugh that at least three

should go hear it, and certainly more should be sittinq and

hearing the final decision; and, therefore, Representative

Pugh, at this point I'm going to have to vote 'present'.'

Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Wennlund.p

Wenniund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. have an inquiry of the

Chair. Perhaps the Chair could contact the Electrician.

The clock on the board appears to be 34 minutes iast, so

we'd all be on the same page and have the right time.''

Speaker Madigan: ''Yes. Wefll do thato''

Wennlund: ''Thank youo''

Speaker Madigan: RNow, on the Order of Third Readinq, those in

favor of the passage of this Bill will siqnify by voting

'aye'; those opposed by voting 'no'. Have all voted who

wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

Everyone record themselves, please. Have a1l voted who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the

record. On this question, there are 63 'ayes': 48 'noes'.

This Bill, having received the Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. House Bill 1237: Mr. Clerk. What

order is that Bill on? (House Bi11) 1237.''

Clerk Rossi: nHouse Bill 1237 is on Calendar Order, Third

Reading.''

Speaker Madigan: ''Put the Bill on the Order of Second Reading.

Are there any Amendments?''

Clerk Rossi: ''Floor Amendment #3, offered by Representative
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Sant iago . ''

Speaker Madigan : HMr . Sant iago , on Amendment # 3 to the adult

educat ton B i 11 . ''

Santiago : R'Phank you , Mr . Speaker and Members of the General

Assembly . Amendment 43 to House Bi 11 1237 limits the

intent of the leqi slat ion to the Ci ty of Chicago only . The

purpose of thi s Amendment i s to permi t state f undi ng f or

adult education to become avai lable on a compet it ive bas is

to commun i ty-based organ izat ions . I move ' do adopt ' . >

S eaker Madi gan : HThose i n f avor of the Amendment say 1 aye ' ; '1)

those opposed say ' no ' . The ' ayes ' have The Amendment

i s adopted . Are there any f urther Amendments? N

Clerk Ross i : HNo f urther Amendments . ''

Speaker Madigan: ''Third Reading. Is there leave to hear the Bill

on the Order of Third Reading? Leave is qranted using the

Attendance Roll Call. On the Order of Third Reading, the

Chair recognizes Mr. Morrow; and Mr. Clerk, has the Bill

been read a third time?''

Clerk Rossi: ''The Bill has not been read a third time.n

Speaker Madigan: ''Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.p

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1237, a Bill for an Act amendinq the

Adult Education Act. Third Reading of the Bi11.>

Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Morrow.''

Morrow: f'Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. What House Bill 1237 does now with Floor Amendment

43 on, limits the Bill to the City of Chicago only.

will allow community-based groups and the city colleges of

Chicago to vie for the same pool of state d6llars for adult

education programs. Right now, they are b0th on the same

playing field as far as federal dollars, and what we're

trying to do with House Bill 1237 is to allow them to apply

for the same pool for state dollars. urge passage of
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House Bill 1237./

Speaker Madigan: RMr. Levin.l

Levin: >...yield?>

Speaker Madigan: lThe Sponsor yields, Mr. Levin. Please

proceed.?

Levin: OThere's a very qood program in the Chicago Board of

Education on adult education, the Hilliard Center.

Would...this Bill effect the funding of the Hilliard Center

program?/

Morrow: lRepresentative Levin, really haven't heard any

response or any calls from Hilliard on this, nor have

heard from the Teacher's Union, so 1 would have to say

p n o # 11

Levin: ''Okay, 'cause I can't seem to get an answer to that

question. I've asked it of several people have talked to

me about this Bill, and until can get 4n answer...''

Morrow: ''Representative Levin, it doesn't affect Hilliard.'

Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Weaver.e

Weaver: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen. I know the hour is late, but be careful what

you do. We have been dealing with the adult ed government

stion ior' several years now, and although this restrictsque

it to the City of Chicago, it still moves adult education

money from the city colleges of the City of Chicago into

private and community-based organizations. Now, you make

that decision based upon what you think is best; but

nonetheless, it's a foot in the door to movement of adult

ed money. Be careful-p

Speaker Madigan: ''Mr. Morrow, to close. To close, Mr. Morrow.''

Morrow: *Yes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. have to disagree with

the comments that were jus't said. As said before, when

it comes to the iederal dollars that go into this program
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dealing with the adult education, the CBO's and the

colleges now vie for that same pool of money. What this

Bill would do would allow CBO's to be in the same pool with

the colleges when it comes to state funding. And as to the

issue of Senate Bill 950, which will change the transéer of

adult ed, this Bill has nothing to do with Senate Bill 950.

That's a separate issue. We've tried to put the language

in Senate and House Bill 1237 to keep it separate from that

Senate Bill 950. So I would urge green votes on House Bill

1237.1'

Speaker Madigan: ''Those in favor oi the passage of the Bill

siqnify by voting 'aye'; those opposed by voting 'no'. Have

all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk shall

take the record. On this question, ther'e are 39 'ayes', 73

'noes'. The Bill fails. We shall stand in Periunctory

Session for a short time for the Clerk to read the Senate

Bills on the Order of First Reading; and, with that, the

Chair is prepared to adjourn. Mr. Mcpike moves that the

House stand adjourned until 9 a.m. tomorrow morning. Those
in favor say 'aye'; those opposed say 'no'. The 'ayes'

have it. The House does stand adjourned until 9 a.m.'f
Clerk Rossi: ''Introduction - First Reading of Bills. 'Senate Bill

25, offered by Representative Dart, a Bill for an Act to

amend .the Code of Civil Procedure. Senate Bill 41, offered

by Representative Persico, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Environmental Protection Act. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 99r offered by Representative Saviano, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Illinois Dental Practice Act.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 139, offered by

Representative Pankau, a Bill for an Act to amend the Job

Referral and Job Listing Servlces Consumer Protection Act.
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First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 149, offered by

Representative Churchill, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Child Care Act of 1969. First Readin: of the Bill. Senate

Bill 435, offered by Representative McGuire, a Bill for an

Act concerning language assistance services. First Reading

of the Bill. Senate Bill 504, offered by Representative

Cowlishaw, a Bill for an Act to amend the School Code.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 545, offered by

Representative Wirsing, a Bill for an Act to amend the Toll

Highway Act. First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 554,

offered by Representative Skinner, a Bill for an Act

concerning unfunded mandates. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 561, offered by Representative Churchill, a

Bill for an Act to amend the State Finance Act. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 582, offered by

Representative Parcells, a Bill for an. Act concerning

continuing education requirements for insurance producers.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 594, offered by

Representative Moffit, a Bill for an Act to amend the

School Code. First Reading of the Bill. Senate 5ill 601,

offered by Representative Biggins, a Bill for an Act in

relation to administrative proceedings and judicial review.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 609, oifered by

Representative Brady, a Bill for an Act to amend the
' Business Corporation Act of 1983. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 623, offered by Representative Churchill,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Appellate Court Act. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 626, offered by

Representative Tom Johnson, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Environmental Protection Act. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 719, offered by Representative Cross, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Counties Code. First Reading of
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the Bill. Senate Bill 764, offered by Representative

Pankau, a Bill for an Act in relation to the environment.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 776, offered by

Representative Biggins, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Ambulatory Surgical Treatment Center Act. First Reading of

the Bill. Senate Bill 792, offered by Representative

Cowlishaw, a Bill for an Act to amend the School Code.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 795, offered by

Representative Noland, a Bill for an Act to create the

Illinois Distance Learning Foundation. First Reading of'

the Bill. Senate Bill 891, offered by Representative

Deuchler, a Bill for an Act to amend the Savings Bank Act.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 641, offered by

Representative Schoenberg, a Bill for an Act to amend the

clinical Psychologist Licensing Act. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 642, offered by Representative Currie, a

Bill for an Act to amend the Chicaqo Park District Act.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 666, offered by

Representative Kubik, a Bill for an Act to amend the Public

Aid Code. First' Readin: of the Bill. Senate Bill 671,

offerqd by Representative Rutherford, a Bill for an Act to

amend the School Code. First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Bill 672, offered by Representative Kubik, a Bill for an

Act to amend the Revenue Act of 1939. First Readinq of the

Bill. Senate Bill 677, offered by Representative

Rutherford, a Bill for an Act to amend the Nursing Home

Grant Assistance Act. First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Bill 684, offered by Representative Mulligan, a Bill for an

Act concerning prison industries. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 735, offered by Representative Currie, a

Bill for an Act to amend the School Code. First Reading of

the Bill. Senate Bill 766, offered by Representative
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Laurino, a Bill for an Act to amend the Court Reporters

Act. First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 851, offered

by Representative Wennlund, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Park District Code. First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill

870, offered by Representative Maureen Murphy, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Jury Commission Act. First Reading of

the Bill. Senate Bill 881, offered by Representative

Turner, a Bill for an Act to amend the School Code. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 1000, offered by

Representative Maureen Murphy, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Education Labor Relations Act. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 1034, offered by Representative Wennlund,

a Bill for an Act concerninq illicit drugs. First Reading

of the Bill. Senate Bill 1078, offered by Represpntative

Flowers, a Bill for an Act in relation to the destruction,

vandalization, or defacing of Metropolitan Transit

Authority and Regional Transportation Authority property,

amending named Acts. First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Bill 525, offered by Representative Mcpike, a Bill for an

Act making certain appropriations for education, higher

education, and education grant programs. First Readin: of

the Bill. Senate Bill 528, offered by Representative Edley,

a Bill for an Act making appropriations to the Illinois

Student Assistance Commission. First Reading of the Bill.
CS:S1q)

Senate Bill 525, offered by Speaker Madigan, a Bill for an

Act making certain appropriations to the Board of Trustees

of the University of Illinois. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 532, offered by Representative Hawkins, a Bill

for an Act making appropriations to the Board of Trustees

of Southern Illinois University. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 944, offered by Representative Curran, a

Bill for an Act makinq appropriations for the ordinary and
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contingent expenses of the Board of Regents. First Reading

of the Bill. Senate Bill 34# offered by Representative

Novak, a Bill for an Act relating to energy conservation.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 231, offered by

i Cross a Bill for an Act to amen'd theRepresentat ve ,

Illinois Controlled Substances Act. First Reading of the

Bill. Senate Bill 533, offered by Representative Churchill,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Pension Code.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 57.7, offered by

Representative Tom Johnson, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Counties Code. First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 590,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Revenue Act of 1939. First

Readin: of these Senate Bills. Being no further business,

the House Perfunctory Session is adjourned. The House will
' 

inq at the hour of 9:00 a.m.>reconvene tomorrow morn
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Speaker Turner: ''The hour of 3:30 having arrived, the House will

come to order. The Chaplain for today is Reverend Gary

Mccants of the Bethel-African Methical...Methodist

Episcopal Church in Kewanee, Illinois. Al1 guests... A11

guests in the qallery may wish to rise for the invocation.

Reverend Mccants.''

Reverend Mccants: ''May we boW our hearts. I will extoll the Lord

at all times. His praise will always be on my lips. When I

sought the Lord, He answered me and delivered me fron all

my fears. Oh, Lord, bless the leaders of this House and al1

the Members Who serve in it. May a11 those who know You,

call on You for guidance in addressing the affairs of the

people of this great State. It is my prayer that You grant

them knowledge, wisdom, and the understanding approprtate

for the meaningful resolution of the matters within the

jurisdkctkon of this Body. It remains my prayer and belief

that Your angel encanps around those who respect and seek

ïour face, and that He will deliver them from all their

fears. This is my prayer. In Thou dear Son's name, we pray.

M CX * 01

Speaker Turner: ''We Will be 1ed in the Pledge of Allegiance by

Representative Kaszake''

Kaszak et a1: ''I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United

States of America, and to the republic for which it stands,

one nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and

justice for all.f'
Speaker Turner: ''Rok1 Call for Attendance. The Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Kubik.''

Mubik: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Let the record reflect that

Representative Bernard Pedersen is excused today.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Currie.''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. Representative Monroe Flinn is

l
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excused today because of illnesso''

Speaker Turner: ''Mr. Clerk, there are a ll5 Menbers present. A

quorum being present, you shall take the record. Mr. Clerk,

Introduction of House Billso''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 2450, offered by Representative ïounge,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Public Aid Code.

House Bill 2451, offered by Representative Younge, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Illinois Housing Development Act.

House Bill 2452, offered by Representative Younge: a Bill

for an Act to amend the East St. Louis Area Development

Act. House Bill 2453: offered by Representative Younge, a

Bill for an Act to amend the Public Community College Act.

House Bill 2454, offered by Representative Younge, a Bill

for an Act to amend certain Acts in relation to foreign

trade zones. House Bill 2455, offered by Representative

Youngey a Bill for an Act to amend the Civil Administrative

Code of Illinois. House Bill 2456, offered by

Representative Younçe, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Community College Act. House Bill 2457, offered by

Representative Younge, a Bill for an Act concerning

families, amendinç named Acts. House Bill 2458, offered by

Representative Younge: a Bill for an Act making an

appropriation to the Board of Trustees of State Community

College. House Bill 2459, offered by Representative Iounge,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Enterprise Zone

Act. House Bill 2460: offered by Representative ïounge, a

Bill for an Act in relation to a demonstration enterprise

zone in the East St. Louis First Reading of these House

Bills.''

Speaker Turner: ''Commlttee Reports.''

Clerk Rossi: ''The Committee on Rules has met, and pursuant to

Rule 14(a)6, recommends constderation and the foklowing

2
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Bill be placed on the Order of Second Reading: Senate Bill

128. The Rules Committee has met, also, pursuant to Rule

14(a)5, and recommends consideration and the Bill be placed

on the Order of Concurrence: House Bill 436, 611, and House

Bill 1587. The Committee on Rules has met pursuant to Rule

14(a)4# and recommends consideration and the Bills be

placed on the Order of Conference: House Bills 293, 596,

1331, 1526, 2053 and Senate Bills 586 and 951. Signed by

Frank Giglto, Chairman.''

Speaker Turner: f'Supplemental Calendar is being distributed.

House Bill 1854, on the Order of Concurrence,

Representative Saltsman.''

Saltsman: 'f...Yes, Mr. Speaker, could I take this out of the

record for just a few minutes? I'm waiting for a staff
person.''

Speaker Turner: ''Out of the record, Mr. Clerk. Senate Bill 406:

Representative Deering. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk. Out of

the record. The House would like to welcome to the chamber

former Representative Jerry Washington down front.

Representative Jerry Washlngton. The Special Order

Concurrence, House Bill 611. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.

Representative Balanoff.''

Balanoff: d'Yes, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. I

move that the House concur in Senate Amendment l to House

Bill 611.1'

Speaker Turner: ''Are there any questions? Seeing none, the

Gentleman moves... The Gentleman from Will, Representative

Wennlund.''

Wennlund: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Wtll the Sponsor yyeld?''

Speaker Turner: ''He indicates he will.''

Wennlund: ''Can you explain to the Members of the House what the

genesis of Senate Amendment #1 is? Three model homes in a

3
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three mile radius?''

Balanoff: I'My understanding is it's from the...the Amendment

submitted by the Home Builders.''

Wennlund: ''I'm sorry.''

Balanoff: ''It Was... It Was an Amendment that was suggested by

the Home Builders.''

Wennlund: HThis is a result of current law that...that provides

that a model home does not go on the tax rolls at its fair

market value?''

Balanoff: ''Yes. It was a compromise between the Home Builders and

the Township Assessors. Yes, but that is correct.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you very much.''

Speaker Turner: ''Any further questions? Seeing none, the question

is, 'Shal1 the House concur in Senate Amendment l to House

Bill 611?'. Al1 those in favor should say 'aye'. A11 those

opposed say 'no'.o.should vote 'aye'. A1l those opposed

should vote 'no'. The voting is noW open. Have a1l voted

who wksh? Representative Meyer votes 'aye'. Have all voted

who wish? ...Have a11 voted who Wish? The Clerk shall take

the record. On this question there are l14 voting 'yes', l

voting 'no', no voting 'presentl: and the House does concur

in Senate Amendment to House Bill 611, and this Motion is

hereby declared passed. Under the Order of Concurrences,

you have House Bill 436, Representative Novak.''

Novak: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I noW move that We concur in Senate Amendment 41 and

nonconcur in Senate Amendment #2 to House Bill 436..1

Speaker Turner: ''Do you want to concur in Amendment #1?1'

Novak: MYes. Yes, Mr. Speaker, move that we concur in Senate

Amendment

Speaker Turner: ''Okay. The Gentleman moves that We concur in

Senate Amendment 1 to House Bill 436. Are there any

4
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quesklons? Seeing none, the question is, 'Shall the House

concur in Senate Amendment l to House Bill 436?9. A1l those

in favor should vote 'aye'. Those opposed should vote

'no'. The voting is open. This is final passage. Have al1

voted Who Wish? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk shall

take the record. On this question there are l11 'ayes'...

Add Representative McGuire. On this question there are 1l2

'ayes', no 'noes'e l voting 'present' and the House

concurs in Senate Amendment 1 to House Bill 436, and this

Bill having received the Constitutional Majority is hereby

declared passed. Representative Novak on Senate Amendment 2

to House Bill 436.''

Novak: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, thank

you. I now move that We nonconcur on Senate Amendnent 2 to

House Bill 436.''

Speaker Turner: d'The Gentleman moves that Weo..that we nonconcur

on Senate Amendment #2 to House Bill 436. A1l those in

favor should vote 'aye'. Those opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is now op... No. All those in favor should vote

'ayed...should say 'aye'. Those opposed say 'no'. The

'ayes' have it, and the House does not concur on Senate

Amendment 2 to House Bill 436. House Bill 1587,

Representative Pankau.''

Pankau: ''Kr. Speaker and Members of the Assembly, I move to

nonconcur with Senate Amendment l to House Bill 1587.''

Speaker Turner: f'Are there any questions on this lssue? The Lady

moves that We nonconcur on Senate Amendnent l to House Bill

1587. A11 those in favor should say 'aye'. A1l those

opposed say 'no'. In the opinion of the Chair the 'ayes'

have it, and the House does nonconcur on Senate Amendment

to House Bill 1587. Under the Order of Conference Connittee

Reports? Supplemental Calendar 1, we have Eouse Bill 293,

69th Legislative Day
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Representative Hoffmanm''

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I'm a Co-sponsor hand...handling this for

Representative Elinn. On House Bill 293 is a Conference

Committee Report which Will allow counties to flle one

annual aggreqated petition on delinquent tax properties on

which they wish to b1d ln the absence of other bidders. It

finally allows counties to recover their costs from the

proceeds of tax sales as an offset prior to distributlon to

the taxing districts. It also limits a sale error due to

municipal liens for those liens of less than $5,000. The

application of limttation is restricted to downstate

counties only. And also, ik...Representative Brady has a

portion of this Bill relating to the Diamond Star

Manufacturlng Corporation. It provides such agreements

of...and it sets out a settlement reached between the

partles in...before the Property Tax Appeal Board decision

in favor of Diamond Star. Representative Brady canvv.give

you the information about, if there are any questions. I

ask for a favorable roll call on House Bill 293.'1

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Knox, Representative

Moffitt.''

Moffitt: ''Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Turner: ''He indicates he Will.''

Moffitt: ''Just a questkon on the Bilk. had some municipaltties

express concern that this Bill would really.o.where they

had filed mechanics' liens for mowing and different things

on bare lots, that this Would wipe those out and they would

lose their money. Is that correct?''

Hoffman: ''If it... If it's downstate and it's under $5,000, there

could be no sale in error. That is correct. So, in other

wordsy wbat is happening now is# in those situations, a tax

June 2, 1993
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buyer may buy the taxes. May buy the back taxes. A year

from now, they'll cone back and theyfll say 'Ohy we didn't

know about this municipal lien.' They'll say it's a sale in

error. So what then theyfre entitled to, is theydre

entitled to the money that they have paid, plus one percent

interest. What is happening, thts money is comkng directly

out of the taxpayers' pockets, paying the interest to these

tax buyers, when in fact, they knew a1l along that there

was a possibility of a sale kn error. So, it's under

$5,000, yes, that is true. If the lten is under 5,000..1

Moffitt: ''Then, if my understanding is correct, 1...1 think a lot

of Representatives Would be concerned that...that they're

really giving away something that belongs to the

municipallties, and...based on that, I would urge a Ino'

V O V * @ 'î

Hoffman: ''Wel1, Representative, guess my answer to you is...is

that wbat is happening is when we declare a sale in error,

that property is totally taken off the books, and it's

totally taken off the tax rolls. So, the nunicipalities are

losing by not having thato..thate..not having anybody

paylng taxes on that land. And when you declare a sale in

error, theydre losing out that Way, which in the long run,

ls a greater loss than they are through the lien process.''

Moffitt: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from McLean, Representative

Brady.f'

Brady: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen. I rise

to speak in favor of the Motion here to adopt. A very

lmportant piece of legislation that will help us settle a

long tax...property tax dispute in my county, and I ask for

your favorable vote.''

speaker Turner: 'sThe Gentleman from McHenrye Representative
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Skinner.''

Skinner: ''Well, as I read this thing, it sounds to me like we're

sttcking it to munickpatëties here. And kf tbat's what we

want to do, I guess a 'yes' vote would be appropriate. I am

told that tbe Municipal League is opposed to this. I'm

tryîng to figure out Who wins. It sounds to me like the tax

buyer wins. Is that correct, Mr. Sponsor?''

Hoffman: ''I didn't hear... I didn't know you were asking a

question. Could you repeat it, please?''

Skinner: ''Wel1, obviously it's an unimportant Bill, or else we

wouldn't a1l be talking. My question is, who is the winner

and who is the loser in Section 271.1? The municlpal lien

MY V i * 10

Hoffman: ''The Winner... The Winner is the taxpayer. And the

reason the winner is the taxpayer is because a sale in

error is declared, number one, it's taken off the tax

rolls, and We're not receiving any taxes for that; and

number two, if...if it's a sale in error, the municipal

lien isn't paid anyway. So, I don't see how the Municipal

League could be against it. What we're talking about

is...is not allowing individuals to make one percent

interest per month by simply having a small municipal lien

on there. If there's a substantial...a substantial

municipal lien, sure, then I understand the argument. But

to take it off the tax rolls Where municipalities aren't

gettknç any taxes because a sale in error has been

declared, is in the long term, is a loss to the taxpayers

and a loss for the municipalities.''

Skinner: ''Is lt discretionary on the part of the county treasurer

to issue a sale in error certificate?''

Hoffman: ''No, isndt. believe sale in errors are applied for

and...and then possibly have to be litigated before a judge

8
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in that court....a judge in that circuit in that county.''
Skinner: ''Wel1, Representative, you may be right in your

argument, but sure wish you would convince the Illinois

Municipal League of the correctness of your argument.''

Speaker Turner: I'The Gentleman from Cook... The Gentleman from

Kankakee, Representative Novakw''

Novak: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, will the Sponsor yield?''

Hoffman: ''Yes. Yes.''

Novak: ''Okay. Representative Hoffman, I know I spoke to

Representative Fltnn concerning some communications I

received from the University Park a village in my district

in the northern end. A11 I want to do is for the record

and for intent, does this corrected language correct the

situation for the Village of University Park?''

Hoffman: ''Yes.''

Novak: ''Okay, thank you.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Lady fron Cook, Representative Currie.f'

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. I rise in

support of the Conference Comnittee Report. I think the

queskion that this Bill raises may look very different

depending on Which part of the State you live in, depending

on what's happening in the property values and development

in your individual area. Representative Flinn, from St.

Clair County, was responding when he introduced this Bill

to the problem ofwp.of properties that stay off the tax

rolls, that do not get developed, and with tax buyers who

are able to Win their one percent in interest because

theydve bought a piece of property against Which a

municipal lien is outstanding. On the other hand, there are

in the northeastern part of the State, communities that are

able to use those liens to leverage sensible responsible

development. The new language in this Conference Committee
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Report, the $5,000 limit, I think responds to the problems

of peopke in areas lkke University Park, Who were able to

use the lien to tbeir advantage. At the same time, it

permits the possibility of worthwhile development and it

stops the holding up of tax buyers that we were seeing in

places like St. Clair. I thlnk this is a good compromise. I

thtnk it's one that is responsive to different needs in

different parts of the State, and I urge your faye' vote.
''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Peoria, Representative

Leitch.''

Leitch: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Turner: ''He indicates he Wi1l.''

Leitch: ''I would be very interested to know what is a 'sale in

error?' Can you describe what that is and what that does?''

Hoffman: ''Yes. What a sale in error is, if a tax buyer...a tax

buyer buys back taxes, he has a certain amount of time,

don't...I can't tell you if it's a year or 18 months, but

he has a certain amount of time; and there's eight reasons

in the statute why that individual could have a sale in

error declared. For instance, the people declared

bankruptcy, therefore, he can't...be can't get the property

on back taxes. I believer maybe internal revenue service

type liens. If the property has been substantially

destroyed. Eor instance, hefs bought something, he didn't

know at the time that he bought it that there

was...that..wthat it existed after due diligence and finds

it out later. Thereforer he can have a sale in error

declared. It goes... He gets his noney back, the tax buyer,

plus one percent interest per month. And then gces back

off the tax rolls. And nobody essentially owns it.''

Leitch: ''I see. And What daes your Bill do in regard to this?''

Hoffman: ''Just regard to that limiteda..that limited portlon, it

10
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says if there's a municipal lien, and those liens are for

less than $5,000, and only in downstate, that that is not

reason for a sale in error. So, in other words, if the lien

is for less than $5,000, the tax buyer can't come back and

say I want my money back and I want one percent per month

interest: if it's for less than $5,000.'.

Leitch: MThank you.''

Speaker Turner: HThe Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg.'f

Granberg: ''Wi11 the Gentleman yield? Representative, ls there

a... Does this affect a pending Tax Appeal Board decision?''

Hoffman: ''Yes. This... Representative Brady and Representatlve

Maitland's provision, which is also the Taxpayers

Federation provision, having to do with Diamond Star, yes.

That is the Taxpayers Federation provision.''

Granberg: ''Thank you. To the Conference Committee Report. Ladles

and Gentlemen, the parties have agreedr for the most partv

on this language. This brings to culmination negotiations.

Theyfve tried to assist all the parties. This has received

good bipartisan support, and I would rise in support of the

Conference Committee, and urge a11 Members to support this

Report.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Dupage, Representative

Bigqins.''

Biggins: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield to a

question?''

Hoffman: ''Yes. Yes. Yesv''

Biggins: ''Sponsor, ...tf...wou1d this encourage people not to pay

their taxes if their tax bill is less than $5,0007.4

Hoffman: ''No. This...has nothing to do with the tax b11l being

less than $5,000. Wedre talking about a municipal lien of

less than $5,000.'.

11
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Biggins: ''Okay.''

Hoffman: ''No. This has nothing to do... No. No.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Wl11r Representative Meyer.''

Meyer: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield for a

question?''

Speaker Turner: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Meyer: HSponsor, down here.''

Hoffman: ''Oh there you are.''

Meyer: ''My understanding of your answer to a previous question

was that the Municipal League portion only affects

downstate counties. Am I mislead by my understanding?''

Hoffmanl f'No, thatfs correck.''

Meyer: 1'Well, I refer to line 26 of page 4...25 and 26 of page 4.

Theyfre talking about counties with a population of less

than three million. Where do you define downstate as

starting?''

Hoffman: ''Wekl...I guess everybodyds definition of downstate ts

different, but I guess that I define downstate south of

1-80. But I guess maybe some of the.p.some of the

mis...some of the counties north of 1-80 are also involved

in this.'f

Meyez: ''Okay. Well...''

Hoffman: ''I read from... I read from Representative Flinn's

analysis. I didn't mean to mislead you.''

Meyer: ''Okay. Thank youa''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Levin.
i'

Levin: 'gThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I believe that Representative Skinner hit the nail

on the head, when he suggested that the Municipal League

read this Bll1 backwards. This Bill helps municipalities by

lnsuring that a tax buyer cannot use, as an excuse, a small

municipal lien to get out of a tax sale; that

12
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municipalities will still get their money

sale will go through and there will not be a need to pay

interest to that tax buyer. Representative Flinn has worked

hard on this Bill. Ik Was one of the first Bills he

tntroduced, as you can tell by the 1ow number that it has.

It Went through the House Revenue Committee and I urge your

support for this Conference Committee Report #1..'

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from St. Clairr Representative

Hoffman, to close.''

Hoffman: f'I Would like to thank a11 the Representatives on behalf

of Representative Flinnr who spoke in favor of thls Bill;

and particularly I'd like to point out a couple of things.

The first thing, is wepre talking about taxpayer savings

here. Wedre talking about savings...savings to taxpayers

and getting property taxes back on the rolls, so that we

can spread the burden of taxes out, and ensure the people

have reasonable taxes throughout the counties. Secondly,

this is an agreement and a bipartisan Bill that contains

provisions of Representative Brady and Senator Maitland's

Bi11, and it's supported by the Taxpayers Federation. I ask

for a favorable vote.''

Speaker Turner: ''The question is, 'Shall the House adopt

Conference Committee to House Bill 2937'. All those in

favor should vote 'aye'. A11 those opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is noW open. Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the

record. On this question there 89 voting 'yes', 25 voting

'no', l voting 'present', and the House does adopt

Conference Committee Report to House Bill 293. The Bill

having received the Constitutional required Majority is

hereby declared passed. Under the Order of Conference

Committees, we have House Bill 596, Representative Black.
''

June 2, 1993
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Black: ''Thank you very much: Mr. Speaker. Conference Committee

Report 41 to House Bill 596 keeps intact the language that

this House passed...l believe it Was 578, and was.. oor

596. Whatever was. was my House Bill that creates a

license plate for the Korean War veterans. They have been

working for this for about three years, and the 40th

anniversary of the armistice of the Korean War is this

July, and they would very much like to have this plate.

Also, would move that the House concur in Senate

Anendment #1. And everythlng we do down here is a

compromise, and this is a compromise that brinqs Elvis

Presley back and puts the Elvis plate on this Conference

Committee Report. And: of course, that plate Will be

available for sale. Nobody has to buy it if they don't Want

to, but the proceeds of the plate, as Representative

Balanoff can tell you, is earmarked for many a good cause.

And so with that compromise in effect, I Would move that we

concur or accept Conference Committee Report #1 to House

Bill 596.9'

Speaker Turner: f'The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Balanoffo''

Balanoff: 'îMr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, rise

in support of this great Conference Committee Report. As

Representative Black suggested, it also includes what was

in House Bill 318, a very popular idea, and that is the

Elvis license plate: Whkch Wilk help raise very badly

needed revenue for drug and alcohol treatment and

prevention programs in the State of Illinois. In Florida,

it's raised a $160 millton in neW revenue in six years. In

California, they've sold over one million preorders for

specialty license plates. It really ls a win-win for

everybody. People get somethkng they love and enjoy, and at

14
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the same time, we can raise badly needed revenue for the

State of Illinois without raising taxes.''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Coles, Representative

Weaver.''

Weaver: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield? Just

a... Just a brief question, Representative. Are these

plates restricted to people that are dead?''

Black: ''Well, I certainly hope not.''

Weaver: ''Wel1...''

Black: ''We don't even know if Elvis is for sure.''

Weaver: ''Well, the question is, if he's spotted ln a shopping

center in Kalamazoo, are we gonna have to rescind a11 these

#1ateS?''

Black: ''Wel1, 1'11 tell you What. If he's spotted in Kalamazoo,

1'11 just explode right here on the floore''

Speaker Turner: ''The Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative

Black, to close.''

glack: ''Thank you very much: Mr. Speaker. I think both of these

Bills incorporated in the Conference Committee Report have

been debated at some length, and I'm willing to accept this

compromise. I think: if youdll talk to any of the Korean

War veterans, and there are 200,000 of them that served in

that conflict, who live in Illinois, their time has come.

This July will be the 40th anniversary of the end of that

conflict that cost over 53:000 American lives. Their time

has come. They deserve this plate. And the time is now. How

better to honor them than on the 40th anniversary of the

armistice. I ask for your 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Turner: ''Mr. Black, I know youdve closed. There Was one

more light flashing. Would you want to yield before we

proceed to the roll call? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Glglio.''
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